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My Love, Don’t Cross 
That River HHH
Film Movement, 86 min., 
in Korean w/English 
subtitles, not rated, DVD: 
$24.99, Nov. 1

Moyoung Jin’s mov-
ing documentary—
which broke box-office 
records in its native 
South Korea—presents 
a memorable portrait of the 100-year-old 
Korean lovebirds Byong-man Jo (actually, 
he is 98) and Gye-Yeul Kang (his 89-year-
old wife), who have been married for more 
than 75 years. Shot over a 15-month period, 
My Love, Don’t Cross That River captures the 
day-to-day relationship of this elderly couple 
who have managed to retain their youthful 
love—still having playful snowball fights and 
tossing leaves at one another. But while the 
pair may give the impression of perpetual 
adolescence, both are also gravely aware that 
their time together is coming to an end, and 
the film becomes especially poignant when 
Jo’s health begins to fail and Kang must face 
the prospect of living out her days without 
her beloved husband. Although occasion-
ally a bit heavy on syrupy sentimentalism, 
this intimate cinema vérité profile features 
many scenes that are emotionally powerful, 
including a family dinner with the couple’s 

adult children that turns sour, the sad loss of 
a dog, and sequences capturing Jo’s increas-
ing illness. While some will find the slow 
pace and meandering narrative off-putting, 
patient viewers will be rewarded with a true 
love story that also presents an honest look 
at some of the most difficult aspects of aging. 
Also included as a bonus is Christian Bruno 
and Natalija Vekic’s 2014 short documentary 
Ed & Pauline, centering on film exhibitor 
Ed Landberg and critic Pauline Kael, who 
together ran an influential San Francisco art 
house theater during their brief, tumultuous 
marriage. Recommended. (P. Hall)

Like My Love, Don’t 
Cross That River, film-
maker Zachary Heinzer-
ling’s Oscar-nominated 
documentary Cutie and 
the Boxer (VL-3/14) is 
about an older cou-
ple: then-80-year-old 
avant-garde artist Ushio Shinohara (who 
makes “boxing” paintings by beating 
the bejeezus out of a huge canvas with 
paint-drenched boxing gloves) and his 
two-decades-younger wife Noriko, who 
chafes at being a “free secretary, free 
assistant, free chef,” and wants to do her 
own artwork.
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Video Newsbriefs
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Sponsored by BayView Entertainment
DVD PICKS

Trains have always been a symbol of ingenuity and 
freedom, but who knew that 10,000 tons of welded 
steel could be so downright fun to watch…especially 
when  lmed in stunning 4k! Almost as good as taking 
a train ride yourself, watch these behemoths 
circumnavigate the world as you ride along from the 
comfort of your own living room. “Trains Across the 
WorldWorld” features the world famous Donner Pass and 
Keddie Wye as well as rail lines from America, 
Canada, Germany, England, and more, up close & 
personal.

TRAINS ACROSS THE WORLD
BAY2210 $19.99

This DVD featuring Kelly Coffey-Meyer contains 
two 30 minute workouts that are upbeat, fun and 
challenging as they offer a unique infusion of 
boxing, basic aerobic moves, plyometrics, 
calisthenics, and core work that will help you burn 
calories and get in shape. These action-packed 
workouts are designed to trim down your 
waistlinewaistline, tone up your arms/legs/glutes, and 
improve your overall strength.

30 MINUTES TO FITNESS: 
AMPED-UP CARDIO LIVE 

BAY2209 $19.99

Oscar Longlisted Doc  
“Command and Control” on 
Nuclear Accidents Coming 
January 10 from PBS

PBS Distribution has announced a 
January 10 release for the American Ex-
perience-aired documentary Command 
and Control (DVD: $24.99), recently 
longlisted for Best Documentary for 
the Oscars. A cautionary tale of freak 
accidents, human fallibility, and ex-
traordinary heroism, the film exposes 
terrifying truths about the management 
of America’s nuclear arsenal, detailing 
what can happen when the weapons 
built to protect us threaten to destroy 
us. Directed by Academy Award-nom-
inated filmmaker Robert Kenner and 
based on the critically-acclaimed titular 
book by Eric Schlosser, the film recounts 
the story of a deadly 1980 accident at a 
Titan II missile complex in Damascus, 
AR, through interviews with Air Force 
personnel, weapon designers, and first 
responders, following the chain of 
events that caused the accident and the 
feverish efforts to prevent the explosion 
of a ballistic missile carrying a powerful 
nuclear warhead that was 600 times 
more powerful than the bomb that 
destroyed Hiroshima. Woven through 
the Damascus story is a riveting history 
of America’s nuclear weapons program, 
from World War II through the Cold 
War, much of it based on recently de-
classified documents. The film forces 
viewers to confront the great dilemma 
that the U.S. has faced since the dawn 
of the nuclear age: how do we manage 
weapons of mass destruction without 
being destroyed by them?

“Video Librarian” Film Critic 
Susan Granger’s New Book 
Celebrates Timeless Movies

Video Librarian f ilm critic Susan 
Granger has a new book out: 150 Time-
less Movies (Hannacroix Creek Books, 
hardcover: $29.95, paperback: $19.99, 
e-book: $7.99, avail. from most distrib-
utors). A choice collection of 150 movie 
reviews of classic and contemporary 
timeless movies by international syndi-
cated film critic Granger, the selections 
include films from the silent era up to 
today, from the Russian classic Battle-
ship Potemkin (1925) and Gone with the 
Wind (1939) to Bridge of Spies (2015) 
and Zootopia (2016). While many titles 
will be familiar to movie lovers, others 
are not as well-known, including John 

Sayles’s The Secret 
of Roan Irish (1994) 
and Christopher 
Q u i n n ’ s  G o d 
Grew Tired of Us 
(2006). 150 Time-
less Movies, which 
includes reviews 
repr inted f rom 
Granger’s popu-
lar website (www.
susangranger.com) and more than two 
dozen new reviews of English and 
foreign film classics, also features an 
introduction by Granger, who grew up 
in Hollywood; her father was director/
producer S. Sylvan Simon, and, after 
his untimely death at 41 while film-
ing From Here to Eternity, her mother 
remarried and Susan’s stepfather was 
MGM executive Armand Deutsch. Keir 
Dullea, actor and star of 2001: A Space 
Odyssey says, “I can always trust Susan 
Granger to steer me to the movies I’ll 
love (as well as the stinkers to avoid). 
Not only is she a good guide, but she’s 
a fun read. I am honored to be included 
in the timeless 150!”

“Pinocchio” Slated for Walt 
Disney “Signature Collection” 
Release on January 31

Walt Disney’s triumphant animated 
classic Pinocchio: Walt Disney Signature 
Collection (DVD: $29.99, Blu-ray: $39.99) 
will be released on January 31. Consid-
ered one of the greatest animated films 
ever made, with two Academy Awards—
for Best Original Score and Best Orig-
inal Song (“When You Wish Upon a 
Star”)—and a rare 100% rating on Rot-
ten Tomatoes, the film is set to delight a 
whole new generation of dreamers with 
its masterful animation, unforgettable 
characters, and award-winning music. 
Inspired by Carlo Collodi’s classic tale, 
Pinocchio tells the story of woodcarver 
Geppetto’s beloved titular puppet, who 
embarks on a thrilling quest—along 
with faithful companion Jiminy Crick-
et—that will test his bravery, loyalty, 
and honesty as he tries to fulfill his 
heart’s desire: to become a real boy. 
This Walt Disney Signature Collection 
edition includes both classic bonus ma-
terial and exclusive features, including 
a new rendition of “When You Wish 
Upon a Star,” never-before-seen artwork 
from the film’s Pleasure Island sequence, 
archival recordings of Walt Disney 
during the production of Pinocchio, and 
a recently restored 1927 short featuring 
Oswald the Lucky Rabbit.
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Books Into Movies

New Releases

www.darkhollowfilms.com

S I N C E :  T H E  B O M B I N G  O F  
P A N  A M  F L I G H T  1 0 3

Tells the story of some of the first victims of 
terrorism, who proved that ordinary people  can 
accomplish extraordinary feats in the wake of 
politically fueled mass murder. 
“A powerful portrayal of the emotional price  
of  terrorism.”

—Heather Kenihan, Newport  Beach Film Festival

B E Y O N D  T H E  D I V I D E
Two brave people find a way to bridge the 
divide of unresolved resentment between those 
who served in the Vietnam War and those who 
fought a different war at home.
“ . . . a remarkable story of peace building that 
will help shape and heal our divided culture.” 

—Michael C. Klein, The University of St. Thomas

F I N D I N G  N O R M A L
A rare look into the lives of addicts trying to 
stay clean and learning to live sober—and the 
mentors who help keep them on track.
“ . . . one of the finest films to come out of Portland 
in years.” —David Walker, Willamette Week

The following films based on books 
are slated to open during January and 
February. Movie release dates are subject 
to change.

Coming in January

Silence ( Jan. 6) is 
adapted from Japanese 
author Shusaku Endo’s 
1966 historical fiction 
novel. Directed by Mar-
tin Scorsese, the film 
stars Andrew Garfield, 
Adam Driver, Liam Nee-
son, Ciarán Hinds, and 
Tadanobu Asano.

The Bye Bye Man 
( Jan. 13) is adapted 
from Robert Damon 
Schneck’s 2005 book 
The President’s Vampire: 
Strange-but-True Tales of 
the United States of Amer-
ica, which investigates 
odd stories. Directed by 
Stacy Title, the supernatural horror film 
stars Douglas Smith, Carrie-Anne Moss, 
Cressida Bonas, and Faye Dunaway.

Live by Night (Jan. 
13) is adapted f rom 
Dennis Lehane’s 2012 
Edgar Award-winning 
crime novel. Directed 
by Ben Affleck, the Pro-
hibition-era drama stars 
Affleck, Elle Fanning, 
Brendan Gleeson, Zoe 
Saldana, Sienna Miller, Anthony Michael 
Hall, and Scott Eastwood.

A Dog’s Purpose 
( Jan. 27), is adapted 
from humorist W. Bruce 
Cameron’s New York 
Times bestselling 2010 
reincarnation novel. 
Directed by Lasse Hall-
ström, the film stars 
Britt Robertson, Dennis 
Quaid, Josh Gad, and Peggy Lipton.

Coming in February

Same Kind of Dif-
ferent As Me (Feb. 3) 
is based on the 2006 
New York Times nonfic-
tion bestseller by Ron 
Hall, Denver Moore, and 
Lynn Vincent, subtitled 
“A Modern-Day Slave, 
an International Art 

Dealer, and the Unlikely Woman Who 
Bound Them Together.” Directed by 
Michael Carney, the drama stars Renée 
Zellweger, Djimon Hounsou, and Greg 
Kinnear.

Fifty Shades Darker 
(Feb. 10) is based on au-
thor E.L. James’s 2012 
second novel in the 
erotic romance series. 
Directed by James Foley, 
the film stars Dakota 
Johnson, Jamie Dornan, 
Tyler Hoechling, and 
Kim Basinger.

Tulip Fever (Feb. 24) 
is an adaptation of En-
glish writer Deborah 
Moggach’s 1999 period 
novel. Directed by Justin 
Chadwick, this Neth-
erlands-set drama stars 
Alicia Vikander, Dane 
DeHaan, Zach Gali-
fianakis, Judi Dench, 
Christoph Waltz, Cara Delevingne, and 
Holliday Grainger.

Looking Ahead

Slated for March is 
The Zookeeper’s Wife, 
an adaptation of natu-
ralist Diane Ackerman’s 
2007 WWII-era nonfic-
tion book, directed by 
Niki Caro and starring 
Jessica Chastain, Daniel 
Brühl, and Johan Held-
enbergh.

Coming in April is 
Wonder, based on R.J. 
Palacio’s 2012 children’s 
novel about a boy who 
learns to accept his fa-
cial deformity. Directed 
by Stephen Chbosky, 
the film stars Julia Rob-
erts, Owen Wilson, Ja-
cob Tremblay, and Mandy Patinkin.

Also scheduled for 
April is The Circle, 
based on Dave Eggers’s 
2013 near-future Big 
Brother novel, directed 
by James Ponsoldt, and 
starring Tom Hanks, 
Karen Gillan, Emma 
Watson, John Boyega, 
Patton Oswalt, Bill Paxton, and Glenne 
Headly.
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SAND STORM
As wedding festivities get underway in a 
Bedouin village in Southern Israel, Jalila 
fi nds herself in the awkward position of 
hosting her husband Suliman’s marriage 
to a second, much younger wife. During 
the celebration, Jalila stumbles across her 
eldest daughter Layla’s involvement with a 
boy from her university—a strictly forbidden 
liaison that would shame the family. Burying 
the indignity of Suliman and his new bride 
living next door, Jalila also tries to contain 
Layla’s situation by clamping down on her. 
But Layla sees a different life for herself...

“A lovely, deeply affecting 
fi lm.”
-Bilge Ebiri, New York Magazine

FIRE AT SEA
Samuele is 12 years old and lives on 
an island in the middle of the Mediter-
ranean Sea. He goes to school, loves 
shooting his slingshot and going hunt-
ing. He likes land games even though 
everything around him speaks of the sea, 
and of the men, women and children 
who try to cross it to get to his island. His 
island is not like any other - its name is 
Lampedusa and it’s the most symbolic 
border of Europe, crossed in the last 20 
years by thousands of migrants in search 
of freedom.

“…beautiful, mysterious and 
moving…” -The Guardian

“A clear-eyed, sublimely made 
account of his heart-breaking, 
sometimes gut-wrenching
subject.” -IndieWire

FAS_poster__re_full.indd   1 9/23/16   3:05 PM

MAYA ANGELOU:
AND STILL I RISE
Born into poverty and a broken family, 
Maya Angelou’s gift for poetry and sto-
rytelling propelled her to international 
renown as a leader in African-American 
culture and literature. Ultimately, her per-
sonal story and written words inspired 
and delighted millions from all races 
around the world. Witness a close-up 
portrait of a legendary fi gure in this fi rst 
feature documentary about her life. 

“There’s more to this remarkable 
woman than many viewers will sus-
pect, not only in her talent but in her 
resiliency.” -Hollywood Reporter

MAYAANGELOUFILM.COMMayaAngelouFilm #MayaAngelouFilm

A CO-PRODUCTION OF THE PEOPLES POET MEDIA GROUP, LLC, THIRTEEN’S AMERICAN MASTERS FOR WNET AND ITVS IN ASSOCIATION WITH 
ARTEMIS RISING PRESENT MAYA ANGELOU: AND STILL I RISE FEATURING MAYA ANGELOU, DIAHANN CARROLL, SECRETARY HILLARY CLINTON, 

PRESIDENT BILL CLINTON, COMMON, JULES FEIFFER, NIKKI GIOVANNI, LOU GOSSETT, JR., GUY B. JOHNSON, QUINCY JONES, ROBERT LOOMIS, 
DON MARTIN, LOUISE MERIWETHER, VALERIE SIMPSON, JOHN SINGLETON, CICELY TYSON, OPRAH WINFREY & ALFRE WOODARD

MUSIC COMPOSED BY STEPHEN JAMES TAYLOR  EDITED BY DAVID E. SIMPSON AND LILLIAN E. BENSON  DIRECTOR OF PHOTOGRAPHY KEITH WALKER 
PRODUCED BY RITA COBURN WHACK, BOB HERCULES, JAY ALIX & UNA JACKMAN  EXECUTIVE PRODUCERS REUBEN CANNON, MARQUETTA GLASS, 

STEVE SAROWITZ, MICHAEL KANTOR, REGINA K. SCULLY, CHRIS GARDNER, RAYMOND LAMBERT & SALLY JO FIFER
DIRECTED BY BOB HERCULES & RITA COBURN WHACK

FUNDING PROVIDED BY THE FORD FOUNDATION JUST FILMS, IDP FOUNDATION, NATIONAL ENDOWMENT FOR THE ARTS, NATIONAL BLACK 
PROGRAMMING CONSORTIUM, CORPORATION FOR PUBLIC BROADCASTING, AND STEVE SAROWITZ

THE FIRST FEATURE DOCUMENTARY ABOUT THE INCOMPARABLE MAYA ANGELOU

BEST 
DOCUMENTARY

TOWER
On August 1st, 1966, a sniper rode the 
elevator to the top fl oor of the iconic Uni-
versity of Texas Tower and opened fi re, 
holding the campus hostage for 96 min-
utes in what was a previously unimag-
inable event. TOWER combines archival 
footage with animated re-enactments, 
based entirely on fi rst person testimonies 
from witnesses, heroes and survivors – a 
day when the worst in one man brought 
out the best in so many others.

“A gripping, dramatic
reconstruction, a tribute to
the heroes and the fallen,
and inevitably an expression 
of nostalgia for the days when 
a mass shooting still had the 
power to shock.”
-Variety

FATIMA
Fatima lives with her two teenage 
daughters and works cleaning jobs to 
pay their way through school. Despite 
the display of everyday racism, both 
veiled and overt, internal domestic 
disputes and external gestures of in-
hospitality, Fatima offers an uplifting 
experience and one of recent French 
cinema’s most trenchant and moving 
portraits of immigrant experience. A 
patient, refl ective study of a woman 
pressured by her children and her 
neighbors alike to assimilate into a 
culture of which she’s wary. 

“warm and insightful” -Variety

WHOSE COUNTRY?
A young Egyptian fi lmmaker gains fi rst-
hand accounts of corruption and abuse 
within the security forces from Egyptian 
police offi cers. Narrated in English by the 
fi lmmaker, Whose Country? reveals not 
only why police injustice can be consid-
ered a leading cause of the 2011 Rev-
olution but also how the perpetuation of 
injustice within the security force itself led 
to widespread dissatisfaction amongst 
the lower ranks. A fascinating look at 
how victimization of law enforcement on 
a widespread scale perpetuates injustice 
throughout a society.

“…intimate, quizzical and 
troubling…” 
-NOW Toronto Magazine
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Note: Entertainment Software Ratings 
Board (ESRB) ratings for video games are: E 
(Everyone), E10+ (Everyone 10+), T (Teen), 
M (Mature), and RP (Rating Pending). 
Some titles are not rated until just prior to 
release date.

Available Now

Sherlock Holmes: The 
Devil’s Daughter (Ban-
dai Namco, PS4/XOne: 
$49.99, Rated: T). In this 
third-person adventure 
game, players step into 
the sleuthing role of Sher-
lock Holmes, using his powers of deduction 
and photographic memory to track down 
evil and untangle a web of intrigue.

Sword Art Online: Hollow Realization 
(Bandai Namco, PS4: $59.99, Rated: T). In 
this third-person action-RPG game, play-
ers control Kirito, who receives a single 
mysterious message and is drawn once 
again into a familiar world in which he 
was once trapped.

January 8—January 15

Fate/Extella: The Um-
bral Star (XSEED, PS4: 
$49.99, Rated: T). Set after 
the events of the Holy 
Grail War from the first 
game, this third-person 
action sequel features 
three heroine Servants, who face off against 
armies of enemies.

January 15—January 21

Gravity Rush 2 (Sony, PS4: $59.99, 
Rated: T). In this third-person action 
sequel, gravity queen Kat returns, along 
with powerful sidekick Raven, as a new 
danger emerges to threaten the fabric of 
the universe itself.

January 22—January 28

Kingdom Hearts HD 2.8 Final Chap-
ter Prologue (Square Enix, PS4: $59.99, 
Rated: E10+). This new collection from the 
third-person action-RPG Kingdom Hearts 
series includes a high-definition remaster 

Mixed Media

Video Games

Mixed Media features new release 
information on upcoming video 
games and TV series on DVD/Blu-ray, 
as well as notable older titles that are 
re-priced or new to DVD/Blu-ray.

of Kingdom Hearts 3D: Dream Drop Distance 
(originally released on the Nintendo 3DS), 
a Kingdom Hearts X Back Cover cinematic 
based on Kingdom Hearts X, and the all-new 
game Kingdom Hearts 0.2: Birth By Sleep—A 
Fragmentary Passage.

Motoracer 4 (Kalypso, PS4/XOne: 
$39.99, Rated: E). Combining the all-out 
speed of road bike racing with the stunt-fu-
eled trickery of dirt bike action, this racing 
simulation game includes over 100 chal-
lenges and 18 races in open environments.

Resident Evil 7: Bio-
hazard (Capcom, PS4/
XOne: $59.99, Rated: M). 
Set within a sinister plan-
tation mansion in mod-
ern day rural America 
following the dramatic 
events of Resident Evil 6, this latest entry in 
the popular survival horror franchise is the 
first to employ a first-person perspective.

Tales of Berseria (Bandai Namco, PS4: 
$59.99, Rated: T). In the latest third-person 
action-RPG in the popular Tales franchise, 
players assume the role of Velvet, a young 
woman who joins a crew of pirates, sailing 
across the sea to visit the many islands that 
make up the kingdom of Midgand.

Yakuza 0 (Sega, PS4: $59.99, Rated: 
M). In this prequel to the long-running 
third-person action series set in Japan’s 
criminal underworld, mainstay protagonist 
Kazuma Kiryu and series regular Goro 
Majima fight through Tokyo and Osaka in 
their climb up through the yakuza ranks.

January 29—February 4

Abzu (505 Games, PS4/XOne: $19.99, 
Rated: E). From the artistic minds behind 
Journey and Flower, this third-person deep-
sea diving game immerses players in a 
vibrant ocean world full of mystery and 
bursting with color and life, where they 
will discover hundreds of unique species as 
well as ancient secrets (available exclusively 
from GameStop, www.gamestop.com).

D i g i m o n  Wo r l d : 
Next Order  (Banda i 
Namco, PS4:  $59.99, 
Rated: E10+). The Digi-
tal World is in despair, 
with Machinedramons 
running rampant and 
causing utter chaos, but players in this 
third-person action-adventure game 
will be able to recruit faithful Digimon 
companions to help explore and solve a 

mystery while on an epic journey.

Hitman: The Complete First Season 
(Square Enix, PS4/XOne: $59.98, Rated: M). 
Featuring all of the season one locations 
and episodes from the prologue, France, 
Italy, Morocco, Thailand, USA, and Japan, 
this third-person action-stealth game puts 
players into the shoes of Agent 47, who is 
tasked with taking out powerful high-pro-
file targets in a spy-thriller story.

February 5—February 11

Nioh (Team Ninja, PS4: 
$59.99, Rated: M). In this 
third-person Dark Souls-
l ike action-adventure 
game, players take control 
of a samurai with legend-
ary skills, who explores a 
fantastical, dark 16th-century Japan to fight 
alongside and against legendary heroes and 
villains of the Sengoku period.

Touhou Genso Wanderer (NIS America, 
PS4: $59.99, Rated: T). In this third-person 
RPG, players take on the role of Reimu, 
the Hakurei Shrine Maiden, who investi-
gates a disturbing incident in the world of 
Gensokyo.

February 12—February 18

For Honor (UbiSoft, 
PS4/XOne: $59.99, Rated: 
M). In this third-person 
action game featuring 
both a story campaign 
and multiplayer modes, 
players will be able to 
choose their hero from among three leg-
endary warrior factions: Knights, Vikings, 
and Samurai.

Ride 2 (Milestone, PS4/XOne: $59.99, 
Rated: E). In this motorcycle-racing simula-
tion sequel, players have access to over 230 
licensed bikes to race around the globe on a 
wide variety of challenging tracks.

Sniper Elite 4 (Sold Out, PS4/XOne: 
$59.99, Rated: M). This third-person 
tactical shooter set during World War II 
transports players across the beautiful 
Italian peninsula, from sun-drenched 
Mediterranean coastal towns to mountain 
monasteries inspired by Monte Cassino.

The Walking Dead—The Telltale Se-
ries: A New Frontier (Telltale, PS4/XOne: 
$29.99, Rated: M). This third season of 
the popular point-and-click adventure 
game returns to a favorite character: 
Clementine, a young girl who has grown 



Jim: The James Foley Story
This award-winning documentary provides an 
in-depth look at the life and work of American 
journalist James Foley, who was captured and 
beheaded by ISIS terrorists in 2014.

MVD8905D   UPC: 760137890591   SRP: 19.95
Street Date: 01/17/17   PreBook Date: 12/13/16

Murder Rap:
Inside The Biggie and Tupac Murders

The inside story behind the Biggie and Tupac murder 
investigations is laid bare using police case files, taped 
confessions never before shown on film and interviews 
with lead detective Greg Kading and other witnesses. 
Based on the book, Murder Rap: The Untold Story of 
the Biggie Smalls & Tupac Shakur Murder Investiga-
tions by former dectective Greg Kading.

“DEMANDS TO BE VIEWED BY ANYONE WITH
EVEN A PASSING INTEREST IN THE HIP-HOP MUSIC OF THE 1990S.”

- HIPHOPDX.COM

MVD8958D
UPC: 760137895893  SRP: 19.95

Street Date: 01/17/17
PreBook Date: 12/13/16

MVD9504D   UPC: 760137950493   SRP: 19.95
Street Date: 01/17/17   PreBook Date: 12/13/16

Addicted to Fresno
Shannon (Judy Greer, Jurassic World) is just out of sex rehab 
when her younger, overly optimistic lesbian sister, Martha 
(Natasha Lyonne, Orange is the New Black) lands her a job 
as a maid at Fresno Suites, the local hotel. When Shannon 
jeopardizes her fresh new start in life by accidentally killing 
a hotel guest after a sudden relapse, Martha takes it as an 
opportunity to fix their relationship and helps her sister cover 
up the crime. Co-starring Malcom Barrett (Dear White People) 
and Ron Livingston (Office Space).
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Ray Donovan: Season Four (Para-
mount, DVD: 4 discs, $42.99). Following a 
gruesome shootout, this 2016 fourth sea-
son of the Showtime-aired series continues 
the dramas of the eponymous Los Angeles 
“fixer” (Liev Schreiber), and features guest 
appearances by Lisa Bonet, Hank Azaria, 
and Reginald VelJohnson.

Scream Queens: The 
Complete Fir st Sea-
son (Fox, DVD: 4 discs, 
$29.98). A university cam-
pus is rocked by the threat 
of a serial killer in this 
2015 first season of the 
dramedy series produced 
by Ryan Murphy and star-
ring Emma Roberts, Abigail Breslin, and 
Jamie Lee Curtis.

Wentworth: Season 1 (Acorn, DVD: 3 
discs, $59.99). A reboot of the 1979-1986 
Australian soap opera, this 2013 first season 
follows an attempted murderer (Danielle 
Cormack) as she learns the ropes of the 
titular prison.

January 3

Bones: The Complete Eleventh Season 
(Fox, DVD: 6 discs, $39.99). This 2015-
16 penultimate 11th season following 
crime-solving couple Bones and Booth 
(Emily Deschanel and David Boreanaz) fea-
tures a crossover event with the Fox-aired 
supernatural series Sleepy Hollow.

The Doctor Blake Mysteries: Season 
Three (BBC, DVD: 2 discs, $35.99). Police 
surgeon Dr. Lucien Blake (Craig McLach-
lan) is blindsided by new details of his 
mother’s untimely demise in this 2015 
third season of the Australian 1950s-set 
period drama.

Girls: The Complete Fifth Season 
(HBO, DVD: 2 discs, $24.98; Blu-ray: 2 
discs, $34.98). This 2016 penultimate fifth 
season of creator and star Lena Dunham’s 
dramedy series features guest appearances 
by Rita Wilson, Lucy Liu, and Colin Quinn.

The Librarians: Sea-
son Two (Sony, DVD: 3 
discs, $30.99). Aired on 
TNT, this 2015 sopho-
more season continuation 
of the TV movie series 
profiling the supernatural 
escapades of an ancient 
organization underneath 
the Metropolitan Public Library stars 
Rebecca Romijn, Lindy Booth, and John 
Larroquette.

up amidst the horrors of the zombie 
apocalypse.

February 19—February 25

Berserk and the Band of the Hawk 
(Koei, PS4: $59.99, Rated: RP). Based on the 
manga series Berserk by Kentarou Miura, 
this third-person action-adventure game 
centers on the daring and heroic journey 
of Guts, Griffith, and Casca, who slash and 
smash their way through a sinister realm 
of magical and demonic fiends.

Halo Wars 2 (Micro-
soft, XOne: $59.99, Rat-
ed: T). In this sequel to 
the popular real-time ac-
tion-strategy game, play-
ers will face an all-new 
enemy that threatens the 
Halo universe, requiring the aid of the 
brave crew on board the Spirit of Fire.

February 26—March 4

Horizon: Zero Dawn 
(Sony, PS4: $59.99, Rated: 
RP). In this highly-an-
ticipated third-person 
action-adventure game, 
players take on the role of 
skilled hunter Aloy as she 
explores a vibrant and lush world inhabited 
by mechanized creatures, embarking on an 
emotional journey to unravel the mysteries 
of tribal societies, ancient artifacts, and 
advanced technologies that will determine 
the fate of the planet.

Valhalla Hills (Kalypso, PS4/XOne: 
$39.99, Rated: T). Players will lead their out-
cast Viking heroes to the top of a mountain 
where a magical portal leads to Valhalla, 
but they will need to use their wits to sur-
vive in this strategy-building game.

Available Now

19-2: Season 3 (Acorn, DVD: 3 discs, 
$49.99). Montreal’s Station 19 team looks 
for a mole in their midst in this 2016 
third season of the English version of the 
French-Canadian police drama starring 
Adrian Holmes and Jared Keeso.

Fear the Walking Dead: The Complete 
Second Season (Anchor Bay, DVD: 5 discs, 
$69.98; Blu-ray: 5 discs, $79.99). This 2016 
sophomore season of the companion series 
prequel to AMC’s hit The Walking Dead stars 
Kim Dickens and Cliff Curtis.

TV on DVD/Blu-ray

Shetland: The Complete Series 3 (BBC, 
DVD: 3 discs, $39.98). Produced by BBC 
Scotland, this 2016 third series based on 
the novels by British crime author Ann 
Cleeves stars Douglas Henshall as a de-
tective searching for a missing man who 
disappeared on a ferry.

Sleepy Hollow: The Complete Third 
Season (Fox, DVD: 5 discs, $39.98). This 
2015-16 third season of the supernatural 
series loosely based on Washington Irving’s 
classic tale continues the mystery-solving 
adventures of contemporary detective 
Abbie Mills (Nicole Beharie) and time-trav-
eling helper Ichabod Crane (Tom Mison).

January 10

Broad City: Season 3 (Paramount, DVD: 
2 discs, $26.98). Two friends (Abbi Jacobson, 
Ilana Glazer) get high and look for love 
in this NYC-set series’ 2016 third season, 
which includes guest spots by Whoopi 
Goldberg, Alan Alda, Hillary Clinton, and 
Tony Danza.

Homeland: The Com-
plete Fifth Season (Fox, 
DVD: 4 discs, $39.98; Blu-
ray: 3 discs, $49.99). Car-
rie (Claire Danes) works 
private security in Berlin 
in this 2015 fifth season 
of the Emmy and Golden 
Globe-winning drama 
series that also stars Mandy Patinkin and 
Rupert Friend.

Mr. Robot: Season _2.0 (Universal, DVD: 
4 discs, $44.98; Blu-ray: 3 discs, $49.98). 
Winner of a Peabody Award and Golden 
Globe for Best Television Drama, this 2016 
sophomore season of the USA Network 
cyber-thriller series stars Rami Malek, 
Christian Slater, and Carly Chaikin.

January 17

12 Monkeys: Season 
Two (Universal, DVD: 3 
discs, $44.99; Blu-ray: 3 
discs, $49.99). This 2016 
second season contin-
ues the story of a time 
traveler (Aaron Stanford) 
who joins forces with a 
doctor (Amanda Schull) 
to stop an evil organization from world 
domination.

The Love Boat: Season Three, Volume 
One (Paramount, DVD: 4 discs, $29.98). 
Featuring guest appearances by Phyllis 
Diller, Sandra Dee, Jimmie Walker, and 
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THE SETTLERS  
Religious Studies | Political Studies | Human Rights  | 
Jewish Studies | Middle East         

Since the decisive victory of Israel during the Six-
Day War in 1967, hundreds of thousand Israeli cit-
izens settled down in the occupied territories of 
the West Bank. Benefiting from an unprecedent-
ed access with the pioneers of the movement of 
colonization and from the current, religious and 
secular colonists, THE SETTLERS is an in-depth 
exploration of these communities, which take 
hostage the sociopolitical future of Israel and 
Palestine today.
“Shimon Dotan’s film is a distinctly important addi-
tion to the study of Israel’s policies and practices in 
the occupied Palestinian territories. Documenting 
the development of the settlement project, it debunks 
many of the narratives commonly used to explain the 
ongoing conflict between Israelis and Palestinians. Al-
though it will undoubtedly provoke many contentious 
discussions, the facts it reveals are not only vital to the 
pursuit of justice and peace but are also the hallmark 
of great documentary work.” -   Yinon Cohen, Professor 
of Israel & Jewish Studies, Columbia University

Directed by Shimon Dotan      
Running Time: 106 minutes

GOD KNOWS WHERE I AM  
Political Studies | Human Rights | Psychology | 
Religious Studies

The body of a homeless woman is found in an 
abandoned New Hampshire farmhouse. Beside 
the body lies a diary that documents a journey 
of starvation and the loss of sanity, but told with 
poignance, beauty, humor, and spirituality. For 
nearly four months, Linda Bishop, a prisoner of 
her own mind, survived on apples and rain wa-
ter, waiting for God to save her, during one of the 
coldest winters on record. As her story unfolds 
from different perspectives, including her own, 
we learn about our systemic failure to protect  
those who cannot protect themselves.
“God Knows Where I Am—beautiful, haunting and su-
premely moving—is one of the most powerful documenta-
ry films I have seen on America’s flawed approach to men-
tal health and homelessness. Essential viewing for anyone 
seeking to understand the systemic failings of  our mental 
healthcare system, it is at once a work of art and a clarion 
call to end our neglect of people with mental illnesses.  The 
film powerfully conveys how an empty commitment to 
individual liberty has been substituted for a genuine sys-
tem of mental health treatment and leaves us with one 
unavoidable conclusion: we can and must do better.” 
- Paul S. Appelbaum, MD, Dollard  Professor of Psychiatry, 
Medicine, & Law

Directed by Jedd & Todd Wider 
Running Time: 97 minutes

A GERMAN LIFE 
Ethics | Political Studies | Human Rights | Religious Studies

Brunhilde Pomsel always described herself as just 
being a sideline figure, disinterested in politics, 
but she nevertheless worked for one of the worst 
criminals in world history than anyone else pres-
ently alive. Now aged 105, Pomsel was a secre-
tary, stenographer and typist for the Nazi Propa-
ganda Minister Joseph Goebbels. With amazing 
clarity and in beguiling denial of the full import 
of her role, she recalls her details of her work, 
relationships, and accession to evil. A GERMAN 
LIFE forces viewers to ask themselves whether 
they would sacrifice moral principles in order 
to advance their own careers. Her extraordinary 
biography and unique personal journey make it 
clear that fascism cannot rise again without the 
assistance of more Brunhilde Pomsels.

“A German Life is a fascinating documentary that 
illuminates both an individual and historical era.” 
- Annette Insdorf, Film Professor Columbia University

Directed by Christian Kroenes, Florian Weigens-
amer, Olaf S. Müller & Roland Schrotthofer 
Running Time: 107 minutes

NOTES ON BLINDNESS 
Arts & Culture | Ethics | Human Rights | Psychology | 
Religious Studies

After losing sight, John Hull knew that if he did 
not try to understand blindness it would destroy 
him. In 1983 he began keeping an audio diary. 
Over three years John recorded over sixteen hours 
of material, a unique testimony of loss, rebirth 
and renewal, excavating the interior world of 
blindness. Published in 1990, the diaries were 
described by author and neurologist Oliver Sacks 
as, ‘A masterpiece… The most precise, deep and 
beautiful account of blindness I have ever read.’ 
Following on from the Emmy Award-winning short 
film of the same name, NOTES ON BLINDNESS is 
an ambitious and groundbreaking work, both 
affecting and innovative – and one of the most 
essential British documentaries of the year.

“The genius of the film is in allowing us to un-
derstand and visualize the world of blindness…  
A beautiful, accessible and thoughtful work or art.” 
- Charlie Phillips, The Guardian
Directed by Peter Middleton & James Spinney 
Running Time: 82 minutes

YARN 
Art + Design | Women Studies

Meet the artists who are disrupting the traditional 
notions of knit and crochet, bringing yarn out of 
the house and onto the street. Playing with space 
and environment, YARN follows circus performers, 
wool graffiti artists and interactive designers as 
they re-invent our relationship with this colorful 
threaded tradition. From the seas of Barcelona, 
to the cobblestoned streets of Rome and back to 
the angled skyscrapers of New York, Director Una 
Lorenzen weaves an animated tale of a visually 
striking landscape layered with stunning graphics, 
soothing poetry, and a vibrant spirit. 

“A fanciful art doc for the craft-y among us.” 
- The New York Times

“A new medium for women’s self-expression.”
- The Boston Globe

“Entertaining and illuminating.” - Slate

Directed by Una Lorenzen 
Running Time: 76 minutes

A MIDSUMMER 
NIGHT’S DREAM 
Acting | Art | English | Shakespeare | Performance Art | 
Production Set Design | Theatre

From the mind of award-winning director Julie Tay-
mor (The Lion King on Broadway,  Frida, Titus) comes 
a Shakespeare adaptation like none other, A MID-
SUMMER NIGHT’S DREAM. Rich with Taymor’s trade-
mark creativity, this immersive and darkly poetic 
cinematic experience brings the play’s iconic fairies, 
spells and hallucinatory lovers to life. Filmed at her 
sold-out stage production with cinematography by 
Rodrigo Prieto (Argo, Frida) and music by Academy 
Award-winning composer Elliot Goldenthal, the feats 
of visual imagination are ingenious and plentiful, but 
beating at the center of the film is an emotionally 
moving take on the deeper human aspects of Shake-
speare’s beloved tale.

“A Midsummer Night’s Dream that doesn’t so much reach 
for the heavens as roll around in them, with joyous but cal-
culated abandon...For Ms. Taymor, the sky is not the limit. 
It’s a supple canvas to be stretched and bent to the whims 
of the imagination...When the moments are this beautiful, 
they take root in your mind and assume lives of their own. 
Don’t be surprised when they start showing up in your own 
dreams.” -  Ben Brantley The New York Times

Directed by Julie Taymor 
Running Time: 148 minutes
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first season of the thriller series follows a 
detective (Karla Crome) who has ties to a 
murdered drug trafficker (Philip Glenister).

Lou Grant: The Complete Fourth Sea-
son (Shout! Factory, DVD: 5 discs, $39.98). 
Edward Asner is back as a city editor in Los 
Angeles in this 1980-81 penultimate fourth 
season that also features Robert Walden 
and Linda Kelsey.

February 28

Fuller House: The 
Complete First Season 
(Warner, DVD: 3 discs, 
$24.98). Two of the Tan-
ner daughters (Candace 
Cameron Bure, Jodie 
Sweetin) are back in this 
2016 re-boot of the 1987-
95 sitcom.

A Place to Call Home: Season 4 (Acorn, 
DVD: 3 discs, $59.99). An Australian nurse 
(Marta Dusseldorp) tangles with a wealthy 
family in the 1950s in this 2016 fourth 
season of the period drama series.

Looking Ahead

In March, look for the second season of 
Wentworth, the third season of The Bro-
kenwood Mysteries, and the fifth seasons 
of DCI Banks and Suspects. Slated for April 
are the second season of Home Fires and 
the fifth season of Veep.

At the Fork (Samuel Goldwyn Films, 
DVD: $14.99). Newly re-priced for home 
video, John Papola’s road trip documen-
tary (VL-11/16 HHH1/2) investigates facto-
ry-farm agriculture, specifically looking at 
the treatment of pigs, chickens, and cows.

Just Eat It (Bullfrog, DVD: $24.98). New-
ly re-priced for home video, this documen-
tary (VL-3/16 HHH1/2) follows Canadian 
filmmaking couple Jenny Rustemeyer and 
Grant Baldwin as they live for six months 
on foods that would be thrown away. Extras 
include tips for reducing food waste.

Love Between the 
Covers (Passion River, 
DVD: $24.95). Newly re-
priced for home video, 
director Laurie Kahn’s 
documentary (VL-1/16 
HHH) presents an inside 
look at the world of ro-
mance writers and genre devotees.

January 31

Ballers: The Complete Second Season 
(Warner, DVD: 2 discs, $29.98, Blu-ray: 2 
discs, $34.98). Dwayne “The Rock” John-
son stars in this 2016 second season of 
the HBO-aired dramedy series revolving 
around the lives of NFL players.

Silk: Season Three (BBC, DVD: 2 discs, 
$34.98). Maxine Peake is back as defense 
barrister Martha Costello in this 2014 third 
season of the BBC legal drama series.

Victoria: The Com-
plete First Season (PBS, 
DVD: 3 discs, $49.99; 
Blu-ray: 3 discs, $59.99). 
Starring Jenna Coleman 
as Queen Victoria, this 
2016 first season of the 
royal historical dramedy 
also stars Tom Hughes and Peter Bowles.

February 7

Last Tango in Halifax: The Complete 
Season Four (BBC, DVD: 2 discs, $34.98). 
This 2016 fourth season continues to 
chronicle the love affair between senior 
sweethearts (Derek Jacobi and Anne Reid).

February 14

Animal Kingdom: 
The Complete F i r st 
Season (Warner, DVD: 
3 discs, $29.99; Blu-ray: 
2 discs, $39.99). Aired on 
TNT, this 2016 debut sea-
son following a teen who 
moves in with criminal 
relatives stars Ellen Barkin, Scott Speed-
man, Shawn Hatosy, and Finn Cole.

Deep Water (Acorn, DVD or Blu-ray: 2 
discs, $39.99). This four-part 2016 Austra-
lian drama series focusing on detectives 
researching the murders of gay men in New 
South Wales stars Yael Stone, Noah Taylor, 
and Craig McLachlan.

Mercy Street: Season 2 (PBS, DVD: 2 
discs, $39.99; Blu-ray: 2 discs, $49.99). The 
workers at the Mansion House in Alexan-
dria, VA, balance life and work during the 
Civil War era in this 2017 second season of 
the PBS-aired medical drama starring Josh 
Radnor, Gary Cole, and Mary Elizabeth 
Winstead.

February 21

The Level (Acorn, DVD or Blu-ray: 2 
discs, $39.99). Aired on ITV, this 2016 

Re-priced or New to DVD/Blu-ray

Charo, this compilation includes the first 
volume of episodes from the 1979-80 third 
season of the classic cruise ship comedy 
series. Also newly available at the same 
price is The Love Boat: Season Three, 
Volume Two.

NYPD Blue: The Final Season (Shout! 
Factory, DVD: 5 discs, $34.95). Dennis 
Franz completes his iconic role as pro-
tagonist Andy Sipowicz in this 2004-05 
12th and final season of the long-running 
crime drama series, featuring guest stars 
Mackenzie Phillips, Jonah Hill, and Corbin 
Bernsen.

Rizzoli & Isles: The Seventh and Final 
Season (Warner, DVD: 3 discs, $29.98). 
Angie Harmon and Sasha Alexander finish 
out the storyline based on the books by 
Tess Gerritsen in this 2016 seventh season 
that draws the series to a close.

Scarlett (Mill Creek, DVD: $14.98). 
Starring Joanne Whalley as Scarlett and 
Timothy Dalton as Rhett Butler, this 1994 
miniseries is based on the 1991 authorized 
Gone with the Wind sequel by Alexandra 
Ripley.

January 24

The Code: Season 2 
(Acorn, DVD: 2 discs, 
$39.99). An Australian 
Outback accident is at 
the center of this 2016 
six-part second season 
starring Dan Spielman, 
Ashley Zukerman, Lucy 
Lawless, and Anthony 
LaPaglia.

Hooperman: Season One (Olive, 
DVD: 3 discs, $34.95). A plainclothes po-
liceman (John Ritter) takes custody of a 
Jack Russell Terrier in this 1987-88 debut 
season of the short-lived dramedy series 
co-created by Steven Bochco. Also newly 
available at the same price is Hooperman: 
Season Two.

Sherlock :  Sea son 
Fou r  ( BBC ,  DV D:  2 
discs, $29.98; Blu-ray: 
2 discs, $39.98). Sher-
lock Holmes’s (Benedict 
Cumberbatch) partner 
in crime solving, Doctor 
Watson (Martin Free-
man), is set to become 
a father in this 2017 fourth season of the 
acclaimed British-American crime drama 
based on the characters by Sir Arthur 
Conan Doyle.
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DVD Resources on Aging and Elderhood 
All titles available for immediate delivery.  

A Thousand Tomorrows: Intimacy, Sexuality, And Alzheimer’s 
One of the major changes that Alzheimer's brings to a spousal relationship is how it affects intimacy and sexuality. Through candid 
interviews, this DVD explores issues such as blurring of roles, and changes in behavior and sexual attraction.  The DVD also opens up 
many of the sensitive and sometimes taboo issues surrounding intimacy, sexuality, and Alzheimer's.    
$19.98/Item Code: ATTD/31 min./UPC: 0609722968485 
 
Alzheimer’s And African-Americans: Echoes From The Past 
Laced with candid, heart-felt emotion, this documentary reveals the firsthand experiences of several families who are providing care for  
a loved one with Alzheimer’s. It also shows how Alzheimer’s can affect the interpersonal relationships between spouses and/or adult 
children who become caregivers.   
$19.98/Item Code: EFPD/27 min./UPC: 0609722968584 
 
Stroke: Conversations And Explanations 
In this two-volume set, six couples share their experiences on how a stroke has affected their lives and their spousal relationships.  
These stroke survivors and spouse caregivers who range in age from their early 40s to late 70s, touch candidly on the very real issues  
of intimacy, finances, fear of dependence, and the rigors of daily care.    
$19.98/Item Code: SCED/47 min./UPC: 0609722968638 
 
A Mother Never Gives Up Hope: Older Mothers And Abusive Adult Sons 
Witness the candid and powerful stories of Ruth, Lova, Anne, and Rita--four women who are dealing with abuse at the hands of an adult 
son.  This DVD also gives a “two-year progression” window in which the women reflect on the effects of the abuse.    
$19.98/Item Code: MNGD/42 min./UPC: 0609722968492 
 
Backseat Bingo 
This clever animated film effectively dispels societal preconceptions about romance and older adults as a refreshingly candid group of 
70-, 80-, and 90-something seniors share personal revelations on their continued need for love and intimacy.  A multiple award-winner. 
$19.98/Item Code: BSBD/6 min./UPC: 0609722968577 
 
Spirit Of Senior Softball 
America's senior men and women are highlighted in this inspirational and uplifting documentary on their joy and pleasure in playing the 
great game of softball. Bob Costas, acclaimed sportscaster, narrates as seniors in their sixties, seventies, and eighties from all regions 
of the country bat, catch and run towards their quest for fun, camaraderie, sportsmanship, and a healthy, happier life.    
$19.98/Item Code: SOSSD/24 min./UPC: 0609722968652 
 
Let’s Face It: Women Explore Their Aging Faces 
Let's Face It is a touching and honest glimpse into the intimate self-explorations of several women in their 40's, 50's, and 60's. As they 
face the natural reality of lines and wrinkles, they reflect on the impact these physical changes have on not only their bodies, but on  
their attitudes about themselves, and on the way they are perceived by society.  
$19.98/Item Code: LFID/26 min./UPC: 0609722968546 
 
Into The Other Lane: Driving And Dementia 
A realistic portrait of the many issues faced by persons with dementia when a decision has to be made about giving up driving. It shares 
the real-life stories of five persons with dementia, and the impact driving cessation makes on their self-esteem and lifestyles.   
$19.98/Item Code: IOLD/56 min./UPC: 0609722968539 
“Honest, compassionate, and sure to spark discussion, this is recommended.”  Video Librarian 
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Vision Video
PO Box 540
Worcester, PA  19490
1-800-523-0226 • 610-584-3500
Fax: 610-584-6643 
E-mail: info@visionvideo.com
Web: www.VisionVideo.com

OUR UNCONDITIONAL GUARANTEE:
If, for any reason, a product does not meet your expectations,
return it to us, and we will exchange it or give you a refund.
All DVDs are guaranteed against any defects. Available from
Baker and Taylor, Midwest Tape, or directly from Vision Video.

Boundless Salvation:
William Booth and the Salvation Army

This four-part documentary explores the
history of The Salvation Army. Learn how The
Salvation Army became a force for both
gospel evangelism and social change. Meet
the movement’s founders, William and
Catherine Booth, and examine the innovative
structures they introduced to meet the
challenges of the 19th century. We’ll also see
how The Salvation Army has continued its
work into the 21st century. Documentary,
191 minutes.

#501686D, $19.99, UPC 7 27985 01686 3

John Bunyan: 
The People’s Pilgrim

The Pilgrim’s Progress, by John Bunyan, is one
of the most famous and influential works of
English literature. This documentary reveals
the story of John Bunyan’s life, his personal
struggles, his triumphs, and his remarkable
legacy. The uneducated son of a tinker,
Bunyan survived the horrific English Civil
War only to be jailed during an era of great
religious persecution. From his jail cell
Bunyan wrote The Pilgrim’s Progress.
Documentary, 50 minutes.

#501685D, $14.99, UPC 7 27985 01685 6

This Changed Everything
This Changed Everything: 500 Years of the
Reformation celebrates the fruits of the
Reformation while exploring difficult
questions about the cost of division: Could
schism have been avoided? Is there hope for
reunification? In this visually rich, three-part
documentary series hosted by actor David
Suchet, leading historians share fascinating
insights and pose vital questions about unity,
truth, and the future of the Christian church.
Special two-disc set with HD digital copy.
Documentary, 180 minutes.

#501646D, $29.99, UPC 7 27985 01646 7

By War & By God
By War & By God tells the traumatic, yet
redeeming story of a small group of soldiers
whose lives were forever shaped by war, but
whose faith has led them back to Vietnam to
love, serve, and care for the people of that
beautiful land. Through first-person inter-
views, archival war footage, and present-day
on-location filming, the stories of these
amazing “Vets with a Mission” exemplify the
good that can come from a handful of lives
that are touched By War & By God.
Documentary, 40 minutes.

#501717D, $14.99, UPC 7 27985 01717 4

Magna Carta Unlocked
The Magna Carta is widely regarded as a
foundational text of the British legal system
and of the U.S. Constitution. As an essential
guarantor of basic freedoms, Magna Carta
has inspired imitators across ages and across
continents. To what extent is it right to see
the Great Charter as a fount of freedom,
democracy, and rule of law, and how relevant
is it today? Examining politics, science,
society, law, and warfare, this five-part series
show how the Magna Carta has helped make
the modern world.  Documentary, 250
minutes.

#501718D, $24.99, UPC 7 27985 01718 1

A Man Named Martin, Part 2
Witness the interplay of personalities and
events that led to the Protestant Reformation.
From Luther’s inner struggles of conscience
and faith to his call for debate with the Pope to
his scathing rebuke of erroneous church
practice, this installment examines the semi-
scriptural and oft-times unethical teachings
and doctrines of the late Medieval Church and
how Luther addressed them. A cast of scholars
and church leaders share their expertise on the
cultural and religious milieu in which Luther
operated. Documentary, 65 minutes.

#501713D, $14.99, UPC 7 27985 01713 6
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Video Movies

This section features reviews of current and 
classic studio, independent, and foreign feature 
films. Each review includes pricing information, 
as well as running time, rating, subtitling infor-
mation, and street dates for yet-to-be-released 
titles. Most titles reviewed here are widely 
available through most distributors.

	 HHHH= Excellent

	 HHH= Good

	 HH= Fair

	 H= Poor

Current Films

Almost Holy HHH1/2
Sony, 97 min., R, DVD: $19.99

Filmmaker Steve Hoover’s 
remarkable documentary is 
about a man who is like a 
comic book hero, cloaked in 
vigilante virtue and moral 
ambiguity. Ukrainian pas-
tor and strongman Gennadiy Mokhnenko 
has been a fixture in the crumbled city of 
Mariupol since Ukraine was part of the Soviet 
Union. Mokhnenko, a former soldier turned 
cleric, spends his nights chasing down young 
children with serious drug addictions who are 
living in unimaginable squalor. Forcibly tak-
ing kids to his shelter called Pilgrim Republic, 
Mokhnenko adopts a tough love approach 
to drug use (the sight of little children with 
track marks on their arms is nightmarish). 
Supported in part by the city, Mokhnenko 
is able to draw on urban resources, includ-
ing police cooperation, hospital access, and 
social services. While it’s hard to argue with 
the good he’s doing as a sort of mask-less 
Batman, there’s also no question that he is 
a controversial populist figure, leading loud 
and angry marches against criminal drug 
access in Mariupol (including pharmacies 
that sell pills under the counter to minors). 
And he shows little restraint when dealing 
with adult predators (“I’ll let you keep your 
teeth,” he says to one battered lowlife.). 
Naturally, the question arises as to where 
the line lies between activism and unofficial 
authority. But there is little time to ponder 
this while watching this riveting film, with 
its horrifying revelations about young victims 
of depravity, and its look at tense events re-
lated to Ukraine’s increasing vulnerability to 
designs by Russian president Vladimir Putin. 
Highly recommended. (T. Keogh)

Amazonia	HHH
Lionsgate, 83 min., G, DVD: $14.98

Brazil’s vast Amazon rainforest is one of 

the most bio-diverse places 
on Earth, boasting millions 
of species of insects, reptiles, 
fish, and rarities such as 
the giant anaconda, plated 
armadillo, and anteaters. 
Filmmaker Thierry Rago- 
bert’s documentary-like 
Amazonia presents a fiction-
alized account of a city-dwelling capuchin 
monkey named Sai who survives a jungle 
plane crash, and must learn to adapt and 
survive in a sometimes hostile environment. 
Narrated by Martin Sheen, the story follows 
Sai’s trip downriver and on land, looking for 
food and shelter while trying to avoid preda-
tors like the caiman crocodile, the harpy eagle, 
and the jungle’s ultimate predator, the elusive 
jaguar. Sai eventually discovers a colony of 
capuchins, although they prove reluctant to 
accept him. Sai finally finds a companion, 
earns grudging acceptance from the other 
monkeys, and starts a new life—transitioning 
from the civilized world back to his natural 
habitat. Amazonia uses Sai’s story to teach en-
vironmental lessons while also following the 
traditional Disney pattern of ascribing human 
emotions to animals. Recommended. (S. Rees)

Among the Believers	
HHHH
First Run, 84 min., in English 
& Urdu w/English subtitles, not 
rated. DVD: $24.99

F i l m m a k e r s  H e m a l 
Trivedi and Mohammed 
Ali Naqvi’s documentary 
offers a genuinely frightening glimpse inside 
the jihadist mentality, focusing on Pakistani 
cleric Abdul Aziz, whose Red Mosque in Is-
lamabad directs a large number of madrasas 
that are hotbeds of anti-government radi-
calism—training thousands of youths not 
only in the Quran but in the violent ways of 
the Taliban and ISIS. In extended interview 
clips, Aziz declares his determination to see 
his country brought totally under Sharia 
law, and he vividly describes how his views 
have evolved, recalling what he sees as the 
American betrayal of jihadists in Afghani-
stan (where he fought against the Russians), 
the assassination of his father, and the 2007 
siege of his mosque during which many of 
his family members and over a hundred of 
his followers were killed (he readily admits 
that he tried to escape by disguising himself 
in a burqa). Interviews are also conducted 
with students, boys whose recitation of the 
Quran does not suggest an understanding of 
the meaning of the verses but whose fanatical 
devotion to Aziz’s cause is clear. The opposing 
view within Pakistan is represented by Pervez 
Hoodbhoy, a scientist who leads vocal protests 
against the government’s inability to stem 
the violence perpetrated by Aziz’s acolytes 
in instances such as the 2014 massacre of 
schoolchildren in Peshawar. Also critical 

is Zarina, a girl who fled a fundamentalist 
madrasa but was forced into an arranged 
marriage for financial reasons. Remarkably 
sober and evenhanded in its examination 
of an explosive subject (while also including 
archival footage to add context), Among the 
Believers is an amazingly revealing portrait of 
Islamic radicalism that is both enlightening 
and terrifying. Highly recommended. Edi-
tor’s Choice. (F. Swietek)

The Apostate	HHH
Breaking Glass, 80 min., in 
Spanish w/English subtitles, not 
rated, DVD: $21.99

Spanish director Federico 
Veiroj’s lightly absurdist 
comedy-drama centers on 
a slacker named Gonzalo 
(co-writer Álvaro Ogalla) 
who can’t graduate from college, let alone 
live as an adult. Gonzalo’s mother worries 
about her son and feels shame over his 
failure to launch, but Gonzalo isn’t doing 
much to encourage her. Gonzalo’s primary 
sexual partner is a cousin (Marta Larralde), 
his closest relationship seems to be with a 
boy he’s been tutoring (whose single mom is 
clearly, if futilely, interested in Gonzalo), and 
his strongest conviction appears to be that if 
he can only get his baptism wiped from the 
Catholic Church’s records, he will be able to 
reclaim something essential about his iden-
tity. Ogalla drifts through the film with a 
certain Chaplinesque, wide-eyed view of the 
world, although he is staunchly wary of con-
formity, as witnessed in an especially surreal 
encounter with a group of gossipy nudists. 
Veiroj keeps the tale moving smoothly while 
adding fanciful touches (including music 
by Prokofiev) as he casts a sardonic eye on 
heavy-handed church traditions. Veiroj even 
occasionally hints at the fierce, anti-church 
satire of fellow Spaniard Luis Buñuel, includ-
ing a scene with a group of nuns working at 
a bank of computers in a document room. 
Recommended. (T. Keogh)

Argentina HH1/2
First Run, 85 min., in Spanish 
w/English subtitles, not rated, 
DVD: $24.95

Oscar-nominated Span-
ish director Carlos Saura 
presents 21 examples of 
traditional Argentine per-
formance styles in this diverting if also 
slightly disappointing concert film. Most of 
the individual pieces are simply captured, 
with singers and dancers appearing on a 
relatively empty stage, while Félix “Chango” 
Monti’s cinematography emphasizes clarity 
over razzmatazz. But some employ effective 
embellishments: in the copla, for example, 
the two seated performers face each other 
as they sing, while a close-up of each face is 
projected behind the other. Inserted into the 
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mix are homages to two giants of Argentine 
folk music, Mercedes Sosa and Atahualpa 
Yupanqui, both shown in extended archival 
footage, although the Sosa tribute is under-
mined by one of the film’s few serious lapses 
of directorial judgment, as the clip is shown 
before a classroom of children at their desks, 
who react by either swaying to the beat or 
simply looking bored. Saura immerses viewers 
in the country’s rich variety of folk music—
and individually most of the numbers are 
pleasant—but the whole feels like less than 
the sum of its parts, as there is little exam-
ination of what is special or distinctive about 
the different styles. Still, Saura has a sizable 
following, so this should be considered a 
strong optional purchase. (F. Swietek)

Author: The JT LeRoy 
Story HH1/2
Sony, 112 min., R, DVD: 
$30.99

The case of JT LeRoy con-
stitutes one of the greatest 
literary hoaxes of recent 
times. The author—suppos-
edly an androgynous, HIV-positive teen who 
was abandoned in California by his mother, 
a West Virginia truck-stop prostitute—was 
embraced by publishers, critics, and celebri-
ties alike, but he was actually the invention 
of Laura Albert, a San Francisco woman who 
wrote everything published under Leroy’s 
name. Albert spoke in his voice in telephone 
interviews while orchestrating public appear-
ances in which he was impersonated by the 
heavily-disguised half-sister of her boyfriend. 
Albert was unmasked through news reports 
in 2006 and eventually convicted of fraud for 
signing contracts in Leroy’s name. One might 
expect Jeff Feuerzeig’s documentary to offer 
an objective account of this curious episode, 
but it does not, instead telling the story en-
tirely from Albert’s point of view. Author thus 
serves as an odd apologia in which Albert 
unrepentantly portrays her imposture not as 
a deliberate attempt to deceive but as a ther-
apeutic exorcism of her own inner demons, 
while also characterizing those who outed 
her as traitors, and happily providing tapes 
of celebrities she duped to underscore her 
success (dissenting voices are conspicuously 
absent here). But while not even remotely 
balanced, the documentary does present a 
treasure trove of fascinating archival mate-
rial (coupled with some effective animation) 
and is consistently engrossing even as it 
sidesteps the issue of culpability. One might 
also argue that by giving Albert free rein to 
justify herself, the film is more effective in 
eroding her credibility than a direct critical 
attack would have been. A strong optional 
purchase. (F. Swietek)

Band of Robbers HH1/2
FilmRise, 95 min., not rated, DVD: $19.99

Billed as a modern-day take on the ad-

venturous pairing of Mark 
Twain’s legendary char-
acters Huckleberry Finn 
and Tom Sawyer, Band of 
Robbers is a light comedy 
that imagines Twain’s boy 
heroes as adult men who 
are technically on oppo-
site sides of the law. Huck 
(Kyle Gallner), having taken the rap for a 
crime committed with Tom (Adam Nee, 
co-writer/director along with his brother 
Aaron), is released from prison on parole. 
Tom, now a barely-competent cop who is 
something of a charming hustler, picks 
Huck up and immediately engages him 
in a plan to commit robberies. Things go 
south quickly, but they are still drawn to 
their childhood goal of discovering bandit 
John Murrell’s hidden treasure (an idea 
inspired by Twain’s The Adventures of Tom 
Sawyer). Band of Robbers invokes additional 
elements of Twain’s original tales, includ-
ing Becky Thatcher (a rookie cop here, 
played by Melissa Benoist), the lethal Injun 
Joe (veteran villain Stephen Lang), and 
even Huck’s misguided “funeral.” It’s all 
presented in good fun, although the level 
of inspiration is not particularly high, and 
there isn’t much sense of playful irony. A 
strong optional purchase. (T. Keogh)

Batman: Return of the 
Caped Crusaders HH1/2
Warner, 78 min., PG, DVD: 
$19.99, Blu-ray/DVD Combo: 
$24.99

Adam West and Burt 
Ward, stars of the campy 
1960s TV series Batman, 
are back as the Caped Crusader and Boy 
Wonder in this direct-to-video animated 
feature, which channels the tongue-in-
cheek approach of the vintage TV show. 
The pair voice the dynamic duo while 
Julie Newmar purrs as Catwoman in this 
self-aware spoof that embraces the painful 
puns, alliterative exclamations, and dead-
pan delivery of the old show and features a 
goofy plot. After Catwoman doses Batman 
with a potion to turn him into a villain, the 
latter becomes a one-man army, taking over 
Gotham with the help of a buggy replica 
ray (holy masked Mussolini!). Meanwhile, 
Robin strikes an unlikely alliance with 
Catwoman, whose purring flirtatiousness 
with the Boy Wonder is the high point of 
this exercise in eccentricity, which works 
best as a knowing tribute to a cult show, 
playing to fans who are already in on the 
joke. The animation is somewhat stiff, but it 
does feature dozens of blank-faced Batmans 
engaged in a free-for-all with classic TV 
villains (the ultimate call-out of animated 
cameos). An exercise in juvenilia that is 
clearly aimed at nostalgic grownups, this 
is a strong optional purchase. (S. Axmaker)

Ben-Hur H1/2
Paramount, 124 min., PG-13, 
DVD: $29.99, Blu-ray/DVD 
Combo: $39.99

Why on earth would 
someone want to remake 
Ben-Hur, the 1959 sword-
and-sandals epic that set 
an Oscar record, winning 11 out of 12 
nominations, including Best Picture, Best 
Director (William Wyler), and Best Actor 
(Charlton Heston)? Produced by Mark Burnett 
and Roma Downey, the husband-and-wife 
team behind the miniseries The Bible, this 
new version returns to the religious roots of 
Lew Wallace’s 1880 novel Ben-Hur: A Tale of 
Christ, and is aimed directly at a faith-based 
audience. Set in Jerusalem, the narrative 
centers on wealthy Jewish nobleman Judah 
Ben-Hur (Jack Huston), and his adoptive Ro-
man sibling, Messala (Toby Kebbell). When 
ambitious Messala betrays their family, Judah 
vows revenge, but in witnessing the Cruci-
fixion of Jesus of Nazareth (Brazilian actor 
Rodrigo Santoro), he learns compassion and 
forgiveness. Russian director Timur Bekmam-
betov deserves credit for period authenticity, 
effectively depicting communal life and the 
graphic brutality of Judah’s five years as a gal-
ley slave while battling Greeks on the Ionian 
Sea. But there is a jarring tonality shift toward 
frenetic NASCAR/Formula One-like racing 
action when Judah learns how to become a 
charioteer from Nubian Sheik Ilderim (Mor-
gan Freeman), leading to the climactic Circus 
Maximus chariot race. Visually impressive but 
dramatically bland, this is not a necessary 
purchase. (S. Granger)

The Birth of a Nation	
HHH
Fox, 120 min., R, DVD: 
$29.98, Blu-ray/DVD Combo: 
$39.99, Jan. 10

Writer-director-actor 
Nate Parker’s powerful Civ-
il War drama centering on 
the 1831 slave rebellion led by Nat Turner 
conspicuously carries the same title as D.W. 
Griffith’s 1915 controversial classic silent film 
about the rise of the Ku Klux Klan. Set on cot-
ton plantations in Southampton County, VA, 
the film has the child Nat being recognized 
by an African tribal shaman as a potential 
prophet/leader, and he’s encouraged to read 
the Bible by his master’s wife (Penelope Ann 
Miller). Years later, Nat (Parker) becomes a 
Baptist preacher. Amidst rumors of insurrec-
tion, Nat is rented out by his alcoholic owner 
(Armie Hammer), travelling to neighboring 
plantations to spread a gospel of subservience 
and peace. But that’s before traumatic acts 
of brutal violence—including the rape of his 
wife—turn Nat into a crusader who leads a 
ferocious uprising that claims the lives of 60 
white families and results in the retaliatory 
slaughter of 200 blacks. Full of heavy-handed 
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symbolism, The Birth of a Nation is an edgy 
and effective film, but it’s shadowed by an 
incident in the director’s past: Parker was 
accused of raping a fellow student at Penn 
State in 1999; he was acquitted in 2001, and 
the woman later committed suicide in 2012. 
Taking top honors at Sundance, The Birth of 
a Nation sold for $17.5 million (the biggest 
price in the festival’s history), but news stories 
about the filmmaker have possibly hurt its 
chances for major Oscar recognition. Recom-
mended. (S. Granger)

Blinky Bill: The Movie	
HHH
Shout! Factory, 82 min., PG, 
DVD: $14.98, Blu-ray/DVD 
Combo: $24.98

Young kids will enjoy this 
computer-animated adven-
ture yarn that is set largely 
in the Australian Outback and features a few 
familiar names in the vocal cast. The story 
concerns a koala family living in a forest sanc-
tuary, who are headed up by an inveterate 
rescuer (Richard Roxburgh) of fellow animals. 
He also happens to be the father of young 
Blinky Bill (Ryan Kwanten), who is dazzled 
by his dad’s courage and filled with despair 
after the latter fails to come home from a 
desert mission. Although his cautious mom 
(Deborah Mailman) forbids Blinky to go, he 
sets out anyway to find his father, leaving 
their sanctuary under the dictatorship care 
of the conniving Cranklepot (Barry Otto). In 
due course, Blinky Bill teams up with a girl 
koala (Robin McLeavy) who was accidentally 
released from a zoo, along with a wacky lizard 
(David Wenham), and the trio continue the 
mission while trying to survive the many 
dangers of the outback. The animation is sol-
id—capturing the beautiful but hostile desert 
environment—and some of the action is 
edgy, although never frightening. As always, 
side characters bring extra entertainment, 
particularly a villainous cat (Rufus Sewell) 
and a pair of aging birds (both voiced by Toni 
Collette). Recommended. (T. Keogh)

Bridget Jones’s Baby 
HHH
Universal, 123 min., R, DVD: 
$29.98, Blu-ray/DVD Combo: 
$34.98

The long-awaited third 
installment in the series 
based on bestselling novels 
by Helen Fielding begins as charmingly awk-
ward, accident-prone Bridget Jones (Renée 
Zellweger)—now a successful TV news show 
producer—is celebrating her 43rd birthday 
with Celine Dion’s “All By Myself.” A funeral 
flashback reveals that Bridget’s caddish boss, 
Daniel Cleaver (Hugh Grant), has died, and 
her longtime lover, successful barrister Mark 
Darcy (Colin Firth), is married. Bridget’s 
best friend, anchorwoman Miranda (Sarah 

Solemani), has concocted a plan to launch 
her back into the dating world during a 
weekend at the Glastonbury Music Festival. 
Here, American billionaire Jack Quant (Pat-
rick Dempsey) gallantly pulls Bridget out of 
a mud puddle. He is the CEO of an online 
dating website, and later that night the pair 
hook up in his ornate yurt. A week later Brid-
get discovers that Darcy is getting a divorce, 
and their nostalgic chemistry re-ignites. As 
a result of these two romantic encounters, 
Bridget is pregnant, but doesn’t know which 
man is the father. Nor does her obstetrician 
(Emma Thompson), since Bridget is terrified 
of amniocentesis. Both suitors are not only 
surprisingly willing to claim paternity, 
but soon become competitive. Directed by 
Sharon Maguire, this spark-filled screwball 
comedy nicely reflects a changing cultural 
climate, particularly in the area of gender 
equality. Recommended. (S. Granger)

Chemsex HHH
Breaking Glass, 83 min., not 
rated, DVD: $19.99

Shot over the course of a 
year, filmmakers William 
Fairman and Max Gogarty’s 
Chemsex interviews a num-
ber of gay men in London 
who participate in an underground scene 
featuring sexual hookups (often facilitated by 
phone apps), dungeon-like orgy settings, and 
the use of crystal meth and other recreation-
al, intravenous drugs. Some young gay men 
swear that the drugs make sex a more thrill-
ing experience, while the element of unpro-
tected intercourse with multiple partners over 
the course of an evening or weekend—in a 
bondage and S&M atmosphere—excites them 
in its tempting of fate. Many here actually 
deliberately court becoming HIV-positive (or 
already are) as a way of getting over anxiety 
about the disease, or they take an extreme 
“advocacy” position about AIDS that largely 
denies its existence (others, however, are 
frightened by their situation and can’t find 
their way out of addiction). The men here are, 
for the most part, quite likable, and many will 
be hard-pressed to understand why they put 
themselves though such danger. The most 
compelling figure, however, is a healthcare 
worker who has a deep understanding of 
what is happening to these men (some of 
whom are his clients) and how that figures 
into the gay community’s unresolved trauma 
surrounding AIDS. The film is graphic—both 
in terms of sex and drug use—but it offers a 
disturbing look at a particular psychosexual 
phenomenon. Recommended for more ad-
venturous collections. (T. Keogh)

The Childhood of a Leader H1/2
MPI, 116 min., in English & French w/English 
subtitles, not rated, DVD: $19.99

Actor Brady Corbet’s first directing effort 
is inspired by the titular 1939 short story 

by Jean-Paul Sartre. The 
narrative is set in France 
during the post-World War 
I period, where an American 
diplomat (Liam Cunning-
ham) and his German wife 
(Bérénice Bejo)—neither 
identified with names—
have arrived to take part in 
negotiations that will culminate in the Treaty 
of Versailles. The couple take up residence in 
a leased country chateau, along with their 
young son Prescott (Tom Sweet), a problem-
atic child whose outbursts often occur when 
people mistake him for a girl due to his long 
hair and foppish clothing (the film is actually 
divided into three sections called “tantrums,” 
based on Prescott’s unruly behavior). While 
Prescott’s parents continue their authoritari-
an approach to child-raising, the youngster’s 
actions become increasingly violent towards 
playmates (including a rock-throwing fury 
during a Nativity play) and adults (a nurse is 
manhandled by the child). The problem with 
The Childhood of a Leader is that the story’s 
symbolic efforts to mirror the rise of fascism 
in the aftermath of World War I become 
painfully obvious early on, merely adding a 
lack of subtlety to a portrait of an obnoxious 
child run amok. Adding to the confusion is 
the presence of Robert Pattinson in two roles. 
A strange and unsatisfactory work, this is not 
recommended. (P. Hall)

Closet Monster HHH
Strand, 90 min., not rated, 
DVD: $27.99, Blu-ray: $32.99, 
Jan. 10

Stephen Dunn’s semi-au-
tobiographical directorial 
debut revolves around a 
young Newfoundland man 
with a vivid imagination. After telling young 
Oscar (Jack Fulton) that his mother is leav-
ing, his father, Peter (Aaron Abrams), gives 
the boy a hamster as a sort of consolation 
prize. When Oscar needs to talk, he turns to 
his furry friend, and expresses no surprise 
when Buffy talks back (in the voice of Isa-
bella Rossellini). At a time when he’s already 
questioning his sexuality, Oscar witnesses a 
violent hate crime, but neglects to tell anyone 
what he saw. Closet Monster flashes forward to 
Oscar’s (now played by Connor Jessup) senior 
year, as he and his best friend, Gemma (Sofia 
Banzhaf), dream of getting an apartment 
together in Brooklyn. To earn money, Oscar 
takes a job at a home improvement store, 
where he develops a crush on the easygoing, 
non-judgmental Wilder (Aliocha Schneider), 
a French-Canadian co-worker, but the memo-
ry of the hate crime continues to haunt him. 
Tension builds as Wilder sends mixed signals, 
Oscar’s college plans fall through, and the 
latter’s relationships with Peter and Gemma 
become strained—leaving no sympathetic 
companion but Buffy. A solid drama, this is 
recommended. (K. Fennessy)
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Complete Unknown 
HH1/2
Sony, 92 min., R, DVD: $25.99

Rachel Weisz, an actress 
capable of assuming many 
guises, plays Alice, a woman 
who studies up on various 
fields, and then fakes her 
way in. Initially, director Joshua Marston 
gives no indication of Alice’s motivations, 
but she seems more mysterious than ma-
levolent. Although Alice appears to meet 
environmental agency worker Clyde (Mi-
chael Chernus) by chance, it’s actually a 
pre-planned encounter. She tells him she’s 
a biologist, they hit it off, and he introduces 
her to his co-worker, Tom (Michael Shannon), 
who’s married to Ramina (Azita Ghanizada), 
a jewelry maker planning to move from New 
York to California for work. When Tom meets 
Alice, he is both suspicious and intrigued. 
At his birthday party, she freely admits that 
Alice isn’t her given name, that she’s lived all 
over the world, and that she no longer has 
anything to do with her family. In private, 
Tom acknowledges that he remembers her 
from when she went by a different name, 
but after she disappeared, he assumed she 
had died. As the night wears on, Tom’s 
friends, including Clyde, start to think Alice 
is a pathological liar. Alice explains herself 
to Tom, but then they run into Nina (Kathy 
Bates), a dog-walking secretary, who takes the 
narrative in a different direction as Alice and 
Tom help her out of a jam (Danny Glover 
plays Nina’s husband). Complete Unknown is 
not a completely satisfying movie, but the 
leads make the most of out of their roles. A 
strong optional purchase. (K. Fennessy)

Cool Apocalypse HH
Emphasis, 73 min., not rated, 
DVD: $19.98

Just when you thought 
the whole twentysome-
thing “mumblecore” fad 
had faded, writer-director 
Michael Glover Smith serves 
up this pointless, rambling 
relationship film. It’s a by now too-familiar 
scenario in which privileged post-college 
younger adults try to relate to one another 
despite having nothing interesting to say. 
While the essence of mumblecore may be 
its authenticity, not every semi-articulate 
obsessive conversation about food or clothes 
is cinema-worthy—often, it’s just glorified 
home-movie noodling. Here you have the 
familiar cliché of an aspiring experimental 
writer named Paul (Kevin Wehby) who works 
in a bookshop and casually hits it off with 
Julie (Nina Ganet), a feminist blogger. Paul 
brings Julie to a dinner hosted by his best 
friend Claudio (Adam Overberg), a depressed 
video editor who has just been jilted by his 
smart-alecky video “journalist” girlfriend 
Tess (Chelsea David). While the dialogue is 

awkward and stilted throughout, the thin-
skinned sensitivity of these characters is 
extraordinary (enhanced by lame acoustic 
singer-songwriter soundtrack music). As an 
extremely “talky” movie, Cool Apocalypse is 
in some ways akin to a Woody Allen or Whit 
Stillman film—minus the attendant clever-
ness and ear for dialogue. In the end, we don’t 
much care what happens to these characters. 
Not a necessary purchase. (M. Sandlin)

Diary of a Chambermaid 
HHH
Cohen, 96 min., in French w/
English subtitles, not rated, 
DVD: $19.99, Blu-ray: $25.99

Octave Mirbeau’s 1900 
novel centering on Céles-
tine—a beautiful but bitter 
Parisian maid who takes advantage of her 
provincial bourgeois employers—has been 
filmed before, notably in 1946 by Jean Renoir 
with Paulette Goddard, and then with cus-
tomary bile by Luis Buñuel in 1964 starring 
Jeanne Moreau (the latter updating the story 
to the 1930s). This new retelling by Benoît 
Jacquot sticks closer to the original novel, 
and has found in Léa Seydoux a Célestine 
who embodies the character’s physical attrac-
tiveness while also conveying her seething 
resentment (often through muttered asides). 
The narrative is presented in a vague trip-
tych, with the first section concentrating 
on Célestine’s mistreatment at the hands of 
autocratic mistress Madame Lanlaire (Clotil-
de Mollet) while she also suffers the hapless 
amorous advances of Madame’s lustful 
husband (Hervé Pierre). Célestine enjoys an 
interlude of relative happiness when she is 
lent to another household as a caretaker for 
a fragile young nobleman (Vincent Lacoste) 
who has a kindly grandmother, but it ends 
badly, and after returning to the Lanlaires she 
becomes involved in a scheme concocted by 
rabidly anti-Semitic gardener Joseph (Vincent 
Lindon) to rob their employers and share 
the spoils in Paris afterward. Lushly filmed 
and well acted, this is a solid presentation of 
Mirbeau’s unhappy story. Recommended. 
(F. Swietek)

The Disappointments 
Room H
Fox, 86 min., R, DVD: $29.98

Trying to recover after 
the traumatic death of their 
infant daughter, grieving 
Dana (Kate Beckinsale) and 
David (Mel Raido) decide to 
move from Brooklyn to rural North Carolina 
with their young son, Lucas (Duncan Join-
er). Dana is an architect, so she is ready to 
remodel the cavernous, dilapidated country 
estate they bought. But when she discovers 
the long-lost key to a hidden attic room, she 
opens herself to nightmarish evil. Ms. Judith 
(Marcia de Rousse), a local historian, explains 

that this mysterious chamber, whose only 
entrance was hidden behind a cabinet, was 
where wealthy families used to incarcerate 
their disabled/disfigured children, effectively 
keeping them out of sight. Apparently, their 
troubled ghosts still prowl the premises. 
Along with losing all track of time, distraught 
Dana’s eerie explorations lead to nightmarish 
visions of the former owner, satanic Judge 
Blacker (Gerald McRaney), and his demonic 
black dog. Plus, there’s a local handyman, 
Ben (Lucas Till), who flirts with Dana while 
repairing a hole in the leaky roof. Filmmaker 
D.J. Caruso’s aptly-named The Disappoint-
ments Room is a witless endeavor in which 
a solid cast struggles to do the best they can 
with underwritten roles. Not recommended. 
(S. Granger)

Don’t Breathe HHH
Sony, 88 min., R, DVD: $30.99, 
Blu-ray: $34.99

Opening with a grue-
some tease, this home-in-
vasion thriller pits a trio of 
teenage thieves against an 
unexpectedly resourceful 
victim: an aging Iraq War 
veteran who was blinded in combat. Careful-
ly calculating just how much cash they can 
steal to avoid a grand larceny rap, Alex (Dylan 
Minnette) uses his dad’s security company 
connections to rob houses belonging to De-
troit’s wealthy. But his cohort friends aren’t 
quite so careful. Wallowing in luxurious 
fantasies, Rocky (Jane Levy) tries on glam-
orous clothes, while her boyfriend, Money 
(Daniel Zovatto), gleefully desecrates and 
destroys valuables. When Rocky learns that 
a blind man (Stephen Lang) has a huge stash 
of currency hidden in his dilapidated house 
in an isolated neighborhood, she figures that 
the loot will enable her and her younger sister 
(Emma Bercovici) to flee to California—far 
from the trailer park and their abusive moth-
er. Sedating the blind man’s guard dog isn’t 
difficult, but once they’re inside the house, 
the trio get more than they bargained for. 
Trapped in a menacing cat-and-mouse game, 
the teens discover a grim secret that the 
vengeful old man is hiding in the basement, 
after which the malevolent tension escalates 
exponentially. Uruguay-born director Fede 
Alvarez’s cleverly crafted misdirection and 
night-vision shocks make this an effectively 
scary and claustrophobic suspense flick. 
Recommended. (S. Granger)

Don’t Think Twice HHH
Universal, 92 min., R, DVD: 
$22.98, Blu-ray/DVD Combo: 
$29.98

Writer-director-actor and 
standup comic Mike Bir-
biglia’s Don’t Think Twice 
centers on a six-member 
improv troupe called the Commune who 
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face internal stress and possible dissolution 
following the sale of the small venue where 
it has operated for years. Meanwhile, talent 
scouts for a TV show hire one member, am-
bitious Jack (Keegan-Michael Key), which 
disrupts the collaborative spirit, especially 
since another member, Samantha (Gillian 
Jacobs), is also Jack’s partner at home as well 
as onstage. Most affected of all, however, is 
Commune leader Miles (Birbiglia), who has 
watched from the sidelines as several of the 
comics he mentored went on to bigger things, 
leaving him with decreasing hopes that his 
own break will ever come. Like the others, 
Miles hopes that Jack will not only drop by 
occasionally to lend his star wattage, but will 
also share samples of their writing with the 
TV program’s head honcho with the aim of 
being hired themselves. Of course, the chance 
of that happening is slight, and the only 
bright spot for Miles comes with the sudden 
appearance of a high-school classmate who 
promises possible romance. Don’t Think Twice 
effectively captures the feeling of improv 
through scenes of the group tossing lines to 
one another to keep the rhythm alive as the 
camera whirls around them, highlighting 
the risky nature of the enterprise. And the 
performers are all likable, even when they 
occasionally do unsympathetic things. Rec-
ommended. (F. Swietek)

The Dressmaker HH1/2
Broad Green, 119 min., R, 
DVD: $26.99, Blu-ray: $34.99

Jocelyn Moorhouse’s 
f i lm based on Rosa l ie 
Ham’s 2000 novel is basi-
cally a revenge drama, but 
plays like a dark period 
comedy, while adding elements of mur-
der mystery, romantic comedy, tragedy, 
small-town exposé, and sentimental moth-
er-daughter reunion tale into the mix. The 
title character is Tilly (Kate Winslet), who 
returns to her dusty Australian home village 
in the early 1950s, moving back into the 
ramshackle house where her mother, “Mad” 
Molly (Judy Davis), still lives. Although 
now an accomplished couturière, Tilly was 
literally ejected from the town at the age 
of 10 for supposedly killing a schoolmate, 
but is unable to remember the incident, and 
she has come back to investigate. As she 
reconnects with Molly, Tilly begins to make 
frocks for local women while also befriend-
ing the local constable (Hugo Weaving), a 
genial cross-dresser, and entering into a 
hesitant romance with a handsome neigh-
bor (Liam Hemsworth). But Tilly also has 
enemies, most notably the dictatorial town 
councilor (Shane Bourne), father of the dead 
boy, and the nasty schoolteacher (Kerry Fox) 
who accused Tilly of murder. Although The 
Dressmaker affords sporadically delicious 
moments, the film suffers from an uneven 
tone, which shifts wildly from slapstick 

comedy to bleak tragedy in the blink of an 
eye. A strong optional purchase. (F. Swietek)

Eva Doesn’t Sleep H1/2
Film Movement, 86 min., in 
Spanish w/English subtitles, not 
rated, DVD: $24.95

The most interest ing 
moments in this fictional 
feature film actually hail 
from archival footage of 
20th-century history, scenes 
that are meant to fill the gaps in this weird 
tale. The historical images capture Argentina 
during the days of Juan Perón’s three terms as 
president, with a special accent on his second 
wife Eva “Evita” Perón’s special relationship 
with her country in the years prior to her 
death from cancer in 1952. The impressive 
sight of hundreds of thousands of Argentin-
eans gathered in the streets to hear her mes-
sages deploring plutocrats and would-be dic-
tators certainly bears out why she was called 
the “spiritual leader” of her people. But all of 
that is backdrop to an enigmatic take on the 
fact-based story of Evita’s corpse vanishing 
from Argentina for 16 years, following Juan’s 
death in 1974. Filmmaker Pablo Agüero serves 
up a shadowy version of what might have (or 
possibly did) happen, and how a secretive 
network of military figures who hated Evi-
ta—including Admiral Emilio Massera (Gael 
García Bernal)—could not dispose of her 
remains, as if her inextinguishable memory 
was synonymous with her corpse. A muddled 
semi-historical inquiry that will baffle many 
viewers unfamiliar with Argentinean history, 
this is not recommended. (T. Keogh)

The Fake HHH
Olive, 101 min., in Korean w/
English subtitles, not rated, 
DVD: $24.95, Blu-ray: $29.95

A gritty Korean anime 
parable concerning the dou-
ble-edged sword of faith, 
Yeon Sang-ho’s The Fake is 
generally compelling if also unremittingly 
bleak. From his latest stint in prison, Min-
chul returns to his humble village to find that 
not only are his neighbors being relocated to 
make way for the construction of a dam that 
will flood the entire community but they are 
also now under the sway of Pastor Sung, a 
man of the cloth, who in turn is being ma-
nipulated by slimy con-man Elder Choi into 
squeezing the very last government-provided 
coin from the villagers in exchange for the 
promise of a joyous afterlife. A chance alter-
cation with Choi in a tavern sets Min-chul 
snapping at the criminal’s heels like a mad 
dog, leading him on a mission to expose the 
faker. But Min-chul’s own checkered past 
and exceedingly ill manners ensure that his 
protests are met with deaf ears, and when 
Min-chul’s daughter falls in with Sung and 
Choi this sets off a vicious chain of events 

that will end in torrents of blood and tears. 
Not unlike his alienating anti-hero, the 
filmmaker is sometimes a little too brusque 
in his indictment of organized religion, but 
he balances this with gentler moments, such 
as a storeowner’s quiet insistence that his de-
parted wife resides in Heaven. The Fake is at its 
best when following Min-chul’s uphill battle 
to expose the criminals, a “Boy Who Cried 
Wolf” variant with all the simmering violence 
and expletives of a live-action Asian crime 
epic. Boasting a lovely texture—particularly 
in the autumnal-toned outdoor landscapes—
this should appeal to more mature viewers. 
Recommended. (J. Cruz)

Fire Song	HHH1/2
Wolfe, 96 min., not rated, 
DVD: $26.95

Filmmaker Adam Gar-
net Jones’s festival award 
winner features a mix of 
emotional storylines within 
a gay coming-of-age drama. 
Set in an Anishinaabe tribal community in 
Northern Ontario, Fire Song focuses on the 
problems faced by Shane (Andrew Martin), a 
teenager who finds himself torn in multiple 
directions following the suicide of his sister 
Destiny. Shane’s mother has been unable to 
cope with the circumstances of Destiny’s 
death and she is too angry and ashamed 
to attend the funeral. Shane finds himself 
struggling to support his family, but this 
cannot continue if he follows his plan to leave 
the community to attend college. Shane’s 
girlfriend offers amusing distractions, but 
she can also be tactless. Shane quietly finds 
himself attracted to a young man aspiring 
to become a tribal leader, and while their 
relationship is initially platonic, it slowly 
develops into something deeper. Shane’s 
desire to break away from the poverty and 
monotony of the surrounding community 
become overpowering, but those around 
him are equally adamant that he not leave. 
A mature and intelligent drama anchored 
by Martin’s solid performance, this is highly 
recommended. (P. Hall)

The Girl on the Train 
HH
Universal, 112 min., R, DVD: 
$29.98, Blu-ray/DVD Combo: 
$34.98, Jan. 17

Based on Paula Hawkins’s 
2015 bestseller, director Tate 
Taylor’s highly anticipated 
film dissatisfies in every way except one: 
Emily Blunt delivers a powerhouse perfor-
mance as pathetic protagonist Rachel Watson. 
Lonely Rachel is a deeply depressed alcoholic 
who rides trains back and forth from sub-
urban Ardsley-on-Hudson to Manhattan’s 
Grand Central Station. A bleary-eyed divorcee 
sipping cheap vodka, Rachel projects her vi-
carious fantasies onto suburbanites living in 
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the stylish houses that run along the tracks 
near her old home. She’s fascinated by one 
couple in particular: beautiful, blonde Megan 
Hipwell (Haley Bennett) and her husband 
Scott (Luke Evans). “She’s what I lost,” Rachel 
convinces herself. Well, not really. Deeply dis-
contented as a Stepford housewife, Megan is 
flagrantly promiscuous, even trying to seduce 
her psychiatrist (Édgar Ramírez). Adding to 
the intrigue, Rachel’s ex-husband Tom Wat-
son (Justin Theroux) lives nearby; he’s now 
married to Anna (Rebecca Ferguson) and 
has a baby girl—and Megan is their nanny. 
When Megan suddenly goes missing, Rachel 
becomes obsessed, reporting to a suspicious 
detective (Allison Janney) that while riding 
the commuter train she once spied Megan em-
bracing another man on her upstairs balcony. 
But Rachel suffers from boozy blackouts, so 
she’s not really sure what she remembers. 
More of a cheesy soap opera than a satisfying 
murder mystery, this is an optional purchase. 
(S. Granger)

Gleason HHH
Sony, 111 min., R, DVD: 
$30.99

Steve Gleason was a New 
Orleans Saints linebacker 
whose career hit a peak in 
September 2006 at the Su-
perdome, when he blocked 
a punt by the Atlanta Falcons that was picked 
up by teammate Curtis Deloatch and run in 
for a touchdown—the first score for the Saints 
on their home turf since Hurricane Katrina. 
Gleason retired from football in 2008, and 
three years later his life took a double twist: 
Gleason was diagnosed with ALS (more com-
monly known as Lou Gehrig’s disease) shortly 
before his wife Michel learned they were 
expecting their first child. Clay Tweel’s film 
offers a video diary of efforts by the couple to 
deal with these parallel developments. Some 
of the footage is harsh—especially when 
Michel angrily objects to Gleason’s father’s 
decision to bring his physically failing son 
to a dubious faith healer—and the speed 
with which Gleason’s vitality evaporates is 
harrowing. But the film has some curious 
gaps: the viewer has no idea how Gleason 
made a living after leaving football, and the 
film fails to acknowledge that the so-called 
bounty scandal involving Saints players 
deliberately injuring opponents arose as a 
result of an audio recording made during this 
production. Despite flaws, Gleason is a moving 
portrait of a brave family that also offers a raw 
firsthand look at the devastation created by 
ALS. Recommended. (P. Hall)

Gurukulam: One Without a Second 
HHH1/2
Passion River, 110 min., not rated, DVD: $59.99

Filmmakers Neil Dalal and Jillian Eliza-
beth’s documentary about spiritual life that 

is anchored in ideas rather 
than faith-based religion is 
set at a picturesque ashram 
called Arsha Vidya Guruku-
lam in Tamal Nadu, India. 
Here, students from around 
the world spend three 
months studying a Hindu 
school of belief known as 
Advaita Vedanta, taught by a plain-speaking 
and often charmingly bemused master, Swa-
mi Dayananda Saraswati. Some students stay 
much longer than the minimum require-
ment—a few interviewees have been there 
for decades and become swamis themselves. 
Most of the footage captures impressions of 
daily life at the 14-acre ashram, from the 
preparation of food to the sweeping of path-
ways, from training lights on an elephant 
rummaging through trees to the somewhat 
comic sight of the community’s elders trav-
eling around the large property on golf carts 
and in tiny cars. While these slices of reality 
might sound ordinary, they ultimately add 
up to something pleasantly meditative while 
also reinforcing Saraswati’s teachings about 
non-duality: i.e., that nothing separates us 
from the larger surrounding world. Highly 
recommended. (T. Keogh)

Hitchcock/Truffaut 
HHH
Universal, 81 min., PG-13, 
DVD: $29.99, Blu-ray: $34.98

At the time young French 
director Francois Truffaut 
conducted a series of inter-
views with Alfred Hitchcock 
(whom he revered) in 1962, the older man 
was treated by most American critics as a 
light entertainer, famous for splendidly-ex-
ecuted but glib thrillers that offered little 
beyond surface pleasure. But the filmmaker’s 
European admirers, especially members of 
the French New Wave, saw much more than 
technique; for them, Hitchcock’s films were 
profound works of art. Kent Jones’s respectful 
documentary argues that Truffaut’s subse-
quent 1966 book Hitchcock/Truffaut led many 
across the Atlantic to revise their judgment. 
According to Jones, the fact that Hitch is 
now widely regarded as one of the masters of 
20th-century cinema—with films like Vertigo 
considered among the greatest ever made—is 
largely due to Truffaut. While that argument 
is a mite simplistic, Hitchcock/Truffaut offers 
an engaging look at how Truffaut’s project 
came about and the impact that his book 
has had on filmmakers ever since (including 
interviewees David Fincher, Wes Anderson, 
Paul Schrader, Peter Bogdanovich, Martin 
Scorsese, Richard Linklater, and Olivier As-
sayas, among others). Jones draws on archival 
material—stills and footage, letters, audio 
recordings—and biographical data on Hitch-
cock and Truffaut to set the stage for excerpts 
from the interviews while also presenting a 

clip-filled, roughly chronological survey of 
Hitchcock’s films. The result winds up being 
a tribute to both directors that will delight 
movie buffs. Recommended. (F. Swietek)

The Hollars HH
Sony, 88 min., PG-13, DVD: 
$25.99, Blu-ray: $30.99

The Office actor John Kra-
sinski’s debut directorial 
effort is a quirky but pallid 
ensemble piece, a dysfunc-
tional-family dramedy of-
fering an overly familiar blend of laughter 
and tears. Krasinski plays John Hollar, an 
aspiring graphic novelist who lives in New 
York with his pregnant girlfriend Rebecca 
(Anna Kendrick), but is reluctant to commit to 
marriage. When word arrives that his mother 
Sally (Margo Martindale), a typical “force of 
nature” figure, has been diagnosed with a 
brain tumor, John returns home, where his fa-
ther Don (Richard Jenkins), a plumber whose 
business is on its last legs, can’t cope, and 
his excitable brother Ron (Sharlto Copley), 
now living with their parents after getting 
divorced, keeps trying to get back together 
with his ex-wife and kids. There are repeated 
heart-to-heart moments between members 
of the Hollar clan, archly cute sessions with 
Sally’s doctor (Randall Park), and an inevi-
table scene in which John and Sally escape 
the hospital to enjoy one more visit to an 
ice-cream parlor. Worst of all, Rebecca shows 
up at the Hollars’ house not long before she 
will require a frantic drive to the hospital. The 
Hollars is partially redeemed by Martindale 
and Jenkins, who could play these parts in 
their sleep but are always watchable; other-
wise, this is forgettable fluff. Not a necessary 
purchase. (F. Swietek)

The Idol HH1/2
Adopt, 98 min., in Arabic w/
English subtitles, not rated, 
DVD: $29.95

Hany Abu-Assad’s bio- 
pic recounts pop star Mo-
hammed Assaf’s journey to 
fame, beginning in 2005 
in the Gaza Strip as Mohammed (Qais At-
taallah) forms a band with his sister, Nour 
(Heba Attaallah), and their friends, Omar 
(Abdalkarim Abubaraka) and Ahmad (Ahmad 
Qassim). Since their parents aren’t exactly 
encouraging, they pay a smuggler to secure 
used instruments, but he’s only interested 
in their money and his henchmen beat up 
Mohammed so badly that he ends up in 
the hospital. Things improve when music 
teacher Mr. Kamal (Amer Hlehel) loans them 
instruments and they start playing wedding 
parties. But then Nour’s kidney starts to 
fail, and while she undergoes dialysis, Omar 
drops out of the band, Ahmad gets a job at a 
counterfeit McDonald’s (“WacDonalds”), and 
Mohammed continues on as a solo artist. By 
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2012, Mohammed (now played by Tawfeek 
Barhom) is attending college and driving a 
taxi, but he dreams of winning Arab Idol, so 
he auditions for the competition in Ramallah 
via Skype (the borders are closed to travel), 
but things go wrong, so he tries to figure out 
a way to get to Cairo. It’s a treacherous jour-
ney, but his in-person audition is successful 
and he eventually moves on to the finals 
in Beirut, knowing that he might never be 
able to return to Gaza. An uplifting, if also 
disappointingly conventional, success story 
(featuring a cameo from the real-life Mo-
hammed), this is a strong optional purchase. 
(K. Fennessy)

Imperium HH1/2
Lionsgate, 108 min., R, DVD: 
$19.98, Blu-ray: $24.99

Daniel Radcliffe stars as 
an FBI analyst who goes 
undercover in the white 
supremacist culture to track 
a deadly cargo of radioactive 
material in this “inspired by real events” 
crime thriller. Imperium offers an opportuni-
ty for Radcliffe to shuck off a little more of his 
Harry Potter innocence as he shaves his head 
and blithely tosses out anti-Semitic remarks 
and racist epithets to prove his bona fides to 
the skinhead punks, militia leaders, neo-Na-
zis, and media demagogues of the movement. 
The story sends him through a series of 
tests that differ from the undercover thriller 
template only in the details. Unfortunately, 
writer-director Daniel Ragussis never manag-
es to wind up the tension. But even if viewers 
are never on the edge of their seats, the film 
delivers a portrait of an ugly movement that 
sucks up the angry, disappointed white men 
who view their own failures as a conspiracy 
of disenfranchisement, pointing the finger 
at Jews, African-Americans, Hispanics, Arabs, 
and pretty much anyone who looks different 
from them. With so many portraits of the 
racist fringe bordering on cartoon, it is also 
worth being reminded that otherwise normal 
people can get caught up in the propaganda 
and twisted into hateful beliefs. A strong 
optional purchase. (S. Axmaker)

In a Valley of Violence 
HH1/2
Universal, 104 min., R, DVD: 
$19.98, Blu-ray: $26.99

Western tropes are served 
up with some shrewd satire, 
a dollop of horror-movie 
gore, and an ersatz Ennio Morricone score 
in filmmaker Ti West’s genially goofy oater, 
which tells a simple revenge story with a 
twist. The hero, a drifter named Paul (Ethan 
Hawke), squares off against the residents of 
a dusty border town not because his wife 
or family have been killed, but because of 
the murder of his dog Abbie (played by a 
remarkably expressive canine named Jumpy). 

On the run to Mexico after going AWOL from 
the army, Paul reaches the dismal burg of 
Denton, where he has a run-in with a loud-
mouth named Gilly (James Ransone)—the 
son and deputy of the town marshal (John 
Travolta). Paul is subsequently ordered to get 
out of town, but Gilly and his confederates 
attack him on the trail, killing Abbie and 
leaving Paul for dead. He survives, of course, 
and seeks vengeance with some assistance 
from talkative hotel clerk Mary-Anne (Taissa 
Farmiga), whose older sister (Karen Gillan) is 
Gilly’s adoring girlfriend. Much of the fun 
here comes from West’s cheeky nods to genre 
conventions, although the effect is undercut 
by the threadbare production values. At once 
homage and send-up, In a Valley of Violence 
winds up being fitfully amusing. A strong 
optional purchase. (F. Swietek)

In Order of 
Disappearance HHH
Magnolia, 118 min., in 
Norwegian, Swedish & English 
w/English subtitles, R, DVD: 
$26.99, Blu-ray: $29.99

A Norwegian Death Wish 
that delivers plenty of ex-
plicit violence (with tongue firmly in cheek), 
filmmaker Hans Petter Moland’s In Order of 
Disappearance puts a new spin on a familiar 
yarn. Stellan Skarsgård stars as Nils, a veteran 
snowplow driver wrecked by the tragic death 
of his son. Although the cause is officially list-
ed as a heroin overdose, Nils comes to believe 
that the boy was actually a victim in a turf 
war between rival drug gangs, and wrongly 
fingered for stealing part of a shipment. Nils 
plots revenge, leaving multiple bodies in his 
wake as he works his way through the vari-
ous levels of a local Norwegian gang until he 
identifies its leader, a vicious yuppie known as 
“the Count” (Pål Sverre Hagen). During this 
process, he also ramps up the gang’s bloody 
infighting with their rivals—the Serbian ma-
fia—and in a final ploy arranges a full-scale 
gun battle between the two groups and a per-
sonal showdown with the Count. The carnage 
throughout is graphic, but Moland maintains 
a cheeky tone, with amusing stretches of dia-
logue (such as a disquisition on the plushness 
of Norwegian prisons). Offering a satisfying 
mix of tragedy, farce, and melodrama, this is 
recommended. (F. Swietek)

Indian Point HHH
First Run, 94 min., not rated, 
DVD: $24.99

The highly-charged pol-
itics of nuclear power in 
the U.S. is spotlighted in 
Ivy Meeropol’s documen-
tary about the titular plant, 
which is located some 40 miles north of Man-
hattan. Indian Point has been operating since 
1962 (although the last two of its three units 
did not go online until the 1970s), but given 

its proximity to densely-populated areas, the 
facility’s very existence remains controversial. 
While clearly sympathizing with activists 
who want it shut down (a stance supported by 
Governor Andrew Cuomo), the film strives to 
be objective, interviewing plant supervisors 
who talk about their absolute commitment 
to safety, and those engaged in efforts to 
halt its operation. Particular attention is paid 
here to a married couple who must keep their 
work separate, since the wife is a leader of the 
opposition while the husband is a journalist 
who reports on environmental matters. Also 
examined is the Nuclear Regulatory Commis-
sion, particularly Gregory Jaczko—commis-
sioner from 2009 to 2012—who lobbied for 
stricter regulations on aging plants following 
the 2011 nuclear disaster at Fukushima, and 
was (the film suggests) hounded out of office 
by staffers concerned with preserving their 
chances of securing high-paying positions in 
the industry after leaving government service. 
Environmental concerns are also raised about 
the effect of the plant on fish in the nearby 
Hudson River. Meeropol’s film can be criti-
cized for simply presenting the arguments 
on both sides without deeper analysis, but it 
does effectively capture a microcosm of the 
debate about nuclear energy that is important 
not only to the U.S. but also the entire world. 
Recommended. (F. Swietek)

The Intervention HH1/2
Paramount, 88 min., R, DVD: 
$29.98

Ac t ress  C lea  D uVa l l 
makes her directorial debut 
in this indie spin on The Big 
Chill, in which a group of old 
college friends reunite for a 
weekend get-together so that Annie (Melanie 
Lynskey) can stage an intervention for an 
eternally bickering couple (Cobie Smulders 
and Vincent Piazza) locked in what she is 
convinced is a toxic marriage. This is very 
much an actors’ showcase: eight characters 
(DuVall, Natasha Lyonne, Ben Schwartz, and 
Jason Ritter fill out the old friends, with Alia 
Shawkat as the twentysomething newcomer 
in the mix) with heavy baggage do their 
best to ignore the weight. The sometimes 
heavy-handed script doesn’t feature many 
surprises and the issues are familiar and, in a 
couple of cases, pretty easy to overcome. But 
DuVall favors the performances—she wrote 
the central role for Lynskey, a hidden treasure 
of American independent cinema—and the 
ensemble. Lynskey is brilliant as a neurotic 
busybody who has turned denial of her own 
issues into the art of distraction; she is both 
funny and heartbreaking as she drowns her 
insecurities with day drinking while trying 
to steer the weekend as it (inevitably) careens 
from one combustion to another. DuVall’s 
direction is more nuanced and revealing than 
her writing, turning what might have been 
another theater piece on screen into a funny, 
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painful, and often entertaining getaway with 
characters who have the capacity to surprise 
us even if their problems do not. A strong 
optional purchase. (S. Axmaker)

Kickboxer: Vengeance 
HH
RLJ, 90 min., not rated, DVD or 
Blu-ray: $29.99

Essentially a remake of 
a “classic” pugilistic origi-
nal in which the erstwhile 
star (here, Jean-Claude Van 
Damme) becomes the mentor to a young 
protagonist, Kickboxer: Vengeance is a follow-up 
to 1989’s Kickboxer, a lowbrow action flick 
centered on a young American fighter (Van 
Damme) confronting the Thai bruiser who 
paralyzed his brother. Vengeance makes a few 
changes—the fighter’s brother is killed, and a 
romantic interest is added in the person of a 
perky Thai policewoman—but the basic story 
remains the same: Kurt Sloane (Alain Moussi) 
challenges Tong Po (David Bautista) and is 
trained by a colorful master (Van Damme) for 
the murderous match. Van Damme is given 
ample opportunity to look cool in his shades 
and show that even in his 50s the “Muscles 
from Brussels” can still exhibit some moves. 
Overall, however, this is just an unimagina-
tive rehash of the first movie, an exercise in 
nostalgia for those who look back fondly on 
the kind of mindless B-movie action fare that 
studios like the long-defunct Cannon Films 
churned out in the 1980s. Optional, at best. 
(F. Swietek)

Killbillies HH
Artsploitation, 83 min., in 
Slovenian w/English subtitles, 
not rated, DVD: $17.99

Behind the campy title 
of this film from director 
Tomaz Gorkic lurks a serious 
bloodbath that earns a mild 
asterisk in the record books for purporting 
to be the first horror feature from the young 
nation of Slovenia. A fashion photographer 
and three amateur models head into the 
countryside of Eastern Europe for a shoot. 
Here, the rural peasants are uncouth, mal-
formed degenerates (called “hillbillies” in 
the translated dialogue) dressed in folk 
attire. Two male goons attack and kidnap 
the visitors, but one would-be model (Nina 
Ivansin) has the street-bred instincts to fight 
back. Shock-schlock fans will recognize the 
influence of Tobe Hooper’s classic The Texas 
Chainsaw Massacre and Wes Craven’s splatter 
hit The Hills Have Eyes in the overtones of 
cannibalism here, as well as the grim theme 
that the “civilized” characters are, ultimately, 
no better than the monstrous, murderous 
yokels. Although trashy genre attributes such 
as gratuitous nudity and extreme mutilation 
are a bit less pronounced here than in other 
grindhouse fare, this is still more of a curio 

than a successful horror film. Optional.  
(C. Cassady)

The King of Pigs H1/2
Olive, 97 min. ., in Korean w/
English subtitles, not rated, 
DVD: $24.95, Blu-ray: $29.95

Korean filmmaker Yeon 
Sang-ho’s first animated 
feature primarily depicts 
the rough-and-tumble day-
to-day lives of three middle school boys—
crybaby Hwang Kyung-mi, his best friend 
Jung Jong-suk, and their rabid savior Kim 
Chul—who are seemingly abused by up-
per-class tormentors every day at school with 
homophobic degradation, belt whippings, 
and profuse death threats that take place in 
a facility apparently short on staff (and actual 
academics). Hwang and Jung are taken under 
the dark tutelage of Kim, who explains that 
the only way to battle evil is to become evil, 
leading to the prolonged knifing of a stray 
cat that, in the end, proves pointless when 
Kim decides that he needs to cool off and 
try thinking about others for a change. This 
late turning point is the closest that Sang-ho 
comes to actual character development, as 
the rest of the film is stuffed with shoehorned 
melodramatics, forced attempts at profundity, 
inconsistent metaphors, and enough un-
ending, one-note viciousness to weary even 
the most hardened soul. While the closing 
message can be appreciated, there is simply 
not enough light here to give worthwhile 
definition and weight to the darkness. Not 
recommended. (J. Cruz)

Land and Shade HHH
Strand, 97 min., in Spanish w/
English subtitles, not rated, 
DVD: $24.99

In this grim, stylistically 
formal drama from Colom-
bia, a long-simmering fam-
ily drama plays out amidst 
enormous economic and environmental 
pressures. Written and directed by Cesar 
Auguste Acevedo, Land and Shade begins with 
a striking, composed shot of a middle-aged 
man, Alfonso (Haimer Leal), walking with a 
suitcase along a dirt road that cuts through 
a field of tall sugarcane. The oddly dream-
like image is soon broken, as a truck comes 
barreling down the road, forcing Alfonso to 
take refuge among the canes while a huge 
cloud of dust kicked up from the dry ground 
covers everything. Alfonso is returning to 
the house and piece of barren land that he 
owned and abandoned years before while 
also leaving his wife, Alicia (Hilda Ruiz), and 
son, Gerardo (Edison Raigosa). The reason 
for Alfonso’s return: now-grown Gerardo, 
a laborer in the sugarcane farm—working 
for a large, remote company—is deathly ill 
and needs care. Gerardo’s wife (Marleyda 
Soto) slaves away for hours with Alicia in the 

fields, while his neglected son, Manuel (José 
Felipe Cárdenas), drifts through anxious 
days. Alfonso’s return will naturally shake 
up everything, introducing major changes 
into this largely stagnant world where the air 
is constantly full of ash from burning crops, 
like some circle in hell. Acevedo’s painterly 
compositions evoke Walker Evans’s Great 
Depression-era photography—particularly in 
the shots of field workers on strike—in this 
dramatically-muted but ultimately haunting 
film. Recommended. (T. Keogh)

Last Cab to Darwin	
HHH1/2
First Run, 123 min., not rated, 
DVD: $24.95

Director Jeremy Sims’s 
f i lm adaptat ion of Reg 
Cribb’s titular 2003 play 
employs the vastness of 
the Australian Outback as a backdrop for a 
sincere drama about an elderly cab driver 
named Rex (Michael Caton), who has never 
ventured beyond his New South Wales min-
ing hometown of Broken Hill. Rex’s bout 
with stomach cancer leaves him with three 
months to live, and when he discovers that 
a right-to-die law has been instituted in Dar-
win, the capital of the Northern Territory, he 
drives the 2,000-mile distance to take advan-
tage of this opportunity. The trip across the 
Outback provides Rex with an opportunity 
to reevaluate his life, while his connection 
with people he meets along the way gives him 
new ways of looking at his situation. Despite 
being a euthanasia story, Last Cab to Darwin 
is a life-affirming film that is blessed with an 
extraordinary view of the Outback’s beauty 
(thanks to cinematographer Steve Arnold), 
and a marvelous ensemble cast headed up 
by veteran Australian actor Caton. Also fea-
turing Jacki Weaver—likely the most familiar 
cast member to American viewers—this is 
highly recommended. (P. Hall)

Last Girl Standing HH
MPI, 90 min., not rated, DVD: 
$24.99

A clever premise is under-
mined by amateurish execu-
tion in filmmaker Benjamin 
R. Moody’s debut feature, a 
combination of horror flick 
and psychological thriller. It begins where 
slasher movies ordinarily end: while standing 
amidst the bloody corpses of her friends, 
terrified Camryn (Akasha Villalobos) man-
ages to kill the perpetrator of the carnage, a 
masked killer identified only as the Hunter. 
Years later she is still traumatized by the ex-
perience of being the sole survivor, although 
Nick (Brian Villalobos)—her co-worker at a 
drycleaners—befriends and introduces her 
to his circle of friends in hopes of helping 
Camryn reconnect with the larger world. But 
Camryn begins to believe that the Hunter 
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has returned and is stalking her and her new 
acquaintances, while the latter grow increas-
ingly concerned that Camryn’s outbursts are 
signs of a potentially dangerous paranoia. The 
plot ultimately circles back to where it began, 
but the path there is slow and predictable, 
weighed down by clumsy direction, insipid 
dialogue, amateurish acting, and thread-
bare production values. Not recommended.  
(F. Swietek)

Lazy Eye HHH
Breaking Glass, 91 min., not 
rated, DVD: $21.99

Writer-director Tim Kirk-
man creates a good met-
aphor in the title of this 
two-person drama, which 
finds a pair of former lov-
ers—graphic artist Dean 
(Lucas Near-Verbrugghe) and Wall Street 
success Alex (Aaron Costa Ganis)—both 
looking good in middle age, but not quite 
seeing straight when they hook up some 15 
years after separation and complete silence. 
Meeting at Dean’s Mojave Desert retreat, 
the two instantly fall into bed before doing 
any catching up (e.g., Dean is no longer a 
“Marxist” but rather a “social democrat”; 
Alex has somehow managed to avoid any 
kind of Internet presence while becoming 
rich). But soon it is time for talking, and 
that’s largely what Lazy Eye is: a prolonged 
discussion spread over a couple of days and 
several attractive scene changes (it’s nice to 
see the Joshua Tree), all highly reminiscent of 
Richard Linklater’s Before trilogy. As the lov-
ers fill in details about their individual lives 
over the last decade-and-a-half, the obstacles 
to any renewed romance become obvious. 
Kirkman and his leading men do a terrific 
job sorting all of this out with a powerful, re-
strained emotion residing behind the actors’ 
eyes. Also featuring a brief appearance by the 
great comedic actress Michaela Watkins, this 
engaging film is recommended. (T. Keogh)

Little Men HHH1/2
Magnolia, 85 min., PG, DVD: 
$26.99

Filmmaker Ira Sachs’s Lit-
tle Men centers on two ado-
lescent boys whose friend-
ship is threatened when 
their respective parents duel 
over a possible rent increase in their gentri-
fying Brooklyn neighborhood. Thirteen-year 
old Jake (Theo Taplitz) moves with his mom 
and dad (Jennifer Ehle and Greg Kinnear) 
into the second-floor apartment of a Brook-
lyn building once owned by his grandfather. 
Here, he meets Tony (Michael Barbieri), the 
son of a Chilean woman (Paulina Garcia) who 
rents space beneath the apartment for her 
dress shop. The two boys become best friends, 
but a dispute arises between their parents 
over rent for the store, after which Jake and 

Tony conspire to use the silent treatment in 
an effort to push the grown-ups into find-
ing some accommodation. This is a slender 
story, but Sachs and the cast capture deep 
emotional currents within the characters, 
particularly regarding the chasm between 
adults dealing with real-world problems and 
children who are unable to understand the 
complex issues at stake. A gentle, generous, 
and heartwarming film that is also clear-
eyed and sharply observant, this is highly 
recommended. (F. Swietek)

Lucha Mexico HH1/2
Kino Lorber, 103 min., in 
English & Spanish w/English 
subtitles, not rated, DVD: 
$29.95

Alex Hammond and Ian 
Markiewicz’s documentary 
looks at the men behind the 
masks in Mexico’s popular 
lucha libre professional wrestling empire. In 
the ring, these behemoths pummel each 
other with some of the most elaborate and 
flamboyant fight choreography imaginable. 
But outside the arenas, they are rather ordi-
nary individuals—albeit XL-sized—who go 
through a decidedly unglamorous routine 
of intensive gym training, special diets, and 
maintaining politeness whenever fans invade 
their privacy with requests for autographs 
and photos. Fan favorites including Blue De-
mon Jr., Fabián El Gitano, Jon “Strongman” 
Andersen, and the diminutive KeMonito are 
among the wrestlers featured here, and they 
mostly seem reserved—even a bit boring—
away from their bouts. There is a genuinely 
challenging drama involving the wrestler 
Shocker, the self-proclaimed “1000% Gua-
po,” who suffers a ruptured patellar tendon 
and undergoes a difficult recovery process 
during which he becomes depressed over 
the possibility of prematurely ending his 
career in the ring. Although fans will enjoy 
this behind-the-scenes look at their beloved 
luchadores, the film is unlikely to appeal to a 
wider audience. A strong optional purchase. 
(P. Hall)

The Magnificent Seven 
HH
Sony, 133 min., PG-13, DVD: 
$30.99, Blu-ray: $39.99

F i l m ma ke r  A nto i ne 
Fuqua’s remake of John 
Sturges’s 1960 Western The 
Magnificent Seven (which in 
turn was based on Akira Kurosawa’s 1954 
Japanese classic Seven Samurai) saddles up 
seven gunslingers who are hired by spunky, 
vengeful widow Emma Cullen (Haley Ben-
nett) to save a ransacked mining town from 
Bartholomew Bogue (Peter Sarsgaard), a rich, 
rapacious industrialist. Set in 1879, as the 
frontier outpost of Rose Creek is being be-
sieged, the film’s central hero is bounty-hunt-

er Sam Chisholm (Denzel Washington), who 
recruits Josh Faraday (Chris Pratt), a roguish, 
hard-drinking Irish gambler; Goodnight Ro-
bicheaux (Ethan Hawke), a twitchy Confed-
erate sharp-shooter; Billy Rocks (Byung-hun 
Lee), a Korean knife-expert; Vasquez (Manuel 
Garcia-Rulfo), a Mexican outlaw; Jack Horne 
(Vincent D’Onofrio), a cantankerous tracker; 
and Red Harvest (Martin Sensmeier), a rene-
gade Comanche warrior. Unevenly scripted, 
The Magnificent Seven is full of archetypal 
characters but lacks nuanced exposition, 
leaving too much on the otherwise capable 
shoulders of Washington as the team prepares 
the terrified townsfolk for Bogue’s inevitable 
invasion with an army of mercenaries. Offer-
ing plenty of chaotic, shoot-‘em-up action, 
but not much more, this is an optional pur-
chase. (S. Granger)

A Man Called Ove	
HHH
Music Box, 116 min., in 
Swedish w/English subtitles, 
PG-13, DVD: $29.95, Blu-ray: 
$34.95

F i l m m a k e r  H a n n e s 
Hohm’s Swedish come-
dy-drama, based on Fredrik Backman’s tit-
ular 2012 novel, aims for the heartstrings as 
much as the funny bone. Grieving widower 
Ove (Rolf Lassgård) is also the resident nag of 
his little neighborhood, prowling the streets 
daily to insist that the rules he made as head 
of the local governing board are followed, 
even though he’s been ousted from the post. 
Shortly after his beloved wife’s death, he is 
unceremoniously fired from his job of more 
than 40 years and he decides to end it all. But 
Ove’s suicide attempts are invariably inter-
rupted, mostly by the noisy neighbors who 
have just moved in across the road—talkative, 
pregnant Parvaneh (Bahar Pars), her inept 
husband (Tobias Almborg), and their two 
young daughters (Nelly Jamarani and Zozan 
Akgün). Much of the film centers on Ove’s 
developing relationship with this family, but 
he will also mellow in other ways, adopting a 
stray cat, and taking in a boy thrown out by 
his father because he’s gay. Ove’s present-day 
experiences are intercut with flashbacks 
about his youth and relationship with his fa-
ther, and his courtship of the lovely Sonja (Ida 
Engvoll) and subsequent blissful life, despite 
some terrible tragedies. The ups and downs 
of 59-year-old Ove’s life, presented with a 
mixture of whimsy and sentiment, make for 
an engaging tale. Recommended. (F. Swietek)

Masks HH1/2
Reel Gore Releasing, 109 min., 
in German w/English subtitles, 
not rated, Blu-ray/DVD Combo: 
$39.95

German writer-director 
Andreas Marschall’s 2011 
film was designed as an homage to the 
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classic 1970s “giallo” movies of Mario Bava 
and Dario Argento, particularly the latter’s 
1977 cult classic Suspiria, which centered 
on a ballet school that housed a coven of 
witches. Masks is set at an acting school and 
eschews any supernatural elements, but does 
feature a spate of grisly murders staged in the 
gaudy style typical of the Italian gialli. The 
plot centers on aspiring actress Stella (Susen 
Ermich), who comes to the school in hopes 
of honing her modest talent up to a level that 
will bring her not just success but recognition 
as a master of the art. Of course, achieving her 
aim will require great sacrifice—and lots of 
spilled blood. The twists in Masks—the title 
derives from the use of masks in the school’s 
acting exercises—do not make a great deal 
of sense (which, to be fair, is characteristic 
of the genre), but even though Marschall’s 
low-budget effort fails to match the ghoulish 
extravagance of its Italian models, it comes 
sufficiently close and is likely to appeal to 
genre aficionados. A strong optional pur-
chase. (F. Swietek)

Men & Chicken HH1/2
Drafthouse, 104 min., in 
Danish w/English subtitles, not 
rated, Blu-ray/DVD Combo: 
$39.95

Although some might 
classify this eccentric Dan-
ish film as a “comedy,” it’s 
really more like a circus 
freakshow: the funny is so faint that it does 
not even qualify as “gonzo” humor. Director 
Anders Thomas Jensen’s Men & Chicken cen-
ters on two hare-lipped brothers who were the 
subjects of failed interspecies genetic exper-
iments by their mad-scientist father. When 
the brothers find out they were given up for 
adoption, they decide to travel to a remote 
island where their other long-lost brothers 
supposedly live with their father. Elias (Mads 
Mikkelsen) is an unhinged chronic masturba-
tor, and Gabriel (David Dencik) is a crackpot 
philosopher, yet the pair prove to be the 
pick of the litter: their brothers are mentally 
disturbed genetic abominations who commit 
casual bestiality and routinely beat each other 
with iron pots and taxidermized animals. As 
it turns out, father has long since passed on, 
but Gabriel in particular becomes unhealthily 
obsessed with the lingering secrets of dad’s 
demented genetic experiments. Most of the 
film is set at the dilapidated, unhygienic old 
mansion where the clan of misfit brothers 
live, but while the film scores some points 
for weirdness, it’s only a comedy if you 
think grown men pummeling each other 
with stuffed animals is funny. Optional.  
(M. Sandlin)

Mia Madre HHH
Music Box, 107 min., in Italian w/English subtitles, 
R, DVD: $29.95, Blu-ray: $34.95

Echoes of Fellini’s 8½ can be found in 

Nanni Moretti’s Mia Madre, 
which centers on an Italian 
film director named Mar-
gherita (Margherita Buy), 
who is struggling to com-
plete her latest movie—a 
drama about labor unrest at 
a factory that was recently 
sold to an American entrepreneur, who in-
tends to lay off a large part of the workforce. 
Margherita must simultaneously deal with 
her mother Ada (Giulia Lazzarini) being hos-
pitalized for cardiac issues, demands from her 
teenage daughter Livia (Beatrice Mancini), 
and problems with her own boyfriend Vit-
torio (Enrico Ianniello), who is also an actor 
in Margherita’s film. These domestic issues 
imperil her ability to finish the project—
which is further burdened by her American 
star Barry (John Turturro), a prima donna who 
keeps bungling scenes and forgetting lines. 
Moretti juxtaposes realistic scenes involving 
Margherita’s family and the film crew with 
dreamlike sequences recalling her younger 
self. Moretti’s sedate, undemonstrative style 
cannot compete with the wild exuberance 
that Fellini brought to his portrait of a di-
rector in crisis, but in its quiet subdued way 
Mia Madre does strike an emotional chord, 
enhanced by Buy’s subtle and multifaceted 
performance. Recommended. (F. Swietek)

Miss Peregrine’s Home 
for Peculiar Children	
HH
Fox, 127 min., PG-13, DVD: 
$29.98, Blu-ray/DVD Combo: 
$39.98

Adapting Ransom Riggs’s 
creepy 2011 novel would 
seem like a perfect fit for the macabre imag-
ination of filmmaker Tim Burton. When 
shy, teenage Jake Portman (Asa Butterfield) 
is summoned to his beloved grandfather’s 
home in suburban Florida, he discovers that 
the old man is dying, the victim of nefarious 
thugs. But not really: as grandfather Abraham 
(Terence Stamp) explains, it’s all connected 
to the bedtime stories Jake has heard over the 
years about leaving Poland just before WWII, 
along with creepy vintage photographs of a 
bizarre orphanage on a small British island 
off the coast of Wales. With the help of a grief 
counselor (Allison Janney), Jack convinces 
his parents (Chris O’Dowd, Kim Dickens) to 
let him visit grandfather’s mysterious island 
refuge. The fun begins when Jack time-trav-
els back to Sept. 3, 1943, to find vampy, 
pipe-smoking Miss Peregrine (Eva Green) 
tenaciously guarding her fascinating flock 
of mutants, including weightless Emma (Ella 
Purnell), who wears lead shoes so she doesn’t 
float away; Olive (Lauren McCrostie), whose 
fingers ignite fires; and Enoch (Finlay Mac-
Millan), who animates objects to fight each 
other. They are living in a continual 24-hour 
Loop that is set just prior to a Nazi bombard-

ment. But ghoulish invisible monsters called 
“Hollows,” led by Barron (Samuel L. Jackson), 
are determined to acquire that Loop. While 
initially intriguing, this strangely spooky 
and stylish film ultimately disappoints on a 
narrative level. Optional. (S. Granger)

Miss Sharon Jones!	
HHH1/2
Anchor Bay, 95 min., not rated, 
DVD: $19.98

Gifted documentary film-
maker Barbara Kopple (Har-
lan County, U.S.A.) turns her 
lens on remarkable soul and 
funk singer Sharon Jones in this powerful, 
stirring profile. After working stints in various 
jobs, Jones began finding consistent success 
in the 1990s as a performing artist with her 
band, the Dap-Kings, along with her intrepid 
music director, Gabriel Roth, co-founder of 
Daptone Records. But after building a devot-
ed audience, Jones—then in her 50s—was 
diagnosed with cancer, had surgery, and 
embarked on a course of chemotherapy. Miss 
Sharon Jones! is largely shot during Jones’s 
“cancer year” of 2013, during which she 
loses her hair and copes with limited energy 
while also worrying about the people who 
depend on her ability to tour and record. 
Kopple presents ample, pre-illness evidence 
of the constantly dancing Jones at her best on 
stage, showcasing her wonderful voice. Such 
impressive talent becomes hard to reconcile 
with the small, bald, exhausted woman here, 
but there never seems to be any doubt that 
she will somehow, some way return to form. 
Part of the dramatic tension comes from the 
somewhat tough-love approach that Jones’s 
manager and the Dap-Kings begin to apply 
when they feel that she’s ready to greet an 
audience again. Weary and concerned about 
not being 100%, Jones looks exquisitely hu-
man and vulnerable in her magical comeback 
show. An inspirational portrait of an artist 
struggling with a daunting illness (Jones 
passed away in November 2016), this is highly 
recommended. (T. Keogh)

The Missing Ingredient: 
What is the Recipe for 
Success? HHH
Virgil, 87 min., not rated, DVD: 
$19.99

Canadian f i lmmaker 
Michael Sparaga focuses 
on New York restaurateur 
Charles Devigne’s efforts to overhaul his 
struggling venue Pescatore’s by appropriating 
the style of Gino’s—a nearby culinary fixture 
that recently closed after 65 years in business. 
In attempting to channel Gino’s character, 
Devigne goes so far as to redesign Pescatore 
with Gino’s signature wallpaper featuring 
zebras galloping across a red background. But 
looking like Gino’s is not the same thing as 
capturing the personality of the beloved eat-
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ery, as Devigne learns from Gino’s previous 
owners and staff, as well as loyal diners who 
are not impressed with Devigne’s actions. 
Ultimately, The Missing Ingredient is about 
more than changes in Devigne’s establish-
ment, offering a deeper consideration of why 
people become so emotionally attached to 
a particular restaurant. Successful venues, 
including Gino’s during its many profitable 
years in business, create a distinctive ex-
perience for people, who come away from 
meals with warm memories and a sense of 
being welcomed into a special community. 
Devigne’s failure lies in trying to turn his 
restaurant into something it never was and 
never would be—a mistake he learns repeat-
edly here. Recommended. (P. Hall)

Now We’re Alive HH
Cinema Libre, 97 min., in 
French w/English subtitles, not 
rated, DVD: $19.95

As if on a mission to make 
French New Wavers like 
Jacques Rivette and Éric 
Rohmer’s postmodern con-
ceits look unpretentious by comparison, 
millennial director Thibault Arbre concocts 
an undramatic, humorless, and dreamy film 
that is set in a silly future world where young 
men must choose a female life partner by the 
sound of her voice. Handsome, angst-ridden 
25-year-old Tom (Charles Lemaire) finds 
himself blindfolded in a room surrounded by 
women, judging their nuptial worth purely 
by auditory means. After this disconcerting 
and confusing event, he has 30 days to seek 
out his choice and marry her. After combing 
the streets every day for a month, Tom comes 
home one day to a surprise party: it turns 
out that—according to the rules (made by 
whom, one might reasonably ask)—if there 
is no success after 30 days, Tom’s “voice” has 
to come to him. All would be well, except 
that Lea (Laure Haulet), his supposed bride 
to be, doesn’t have the voice Tom heard. 
The rest of the film becomes a repetitive 
truth vs. illusion intellectual exercise about 
Tom’s growing obsession with the “voice” he 
thought would be his. Now We’re Alive boasts 
a high-concept storyline that might have 
worked had there been any attention paid to 
the everyday humanity of the characters. Not 
a necessary purchase. (M. Sandlin)

Off the Rails HHH
Passion River, 89 min., not 
rated, DVD: $59.99

Darius McCollum is a 
middle-aged New York City 
native with Asperger’s syn-
drome and a related compul-
sion: to commandeer transit 
vehicles such as buses and subway trains. For 
successive crimes impersonating transit driv-
ers and conductors, McCollum has spent half 
his adult life imprisoned in institutions and 

facilities, sometimes spending years awaiting 
a trial. Filmmaker Adam Irving’s Off the Rails 
presents McCollum as a man who can’t help 
himself, someone the justice system has long 
failed to treat with necessary psychological 
support. Using historical re-enactments, the 
film covers McCollum’s background as a 
child who escaped bullying by spending his 
days in the subway system, memorizing each 
stop and every route. McCollum became so 
familiar to transit workers that employees 
would sometimes ask him for information 
and occasionally let him perform small tasks. 
At the age of 15, however, McCollum took a 
subway car to eight stops on its usual route 
and was caught, an action that he has repeat-
ed (sometimes driving a metro bus instead) 
some 32 times. Interviews with attorneys and 
psychologists here help explain McCollum’s 
long and tangled legal path through incar-
ceration as well as the irresistible forces that 
drive him, no matter the cost to his freedom. 
Also including comments from the well-spo-
ken McCollum, Off the Rails tells a strange, 
enigmatic, and ultimately tragic tale. Highly 
recommended. (T. Keogh)

Ouija: Origin of Evil 
HH1/2
Universal, 99 min., PG-13, 
DVD: $29.98, Blu-ray/DVD 
Combo: $34.98, Jan. 17

The Ouija board has long 
intrigued people worldwide. 
Its popularity rose sharply 
after the heavy casualties of America’s Civil 
War (during which many bodies were never 
recovered), as grieving families gathered in 
the parlor to consult the “spirits” for reassur-
ance. But the fear also arose that using the 
device could lead to demonic possession, 
which led to certain admonitions: never play 
alone, never play in a graveyard or a place 
where a terrible death has occurred, and never 
bid “goodbye” to the entity with whom you 
are in contact. Set as a prequel to 2014’s Ouija 
(VL-1/15), this supernatural story revolves 
around the Zander family in California, 
circa 1967. Lonely widow Alice (Elizabeth 
Reaser)—aka “Madame Zander”—runs a fake 
medium business, creating séances with help 
from her daughters, Paulina (Annalise Basso) 
and Doris (Lulu Wilson), who simulate con-
nections with a netherworld. When Paulina 
discovers the Ouija board at a neighborhood 
party, Alice buys one to enhance her sessions. 
In short order, young Doris becomes haunted 
by a malevolent Polish-speaking entity (Doug 
Jones) who turns out to be a Nazi doctor. 
Predictably, Alice realizes that it’s time to 
summon a priest—here, the principal of 
Doris’s parochial school, Father Tom (Henry 
Thomas). Writer-director Mike Flanagan em-
braces the ‘60s timeframe while also giving 
the characters creditable backstories, raising 
this a notch above most abysmal spooky fare. 
A strong optional purchase. (S. Granger)

Our Little Sister HH1/2
Sony, 127 min., in Japanese w/
English subtitles, PG, DVD: 
$20.95

Based on Akimi Yoshida’s 
popular graphic novel series 
Umimachi Diary (launched 
in 2007), Japanese filmmak-
er Hirokazu Kore-eda’s Our Little Sister is a 
sweetly wistful episodic melodrama. When 
the three twentysomething Koda sisters—
Sachi, Yoshino, and Chika—travel north to 
Yamagata for the funeral of their estranged 
father, they discover that they have a teenage 
half-sister named Suzu (Suzu Hirose) from his 
second marriage. Impulsively, Sachi (Haruka 
Ayase) invites shy, soccer-loving Suzu to come 
live with them in their late grandmother’s 
dilapidated family house in Kamakura, a 
small seaside town located south of Tokyo. 
Ever since their mother (Shinobu Ohtake) 
deserted them, dutiful Sachi has been the 
matriarch; a dedicated nurse, she’s having 
an affair with a married pediatrician at the 
local hospital. The middle sister, Yoshino 
(Masami Nagasawa), is a hard-partying bank 
clerk, and kooky, amiable Chika (Kaho) 
works in a sporting-goods store, flirting 
with a mountaineering co-worker who lost 
six toes climbing Mt. Everest. In addition to 
the sisters’ romantic angst, there are many 
culinary interludes, and as the seasons pass 
over the course of a year, the sisters bond 
while coping with a cantankerous great-aunt, 
marveling at a fireworks display, and relishing 
the traditional pink cherry blossoms. A warm 
if also somewhat slight tale, this is a strong 
optional purchase. (S. Granger)

Ovation! HH1/2
Breaking Glass, 104 min., R, 
DVD: $21.99

It ’s  hea r ten ing t hat 
staunchly independent and 
relatively obscure filmmaker 
Henry Jaglom is still getting 
his films funded, no matter 
how low budget they may be (and most are). 
Jaglom, who cut his cinematic teeth as a 
film editor on Easy Rider, here presents his 
20th feature film, centering on a floundering 
theatrical production where the soap-operatic 
personal melodramas taking place offstage 
inevitably threaten the production itself. 
There is very little in Jaglom’s latest that 
would suggest a departure from his usual 
hands-off directorial approach, which most-
ly relies on the actors’ ability to improvise 
believable emotional states and credible 
dialogue around vaguely sketched plotlines. 
The focus here is mainly on the verbal see-
sawing between two characters, middling 
actress Maggie (Tanna Frederick) and dash-
ing TV-trained actor Stewart Henry (James 
Denton). But the hoped-for improvisational 
energy never really develops any substantial 
interaction; the dialogue exchanges, rather 
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than feeling spontaneous, ironically end 
up coming across as wooden. Ovation! also 
suffers from pacing issues, as Jaglom seems 
content to just let his longer takes play out 
in a suspended state of pointless noise and 
chatter. Still, the director does have a fervent 
(if relatively small) following, so consider this 
a strong optional purchase. (M. Sandlin)

People You May Know 
HH1/2
Breaking Glass, 101 min., not 
rated, DVD: $21.99

The status quo relation-
ship situation between four 
Los Angeles-based thirty- 
something friends is shaken 
to its roots in this dramedy that shines when 
characters are interacting, but becomes a 
numbing bore during extended scenes of 
wordless sex. Married couple Rodrigo (Nacho 
San José) and Delia (Andrea Grano) are under 
strains due to fertility issues and Rodrigo’s 
extended absence while he works in his native 
Spain. Delia and her former beau, Joe (Sean 
Maher)—who is gay but remains close to 
her—get drunk one lonely night and sleep to-
gether, resulting in Delia becoming pregnant. 
The news understandably shocks Rodrigo, 
who retreats, leaving Delia to turn to a wary 
Joe for support. Meanwhile, the self-deprecat-
ing careerist Herbert (Mark Cirillo)—always 
coming up short in the romance department 
but working hard to retire in his 40s—meets 
a great guy on the eve of a life-altering event. 
The relationship crossfire among these folks 
(further complicated by Joe’s attachment 
to a would-be lover he’s never seen but 
communicates with online) is akin to good 
sitcom fodder. But there is a requisite-quota 
feel to the sex scenes, which are tonally out 
of place with the rest of the movie, although 
the excellent cast somewhat compensates. A 
strong optional purchase. (T. Keogh)

Pete’s Dragon HHH
Disney, 103 min., PG, DVD: 
$29.99, Blu-ray/DVD Combo: 
$39.99

Set in the Pacific North-
west, this heartwarming 
fantasy tale begins with a 
tragic automobile accident 
in which 5-year-old Pete (Levi Alexander) 
loses both parents. Scared and stranded 
in the deep woods, orphaned Pete is soon 
befriended by a gentle, 24-foot-long dragon 
with moss-green fur, whom he names Elliot 
(after the dog in his favorite children’s book). 
Years later, near-feral Pete (now played by 
Oakes Fegley) is a strong, self-confident 
10-year-old, scampering through the forest 
with winged Elliot, who can turn invisible 
whenever he senses danger. One day, Pete 
is spied by Grace Meacham (Bryce Dallas 
Howard), a kindly forest ranger whose griz-
zled, garrulous father (Robert Redford) tells 

yarns about the “magical” creature he once 
encountered deep in the Millhaven woods. 
Grace lives with her fiancé, Jack (Wes Bent-
ley), who owns the local lumber mill with 
his hot-tempered, trigger-happy brother, 
Gavin (Karl Urban). Jack has an 11-year-old 
daughter (Oona Laurence) who immediately 
bonds with Pete, becoming his co-conspir-
ator when gun-toting lumberjacks capture 
Elliot. Directed by David Lowery, this is more 
of a stylized re-imagining than a remake of 
the forgettable 1977 Disney musical original. 
A poignant story, delivered with sensitivity, 
sincerity, and magnificent scenery, this is 
recommended. (S. Granger)

Phantom of the Theater 
HH1/2
Well Go USA, 104 min., in 
Mandarin w/English subtitles, 
not rated, DVD: $24.99

Phantom of the Opera 
looms large over this Hong 
Kong haunted theater/ro-
mantic melodrama set in 1930s Shanghai, 
where a grand show palace is reopened for 
the first time since a troupe of acrobats died 
in a fire some 13 years before. An ambitious 
filmmaker (Yo Yang) wants to shoot his 
debut feature—a supernatural romance—in 
the theater, but a series of mishaps plagues 
the crew and scares the leading man off, 
prompting the director to step in opposite 
the lovely ingénue (Ruby Lin). There’s a mys-
terious scarred figure scurrying behind the 
scenes, characters suddenly burst into flame, 
and flashbacks reveal that most of the players 
in this modern drama have direct ties to the 
fatal fire years before. Phantom of the Theater 
tries to have it both ways, delivering super-
natural spectacle and then trying to explain 
it away with pseudo-science that doesn’t 
quite hold up. It’s directed by Raymond Yip, 
a veteran of popular costume epics and grand 
action films, who gives it the lavish, colorful 
look of an old-style melodrama—big, lush, 
and romantic like Hollywood pictures of the 
1940s and 1950s, only with modern special 
effects. Although it falls short as a murder 
mystery, the film is often entertaining and 
visually dazzling. A strong optional purchase. 
(S. Axmaker)

Queen of Katwe HHH
Disney, 124 min., PG, DVD: 
$29.99, Blu-ray: $39.99, Jan. 31

Based on a true story, this 
film chronicles how talent-
ed Phiona Mutesi (Madina 
Nalwanga), a girl living in 
the poverty-stricken streets 
of Katwe—a township south of Uganda’s 
capital of Kampala—became a world-class 
chess champion. Her journey begins when 
9-year-old Phiona meets Robert Katende 
(David Oyelowo), who runs a sports out-
reach program for the church’s youth min-

istry, teaching scrappy slum kids—who are 
struggling to survive—how to play chess 
(bribing them with a cup of porridge). Like 
Phiona, Katende has suffered deprivation and 
hardship. Due to class discrimination, even 
with an engineering degree Katende cannot 
get a proper, full-time job without family 
connections. In chess, Phiona is told, “the 
small one can become the big one.” Phiona’s 
enthusiasm for the new game infuriates her 
hard-working widowed mother, Nakku Har-
riet (Lupita Nyong’o), whose income depends 
on Phiona and her brother (Martin Kabanza) 
selling maize in the marketplace. But when 
compassionate Katende realizes that illiterate 
Phiona is truly a prodigy, he finds ways to 
help her learn to read and overcome many 
obstacles thrown in her path. Based on Tim 
Crothers’s 2012 book, and directed by Mira 
Nair, this uplifting true story is recommend-
ed. (S. Granger)

Reign of Assassins 
HH1/2
Anchor Bay, 107 min., in 
Mandarin w/English subtitles, 
R, DVD: $19.99

John Woo produces and 
co-directs this martial arts 
action drama featuring a 
love story undercurrent. Michelle Yeoh stars 
as Zeng Jing, a top assassin for Dark Stone, a 
criminal organization determined to find the 
remains of a great martial arts master (said 
to confer great power on whoever possesses 
them). The relics are something of a MacGuf-
fin here, an object to set the story in motion 
as Zeng takes the treasure and disappears into 
a new life (thanks to a black arts version of 
plastic surgery) where she is married to a poor 
but honest courier (Jung Woo-sung). When 
she reveals her powers to save her neighbors 
from a gang of bank robbers, however, Dark 
Stone assassins come looking for her. Reign 
of Assassins offers a colorful but unremark-
able mix of costume drama, romance, and 
martial arts spectacle with swordplay, flying 
acrobatics, and special effects. Action star 
Yeoh is duly enigmatic while Korean leading 
man Woo-sung provides romantic warmth. A 
strong optional purchase. (S. Axmaker)

Schneider vs. Bax HHH
Film Movement, 96 min., in 
Dutch w/English subtitles, not 
rated, DVD: $24.95

It’s Tuesday, and Schnei-
der (Tom Dewispelaere) 
awakens to his lovely wife 
and two young daughters 
singing “Happy Birthday” to him. With a 
party scheduled for later, Schneider’s plan 
is to take the day off from work and spend 
time with friends and family. Schneider’s 
“work,” however, is as a hit man, and when 
he receives an urgent call from his handler, 
Mertens (Gene Bervoets), asking him to take 
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out a boozy, pill-popping author named 
Bax (writer-director Alex van Warmerdam), 
Schneider reluctantly heads out. What 
should be a straightforward job turns out to 
be anything but. An unknown, middle-aged 
woman (Annet Malherbe), fleeing from a 
knife-wielding stranger, becomes accidentally 
involved, and Bax—working out of his sum-
mer home in a rural marsh—is busy hosting 
his clingy, emotionally dependent trainwreck 
of a daughter, Francisca (Maria Kraakman). 
An even greater complication is revealed 
about halfway through the story, when it 
becomes clear that there is more here than 
meets the eye—adding to the fun. The film’s 
primary setting—waist-deep, mucky water 
that seems to go on for miles in a protected 
habitat—serves as a fine metaphor for the 
misadventure these people slosh through. 
Recommended. (T. Keogh)

The Sea of Trees HH
Lionsgate, 110 min., PG-13, 
DVD: $19.98, Blu-ray: $24.98

Director Gus Van Sant’s 
latest is all about testing 
the limits of coincidence 
and believability. Half of 
the movie is shot in the no-
torious Japanese “suicide forest” near Mount 
Fuji (hence, the “sea of trees”), where brilliant 
mathematics professor Arthur Brennan (Mat-
thew McConaughey) travels in order to take 
his life by overdosing on unidentified pre-
scription medication. His plans are thwarted, 
however, when he spots Japanese business-
man Nakamura (Ken Watanabe) staggering 
around the forest looking for an exit. This 
opportunity to help gives Brennan new hope, 
and the film begins to flash back and forth 
between the unfortunate pair’s perilous trek 
to find a path out of the forest and a series of 
trite domestic scenes featuring Brennan and 
his beautiful but emasculating alcoholic wife 
(Naomi Watts). Van Sant switches between 
Brennan and Nakamura’s man vs. nature 
ordeal and a man vs. nagging wife narrative 
that takes its sweet time in explaining how 
Brennan became suicidal. Although Brennan 
and Nakamura’s fight to survive the elements 
plays out like an overblown Deliverance endur-
ance test (minus canoes and rapist hillbillies), 
the road to Brennan’s redemption is the 
stuff of bad B-movie melodrama. Optional.  
(M. Sandlin)

Seed Money HHH
Breaking Glass, 71 min., not 
rated, DVD: $21.99

A classic tale of an Amer-
ican entrepreneur who saw 
a consumer (and societal) 
need and made his fortune 
filling it, the documen-
tary Seed Money profiles the king of gay 
porn, Chuck Holmes. Indiana-born, whole-
some-looking Holmes reinvented gay porn 

at the beginning of the 1970s, soon after the 
U.S. Supreme Court ruled that all Americans 
have the right to read or watch whatever they 
want in the privacy of their homes. Prior 
to Holmes’s creation of Falcon Studios, gay 
porn (as we see via murky examples) was a 
shadowy affair that could induce headaches 
from the shaky camerawork. Falcon Studios 
made its own brand of cheesy exploitation 
movies with silly story premises that simply 
offered an excuse for hunky male actors to 
get undressed as quickly as possible (there 
are numerous film clips here from Holmes’s 
work, all of which are softcore). While Holmes 
didn’t direct films, he knew who should 
star, and he found ways to get gay films to 
customers while skirting laws related to ped-
dling obscene materials. All of this history 
should be of interest to anyone curious about 
fringe filmmaking in the 20th century. But 
Seed Money is also about Holmes’s role in the 
evolution of gay culture in the 1970s and 
beyond, as well as how pornography was 
part of a sexual liberation movement that 
helped form gay identity. The later chapters 
follow Holmes’s long battle with AIDS (he 
died in 2000), during which he became an 
active supporter of LGBT causes and rights. 
That pivot was not controversy-free, as some 
believed that a porn profiteer had no place 
in philanthropy. Recommended. (T. Keogh)

Serial Killer 1 HHH
Kino Lorber, 120 min., in 
French w/English subtitles, not 
rated, DVD: $29.95, Blu-ray: 
$34.99

As a fitting addition to 
the popular fascination 
with forensic crime dra-
mas, the French deliver a 
film about a serial killer in which no actual 
onscreen violence takes place. The gory 
details of the killings here are conveyed 
through a scientific lens, and the focus 
is more about the painstaking process 
involved in uncovering proof (early DNA 
testing, in this case) identifying the culprit. 
Directed by Frédéric Tellier, the title refers 
to the first serial killer caught in France 
through DNA testing in the 1990s, one 
Guy Georges, who was responsible for a 
spate of violent rapes and murders and was 
finally convicted following an extended 
and contentious trial. Viewer enjoyment 
will depend on one’s patience for following 
the inner-workings of modern criminal 
investigations, as well as the day-to-day 
operations of the police department and 
the French high court. Serial Killer 1 doesn’t 
delve into the inner lives of the men and 
women working on these detail-obsessed 
murder cases, revolving instead around a 
lot of empty hypothesizing—until a blood 
sample turns up. Although the cast will be 
unfamiliar to many, fans of French cinema 
will likely recognize Olivier Gourmet and 
Nathalie Baye. Recommended. (M. Sandlin)

Shared Rooms HH1/2
Wolfe, 75 min., not rated, 
DVD: $26.99

Rob Williams’s holiday 
comedy revolves around 
a group of gay friends liv-
ing in Los Angeles. Married 
couple Cal (Alec Manley 
Wilson) and Laslo (Christopher Grant Pear-
son) have no desire to be parents, especially 
since they never see their friends who have 
kids anymore. But then Cal’s gay 17-year-
old nephew, Zeke (Ryan Weldon), turns up 
unexpectedly, looking for a place to live 
after his mother kicks him out. Before long, 
Cal and Laslo find themselves acting like 
surrogate parents. Photographer Sid (Justin 
Xavier Smith) doesn’t want to spend Christ-
mas alone, so he makes a date with fellow 
nudist Gray (Alexander Neil Miller), a writer, 
through a hookup site. They end up spend-
ing several days together during which Gray 
discovers that Sid is a recovering alcoholic 
and Sid learns that Gray was kidnapped as a 
child. Julian (Daniel Lipshutz), who is single, 
also faces the prospect of a lonely Christmas 
since his roommate, Dylan (Robert Werner), is 
always out of town, so he rents out his room 
through an Airbnb site geared towards gay 
men. Just as he’s getting to know Frank (David 
Vaughn), his latest customer, Dylan returns 
home early. With no place else to sleep, the 
two share a bed, which would be innocent, 
except Dylan has been harboring a crush 
on Julian for years. The various storylines 
eventually merge when Cal and Laslo host 
their annual New Year’s Eve party. A slight but 
often enjoyable holiday film, this is a strong 
optional purchase. (K. Fennessy)

She Who Must Burn HH
Midnight Releasing, 93 min., 
not rated, DVD: $14.98

Larry Kent’s film about 
religious fanaticism taking a 
violent turn in a rural town 
boasts a great deal of passion 
but very little subtlety. The 
story begins with the murder of a local doctor 
by the pastor of a fundamentalist congrega-
tion, who sees his victim as an irredeemable 
sinner because he distributes birth control 
pills (and possibly performs abortions). The 
killer is hauled off to prison, but his son Jere-
miah (Shane Twerdun) and daughter Rebecca 
(Missy Cross) continue the crusade, accusing 
a nurse named Angela (Sarah Smyth) of kill-
ing babies and then picketing the house that 
she shares with her boyfriend, town deputy 
Mac (Andrew Moxham). Matters escalate 
when Angela not only helps Jeremiah’s wife 
flee her abusive husband, but also assists a 
local girl in securing an abortion elsewhere. 
This moves the seething Jeremiah, egged 
on by Rebecca (who has begun babbling in 
tongues), to turn to violence just as his father 
had, resulting in a bloodbath that claims sev-
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eral victims. She Who Must Burn is obviously 
a committed work that boasts some crude 
visceral power, but its utter lack of nuance 
ultimately undermines its dramatic potency. 
Not a necessary purchase. (F. Swietek)

Sherpa HHH1/2
Lionsgate, 96 min., not rated, 
DVD: $19.98

The image of the smiling 
sherpa was fixed in 1953, 
when Sir Edmund Hillary 
and his trusty guide Tenzing 
Norgay conquered Everest in 
their successful climb to the mountain’s peak. 
Since then, scores of sherpas have made the 
trip, and a thriving tourist industry was born. 
Filmmaker Jennifer Peedom’s documentary 
addresses a disastrous 2014 accident in which 
an avalanche at the deadly Khumbu Icefall 
killed 16 people, many of them sherpas. Even 
before the tragedy, tension had been building 
between climbers and sherpas, culminating 
in all-out brawls between the two groups in 
2013. Contemporary, better educated sherpas 
feel that they are undervalued and underpaid, 
especially since they take most of the risks. 
Climbing is a “bucket list” ambition for many 
Westerners, resulting in traffic jams along the 
trail, and many climbers demand creature 
comforts, which have to be carried by the 
sherpas. Sherpa examines the events leading 
to the avalanche, subsequent rescue efforts, 
and the ensuing (and often heated) debate 
over whether to cancel the rest of the season 
(an even deadlier disaster occurred in 2015, 
when an earthquake struck). Sherpas—who 
take their name from their community’s 
ethnic identity—view the mountain as a holy 
place, and are motivated by respect, along 
with the need to support their families. Air-
ing the concerns of both the Nepalese sherpas 
and the climbers, and backed by gorgeous 
cinematography highlighting the beauty of 
Mount Everest, this is highly recommended. 
(S. Rees)

Sneakerheadz HHH
FilmRise, 73 min., not rated, 
DVD: $14.95

Future social scientists 
will surely look with wonder 
at the bizarre phenome-
non of sneaker madness, 
in which a few branded 
tie-ins between sports figures and their cus-
tomized shoes in the 1980s would launch 
a marketing juggernaut that became, for 
some, an obsession. Tracing the history of 
sneakers back to their origins in the early 
20th century, filmmakers David T. Friendly 
and Nick Partridge note how style elements 
emerged in shoe designs tied to star athletes, 
especially the arrival of Air Jordans (associ-
ated with basketball legend Michael Jordan). 
The early mainstreaming of hip hop artists, 
including Run DMC and Wu Tang Clan—and 

subsequent merging of music with sports—
helped to create a pop culture product that 
consumers would wait in line to purchase. 
Interviews with multiple designers and col-
lectors provide further insights into the glory 
days, when aficionados had to travel a circuit 
from New York to Baltimore, hitting stores 
that carried the most desirable and expensive 
shoes coveted by wild-eyed customers. The 
arrival of the Internet leveled the playing field 
for would-be collectors in flyover country, but 
also fed what one therapist refers to here as 
“obsessive consumption disorder.” Indeed, we 
meet some guys (and, really, it’s guys) who 
own well over 1,000 pairs of sneakers, kept 
in temperature-controlled rooms (one keeps 
his collection in a home version of a walk-in 
bank safe). Why? Well, they don’t know how 
to stop. Mostly brisk and playful, Sneakerheadz 
also touches on the darker side of sneaker 
subculture (a GQ article claimed that more 
than 1,000 people are killed annually over 
their shoes). Recommended. (T. Keogh)

Spa Night HHH
Strand, 93 min., in Korean w/
English subtitles, not rated, 
DVD: $27.99

Andrew Ahn’s debut fea-
ture tells a gay coming-of-
age story with uncommon 
subtlety and an exception-
ally strong sense of place. The protagonist 
is David Cho (Joe Seo), a shy young Kore-
an-American living in Los Angeles who is 
clearly under the thumb of his parents. When 
the family’s small restaurant fails, David re-
sists his mother’s insistence that he enroll in 
college—especially after spending some time 
with the son of a family friend at USC and 
finding his incipient feelings for other men 
aroused by the experience. While pretending 
to devote all his energy to preparing for the 
SAT, David secretly takes a job at an all-male 
spa, where he not only witnesses assignations 
occurring between customers upstairs but is 
asked by his boss to ensure that such things 
are not allowed to happen. This doesn’t stop 
David from experimenting, a decision that 
leads to discovery and shame. Meanwhile, 
David’s dejected father becomes an alcoholic, 
threatening to destroy his own marriage. 
Spa Night skillfully sidesteps any hint of 
sensationalism, taking a restrained approach 
that seems as interested in providing insights 
into Korean-American culture as in detailing 
David’s path of self-discovery. Although some 
might be put off by the film’s deliberate 
pacing and subdued style, this is an assured, 
mature debut. Recommended. (F. Swietek)

Steve McQueen: The Man & Le Mans 
HHH
FilmRise, 102 min., not rated, DVD: $19.95

The 1971 feature Le Mans is mostly notable 
as one of actor Steve McQueen’s rare commer-
cial flops. Filmmakers Gabriel Clark and John 

McKenna’s documentary 
on the making of Le Mans 
offers an intriguing look 
at why it failed, with most 
of the blame placed on the 
star. Initially hoping to be 
an on-camera participant in 
the celebrated 24-hour auto 
race, McQueen was forbid-
den to drive by the production company’s in-
surance brokers. And when McQueen crashed 
his personal car during a reckless drive in 
an evening rainstorm, his personal assistant 
Mario Iscovich (who broke his arm in the acci-
dent) took responsibility (and later lost his job 
on the film). Two accidents marred Le Mans 
during production: driver Derek Bell’s auto 
caught fire and left him with facial burns, 
while driver David Piper lost a leg following 
a crash. McQueen’s behavior became more 
erratic while on location, including adultery 
that ultimately derailed his marriage to singer 
Neile Adams, coupled with a wave of paranoia 
after learning that he was on the Manson 
Family’s hit list. He also began exerting 
strong opinions on how to film the Le Mans 
race, much to the chagrin of director John 
Sturges. Combining rare behind-the-scenes 
footage, interviews with surviving members 
from the production, and archival audio in-
terviews with McQueen, this intriguing look 
at a doomed film is recommended. (P. Hall)

Sully HHH
Warner, 96 min., PG-13, DVD: 
$29.98, Blu-ray/DVD Combo: 
$35.99

What you think you 
know about how Captain 
Chesley “Sully” Sullen-
berger skillfully glided his 
disabled U.S. Airways Flight 1549 onto the 
Hudson River on January 15, 2009, is only 
the beginning of this tense and exciting 
story. Which is why director Clint Eastwood 
begins Sully with a harrowingly realistic 
and compelling re-creation of the “Miracle 
on the Hudson” that made Sully a national 
hero. Although it was kept secret at the time, 
skeptical members of the National Trans-
portation Safety Board seriously questioned 
Sully’s judgment, accusing him of needlessly 
endangering his crew and passengers with a 
forced water landing. Based on sensor read-
ings of the A320’s left engine, computer sim-
ulations showed that the commuter jet could 
have safely returned to New York’s LaGuardia 
Airport or made an emergency landing at 
Teterboro Airport in New Jersey. So it’s up 
to Sully (Tom Hanks), backed by his co-pilot 
Jeff Skiles (Aaron Eckhart), to prove that his 
judgment was correct. Under Eastwood’s 
astute direction, Hanks effectively embodies 
this modest veteran aviator, while Laura Lin-
ney captures the angst of his wife Lorrie in 
California. Based on Sullenberger and author 
Jeffrey Zaslow’s book Highest Duty, the film 
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pays due respect to the air-traffic controllers, 
ferryboat personnel, and intrepid divers who 
quickly retrieved all 155 passengers and crew 
members who were stranded on the icy Hud-
son River. Recommended. (S. Granger)

Sunday Ball HHH
Cinema Slate, 70 min., in 
Portuguese w/English subtitles, 
not rated, DVD: $24.95

Filmmaker Eryk Rocha’s 
documentary centers on 
an amateur soccer cham-
pionship played in Rio de 
Janeiro’s rundown Sampaio neighborhood 
shortly before the 2014 World Cup. The annu-
al 14-team tournament culminates here in a 
final match between teams Geração (from the 
Matriz favela) and Juventude (from the Sam-
paio favela). Rocha eschews ESPN-style sports 
coverage in favor of a more artistic angle that 
highlights both the emotionalism and the 
physicality of the players, an approach that 
can be exhilarating as it captures the human 
highlights of the event—especially when the 
Lord’s Prayer is recited by players prior to 
the game. At other times, however, the style 
feels like Film School 101, serving up point-
less slow-motion cinematography backed 
by a bewildering mix of classical music by 
Puccini and Wagner and more up-tempo 
Brazilian compositions. Nonetheless, Sunday 
Ball presents a mostly entertaining look at 
low-income Brazilians enjoying the sport 
for the sheer love of the game—without any 
expectation of commercial endorsements or 
glitzy stadium presentations. The expensive 
venues built for Rio’s hosting of the World 
Cup and the 2016 Summer Olympics are 
now mostly empty, but neighborhood games 
continue to happily thrive, to the cheers of 
favela residents rooting for their local teams. 
Recommended. (P. Hall)

Tikkun HH1/2
Kino Lorber, 120 min., in 
Hebrew & Yiddish w/English 
subtitles, not rated, DVD: 
$29.99, Blu-ray: $34.99

A deeply commit ted 
Hasid student at a Jerusalem 
yeshiva suffers a crisis of 
faith after a near-death experience in Avishai 
Sivan’s visually striking but almost perversely 
enigmatic mixture of character study and 
surrealistic nightmare. Haim-Aaron (Aharon 
Traitel), elder son of a kosher butcher, obses-
sively devotes himself to his studies until 
he collapses in the shower of his family’s 
apartment. Declared dead by paramedics, 
Haim-Aaron is miraculously revived by his 
father, but is much changed: he ceases to eat 
meat and neglects his studies. Even worse, he 
makes nocturnal excursions into the outside 
world, even visiting a brothel. Meanwhile, his 
father has terrible dreams about his younger 
son’s death and an alligator emerging from 

a toilet, which cause him to wonder whether 
in bringing Haim-Aaron back to life he has 
offended God. Shot in luminous widescreen 
black-and-white, the imagery becomes ever 
more disturbing, including what appears to 
be an act of necrophilia. While the overall 
theme is clearly the clash between a repres-
sive life of strict orthodoxy and the seductive 
power of the secular world, Sivan seems less 
interested in commenting on the disjunction 
between these two extremes in Israeli society 
than he is in presenting a Freudian portrait of 
related psychological trauma on an impres-
sionable young person experiencing the first 
pangs of sexual longing. Tikkun will fascinate 
some with its intoxicating images presented 
at a glacial pace, and likely baffle and even 
antagonize others. A strong optional pur-
chase. (F. Swietek)

Undrafted HH
Vertical, 100 min., not rated, 
DVD: $18.99

Actor Joe Mazzello wrote, 
directed, and appears in this 
ensemble baseball comedy 
celebrating the athletic skill 
of his brother John, a college 
star who was never drafted by a major league 
team. The setting is a game that will deter-
mine which of two teams will advance to a 
sectional championship in their local league. 
One team is the Diamond Backs, a ragtag, 
bickering group of guys whose player-coach 
Ty (Duke Davis Roberts) explodes after their 
opponents show up with a raft of new players 
sporting impressive resumés. Making him 
even angrier is the fact that the Diamond 
Backs’ best player, John “Maz” Mazzeti (Aar-
on Tveit), has been skipped over during the 
major league draft. As the game proceeds, 
all of the Diamond Back players have their 
moments to shine, including Chace Crawford 
as the hotshot hitter who doesn’t want to 
get his uniform dirty; Tyler Hoechlin as the 
pitcher with a tendency to choke; Philip Win-
chester as the older guy past his prime; Ryan 
Pinkston as the pint-sized catcher; and Maz-
zello as a hot-tempered outfielder. The lead 
switches back and forth, players are injured 
(or arrested), and by the close the Diamonds 
have their backs to the wall—until Maz takes 
charge. Undrafted is a nice fraternal tribute 
by Mazzello, but despite the best efforts of a 
game cast, the film is definitely a bush league 
effort. Not a necessary purchase. (F. Swietek)

The Wailing HHH1/2
Well Go USA, 157 min., in 
Korean w/English subtitles, not 
rated, DVD: $24.98, Blu-ray: 
$29.99

At two-hours-plus, Kore-
an writer-director Na Hong-
jin’s horror film is truly epic, 
employing a wide range of genre tropes—in-
cluding demons, zombies, ghosts, possession, 

and serial murders. The Wailing also boasts 
an element of comedy (tinged with tragedy) 
in the person of bumbling cop Jeon Jong-gu 
(Kwak Do-won), who is confronted by inex-
plicable mass killings that suddenly plague 
his small village. While suspicion initially 
falls on poisonous mushrooms, it ultimately 
shifts to a mysterious Japanese stranger (Jun 
Kunimura) occupying a remote cabin in the 
woods. Meanwhile, Moo-myeong (Chun 
Woo-hee), a spectral young woman dressed 
in white, appears to be making predictions 
of doom. And in the midst of all this, Jeon’s 
young daughter (Kim Hwan-hee) starts hav-
ing seizures indicative of demonic possession, 
so his wife and mother-in-law call in a sha-
man (Hwang Jung-min) to perform elaborate 
traditional rituals designed to expel the evil 
force. The director is frankly unable to draw 
all of these clashing plot threads together into 
a fully comprehensible whole, and the finale 
is somewhat disappointing, but The Wailing 
creates a pervasive atmosphere of menace and 
dread, while achieving some stunning visu-
als—including a sequence set on a winding 
mountain that is obviously meant to recall 
the opening of Stanley Kubrick’s The Shining. 
Highly recommended. (F. Swietek)

We the People: The 
Market Basket Effect 
HHH1/2
Kino Lorber, 76 min., not rated, 
DVD: $24.95

A Frank Capra story 
come to life, filmmaker 
Tommy Reid’s documenta-
ry We the People looks at the business drama 
surrounding the New England discount gro-
cery chain Market Basket, family-owned and 
long successfully run by the Greek-immi-
grant Demoulas dynasty with an entrenched 
notion of fair wages and good employee 
relations. But with a family split (yes, the 
words “Greek tragedy” are applicable), a 
number of majority shareholders among the 
discontented Demoulas relatives demanded 
an end to worker incentives and bonuses and 
a greater share of profits (if not a cashing out 
of the business altogether). Ultimately, the 
family engineers the ouster of ethical CEO 
Arthur “Artie T.” Demoulas, which triggers 
a rebellion among both laborers and cus-
tomers to bring back a boss and figurehead 
they like and respect. The film notes that the 
anti-Artie T. faction of Demoulas heirs did 
not respond to interview requests, making 
this an arguably one-sided account, but the 
considerable input from local journalists and 
politicians paints a persuasive picture of the 
situation, underscoring how good deeds and 
enlightened management can have a positive 
outcome, even in today’s ruthless corporate 
climate. Narrated by actor Michael Chiklis, 
this inspiring business documentary is highly 
recommended. (C. Cassady)
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The Wild Life	HH
Summit, 91 min., PG, DVD: 
$29.95, Blu-ray/DVD Combo: 
$34.99

In this juvenile animated 
retelling of Daniel Defoe’s 
classic novel Robinson Cru-
soe, the focus is on the crit-
ters inhabiting the little island that Crusoe 
(voiced by Yuri Lowenthal) lands on after 
being shipwrecked. The most notable figure 
in the menagerie is Mak (David Howard)—a 
parrot nicknamed Tuesday by Crusoe—who 
desperately wants to explore the wider world 
(and serves as narrator). Other talkative an-
imals (voiced by a mostly unfamiliar cast) 
include a tapir, an echidna, a pangolin, a goat, 
a kingfisher, and a chameleon. After some 
initial reluctance, the wildlife cozy up to the 
gangly, inept Crusoe and help him survive. 
Unfortunately, the shipwreck has also depos-
ited a couple of nasty cats on the island, who 
along with their ravenous offspring threaten 
both the locals and Crusoe (eventually, some 
pirates also show up). Although technically 
proficient, this Belgian entry from filmmak-
ers Vincent Kesteloot and Ben Stessen features 
prosaic storytelling and largely dull dialogue 
(with none of the adult-friendly zingers that 
spice up contemporary Hollywood ‘toons). 
Not a necessary purchase. (F. Swietek)

Wild Oats	HH
Anchor Bay, 86 min., PG-13, 
DVD: $19.98

Eva (Shirley MacLaine) is 
a retired 10th-grade social 
studies teacher who, after 
her husband dies, acciden-
tally receives a $5 million 
check from his life insurance policy, instead 
of the $50,000 she expected. Her first impulse 
is to return it, but then her best friend Maddie 
(Jessica Lange), whose husband has just left 
her for his young secretary, suggests that she 
endorse and deposit the check immediately 
so that they can travel to an exotic place and 
have some well-deserved fun. As soon as the 
check clears, Eva and Maddie take off for Las 
Palmas de Gran Canaria in the Spanish Ca-
nary Islands, where they happily settle into 
the posh presidential suite, ready to pamper 
themselves with food, drink, and extravagant 
resort clothes. To their delight, Chandler 
(Billy Connolly), a rather mysterious Scottish 
businessman, takes an immediate liking to 
Eva, while adventurous Maddie catches the 
eye of twentysomething Chip (Jay Hayden). 
Meanwhile, the insurance company dispatch-
es Vespucci (Howard Hesseman), a ready-to-
retire agent, on a mission to retrieve their 
money. Arriving at Eva’s house, he meets her 
disbelieving daughter Crystal (Demi Moore) 
who agrees to go with him to Gran Canaria. 
Ably playing off one another, MacLaine and 
Lange are believable as close friends, but 
these veteran actresses deserve better material 

than this predictable, cliché-riddled film that 
is superficially directed by Andy Tennant. 
Optional, at best. (S. Granger)

You and I HHH
Breaking Glass, 79 min., in 
German w/English subtitles, 
not rated, DVD: $24.99

A gay/straight friendship 
is put to the test in Nils 
Bökamp’s semi-improvised 
drama, which begins after 
Berlin photographer Jonas (Eric Klotzsch) 
breaks up with his girlfriend. The next day, 
Jonas picks up his gay British friend, Philip 
(George Taylor), from the airport for a trip to 
the country in his van. The pair go skinny 
dipping, cook around a campfire, and ex-
plore an abandoned mansion. All the while, 
Jonas takes photographs of Phil, who has no 
compunction about disrobing at will. Two 
becomes three when they invite Boris (Mi-
chal Grabowski), a shaggy Polish hitchhiker, 
to join them. The trio sleep where they can 
until they arrive at a manor where Jonas’s 
professor has allowed them to house-sit for a 
few days. Boris initially seems uncomfortable 
when he discovers Phil’s sexual orientation, 
but discomfort shifts to intrigue when he 
walks in on Phil while the latter is taking 
a shower. Intentional or not, much of what 
follows feels like a horror film, since Bökamp 
eschews artificial lighting and depicts Boris 
as such an enigma that it’s hard to tell if he’s 
trying to unravel the bond between Jonas and 
Phil, or if he has more devious intentions. But 
even if You and I seems aimless at times, it 
all makes rather satisfying sense by the end. 
Recommended. (K. Fennessy)

The Battle of the Sexes 
HHH1/2
Kino Lorber, 84 min., not rated, 
DVD: $19.99, Blu-ray: $29.99

Filmmaker Charles Crich-
ton’s droll 1960 British film 
is often classified as a black 
comedy of murder, but the 
overall sense is hardly as dark and sardonic 
as the era’s The Ladykillers, which also co-
starred Peter Sellers. An expansion of the 
James Thurber short story “The Catbird Seat” 
(Thurber is praised in the opening narration 
by Sam Wanamaker), the plot is set in Scot-
land, where Sellers, convincing in subtle older 
age makeup and body language, plays con-
firmed bachelor Martin, longtime employee 
in a venerable woolens-textile firm, whose 
mild demeanor conceals a firm grip over 
the office routines. When a brash, divorced 
American businesswoman (Constance Cum-
mings) shows up with drastic modernization 
plans—from file cabinets and intercoms to 
full automation—Martin meets the threat 

Classic Films

to his authority with small acts of sabotage 
and rebellion that ultimately snowball into 
a homicide plot. Donald Pleasance briefly 
appears in an attention-seizing but rather 
off-key hyperactive role as an American. A 
classic of civilized U.K. comedy, this is highly 
recommended. (C. Cassady)

The Beautiful Blonde 
from Bashful Bend 
HH1/2
Kino Lorber, 77 min., not rated, 
Blu-ray: $29.95

Sporting the mildly sug-
gestive tagline “she had the 
biggest six-shooters in the West,” director 
Preston Sturges’s 1949 classic is not one of the 
comic master’s best, but it’s still fitfully enter-
taining. Betty Grable is the titular character, a 
saloon singer/dancer named Freddie who ac-
cidentally puts a slug into the buttocks of the 
local judge while trying to plug her possibly 
two-timing boyfriend (Cesar Romero). Plead-
ing her case before the judge in a hotel room, 
the situation goes south when boyfriend and 
female companion show up—resulting in a 
second plug to the justice’s butt cheeks and a 
quick escape by Freddie. Arriving in Bashful 
Bend disguised as a schoolteacher, Freddie 
tries to keep a low profile while garnering the 
attention of a local mine owner (Rudy Vallee). 
Eventually, however, all of the interested par-
ties will converge on the isolated burg, where 
they engage in an extended (and quite funny) 
shootout. Not as snappy as Sturges’s The Palm 
Beach Story, The Lady Eve, or Sullivan’s Travels, 
this is a good-natured farce that will still 
appeal to fans of classic Hollywood, although 
viewers should be warned that there are some 
tiresome jokes aimed at Native Americans. A 
strong optional purchase. (R. Pitman)

Boiling Point HH1/2
Film Movement, 97 min., in 
Japanese w/English subtitles, 
not rated, DVD: $29.99, Blu-
ray: $39.99

Japanese superstar “Beat” 
Takeshi Kitano was best 
known as a comedian and 
talk show host when his 
career took an unexpected turn with crime 
thrillers that he both starred in and directed. 
Kitano added screenwriter to his resumé for 
his 1990 second feature, Boiling Point, which 
tells an offbeat story about a meek gas at-
tendant and benchwarming minor league 
baseball player named Masaki (Yurei Yanagi), 
who finally rebels against insults and abuse. 
But when he lashes out against an ill-man-
nered Yakuza soldier, the local crime boss 
embarks on a campaign of harassment and 
beatings aimed at Masaki’s co-workers and 
baseball teammates, after which Masaki flies 
to Yokohama to buy a gun and falls in with a 
charismatic but brutal gangster (Kitano) who 
has his own score to settle with the Yakuza. 
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Perhaps Kitano’s most oblique film, Boiling 
Point is primarily comprised of digressions, 
notably during the rambling middle section 
as the disgraced mobster takes Masaki and his 
pal on a tour of local night life, a sequence of 
poker-faced gags and dry ironic humor laced 
with brutal misogynist antics. Kitano adopts 
an odd, eccentric approach to the Japanese 
Yakuza thriller, often rambling, but occa-
sionally rousing to life with some astounding 
sequences, including a flashforward featuring 
an adrenaline rush of images, plus a chilling 
yet comic eruption of a bouquet of flowers, 
and an underplayed apocalyptic climax 
followed by a tender coda. Extras include a 
behind-the-scenes featurette and a booklet. A 
strong optional purchase. (S. Axmaker)

Charlie Brown’s All-
Stars! HHH
Warner, 74 min., not rated, 
DVD: $19.98

If A Charlie Brown Christ-
mas is a grand slam, then 
Charlie Brown’s All-Stars!, 
originally broadcast in 1968, 
is a home run, or at least a solid triple. Like 
its more famous predecessor, this too was an 
instant classic, with its best gags and indelible 
moments taken from Charles Schulz’s iconic 
comic strip. After yet another humiliating 
loss, manager and pitcher Charlie Brown faces 
a walkout of his baseball team. But they rally 
around Charlie when he receives the promise 
of a league sponsorship and actual uniforms 
for the team. Unfortunately, there’s a catch: 
Snoopy and the girls are not allowed in the 
sponsored team league, and Charlie Brown 
must decide whether to sacrifice his friends. 
Although not as well known as other Peanuts 
specials, this holds up well. Extras include the 
1982 special A Charlie Brown Celebration—a 
collection of vignettes that includes a classic 
in which an unwitting Peppermint Patty is 
enrolled in an obedience school for dogs. 
Recommended. (D. Liebenson)

Commando Cody: Sky 
Marshal of the Universe 
HH1/2
Olive, 2 discs, 360 min., not 
rated, DVD: $24.95, Blu-ray: 
$29.95

R e p u b l i c  P i c t u r e s 
launched this 1953 project 
in the twilight of the era of movie-cliffhanger 
serials, and in fact it premiered as a syndicat-
ed Saturday-morning TV show (suggesting 
an intended young viewership). But it also 
played theatrically, giving vintage-fantasy 
buffs cause to argue whether it should be 
listed alongside the other (and better) Repub-
lic serials featuring the iconic “Rocket Man” 
costume, such as King of the Rocket Men (1949) 
and Radar Men from the Moon (1952). Judd Hol-
dren stars as Commando Cody (introduced in 
Radar Men from the Moon), an atomic-scientist 

hero who is so vital to national security that 
he always wears a domino mask. Piloting a 
torpedo-shaped spaceship—when not flying 
around with a jet backpack (overused stock 
footage from other serials)—Cody and his 
allies battle many meteorological disasters 
created by alien bad guy The Ruler (actor 
Gregory Gay, sporting a vaguely German 
accent and wearing a pharaoh-like robe), who 
is unable to attack Earth directly thanks to a 
protective layer of “cosmic dust” that Cody 
maintains. The science is delightfully bad, 
the dialogue simplistic, and the sparkler f/x 
charmingly unimpressive in this 12-episode 
series directed by Fred C. Brannon, Harry 
Keller, and Franklin Adreon. Nostalgic 
viewing for older sci-fi fans, this is a strong 
optional purchase. (C. Cassady)

Daisy Kenyon HHH
Kino Lorber, 99 min., not rated, 
Blu-ray: $29.95

Director Otto Preminger 
brought intelligence and 
maturity to his films. Daisy 
Kenyon, a 1947 romantic 
drama that would have been called a “wom-
en’s picture” in its day, is one of the most 
adult portraits of modern love and life of its 
era. Joan Crawford stars as Daisy, a commer-
cial artist in love with Dan O’Mara (Dana 
Andrews), a successful, somewhat arrogant 
lawyer who also happens to be a married 
man with two daughters. Henry Fonda is 
Peter, an honorable, somewhat stiff, and 
very persistent suitor who gets Daisy to say 
yes and move to Cape Cod, where they set 
up house in a lovely little cottage in the 
hills. This is America after the war, and the 
film—adapted from the titular 1945 novel 
by Elizabeth Janeway—touches on issues of 
class, racism, war trauma, and the desire to 
redefine oneself, although the focus is on the 
conflict between emotion and reason. Daisy 
has unresolved feelings for Dan, while Peter 
still hasn’t come to terms with the death of 
his first wife (who died years before), and they 
discuss these issues in frank terms. Craw-
ford is superb, playing a nuanced character 
grappling with shifting emotions, and both 
Andrews, who loses his cheeky arrogance, and 
Fonda, who reveals a modern, worldly man 
under his virtuous front, inhabit characters 
with a complex dimensionality. Although 
Daisy Kenyon remains within the bounds of 
the strict Production Code, it also presents a 
remarkably mature portrait of adult romance 
and complicated relationships with both hon-
esty and integrity. Bowing on Blu-ray, extras 
include audio commentary by film historian 
Foster Hirsch, a “making-of” featurette, and 
a short documentary on Preminger’s years 
at Fox studio. Recommended. (S. Axmaker)

Day of Triumph HH1/2
Christian Movie Classics, 140 min., not rated, 
DVD: $14.99

Day of Triumph is a 1954 biblical movie 

made during the decade 
in which Good Book epics 
such as The Robe and The Ten 
Commandments were major 
hits. Despite the distinction 
of being the first sound-era 
film to feature Jesus as a 
speaking character, this is 
a considerably lesser production than the 
deep-pocketed studio releases that starred 
the likes of Charlton Heston and Yul Brynner. 
Produced by the Rev. James K. Friedrich, who 
made several other Christian-themed movies 
and TV miniseries, Day of Triumph—direct-
ed by John T. Coyle and Irving Pichel—is a 
low-budget production with simple sets that 
tells the story of Christ’s years as a prophet 
from the perspective of Jewish rebels who are 
plotting against the Roman occupation. The 
film’s greatest appeal lies in the familiarity 
of some of its cast, including Lee J. Cobb as a 
rebel leader, Joanne Dru as Mary Magdalene, 
Mike Connors (TV’s Mannix) and Barbara 
Billingsley (Leave It to Beaver). Robert Wilson, 
whose entire acting career was anchored in 
repeat performances as Jesus, plays the Son of 
God with appropriate gravitas. Extras include 
a behind-the-scenes featurette, and the 1941 
short film “The Child of Bethlehem.” A strong 
optional purchase. (T. Keogh)

Doc Savage: The Man of 
Bronze HHH
Warner, 101 min., G, Blu-ray: 
$21.99

In Michael Anderson’s 
campy 1975 big-screen ad-
aptation of Lester Dent’s 
highly popular pulp adventure novels featur-
ing the titular superman hero, viewers are in-
troduced to Savage (Ron Ely of TV’s Tarzan) as 
a fully-formed defender of justice (no origin 
story here) who retreats to his arctic Fortress 
of Solitude (an igloo equipped with stylish 
furnishings, full laboratory, library, and roar-
ing fire pit) to confer with the colorful and 
eccentric experts who compose his “Brain 
Trust”: snappy lawyer Ham (Darrell Zwer-
ling), rotund chemist Monk (Michael Miller), 
brawny engineer Renny (William Lucking), 
nerdy archaeologist Johnny (Eldon Quick), 
and fast-thinking electric whiz Long Tom 
(Paul Gleason). The gang is forced to put their 
heads together after the mysterious death of 
Doc’s globetrotting father is discovered to 
have involved a South American tribe and 
a strange illness called the “Green Death.” 
Further investigations lead the adventurers to 
the deck of Captain Seas (Paul Wexler), a ma-
niacal mariner intent on reaping the tribe’s 
vast quantities of bubbling liquid gold at any 
cost! There’s plenty of winking and nudging 
in this 1930s-set homage to the Saturday 
matinees of yesteryear—the best joke comes 
during a dinner scene on the Captain’s ship 
where all the teetotaler heroes order lemon-
ade and milk instead of alcohol—but unlike 
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similar contemporary films Anderson trades 
snark and cynicism for heart. Fans of the 
Batman TV series from the ‘60s and Warren 
Beatty’s Dick Tracy will find much to enjoy 
here. Recommended. (J. Cruz)

Gas-s-s-s HH
Olive, 79 min., R, DVD: 
$19.99, Blu-ray: $29.99

In this 1970 countercul-
ture satire, the end of the 
world arrives thanks to a 
military mishap: the acci-
dental release of a nerve gas that instantly 
turns everyone over 25 into senior citizens. 
As the elders die of old age, only the teen-
agers and young adults are left and the film 
follows the odyssey of flower children Coel 
(Robert Corff) and Cilla (Elaine Giftos) from 
Dallas to a commune in New Mexico. Along 
the way, they collect traveling companions 
(Bud Cort, Talia Shire, Ben Vereen, and Cindy 
Williams) and wind up facing cowboy car 
rustlers on motorbikes, a football-themed 
militia engaged in looting and pillaging, and 
a biker gang that has taken over a golf course 
where they trade in their motorcycles for golf 
clubs. Alternatively titled Gas! or, It Became 
Necessary to Destroy the World in Order to Save 
It, this counterculture apocalypse was one 
of the last films directed by B-movie legend 
Roger Corman, who continued to produce 
hundreds of low-budget films for theaters, 
home video, and cable TV. But the portrait 
of hippie culture here is silly and clichéd, 
the satire is broad and clumsy, and the film 
is more odd than funny—a time capsule 
curio that has dated badly. Not a necessary 
purchase. (S. Axmaker)

The Gospel Blimp HH1/2
Christian Movie Classics, 94 
min., not rated, DVD: $14.99

The Gospel Blimp is a 1967 
curio, a comic short satire 
with a pronounced Chris-
tian theme that nevertheless 
casts a wary eye on flamboy-
ant expressions of faith. A gaggle of Christian 
suburbanites come up with the wild idea of 
delivering the Word of God to lots of people 
by buying a blimp that will trail airborne 
messages from Holy Scripture. Using crude 
but effective special effects, director Irwin 
Yeaworth’s oddball film charts the increasing 
absurdity of the enterprise, which evolves 
into a self-congratulatory corporation fea-
turing a CEO who begins looking more and 
more like Captain Nemo. Also included here 
is the 1968 short “Mr. Big,” which has a bit of 
a Twilight Zone-like look and feel in its story of 
a pampered aristocrat who spends the night 
in lockup after a traffic accident and under-
goes a spiritual conversion. (“Mr. Big” is ably 
directed by the wonderful Corey Allen, who 
helmed multiple episodes of Bonanza, Police 
Woman, and numerous entries from the Star 

Trek canon). Finally, the entertaining 1959 
short “Front Page Bible” is about a crusading 
small-town newspaper editor who puts bibli-
cal messages in his headlines to capture pub-
lic attention. A set of rare, somewhat strange, 
but often entertaining faith-based short films, 
this is a strong optional purchase. (T. Keogh)

The Herschell Gordon 
Lewis Feast HH1/2
Arrow, 17 discs, 1,195 min., 
not rated, Blu-ray/DVD Combo: 
$229.95

This 17-disc set presents 
14 films directed by Her-
schell Gordon Lewis, an 
exploitation filmmaker with the mind of a 
promoter who earned the nickname “God-
father of Gore” for the bloody low-budget 
horror films that he made in the 1960s and 
‘70s. This collection features the infamous 
“gore” movies that cemented Lewis’s repu-
tation: Blood Feast (1963), a bloody comedy 
about an Egyptian cultist who caters a party 
with a buffet of human parts; Two Thousand 
Maniacs! (1964), a drive-in Brigadoon with 
Civil War ghosts returning for bloody revenge 
on Northern tourists; Color Me Blood Red 
(1965), a comic gore film centered on a mad 
painter who discovers a new shade of crimson 
in blood and starts slicing up his models for 
more paint; and The Wizard of Gore (1970), 
about a magician who eviscerates his vol-
unteers and then hypnotizes everyone into 
believing it was all an act. The performances 
are wooden, the dialogue hackneyed, and the 
effects are unconvincing at best, but Wizard 
delivers gross-out gore by the bucketful and 
earned the filmmaker a cult following. Also 
included here are Lewis’s less notorious 
gore films The Gruesome Twosome (1967), A 
Taste of Blood (1967), and The Gore Gore Girls 
(1972), the nudie movies Scum of the Earth 
(1963) and How to Make a Doll (1968), the 
hillbilly pictures Moonshine Mountain (1964) 
and This Stuff’ll Kill Ya! (1971), the witchcraft 
film Something Weird (1967), the biker gang 
actioner She-Devils on Wheels (1968), and the 
nihilistic juvenile delinquent drama Just For 
the Hell of It (1968). These cult films are nota-
ble for being crude, cheap, and outrageous, 
but they have their fans and are presented in 
an impressive special edition collection, with 
extras including new video introductions, 
audio commentaries, the 2010 documentary 
Herschell Gordon Lewis: The Godfather of Gore, 
and new and archival featurettes and inter-
views. Classic cinema this is not, but Lewis’s 
work is key in horror film history. A strong 
optional purchase. (S. Axmaker)

I Wake Up Screaming HHH
Kino Lorber, 82 min., not rated, Blu-ray: $29.95

I Wake Up Screaming is a defining 1941 film 
in the shadowy crime genre that would later 
be called film noir. Victor Mature stars as 
Frankie Christopher, a sports promoter who 

is also the prime suspect in 
the murder of a beautiful 
model (Carole Landis) he 
helped to attain celebrity 
success. The film opens with 
Frankie getting the third 
degree under the glare of 
a blinding lamp while the victim’s sister 
(Betty Grable) is treated more gently nearby. 
Flashbacks fill in their stories and set up their 
romance while an obsessive police detective 
(Laird Cregar) promises to get the evidence 
he needs to send Frankie away for murder. Set 
in New York City, the film was shot on the 
Fox backlot, which gives the city scenes that 
slightly artificial, exaggerated quality, and di-
rector H. Bruce Humberstone, a veteran of Fox 
musicals and Charlie Chan mysteries, shows 
a knack for the expressionist images and hard 
shadows that would come to define the genre. 
Mature’s glib confidence is a good fit for his 
character and Grable takes on the first dra-
matic role of her career, while Cregar sets the 
templates for both the obsessive, intimidating 
police detective and the stocky, soft-spoken 
noir heavy, using his bulk to dominate and 
intimidate while his quiet delivery carries 
a sinister threat with every line. It’s a fine 
early noir and solid Hollywood thriller with 
star power and impressive style, making its 
Blu-ray debut with extras including audio 
commentary by film historian Eddie Muller, 
an alternate opening title sequence, a deleted 
scene, and a photo gallery. Recommended. 
(S. Axmaker)

Little Fauss and Big 
Halsy HHH
Olive, 99 min., R, DVD: 
$24.95, Blu-ray: $29.95

Sensitive-guy idol Robert 
Redford was cast as a heart-
less (and often shirtless) 
jerk in this 1970 motorcy-
cle-race narrative that reputedly suffered 
from behind-the-scenes rough patches 
between the two lead actors and was no 
easy ride (even though the inspiration 
was probably Easy Rider) for director Sid-
ney J. Furie. In retrospect, however, the 
loosely-plotted Little Fauss and Big Halsy 
scores reasonably well as a macho frenemy 
drama. Redford plays Halsy, a magnetic but 
irresponsible, injury-scarred off-road racer 
on the California circuit. Suspended from 
competition, the womanizing lout hooks 
up with Little Fauss (Michael J. Pollard), a 
man-boy mechanic with racing ambitions. 
Taking advantage of Fauss’s naiveté, Halsy 
goes on the road with the kid, where they 
are joined by a sexy/flaky cast-off biker 
chick (Lauren Hutton) who reads Naked 
Lunch. Along the way, Fauss’s hero-worship 
of Halsy turns to disdain the more he listens 
and learns. Featuring soundtrack ballads 
performed by Johnny Cash, this road flick 
is recommended. (C. Cassady)
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Humans are not the only ones in need of rescuing and in the city 
of Los Angeles, the members of SMART (Specialized Mobile Ani-
mal Rescue Team) have stepped up to save lives. Led by Armando 
Navarrete, this division of trained and passionate animal lovers 
risks life and limb to rescue every kind of creature in need, from 
horses to mountain lions to cats and dogs!
 
Follow Armando as he struggles to get his team off the ground, 
survives death-defying rescues and finds love, all in the midst 
of LA’s heartbreaking animal shelter system. Never giving up, 
Armando and his team have saved over 1000 lives and created 
new tactics, technology, and inspiration for similar programs to 
develop in more cities.
 
Shot over the course of three years, SMART is a great example 
of how a team of passionate and dedicated people can become 
real-life superheroes.
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Vaxxed: From CoVer-Up To CaTasTrophe

An investigation into how the CDC (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention), 
the government agency charged with protecting the health of American citizens, 
concealed and destroyed data on their 2004 study that showed a link between 
the MMR vaccine and autism.  This alarming deception has contributed to the 
skyrocketing increase of autism, potentially the most catastrophic epidemic of 
our lifetime.

DVD: $24.95
UPC: 881394123625
PPR & EDU: $500

Cinema Libre Studio is a leader in the production and distribution of award-winning narratives and social issue films.  Since 2003, the studio has released 
over 180 titles and remains at the forefront of the independent film movement, providing the expertise and relationships that filmmakers need to find their global audience.  
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The BesT demoCraCy money Can BUy

Rolling Stone investigative reporter Greg Palast busted Jeb Bush for stealing the 
2000 election by purging Black voters from Florida’s electoral rolls. Now Palast 
is back to take a deep dive into the Republicans’ dark operation, Crosscheck, 
designed to steal a million minority votes by November--and the billionaires 
who finance it.

“Best Democracy is arguably the best pro-Civil Rights film-
made since 2014’s Selma.” 

- Ed Rampell, Hollywood Progressive

“The most important investigative reporter of our time...funnier 
than Michael Moore, more substantial than Naomi Klein!” 

- The Guardian

DVD: $19.95
UPC: 881394124929
PPR & EDU: $100-300

smarT: speCialized moBile 
animal resCUe Team

In the city of Los Angeles, the members of 
SMART (Specialized Mobile Animal Rescue 
Team) have stepped up to save lives. This 
division of trained and passionate animal 
lovers risks life and limb to rescue all kinds 
of creatures in need.

DVD: $19.95
UPC: 881394124820
PPR: $150
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Lone Wolf and Cub 
HHH
Criterion, 506 min., in 
Japanese w/English subtitles, 
not rated, DVD: 5 discs, 
$99.95; Blu-ray: 3 discs, $99.95

Tomisaburo Wakayama 
stars as Itto Ogami, a rogue 
samurai who transports his infant son from 
town to town in a wooden cart sporting a 
banner that reads “Child and expertise for 
rent” in this series of six samurai action films 
adapted by Kazuo Koike from his own hit 
manga series. The screen franchise launched 
with Lone Wolf and Cub: Sword of Vengeance 
(1972), directed by Kenji Misumi, who models 
his distinctive graphic style on the clean, 
sharp lines of the artwork in the manga series. 
The fights are savage—blades slash, limbs fly, 
and blood spurts like geysers—and Ogami 
has a secret weapon: a spring-loaded arsenal 
of 18th-century weapons hidden in the baby 
cart. Misumi adds an inspired cinematic 
device: when Ogami enters battle the world 
falls silent, literally, until his sword strikes 
with a distinctive swipe. Misumi directed all 
but two of the films in the series, which con-
tinues with Baby Cart at the River Styx (1972), 
in which Ogami battles a female assassin sent 
by the Yagyu clan and his son launches weap-
ons from the cart; Baby Cart to Hades (1972), 
which finds our hero undergoing ritual tor-
ture in order to save a virgin sold into slavery; 
Baby Cart in Peril (1972), directed by Buichi 
Saito; Baby Cart in the Land of Demons (1973), 
in which Ogami must defeat five retainers, 
each carrying 1/5 of his fee and assignment, 
before he can even begin; and White Heaven 
in Hell (1974), directed by Yoshiyuki Kuroda, 
which wraps the story with Ogami’s final re-
venge. These Japanese genre classics—which 
carry a certain cult cachet in the U.S.—have 
been newly remastered, and are presented 
here with extras including 1980’s Shogun 
Assassin (the English-dubbed reworking of 
the first two films), new interviews, archival 
documentaries, and a booklet. Recommend-
ed. (S. Axmaker)

Lulu Belle HH
Olive, 87 min., not rated, DVD: 
$24.95, Blu-ray: $29.95

Adapted from the 1926 
play by Charles MacArthur 
and Edward Sheldon, Lulu 
Belle is high on melodra-
matic plotting but low on 
just about everything else, featuring a tale 
torn straight from the pearl-clutcher bible: 
up-and-coming lawyer George Davis (George 
Montgomery) is swept off his feet and away 
from his fiancée by the sensational and sen-
sual Lulu Belle (Dorothy Lamour), a smoky-
eyed nightclub singer who sets her claws into 
George after he defends her honor from the 
brutish advances of champion prizefighter 
Butch Cooper (Greg McClure). When George’s 

finances start to run low, the dame sets her 
sights on first robbing well-to-do gambler 
Mark Brady (Albert Dekker) before deciding 
to go into cahoots with him as his main 
squeeze. George, left brokenhearted and 
destitute, assaults Butch during a barroom 
brawl and ends up in the slammer while 
Lulu Belle makes off for Broadway with sugar 
daddy Harry Randolph (Otto Kruger) in her 
hip pocket. Further betrayals, deceits, and 
revenge inevitably follow. Under filmmaker 
Leslie Fenton’s limp direction, emotions 
here are kept to a very low boil, and the 
somnambulistic acting is only enlivened 
during a number of boxing and fight scenes. 
Lamour, as the eponymous femme fatale, 
demonstrates a fine singing voice but is left 
with scraps as far as her unformed character 
is concerned. Optional. (J. Cruz)

The Magic Box—The 
Films of Shirley Clarke: 
1929-1987 HHH
Milestone, 3 discs, 480 min., 
not rated, DVD: $99.99, Blu-
ray: $119.99

The folks at Milestone 
Films have spent almost 
a decade gathering, preserving, restoring, 
and re-releasing the films of Shirley Clarke, 
whose work spans documentary, experi-
mental, and dramatic narrative films. The 
fourth and final volume of Project Shirley is 
a three-disc set featuring the short films 
and other previously uncollected works. 
The first disc includes experimental films 
made between 1957 and 1987, most in 
collaboration with other artists like D.A. 
Pennebaker, a partner on both “Brussels 
Loops,” which was made for the 1957 World 
Fair in Brussels, and the Oscar-nominated 
documentary short “Skyscraper” (1960), 
and playwrights Sam Shepard and Joseph 
Chaiken on the video shorts “Tongues” 
(1982) and “Savage/Love” (1981). Clarke 
began as a dancer and choreographer and 
disc two features her dance films, which 
were her earliest works. In these shorts 
(including unfinished films and outtakes), 
viewers can see her develop her expressive, 
poetic approach and then return to the form 
in a series of films with choreographer Mar-
ion Scott in the 1970s. Disc three presents 
Clarke’s 1963 documentary Robert Frost: A 
Lover’s Quarrel with the World, which earned 
the filmmaker an Academy Award, as well as 
Christopher and Me, a 1960 adventure with 
sailing boats that is part children’s film and 
part dreamy remembrance, and a collection 
of home movies. Also included here are a 
TV interview with Clarke from 1956 and 
photo galleries. While most of these shorts 
are neither as well known nor as essential 
as previous releases in the series (notably 
the landmark films Portrait of Jason and The 
Connection), this volume features previously 
lost and unavailable titles and completes the 

exhaustive reclamation of a neglected artist. 
Recommended. (S. Axmaker)

Mr. Deeds Goes to Town 
HHH
Sony, 116 min., not rated, Blu-
ray: $19.99

Frank Capra won his sec-
ond Oscar for Best Direc-
tor for this 1936 screwball 
comedy starring Gary Cooper as an eccentric 
small-town poet and tuba player from Ver-
mont who inherits $20 million and goes to 
New York City to manage his uncle’s estate. 
Jean Arthur is jaded reporter Babe Bennett, 
who poses as a damsel in distress to gain his 
trust while exploiting his eccentricities in ar-
ticles that portray him as a country bumpkin. 
When Deeds decides that the money is bring-
ing him nothing but misery and trouble and 
he attempts to give it away, he’s taken to court 
and has to defend his sanity. This is another 
of Capra’s populist comedies of rural values 
colliding with urban sophistication, and the 
laconic Cooper plays his role with warmth 
and uncorrupted innocence, a trusting, 
virtuous man whose values and good inten-
tions are manipulated by cynical urbanites. 
Arthur’s star was on the rise and her mix of 
hard-earned experience and suppressed ide-
alism here—delivered with spunky energy 
and snappy bite—elevated her to the top of 
Hollywood’s echelon. Capra’s sentimental 
brand of homespun values, and his manner 
of satirizing his rural heroes before taking 
their side in a triumphant finale, has been 
somewhat derisively branded as Capra-corn. 
But while this is one of his cornier films, those 
old-fashioned values and the charismatic 
performances of Cooper and Arthur make it 
a perennial favorite. Making its Blu-ray debut 
in a remastered 80th anniversary edition, 
extras include audio commentary by Frank 
Capra Jr., and a behind-the-scenes featurette. 
Recommended. (S. Axmaker)

On Dangerous Ground 
HHH1/2
Warner, 82 min., not rated, 
Blu-ray: $21.99

Nicholas Ray’s 1952 film 
noir may not be as well-
known as other genre clas-
sics, but it is one of the best, a thoughtful 
drama and rare noir that ventures from the 
dark city to a snow-bright rural country 
setting. Robert Ryan stars as Jim Wilson, an 
obsessive, tightly-wound police detective who 
works the night shift on the urban streets of 
an unnamed city filled with grifters, hookers, 
and petty crooks. When his anger boils over 
into violence once too often, Wilson is sent 
out of town to help with a murder case in 
the rural countryside, where he meets a blind 
woman (Ida Lupino) who rekindles his com-
passion. Ward Bond plays the father of the 
murdered girl, a man worked into a vicious 
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fury that makes him suspicious of everyone, 
and he becomes a dark mirror of Wilson’s own 
contempt and anger. On Dangerous Ground 
opens as a police procedural in a dark city, 
set to an urgent yet fractured dramatic score 
by Bernard Herrmann as director Ray fills the 
street scenes with lowlifes and opportunists, 
the very kind of characters that turned Wil-
son into a cynical, emotionally brittle officer. 
But there’s also a poetic dimension here in 
the long sequences of watching the city at 
night, the changing landscape on the way 
to farm country, and the gentle moments in 
Lupino’s home as these two isolated people 
find a connection. Crisp cinematography, a 
haunting score, evocative performances, and 
a brilliant sense of mood make this an under-
rated classic of the genre. Beautifully remas-
tered for its Blu-ray debut, extras include an 
audio commentary by film historian Glenn 
Erickson. Highly recommended. (S. Axmaker)

One-Eyed Jacks HHH1/2
Criterion, 141 min., not rated, 
DVD: $29.95, Blu-ray: $39.95

The only film directed by 
Marlon Brando, One-Eyed 
Jacks is a 1961 revenge West-
ern set in Mexico, where 
bank robbers and best 
friends Rio (Brando) and Dad (Karl Malden) 
hide out after their latest heist. After Dad 
betrays Rio, landing the latter in a Mexican 
prison, Rio makes his escape and tracks Dad 
to a small town where he is now the sheriff. 
Brando hired Sam Peckinpah to write the 
script and Stanley Kubrick to direct before he 
himself took over, using “Method” exercises 
and improvisations to develop scenes with 
fellow Actors Studio veteran Malden, waiting 
for days to get the right filming conditions 
on location. The result is a vital Western 
in which the imagery is as powerful as the 
characters, who are violent and explosive, 
simmering with anger and resentment be-
hind false smiles. Brando has a surly outlaw 
charm, mercenary but magnetic, and his 
confused mix of vengeance, love, brutality, 
and generosity makes for a more complex 
character than appears on the surface. One-
Eyed Jacks was a flop upon its release, and was 
left to fall into the public domain, resulting 
in decades of poor copies on VHS and DVD. 
Newly restored in 2016, the film warrants 
re-evaluation, not quite as a masterpiece but 
as a fascinating portrait of friendship and 
betrayal. Extras include a new introduction 
by Martin Scorsese, new video essays, archi-
val audio recordings made by Brando, and a 
booklet with an essay by film critic Howard 
Hampton. Highly recommended. (S. Axmaker)

One of Our Aircraft Is Missing HHH1/2
Olive, 103 min., not rated, DVD: $14.95, Blu-ray: 
$29.95

The 1942 feature One of Our Aircraft Is 
Missing is one of the great “trapped behind 

enemy lines” WWII films, a 
superb piece of propaganda 
filmmaking that is both 
dramatically engaging and 
rousing. The title comes 
from a phrase familiar to 
British citizens of the time—
used by radio broadcasters 
when RAF planes were downed or unaccount-
ed for—and here it refers to the crew of the 
bomber “B for Bertie,” who parachute into oc-
cupied Netherlands when their plane is shot. 
Directed by Michael Powell in partnership 
with screenwriter Emeric Pressburger, the 
film chronicles their escape as they are aided 
by the Dutch Resistance, notably two women 
(Pamela Brown and Googie Withers) who risk 
their lives to get the British crew to the North 
Sea. Powell and Pressburger were meticulous 
in their portrayal, from the interactions of 
the bomber crew during their mission, to 
the details of hiding and moving the British 
airmen through German checkpoints. This 
classic features creative storytelling—with a 
flashback to set the narrative, and inventive 
sound design (but no musical score)—as well 
as excellent performances from a solid cast 
of British actors, including Godfrey Tearle, 
Eric Portman, Hugh Williams, Bernard Miles, 
Hugh Burden, and Emrys Jones as the crew-
men. Peter Ustinov makes his feature debut 
as a Dutch priest in the Resistance. Earning 
Oscar nominations for its screenplay and 
special effects, this is rightly celebrated as one 
of the great British films of the ‘40s. Highly 
recommended. (S. Axmaker)

The Return of Dracula 
HH
Olive, 78 min., PG, DVD: 
$19.99, Blu-ray: $29.99

This 1958 low-budget 
vampire movie, starring 
one-time continental lead-
ing man Frances Lederer as 
Count Dracula, is a rather pedestrian effort 
with a curious twist. This Dracula has fled 
Europe for America and he takes the identity 
of one of his victims, Bellac Gordal, a long-
lost European relative of an American family. 
Dracula hides out in their suburban Califor-
nia home and asks for their indulgence of his 
eccentricities (namely, sleeping by day and 
disappearing without a word at night). Rachel 
(Norma Eberhardt), the teenage daughter of 
the family, finds him interesting and myste-
rious (much to the frustration of her jealous 
all-American boyfriend) and the plot carries 
echoes of Hitchcock’s Shadow of a Doubt, with 
this beloved uncle turning out to be a Merry 
Widow killer of sorts who preys on lonely 
suburban women. Meanwhile, a modern 
team of vampire hunters works together 
with the American immigration service 
to track the bloodsucker. The direction by 
journeyman Paul Landres is largely flat and 
functional with a couple of effective touches 

(including a skip-frame slow-motion effect as 
Dracula rises from his casket that is actually 
kind of eerie, and a single burst of red in 
this otherwise black-and-white production). 
Making its Blu-ray debut, this may appeal to 
hardcore classic horror buffs but is unlikely to 
generate wider interest. Optional. (S. Axmaker)

Table for Five HH1/2
Kino, 122 min., PG, Blu-ray: 
$19.99

Filmmaker Robert Lieb-
erman’s 1983 male-oriented 
weepy depicting a father’s 
travails stars Jon Voight 
as J.P., a divorced and indolent minor golf 
pro determined to reconnect with the three 
adolescent kids he barely knows during a 
luxury Mediterranean cruise/tour—reluctant-
ly allowed by his remarried ex-wife (Millie 
Perkins). J.P.’s severe parental shortcomings 
surface during the odyssey, and then he 
receives news from the U.S. that the mom 
perished in a car wreck, leaving him in 
competition with an all-business stepfather 
(Richard Crenna) over the question of who 
gets to raise the children. Good acting helps 
to somewhat carry the mawkish material, 
and there’s even a prophetic depiction of 
an antisocial teen son lost in his handheld 
electronic media device (an early portable 
video game). Also, look for a then-unknown 
Kevin Costner in a bit part. A strong optional 
purchase. (C. Cassady)

Taxi Driver HHHH
Sony, 114 min., R, Blu-ray: 
$19.99

Partially inspired by the 
1972 attempted assassina-
tion of presidential can-
didate George Wallace by 
Arthur Bremer, Paul Schrader’s violent and 
seamy screenplay was brought to shocking, 
bloody life in Martin Scorsese’s controversial 
1976 film. Robert De Niro rocketed to fame 
for his portrayal of Travis Bickle, a lonely, psy-
chotic Vietnam vet who drives a cab on the 
night shift in New York City, where he sees 
only the human “garbage”—i.e., the pimps, 
prostitutes, junkies, and thieves on the street. 
Striking up a relationship with a political 
campaigner named Betsy (Cybill Shepherd), 
Bickle initially sets his sights on killing the 
candidate for whom she works, but then he 
hooks up with 12-year-old prostitute Iris 
(Jodie Foster), and shifts his focus to her fast-
talking pimp (Harvey Keitel). One of the most 
disturbing films of the ‘70s, Taxi Driver reflect-
ed a period when the nation was undergoing 
substantial moral confusion in the wake of 
Vietnam and Watergate (in 1981, would-be 
assassin John Hinckley Jr.—who had seen 
Taxi Driver several times—would attempt to 
assassinate President Reagan, spurred by an 
obsession with Foster). Nominated for numer-
ous Oscars, including Best Picture, Actor (De 
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a juvenile sense of humor. Memorable only 
for the mesmerizing presence of Jones, who 
brings a feral presence to her role, Vamp is 
presented in a Blu-ray/DVD Combo set with 
extras including a retrospective documentary, 
Wenk’s 1979 short film “Dracula Bites the Big 
Apple,” behind-the-scenes rehearsal footage, 
a blooper reel, and a photo gallery. Optional. 
(S. Axmaker)

Vampire Ecstasy/Sin You 
Sinners HH
Film Movement, 176 min., not 
rated, DVD: $29.99, Blu-ray: 
$39.99

Writer-director Joseph W. 
Sarno (1921-2010), a pioneer 
in the sexploitation genre, gained attention 
in 1964 with Sin in the Suburbs (which fo-
cused on sexually promiscuous housewives) 
and has more recently won a considerable 
cult following. The second film in this 
double-feature set, Sin You Sinners (1963), is 
actually credited to director Anthony Farrar, 
but Sarno apparently took over in mid-shoot. 
The transfer is from the sole surviving print, 
and while it suffers from almost constant 
streaking and some crude edits, the loss is 
not that great: the plot, centering on an aging 
exotic dancer (June Colbourne) who uses 
a magical amulet to control those around 
her—including audiences—is nonsensical, 
while the threadbare production values are 
of Ed Wood quality, with risible dialogue and 
atrocious acting. Sarno wrote and directed the 
1973 Vampire Ecstasy (aka Veil of Blood and The 
Devil’s Plaything), which is a substantial effort, 
although still obviously low-budget. Once 
again melding supernatural elements with 
plenty of sexual titillation, the story centers 
on efforts by a grim housekeeper at Castle 
Varga to bring a vampire countess back from 
the dead, using a trio of voluptuous Varga 
heiresses as tools. The plan—involving many 
nighttime orgies that feature lots of female 
nudity—is interrupted by the arrival of a 
brother-and-sister team of vampire-hunters 
who become embroiled in the proceedings. 
The storytelling is not particularly coherent, 
but Sarno does effectively invest the film 
with a lurid atmosphere that is accentuated 
by a garish color palette. Extras include an 
audio commentary, interviews, and a booklet. 
Optional. (F. Swietek)

there’s nothing sentimental 
in this satirical portrait of 
a clan at the bottom rungs 
of society. Patriarch Gia-
cinto (Nino Manfredi) was 
half-blinded in an industrial 
accident and he hoards the 
one-million-lire insurance 
settlement, refusing to spend any of it on 
his family—a bunch of hustlers, prostitutes, 
small-time crooks, and layabouts who are all 
trying to pry the money from him. Giacinto 
is just as awful as they are; at one point he 
hires a buxom prostitute, lavishes gifts upon 
her, and then takes her back home to share 
his bed with his bitter wife. And that’s when 
the family hatches a plot to murder Giacinto 
(at his grandchild’s christening, no less) and 
split the dough. This is not the sympathetic 
portrait of Italy’s poor witnessed in the neore-
alist films of the 1940s and ‘50s or the socially 
progressive dramas of the ‘60s but rather 
a raucous, raunchy comedy set in a village 
built out of castoffs and scavenged junk on a 
hill (overlooking a prosperous Rome) where 
the inhabitants are in perpetual arguments 
and screaming matches. The energy and 
black humor sustain this edgy film, which 
ultimately paints a portrait of a pitiless cycle 
of anger, abuse, and codependency that no 
one escapes. Scola won the Best Director 
award at Cannes for Ugly, Dirty & Bad, which 
is presented here with extras including audio 
commentary by film scholar Richard Peña. 
Aimed at fans of satire and foreign cinema 
that pushes the boundaries of good taste, this 
is recommended. (S. Axmaker)

Vamp HH
Arrow, 94 min., R, Blu-ray/
DVD Combo: $29.99

The vampire genre got a 
revisionist infusion of fresh 
blood in the 1980s with 
New Wave style and attitude 
in films such as Fright Night, The Lost Boys, 
and Vampire’s Kiss. Director Richard Wenk’s 
1986 minor cult entry Vamp features a mix of 
comedy, sexy horror, and urban adventure, as 
college boys Keith (Chris Makepeace) and AJ 
(Robert Rusler) travel to the big city to hire 
a stripper for a frat party. The pair end up in 
a club for vampires where the star attraction 
(singer-dancer Grace Jones) feeds upon lon-
ers who are lured into the venue. When she 
snacks on AJ (mistakenly pegged as being 
solo), the club tries to cover their tracks by 
resurrecting AJ as a bloodsucker and having 
him take out Keith. Dedee Pfeiffer is a rookie 
stripper who teams up with Keith when 
things get weird, while Gedde Watanabe 
and Billy Drago costar. A lesser entry in the 
pantheon of ‘80s horror comedies, borrow-
ing from such films as After Hours (the crazy 
cascade of disasters that befall Keith) and An 
American Werewolf in London (the buddy rela-
tionship between human Keith and vampire 
AJ), Vamp adds some neon MTV lighting and 
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Niro), and Supporting Actress (Foster), Taxi 
Driver is presented here in a sparkling 40th 
anniversary edition, with extras including a 
new Q&A with key cast and crew members, 
audio commentaries, behind-the-scenes seg-
ments, a “Taxi Driver Stories” featurette with 
NYC cabbies, storyboard/film comparisons, 
and photo galleries. Highly recommended. 
Editor’s Choice. (R. Pitman)

Trilogía de Guillermo del 
Toro HHH1/2
Criterion, 319 min., in Spanish 
& English w/English subtitles, 
R, DVD: 5 discs, $99.99; Blu-
ray: 3 discs, $99.99

Mexican filmmaker Guillermo del Toro 
has brought a distinctive sensibility to horror 
cinema since his debut feature, Cronos (1993), 
which offered an alchemic twist on vampire 
lore and the costs of eternal life, presented 
with a mix of clockwork devices and weirdly 
organic imagery. This box set collects all 
three of del Toro’s Spanish-language films, 
which afforded him greater creative control in 
exchange for smaller budgets than his Amer-
ican productions. Cronos, a clever take on the 
vampire film grounded in morality play and 
human drama, took del Toro to Hollywood, 
but he went to Spain to make The Devil’s Back-
bone (2001), an elegant and harrowing ghost 
story set in a remote, makeshift orphanage 
during the final days of the Spanish Civil 
War, as greedy thieves converge to search for 
hidden gold. Del Toro uses stark, bold, and 
intense imagery, but still finds tenderness 
and even innocence amidst the savagery. 
Both titles have been previously available on 
DVD and Blu-ray from Criterion, but Pan’s 
Labyrinth (2006) makes its Criterion debut 
here in a beautiful edition. It’s an elemen-
tal Alice in Wonderland tale set in Francisco 
Franco’s reign-of-terror Spain, circa 1944, 
as young Ofelia (Ivana Baquero) discovers 
a magic world of faeries and an underworld 
of monsters. Del Toro’s fantastical creatures 
have a primal, earthy quality and he reaches 
deep into the mythological subconscious and 
unadulterated horror of early fairy tales for his 
primal visions. Pan’s Labyrinth won Oscars for 
cinematography, art direction, and makeup. 
Extras on this handsome set (the films are also 
available separately) include audio commen-
taries, interviews with del Toro, a “Welcome to 
the Bleak House” video tour of del Toro’s per-
sonal memorabilia, a short film by del Toro, 
audition tapes, deleted scenes, storyboards, 
animated comics, a 100-page book, and more. 
Highly recommended. (S. Axmaker)

Ugly, Dirty & Bad HHH
Film Movement, 116 min., in Italian w/English 
subtitles, not rated, DVD: $29.95, Blu-ray: $39.95

In Ettore Scola’s 1976 comedy, four gener-
ations of an impoverished extended family 
are packed into a squalid one-room hovel on 
the outskirts of Rome. As the title suggests, 

Visit Video Librarian Online (www.
videolibrarian.com) during January 
and February for DVD/Blu-ray-specific 
comments added to the video movies 
reviewed here, as well as new reviews, 
including: American Honey, Blair Witch, 
Denial, Goat, The Handmaiden, Storks, 
Snowden, and much more!
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TV on Video
Agatha Raisin: Series 
One	HHH
Acorn, 3 discs, 462 min., not 
rated, DVD: $59.99

Ashley Jensen stars as 
Agatha Raisin, a successful  
fortysomething London 
PR professional who buys 
a country manor in the rural village of 
Carsley—aiming to live a quiet, tranquil 
life—in this comic mystery series based on 
the novels of M.C. Beaton. The TV movie 
pilot The Quiche of Death introduces the 
cynical and sarcastic Agatha, a big city gal 
who is temperamentally at odds with her 
community but discovers both a passion and 
a talent for crime-solving after a neighbor is 
poisoned by a quiche that is entered into a 
baking contest. With her new housekeeper 
(Katy Wix) playing sidekick and local guide, 
Agatha sets out to find the real killer, much 
to the chagrin of the incompetent local 
police detective. Jensen has a grand time 
portraying the acerbic city woman who pokes 
around the secrets of an insular little village 
(that has an inordinate amount of murders). 
Agatha even flirts with romance with the 
village’s handsome bachelor and sometime 
investigative partner (Jamie Glover), while 
the junior cop on the force (Matt McCooey) 
develops a crush on the older and far more 
sophisticated Agatha, who is kind of like a 
sassier Jessica Fletcher dropped into a cozy 
British mystery series. Compiling both the 
2014 pilot TV movie and all eight episodes 
from the 2016 first season, extras include a 
behind-the-scenes featurette and a photo 
gallery. Recommended. (S. Axmaker)

American Horror Story: 
The Complete Fifth 
Season—Hotel HHH
Fox, 617 min., not rated, DVD: 
4 discs, $49.99; Blu-ray: 3 
discs, $59.99

The fifth season of Ryan 
Murphy’s horror anthology 
is hardly the series’ most coherent, but it is 
definitely the gaudiest—and not only because 
one of the stars is Lady Gaga, decked out in 
an opulent wardrobe. It is set in contempo-
rary Los Angeles, mainly at the Hotel Cortez, 
which was built over 100 years ago by James 
March (Evan Peters), a wealthy madman who 
designed it as a venue for murdering people 
in grotesque ways and then easily disposing 
of the corpses. March’s ghost still inhabits the 
place, as does a vampire called the Countess 
(Lady Gaga), who was once March’s wife but 
now dallies with Donovan (Matt Bomer), 
whose estranged mother Iris (Kathy Bates) 
serves as manager. Customers check in but 
rarely depart—at least in one piece—and 
eventually a police detective (Wes Bentley) 
shows up to investigate the deaths (ascribed to 
a maniac known as the Ten Commandments 

Killer), only to be sucked into the establish-
ment’s pernicious atmosphere. Meanwhile, 
the Countess’s one-time lover (Angela Bassett) 
arrives and seeks revenge. And that represents 
only the tip of the wacky narrative, which 
also features subplots concerning the ho-
tel’s transgender bartender (Denis O’Hare); 
March’s loyal maid (Mare Winningham), 
who diligently cleans up every bloody mess; 
an army of vampire children that includes 
the detective’s long-lost son; and occasional 
dinners where the specters of famous serial 
killers are the guests of honor. Hotel is over-
stuffed with characters and plot twists, but 
it is also morbidly fascinating, and Murphy’s 
repertory cast plays all of the nonsense with 
gleeful gusto. Extras include behind-the-
scenes featurettes. Recommended. (F. Swietek)

Banshee: The Complete 
Fourth Season HH1/2
HBO, 3 discs, 480 min., not 
rated, DVD: $24.99, Blu-ray: 
$34.99

The fourth and final sea-
son of this Cinemax-aired 
violent crime drama begins 
two years after the end of season three. Lucas 
(Antony Starr), a career criminal who took 
the identity of a dead lawman, is now living 
off the grid in the woods—with his crew 
scattered and one partner captured. Lucas is 
roused from isolation after he learns that Re-
becca (Lili Simmons), daughter of local Amish 
crimelord Kai Proctor (Ulrich Thomsen), has 
been murdered and a serial killer is on the 
loose. The fourth season is complicated by 
multiple stories: as Lucas helps investigate the 
murder, he also gets the gang back together 
to rescue their hacker colleague Job (Hoon 
Lee); Carrie (Ivana Milicevic) turns vigilante 
to take out her aggressions on the thugs and 
bullies of the town; the white supremacist 
gang working for Kai plots to take over his 
drug business; and a sect of Satanists prey 
upon the community. At its best, Banshee 
mixed hard-edged action, hot-blooded sex, 
and pulp-oriented stories into a clever, 
tightly-plotted crime series with vivid char-
acters and impressive action set pieces, but 
this season is overstuffed, overly contrived, 
and confusing, with a happy ending that is 
unconvincing. Still, fans will surely want 
to see it through to the end. Presenting all 
eight episodes from the 2016 last season, 
extras include audio commentaries, behind-
the-scenes featurettes, bonus webisodes, and 
deleted scenes. A strong optional purchase. 
(S. Axmaker)

Better Call Saul: Season Two	HHH
Sony, 3 discs, 459 min., not rated, DVD: $45.99, 
Blu-ray: $55.99

This multiple-Emmy-nominated prequel to 
Breaking Bad is a legal drama with a wily sense 
of black humor that explores the origins of 
the show’s shady lawyer Saul back when he 

was known as Jimmy Mc-
Gill (Bob Odenkirk), a one-
time con-man and grifter 
turned lawyer (thanks to a 
degree from a Caribbean law 
school). The second season 
follows Jimmy’s efforts to fit 
into a major law firm, along 
with his personal battle with older brother 
Chuck (Michael McKean), who suffers from 
crippling hypersensitivity to electricity and 
has become a shut-in yet risks his health in or-
der to sabotage his brother’s career. This is not 
out of jealousy but rather a severe sense of jus-
tice: Chuck sees Jimmy, who admittedly has a 
tendency to take short cuts and work around 
the law, as a cheater and doesn’t think he 
deserves his success. The show also chronicles 
the origins of Mike Ehrmantraut (Jonathan 
Banks), a bodyguard and “fixer” who works 
outside the law and sometimes for Jimmy. 
Neither hero nor anti-hero, Jimmy is loyal 
and he commits himself entirely to his clients 
and friends. The series puts the audience in 
the awkward position of rooting for Jimmy 
even when he breaks the law to help his 
friend and legal partner Kim (Rhea Seehorn). 
Presenting all 10 episodes from the 2016 sec-
ond season, extras include episode commen-
taries, behind-the-scenes featurettes, a table 
read, and a gag reel (exclusive to the Blu-ray 
release are additional featurettes, interviews, 
and faux commercials). Recommended.  
(S. Axmaker)

The Catch: The Complete 
First Season HHH
Buena Vista, 2 discs, 425 min., 
TV-14, DVD: $29.99

Shonda Rhimes (Grey’s 
Anatomy, Scandal) created 
this stylish series, which 
takes its cues from big-
screen capers like The Thomas Crown Affair 
and screwball procedurals such as Remington 
Steele. For better and worse, this is her most 
escapist effort to date. Mireille Enos (wearing 
mod 1960s-style outfits) plays L.A. private in-
vestigator Alice Vaughan, while Peter Krause 
costars as con artist Benjamin Jones. Just as 
they are starting to make wedding plans, 
the man she knows as “Christopher Hall” 
suddenly disappears. In reality, Benjamin 
returns to Margo (Sonya Walger), his partner 
in life and work, but he leaves Alice with a 
painting that he stole for her, a sign that he 
wasn’t fabricating his feelings. As he tells 
his associate, Reggie (Alimi Ballard), “I love 
Alice Vaughan.” While Benjamin launches 
new cons involving princesses and prime 
ministers, Alice tries to track him down. FBI 
Agent Dao (Jacky Ido), who believes that “Mr. 
X” is a murderer, is also on his trail. Once 
Alice reconnects with her former fiancé, they 
have to hide their meetings from Dao, Alice’s 
partner Val (Rose Rollins), and colleague 
Danny (Jay Hayden). The one exception: IT 
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specialist Sophie (Elvy Yost), who helps Alice 
out on the sly. Margo’s psychopathic brother, 
Rhys (John Simm), and their crime syndicate 
mother, Sybil (Lesley Nicol), add further com-
plicating factors, especially Rhys, who can’t 
stop killing people (Benjamin has no interest 
in violence). Enos and Krause sometimes seem 
cast against type here, but there’s just enough 
chemistry to make it often work. Compiling 
all 10 episodes from the 2016 debut season, 
extras include deleted scenes and bloopers. A 
strong optional purchase. (K. Fennessy)

Chicago Med: Season 
One HHH
Universal, 5 discs, 851 min., 
not rated, DVD; $44.98

Chicago Med does not 
want to set the world on 
fire (that would be Chicago 
Fire), nor does it want to be 
the most arresting (that would be Chicago 
P.D.). But this third entry in Dick Wolf’s Chi-
cago franchise might be just what the doctor 
ordered for those requiring a weekly dose 
of hospital shows in which a medical crisis 
plays out against the background of the messy 
personal lives of the doctors and adminis-
tration. It’s been done—a lot—but Chicago 
Med’s vital signs are pretty good during this 
inaugural season. Things literally go off the 
rails quickly: no sooner is the ribbon cut to 
open the Gaffney Chicago Medical Center 
then an elevated train derailment sends a 
flood of patients through its doors. The series 
is anchored by two veteran character actors, S. 
Epatha Merkerson operating at peak efficien-
cy as chief administrator Sharon Goodwin, 
and Oliver Platt as chief of the psychiatry 
department Daniel Charles, thrice-divorced 
and struggling with depression. Colin Don-
nell makes an immediate impression as Dr. 
Connor Rhodes, a trauma surgeon who 
happens to be on that ill-fated train and can 
stitch up his own wounds (shirtless!), and 
Nick Gehlfuss is Dr. Will Halstead, whose 
brother is a detective on Chicago P.D. (there is 
further crossover in an episode in which the 
doctors race to save a Chicago Fire firefighter 
who was stabbed). The personal crises are 
standard issue medical show drama: one 
single, widowed nurse is pregnant, while 
another is reunited with his estranged sister. 
And on the job, Rhodes wrestles with just 
what level of care he should administer to a 
teenaged movie theater shooter. Along the 
way, careers are jeopardized by life or death 
decisions that violate hospital policy. Chicago 
Med is formulaic to be sure, but for fans of 
comfort television, it’s good for what ails you. 
Presenting all 18 episodes from the 2015-16 
debut season, extras include crossover epi-
sodes. Recommended. (D. Liebenson)

Doctor Thorne HHH1/2
Anchor Bay, 179 min., not rated, DVD: $39.99

Julian Fellowes, creator and writer of 

Downton Abbey,  adapts 
Anthony Trollope’s clas-
sic 1858 titular novel (the 
third in his Chronicles of 
Barsetshire series) in this 
four-part 2016 miniseries 
set in mid-19th-century 
England—a world of titles, 
inherited wealth, and social snobbery. Tom 
Hollander stars as the honorable and generous 
Dr. Thorne, dedicated physician to the gruff 
but affectionate Sir Roger Scatcherd (Ian 
McShane), and Stefanie Martini is Thorne’s 
niece Mary, a lovely and sweet but also pen-
niless young woman he raised like a daughter. 
Doctor Thorne is a tale of impoverished noble 
families desperate to marry their children 
into fortunes—in essence offering title in 
return for money. Here, the Gresham family 
shuns Mary as they plot to marry their eldest 
son, who is naturally in love with Mary, off 
to a visiting American heiress (Alison Brie). 
There will be trials and revelations in this 
tale that plays like Jane Austen lite—minus 
Austen’s sharp wit and social commentary—
where the chase after unearned wealth so 
that families can maintain lavish lifestyles 
without working is presented as a legitimate 
way of life. Doctor Thorne is, however, a hand-
some production with colorful characters and 
excellent actors (especially Hollander, as the 
story’s moral core) and there are satisfying 
jabs of irony along the way. Originally pro-
duced for British TV and shown exclusively 
in the U.S. on Amazon Prime Video, Doctor 
Thorne bows on DVD with extras including 
behind-the-scenes featurettes. Highly recom-
mended. (S. Axmaker)

Feed the Beast: Season 
One HH
Lionsgate, 3 discs, 432 min., 
not rated, DVD or Blu-ray: 
$29.99

Perhaps hoping to take 
advantage of the public’s 
current fascination with 
food shows, AMC served up this English-lan-
guage remake of the Danish series Bankerot, 
which translates as “Bankrupt”—an appro-
priate title given that the network, discov-
ering that few viewers had an appetite for 
the series, cancelled it after a single season. 
The plot centers on the efforts of two old 
friends—chef Dion (Jim Sturgess), newly 
released from prison, and ex-sommelier Tom-
my (David Schwimmer), now an alcoholic 
salesman struggling to raise his mute young 
son (Elijah Jacob)—to open an upscale Greek 
restaurant, Thirio (The Beast), in a rundown 
area of the Bronx. The project is hobbled by 
an estrangement between Tommy and Dion 
over the death of Tommy’s wife, and a lack 
of money, which leads Tommy to ask for a 
loan from his racist father (John Dorman), a 
wealthy businessman with underworld con-
nections. While these problems are ultimately 

overcome, a greater one lies in the fact that 
Dion is deep in debt to mobster Patrick Woi-
chik (Michael Gladis), a brutal thug known 
as the Tooth Fairy for his habit of dealing 
with deadbeats using pliers, and he plans to 
pay him off with the insurance money from 
burning down the restaurant. Meanwhile, 
Tommy begins to overcome his grief by en-
tering into a relationship with an engaging 
young woman (Lorenza Izzo) he meets in 
group therapy. While Feed the Beast initially 
has promise, it is undermined by an overly 
convoluted plot, generally unsympathetic 
characters, and performances that range from 
dull to hysterical (and the season ends with 
a cliffhanger that will never be resolved). 
Presenting all 10 episodes from the 2016 
first and only season, extras include episode 
commentaries, behind-the-scenes featurettes, 
deleted scenes, and a gag reel. Not a necessary 
purchase. (F. Swietek)

Grey’s Anatomy: 
Complete Twelfth Season 
HHH
Buena Vista, 6 discs, 1,030 
min., TV-14, DVD: $45.99

Grey’s Anatomy ’s 12th 
season marks the first one 
without Patrick Dempsey, 
but the world of Grey-Sloane Memorial 
goes on. It begins with Bailey (original cast 
member Chandra Wilson) becoming the first 
female chief of surgery, a step forward for her 
career, but one backward for her marriage 
after her husband, Warren (Jason George), 
goes rogue one time too often. Still reeling 
from the loss of Derek (Dempsey), Meredith 
(Ellen Pompeo) tries to concentrate on work, 
but new arrival Penny (Samantha Sloyan), a 
physician who failed to save Derek, forces 
her hand. Penny makes her introduction as 
Callie’s (Sara Ramirez) new girlfriend before 
joining the staff, where everyone treats her 
with hostility, and a custody battle erupts 
between Callie and former partner Arizo-
na (Jessica Capshaw) over their daughter. 
A similar trajectory plays out when April 
(Sarah Drew) returns from Jordan: initially, 
husband Jackson (Jesse Williams) coldly 
refuses to have anything to do with her, but 
the pair reestablish cordial relations, only 
for him to ask for a divorce and her to reveal 
that she’s pregnant. The other new arrival 
to shake things up—Martin Henderson’s 
Riggs—has history with April and a family 
connection with Owen (Kevin McKidd). 
Riggs ends up striking sparks with both 
Meredith and her half-sister, Maggie (Kelly 
McCreary). And Denzel Washington directs 
an episode in which a patient attacks Mer-
edith. Overall, this season marks a step for-
ward for a long-running drama that seemed 
to be running out of steam. Presenting all 
24 episodes from the 2015-16 12th season, 
extras include deleted scenes and outtakes. 
Recommended. (K. Fennessy)
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Indian Summers: The 
Complete Second 
Season HH1/2
PBS, 4 discs, 600 min., not 
rated, DVD: $49.99, Blu-ray: 
$59.99

This is the second and 
final season of the PBS series 
about the waning days of British colonial-
ism in India. Originally intended to run for 
five seasons, continuing the narrative into 
the 1940s, the story has been pared down 
to cover a relatively brief span in the ‘30s, 
concentrating on an ambitious civil servant 
(Henry Lloyd-Hughes) who—under the 
tutelage of the grande dame (Julie Walters) 
presiding over the exclusive social club at 
Simla—schemes to become the new Viceroy, 
and an Indian (Nikesh Patel) who is torn 
between his desire to rise within the colonial 
system and his friendships with members of 
the resistance. Woven into the plot are the 
men’s romantic attachments (which carry a 
good deal of social and political freight), and 
numerous secondary narrative threads, most 
of which focus on the chasm between rulers 
and ruled. While the debut season was set in 
1932, this skips ahead to 1935, managing to 
resolve many of the hanging issues while also 
adding some colorful new characters, includ-
ing a calculating maharajah (Art Malik) and 
his equally manipulative mistress (Rachel 
Griffiths). The season also features episodes 
of high drama—not only familial flare-ups, 
but also terrorist attacks and an earthquake. 
Handsomely made, with rich period detail 
and magnificent visuals that make full use 
of Malaysian locations that serve as stand-ins 
for the foothills of the Himalayas, but this 
final season doesn’t quite match the quality 
of its predecessor. Presenting all 10 episodes 
from the 2016 last season, extras include a 
“making-of” featurette. A strong optional 
purchase. (F. Swietek)

Inspector Rex—Season 
1: Vienna HHH
MHz, 4 discs, 687 min., in 
German w/English subtitles, 
not rated, DVD: $39.95

Kommissar Rex was a Ger-
man police-dog cop show 
that launched in 1994 and 
ran successfully for a decade, spawning in-
ternational translations, spin-offs and even 
imitators in Italy, Russia, and Latvia. Despite 
the resemblance to American comedy-action 
films like Turner & Hooch and K-9, the material 
here is generally serious. In the pilot episode, 
a bombing case in Vienna (with Cold War 
intrigue overtones) leaves a policeman dead 
and his German Shepherd dog partner Rex 
bereaved, although the latter eventually 
manages to bond with a successor—dynam-
ic, young, divorced Detective Moser (Tobias 
Moretti). The cases they take on involve 
Eastern European organ thieves, a nuclear 

dirty-bomb threat by minions of a Polish 
gangster, and a seeming hate crime against a 
homeless man that disguises a love triangle. 
There’s even the old plot of Moser going 
undercover as a sanitarium inmate to catch a 
serial killer. The fact that Rex sometimes does 
a Rin Tin Tin routine and comes to the rescue 
does lend a slightly campy feeling, but mostly 
this is a sturdy procedural that occasionally 
pushes some hot buttons (such as a fatalistic 
bandit with an AIDS diagnosis). Compiling all 
14 episodes from the 1994-95 debut season, 
this is recommended. (C. Cassady)

Into the Badlands 
HH1/2
Anchor Bay, 2 discs, 255 min., 
not rated, DVD: $39.98, Blu-
ray: $49.99

Martial arts TV series 
have been relatively rare, 
so aficionados of chopsocky 
will probably appreciate this AMC-aired 
offering, which contains many elaborately 
choreographed fight sequences, most in-
volving handsome Daniel Wu, a longtime 
stalwart in Hong Kong films. Wu stars as 
Sunny, the chief enforcer of Baron Quinn 
(Marton Csokas), one of a group of warlords 
battling one another for supremacy in some 
post-apocalyptic society that has reverted to 
rural primitivism. In the first episode here, 
Sunny happens upon a bedraggled teenage 
boy named M.K. (Aramis Knight), who he 
takes on as a student. It quickly becomes 
apparent that M.K. is possessed of an un-
usual power—rather like a Luke Skywalker 
in rags—that makes him the target of all 
the barons, and Sunny quickly falls afoul of 
Quinn and numerous others (including a 
group of monks) while trying to keep M.K. 
safe from their clutches. One can dismiss Into 
the Badlands (not without justification) as silly 
hokum, as both the production itself and the 
acting are pretty cheesy (Csokas chews the 
scenery mercilessly as Quinn). Wu, however, 
brings a measure of stoic dignity—as well as 
a glimmer of tongue-in-cheek humor—to the 
proceedings, and the action sequences are 
often exciting. By the time of the cliffhanger 
close—when both Sunny and M.K. have been 
captured by different foes and are in transit 
to separate locations—some viewers will find 
themselves looking forward to seeing how the 
dynamic duo will be reunited in the promised 
second season. Presenting all six episodes 
from the 2015 debut season, extras include 
behind-the-scenes featurettes. A strong op-
tional purchase. (F. Swietek)

The IT Crowd: The Complete Series 
HHH
MPI, 5 discs, 617 min., not rated, DVD: $59.98

A workplace comedy that veers into absurd 
situations and surreal jokes, The IT Crowd is 
set in the IT department of a British compa-
ny that has no real clear mission or business 

model. Socially tone-deaf 
slacker Roy (Chris O’Dowd), 
computer geek and obliv-
ious social misfit Maurice 
(Richard Ayoade), and their 
boss Jen (Katherine Parkin-
son), an aspiring corporate 
officer who padded her re-
sumé with fake tech credentials, are hidden 
away in the cluttered basement dungeon of 
a corporate high rise. While Jen attempts to 
escape nerd hell, Roy and Maurice are content 
to play games, kill time, and otherwise avoid 
actual work. “Have you tried turning it on 
and off again?” is their mantra when answer-
ing the phone. The show stumbles through 
a spotty first season but gets more creative 
and silly as it progresses, with Matt Berry 
joining the cast as company CEO Douglas 
Reynholm, a shamelessly sexist idiot who is 
singularly unqualified to run a major corpo-
ration. Created by Graham Linehan, much 
of the series’ offbeat humor revolves around 
the social dysfunction of its tech nerds, whose 
failures crank up to 11 when their oblivious 
behavior is caught on video and goes viral, 
making them hated pariahs on social media. 
Although never a hit in the U.S., it has a 
following among fans of the more absurdist 
brand of British comedy. Compiling all 24 
episodes from the 2006-10 four-season run, 
extras include a 2013 finale reunion special, 
episode commentaries, behind-the-scenes 
featurettes, an interview with Linehan, a 
music video, deleted scenes, and outtakes. 
Recommended. (S. Axmaker)

Janet King: Series 2—
The Invisible Wound 
HHH
Acorn, 3 discs, 463 min., not 
rated, DVD: $49.99

The second season of the 
Australian legal drama star-
ring Marta Dusseldorp as 
Senior Crown Prosecutor Janet King begins 
two years after the end of the first series 
and death of her partner. Janet is appointed 
Royal Commissioner in an investigation of 
gun crimes in New South Wales and she 
recruits numerous members of her old team 
for the new assignment. While on the trail 
of a gun-smuggling ring she uncovers fresh 
evidence in the unsolved murder of her 
partner, which makes her even more dogged 
and a little too personally invested to make 
objective decisions. King has a brilliant legal 
mind and a singleminded drive when it 
comes to cases, but she is less savvy about 
politics and media relations, and is prone 
to missteps when she becomes emotionally 
wrapped up in things. With a high profile 
case that puts her on a collision course with 
police, military officials, and business inter-
ests (she has a habit of confrontation when a 
little negotiation might ease the way), Janet 
becomes a political target while giving her en-
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emies ammunition to tarnish her professional 
image in the press. Add to that the stress of 
being a single mother protecting her children 
from retribution and Janet King emerges as a 
complex drama with a complicated case at its 
heart. Playing more like a miniseries than an 
episodic procedural—telling a complete story 
over an eight-episode arc—this 2016 second 
season debuts on DVD with extras including 
a behind-the-scenes featurette and a photo 
gallery. Recommended. (S. Axmaker)

Modern Family: The 
Complete Seventh 
Season HHH
Fox, 3 discs, 499 min., not 
rated, DVD: $39.99

The more that things 
change in this Emmy-win-
ning sitcom, the more they 
remain the same. Claire (Julie Bowen) and 
Phil Dunphy (Ty Burrell) see their brainy 
middle daughter Alex (Ariel Winter) off to her 
first year of college, while their eldest Haley 
(Sarah Hyland) is in love with a guy (Adam 
DeVine) engaged to another woman. Claire’s 
father Jay (Ed O’Neill), married to younger 
Gloria (Sofia Vergara) and a father to her son 
from a previous marriage, faces the arrival 
of a new baby just as he is retiring from the 
business that he ran for decades. Jay’s son 
Mitchell (Jesse Tyler Ferguson), a gay lawyer 
married to Cameron (Eric Stonestreet) and 
father of an adopted daughter, struggles with 
unemployment and tries to find a new career 
path. And just when you think there can’t 
be any more new kids, Phil adopts a gaggle 
of ducklings that bond with Claire (much 
to her chagrin) and overrun their home. 
There’s nothing new to the formula or the 
sense of humor, but even though the series 
seems to be coasting on its well-established 
mockumentary format, character chemistry, 
and rapid-fire delivery, this family comedy 
is consistently funny. A five-time Emmy 
winner for Outstanding Comedy Series, Mod-
ern Family remains one of the highest-rated 
sitcoms on TV and one of the only shows 
built around the contemporary American 
family as redefined in all its modern diversity. 
Compiling all 22 episodes from the 2015-16 
season, extras include an extended episode, 
behind-the-scenes featurettes, and deleted 
scenes. Recommended. (S. Axmaker)

Mystery Science Theater 
3000: Volume XXXVII 
HHH1/2
Shout! Factory, 4 discs, 480 
min., not rated, DVD: $59.98

Mary Jo Pehl, a late-ad-
dition cast member of this 
long-running movie-riffing series, makes 
special appearances in this boxed set of four 
cinematic turkeys. As Pearl Forrester, mom 
of the show’s putative mad-scientist villain, 

she continued to torment host Mike Nelson 
and his robot companions with bad movies 
on their isolated space station after the Syfy 
channel picked up the property. Invasion 
of the Neptune Men, a shabby 1961 Japanese 
alien-invasion spectacle clearly aimed at 
children, at least has an excuse for its ram-
shackle storytelling (American distributors 
cut several musical numbers [!], substituting 
rote-repeated scenes and stock footage in 
the editing room). The Horror of Party Beach 
(1964) features radiation-spawned rubber-suit 
monsters thirsting for human blood, while 
Escape 2000 is a retitled version of 1984’s Es-
cape from the Bronx, an Italian Escape from New 
York with a monosyllabic action plot about 
greedy near-future NYC developers trying to 
empty the Bronx using paramilitary troops. 
And in a flashback to MST3K creator/host 
Joel Hodgson’s era, The Human Duplicators is 
a 1965 B-movie starring Richard “Jaws” Kiel 
as a giant-sized alien who is manufacturing 
androids to take over the world (or at least the 
few sets the filmmakers could afford). Extras 
include intros by Pehl, and “making-of” fea-
turettes. Highly recommended. (C. Cassady)

The Night Of HHH1/2
HBO, 3 discs, 524 min., not 
rated, DVD: $49.99, Blu-ray: 
$59.99

The first episode of this 
HBO miniseries created by 
Oscar-winning screenwrit-
er Steven Zaillian and ac-
claimed author Richard Price plunges the 
audience into the ordeal of Nasir “Naz” 
Khan (Riz Ahmed), a nerdy first-generation 
Pakistani-American college student/tutor in 
New York City. Naz’s attempt to party with 
the popular crowd ends up in a wild night of 
drugs, sex, and the violent murder of his date, 
after which he panics and flees. Arrested and 
charged with the killing, Naz begins his long, 
grueling ordeal in the justice system. John 
Turturro is the bottom-feeding lawyer who 
assumes that Naz is just another kid jailed on 
a minor charge when he offers to represent 
him—only to find himself in the midst of a 
huge murder trial. Bill Camp is the old-school 
police detective who puts the case together 
piece by piece, convinced that the accumu-
lation of evidence has put the right man on 
trial. Part procedural, part character piece, 
part dark drama of an innocent young man 
pronounced guilty by the press and trans-
formed by his ordeal in a violent prison, The 
Night Of is a crime drama with the depth and 
detail of a novel. This isn’t about a miscarriage 
of justice—the prosecution is presented with 
as much respect and honorable intentions as 
the defense—but rather about how the slow 
gears of justice grind up those who are caught 
in its wheels. Compiling all eight episodes 
from 2016, this intelligently written minise-
ries featuring superb performances is highly 
recommended. (S. Axmaker)

Outlander: Season Two 
HHH1/2
Sony, 5 discs, 773 min., not 
rated, DVD: $29.99, Blu-ray: 
$55.99

The first season of this cos-
tume romance/time-travel 
drama, based on the novels 
of Diana Gabaldon, ended with Claire (Caitri-
ona Balfe), a contemporary British woman 
transported back to 18th-century Scotland, 
and her 18th-century husband Jamie (Sam 
Heughan) escaping Scotland on a ship 
headed for France. This season picks up in 
Paris, where the couple plots to sabotage the 
fundraising efforts for a civil war that Claire 
knows (from history) will end in disaster for 
the Scottish clans at the Battle of Culloden. 
The first half of the season follows the pair 
as they learn the ways of French society and 
run into their sworn enemy—brutal British 
soldier Black Jack Randall (Tobias Menzies)—
in essentially “neutral” territory, while the 
second half takes them back to Scotland to 
protect Jamie’s clan from the disastrous war. 
This Starz-aired series struck a chord with au-
diences, combining the spectacle of historical 
drama and hot-blooded romance featuring 
a remarkably (yet believably) progressive 
marriage between a courageous, smart, and 
outspoken modern woman and an 18th-cen-
tury man from the Scottish Highlands who is 
chivalrous, respectful, and wholly committed 
to his wife’s time-traveling reality. Outlander 
is a handsome series shot on location in 
Scotland and France, serving up a worldly 
drama that is both sexy and sophisticated. 
Compiling all 13 episodes from the 2016 sec-
ond season, extras include behind-the-scenes 
featurettes, deleted and extended scenes, and 
a gag reel (exclusive to the Blu-ray release are 
an extended episode, an alternative scene, 
additional featurettes, and audio podcasts). 
Highly recommended. (S. Axmaker)

Penny Dreadful: The 
Final Season HHH1/2
Paramount, 3 discs, 482 min., 
not rated, DVD: $42.99, Blu-
ray: $48.99

The third and final season 
of the Showtime series that 
re-imagines characters of 
19th-century British horror fiction (sharing 
the same London underworld) brings the 
story of the tormented Vanessa Ives (Eva 
Green)—who is haunted by demons and 
hunted by witches and vampires—to a satis-
fying conclusion. It opens with Sir Malcolm 
Murray (Timothy Dalton), father of Dracula’s 
victim Mina, in Africa; American sharpshoot-
er and werewolf Ethan Chandler (Josh Hart-
nett) transported through the American West 
to stand trial; and Vanessa alone and isolated 
in London. As Vanessa is slowly drawn back 
into the world and romanced by a charming 
zoologist with dark secrets, Malcolm and Na-
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tive American warrior Kaetenay (Wes Studi) 
rescue Ethan and return to defend Vanessa 
from the dark powers. This season also brings 
Dr. Henry Jekyll, Dracula, and Renfield into 
the universe, introduces a swashbuckling 
woman adventurer (Perdita Weeks), and 
has actress Patti LuPone returning as a psy-
chiatrist who joins the team to help save 
Vanessa. One harrowing episode features 
a hypnosis-induced flashback to Vanessa’s 
time at an asylum where she endures barbaric 
treatments to “cure” her of “delusions” and is 
comforted by the man who will become Dr. 
Frankenstein’s monster. Creator John Logan 
excels at imagining new stories for iconic 
characters and weaving their lives together in 
dramatically resonant ways. For a story with 
lots of brutality on the part of both fictional 
monsters and human characters, the series 
is grounded in loyalty, sacrifice, and love. 
Compiling all nine episodes from the 2016 
final season, extras include behind-the-scenes 
featurettes and character profiles. Highly 
recommended. (S. Axmaker)

Poldark: The Complete 
Second Season HHH
PBS, 3 discs, 600 min., not 
rated, DVD: $44.99, Blu-ray: 
$54.99

The initial 1970s BBC 
adaptation of Winston Gra-
ham’s historical novels was 
a great success, as was the first season of this 
PBS-aired reboot. Ruggedly handsome Aidan 
Turner returns as Ross Poldark, the ex-Red-
coat who came back to Cornwall from the 
American Revolutionary War only to find 
his family’s fortune gone and his sweetheart 
Elizabeth (Heida Reed) betrothed to another. 
This second season (covering the third and 
fourth volumes of Graham’s 12-book saga) 
begins with Poldark facing possible execu-
tion—not the only time he will find himself 
in court, given the reverses he suffers in his 
mining operations and his frequent involve-
ment in smuggling. But the major plot threads 
of this season lie in Poldark’s intense rivalry 
with George Warleggan (Jack Farthing), who 
wants nothing more than Poldark’s destruc-
tion, and the crisis in Poldark’s marriage 
to erstwhile serving-girl Demelza (Eleanor 
Tomlinson), who is understandably miffed 
by her husband’s renewed involvement with 
Elizabeth after the latter’s husband dies and 
she is being courted by Warleggan. Poldark 
is basically a period soap opera that is wildly 
over-plotted and stuffed with characters, but 
it is so handsomely shot, and is acted with 
such commitment by an able cast (which this 
season includes John Nettles), that no matter 
how implausible or pulpy the show becomes, 
it remains well-nigh irresistible. Presenting 
all 10 episodes from the 2016 second season, 
extras include behind-the-scene featurettes, 
cast interviews, and a set tour. Recommended. 
(F. Swietek)

Preacher: Season One 
HHH
Sony, 471 min., not rated, 
DVD: 4 discs, $45.99; Blu-ray: 
3 discs, $65.99

Preacher is based on a 
comic book series by Garth 
Ennis and Steve Dillon but 
it’s no superhero adventure. Developed for 
TV by Seth Rogen and Evan Goldberg with 
Breaking Bad veteran Sam Catlin, the show 
stars Dominic Cooper as Jesse Custer, a for-
mer criminal who has taken up his father’s 
position of preacher in his hometown of 
Annville, a sunbaked Texas burg run by the 
local cattle baron (Jackie Earle Haley). Jesse is 
a bad boy trying to be good and he is touched 
with the power to command others to do his 
bidding—a gift he wants to use to bring his 
dispirited flock to God, although it comes 
with costs. Meanwhile, his former lover and 
partner-in-crime Tulip (Ruth Negga) attempts 
to lure him back to outlaw life, and a wild, 
hard-drinking Irish vampire named Cassidy 
(Joseph Gilgun) literally drops from the sky 
and becomes Jesse’s sidekick. The original 
comic book series opened with the trio hit-
ting the road to find God, but the TV series 
spends the entire first season working up to 
that point. Beginning with an action-packed 
blast but eventually taking a sharp turn into 
hopeless nihilism, Preacher serves up a por-
trait of a community that has lost its faith and 
a man who decides to take matters into his 
own hands. Compiling all 10 episodes from 
the 2016 debut season, extras include behind-
the-scenes featurettes and deleted scenes (the 
Blu-ray edition includes additional featurettes 
and a gag reel). Recommended. (S. Axmaker)

The Syndicate: All or 
Nothing	HHH
Acorn, 2 discs, 366 min., not 
rated, DVD: $39.99

The British series The Syn-
dicate is kind of an anthol-
ogy show, with each season 
featuring a self-contained 
story starring a new cast who grapple with 
a recurring theme: namely, what happens 
when a group of people win the lottery? This 
third season is set in the grand country man-
or of an aristocratic family deeply in debt, 
where the skeleton staff struggling to keep the 
estate running on limited resources suddenly 
hits it big and decides to pool some of their 
winnings to buy into the estate and maintain 
its legacy. The change in fortunes has a dra-
matic effect on the relations with the lady of 
the manor (Alice Krige), who married into the 
legacy but kept her own entitled attitude, and 
it also precipitates a crisis when the reckless 
daughter of the housekeeper (Elizabeth Ber-
rington) disappears and a subsequent ransom 
note demands a small fortune for her release. 
No one, of course, is above suspicion. The 
show takes Downton Abbey themes and stories 

into the 21st century, combined with a dash 
of rural British mystery and social drama. 
This portrait of a working class team taking 
ownership of the manor they have sustained 
for years is also uplifting and inspiring, as is 
the story of the physically ailing but proud 
lord of the manor (Anthony Andrews), who 
respects and values the longtime servants and 
makes common cause to protect his family 
legacy from being sold to an American golf 
course magnate. Compiling all six episodes 
from the 2015 third season, this is recom-
mended. (S. Axmaker)

The Tonight Show 
Starring Johnny 
Carson—The Vault 
Series: Archive Classics 
HHH
Time-Life, 6 discs, 1,052 min., 
not rated, DVD: $59.95

After numerous releases of highlights from 
The Tonight Show Starring Johnny Carson—the 
defining late-night talk show from 1962 
through 1992—The Vault Series presents epi-
sodes from the 1970s in their entirety, from 
the appearance of the NBC peacock logo 
through the end credits (viewers even have 
the option to watch with the original com-
mercials intact). It’s interesting to contrast 
The Tonight Show with modern late-night talk 
shows. Both share an opening monologue, 
comedy bits, guests, and usually a perfor-
mance (either by a musical act or a comedian), 
but what differs is tone and rhythm. What 
might seem racy in the 1970s feels awfully 
innocent 40 years later, and the pace of the 
older show is far more relaxed, with conver-
sations meandering for longer periods of time 
and even continuing on after the commercial 
break. Carson took time with his guests and 
was a marvelous conversationalist, which 
really set the standard for late-night talk. 
Along with the array of TV, movie, and music 
celebrities in each episode—here including 
Gene Kelly, Joe Frazier, Richard Pryor, Tony 
Randall, and Stockard Channing—viewers 
will see Carson do his famous Carnac routine 
with his reliable sideman Ed McMahon, the 
Mighty Carson Art Players, animal tricks, and 
other regular features. Compiling 12 episodes 
from 1972-77, extras include two hours of 
bonus clips and interviews. Recommended. 
(S. Axmaker)

Visit Video Librarian Online (www.
videolibrarian.com) for more reviews 
during January and February, including: 
Beowulf: Return to the Shieldlands, Capital, 
Guilt: Season One, The Little Murders of 
Agatha Christie, Reign: The Complete Third 
Season, Wentworth: Season 1, Winter: The 
Complete Series, and much more!
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2016 Best  Documentaries

2016

The following list, selected and compiled 
by Video Librarian staff, honors the best new 
documentaries reviewed in the magazine and 
online during 2016. Unless otherwise noted, 
titles are available from most distributors.

Autism in Love (Good 
Docs [www.gooddocs.net], 
75 min., DVD: $99: public 
libraries; $349: colleges & 
universities, DRA). Film-
maker Matt Fuller’s heart-
breaking documentary pro-
files three individuals on 
the autism spectrum as they 
deal with romantic relationships. (VL-5/16)

Best of Enemies (Magno-
lia, 88 min., R, DVD: $26.98, 
Blu-ray: $29.98). Morgan 
Neville and Robert Gordon’s 
engrossing documentary 
centers on the heated TV 
face-offs during the 1968 
presidential election be-
tween intellectuals William F. Buckley, Jr. 
and Gore Vidal. (VL-1/16)

A Brave Heart (Cine-
digm, 78 min., PG-13, DVD: 
$14.99 [$295 w/PPR from 
Ro*co Educational, www.ro-
coeducational.com, DRA]). 
Born with a mysterious 
health condition, Lizzie 
Velasquez responds to hate-
ful Internet comments with an anti-bullying 
YouTube channel in this compelling docu-
mentary from filmmaker Sara Hirsh Bordo. 
(VL-1/16)

Breaking a Monster (RLJ, 
94 min., DVD: $29.99). A 
rock band comprised of 
13-year-old black kids from 
Brooklyn who shred like 
Metallica are caught in the 
gears of star-making ma-
chinery in director Luke 
Meyer’s empathetic docu-
mentary. (VL-11/16)

Call Me Lucky (MPI, 105 min., DVD: 
$24.98, Blu-ray: $29.98). Gonzo standup 

comic turned filmmaker 
Bobcat Goldthwait pays 
tribute to celebrated comic 
Barry Crimmins, now an 
angry old man of the mic 
who stuns viewers with a 
startling revelation from his 
past. (VL-1/16)

Cartel Land (Paramount, 
100 min., R, DVD: $29.99 
[$300 w/PPR from Film 
Platform, www.filmplat-
form.net, DRA]). Filmmaker 
Matthew Heineman’s com-
pelling Oscar-nominated 
documentary centers on 
recent battles between drug cartels and two 
vigilante groups along the Arizona/Mexico 
border. (VL-5/16)

Colliding Dreams (Kino 
Lorber, 135 min., in English, 
Hebrew & Arabic w/English 
subtitles, DVD: $29.95 [$349 
w/PPR from www.kino- 
lorberedu.com, DRA]). Film-
makers Joseph Dorman and 
Oren Rudavsky’s insightful 
documentary tells the story of Zionism, from 
the pogroms that led Jews to leave Eastern 
Europe for a new life in Palestine up to the 
present day. (VL-9/16)

Dark Horse (Sony, 86 
min., PG, DVD: $30.99). Di-
rector Louise Osmond’s up-
lifting, rags-to-riches equine 
documentary follows the 
story of middle-aged South 
Wales barmaid Janet Vokes, 
who gets an over-the-rain-
bow notion to breed a steeplechase racehorse. 
(VL-9/16)

(Dis)Honesty: The Truth 
About Lies (BOND/360, 90 
min., DVD: $24.99 [$350 w/
PPR from Ro*co Education-
al, www.rocoeducational.
com, DRA]). Filmmaker Yael 
Melamede’s fascinating 
documentary addresses 
public cheating and dishonesty, presenting 
the stories of several individuals caught 
lying, along with interesting research re-
garding human deceit and rationalization. 
(VL-1/16)

Dream/Killer (Kino Lorb-
er, 109 min., DVD: $29.95). 
Andrew Jenks’s documenta-
ry recounts the bizarre case 
of a young Missouri man 
convicted (on the basis of 
eyewitness testimony) of the 
2001 murder of a newspaper 

reporter and then sentenced to 40 years in 
prison. (VL-9/16)

How to Change the 
World (Kino Lorber, 109 
min. DVD: $29.95 [$349 w/
PPR from www.kinolorber-
edu.com, DRA]). Filmmaker 
Jerry Rothwell’s documenta-
ry charts the environmental 
group Greenpeace’s trans-
formation from a ragtag collection of Van-
couver, B.C., activists into an international 
powerhouse. (VL-3/16)

How to Dance in Ohio 
(Kino Lorber, 89 min., DVD: 
$29.95 [$349 w/PPR from 
www.kinolorberedu.com, 
DRA]). Alexandra Shiva’s 
documentary focuses on a 
Columbus, OH, clinic run 
by Dr. Emilio Amigo, who 
arranges for a group of higher-functioning 
teens on the autism spectrum to hone their 
uncertain social skills in a school formal 
dance. (VL-9/16)

Jamel Shabazz: Street 
Photog rapher  (Osc i l -
loscope, 82 min., DVD: 
$34.99). Filmmaker Char-
lie Ahearn’s documentary 
centers on the famed titular 
chronicler of Harlem life 
over 30 years, a shutterbug 
who captured the rise of hip-hop culture. 
(VL-1/16)

Jesus Town, USA (Passion 
River, 79 min., DVD: $59.95 
[$250 w/PPR from edu.pas-
sionriver.com]). Directed 
by Billie Mintz and Julian 
T. Pinder, this documentary 
follows the upheaval after a 
retiring actor playing Jesus 
in a small Oklahoma town outdoor Passion 
Play pageant (which has been staged for the 
past 88 years) is replaced with a chubby man-
child who leans towards Buddhism. (VL-1/16)

The Last Man on the 
Moon (FilmRise, 97 min., 
DVD: $19.95, Blu-ray: $29.95 
[DVD or Blu-ray: $75: public 
libraries & high schools; 
$350: colleges & universities 
from Tugg, www.eduhome.
tugg.com, DRA]). Mark 
Craig’s documentary profile of NASA astro-
naut Gene Cernan—commander of the final 
Apollo 17 mission to the Moon in 1972—also 
offers an historical overview of the U.S. space 
program. (VL-9/16)

Lo and Behold (Magnolia, 98 min., PG-13, 
DVD: $26.98). Part history, part technical 
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$120: public libraries; DVD: 
$350, Blu-ray: $375: col-
leges & universities, DRA). 
Filmmakers Mark Lipman 
and Helen S. Cohen’s doc-
umentary tells the moving 
story of San Francisco phy-
sician and AIDS/human-
itarian activist Dr. Grace 
Dammann’s reliance on her longtime 
domestic partner after a devastating car 
crash. (VL-3/16)

Top Spin (First Run, 81 
min., DVD: $24.95). Di-
rectors Sara Newens and 
Mina T. Son’s documentary 
focuses on three kids who 
balance school, friends, 
and schedules that include 
up to six hours a day prac-
ticing table tennis, as they 
prepare for various pre-qualifying compe-
titions for making the U.S. Olympics team 
in 2012. (VL-3/16)

Uyghurs: Prisoners of 
the Absurd (National Film 
Board of Canada [www.
nf b.ca], 99 min., DVD: 
$225). Filmmaker Patricio 
Henríquez’s documentary 
recounts the stupefying 
story of a group of Uyghur 
Muslims, who after being persecuted for 
involvement in the separatist movement 
in the Chinese region of Xinjiang fled to 
Afghanistan, only to be captured post-9/11 
and kept at Guantanamo Bay for years. 
(VL-3/16)

Weiner (MPI, 96 min., 
R ,  DV D:  $24.98).  D i s -
graced former New York 
congressman Anthony 
Weiner is profiled in this 
documentary by his ex-
chief-of-staff Josh Krieg-
man and co-director Elyse 
Steinberg, who had un-
precedented access during the politician’s 
2013 failed mayoral bid that was marred 
by a second wave of damaging sexting 
revelations. (VL-9/16)

We l c o m e  t o  L e i t h 
(First Run, 86 min., DVD: 
$24.95). Michael Beach 
Nichols and Christopher 
K. Walker’s timely docu-
mentary follows the tense 
back-and-forth strategies 
between concerned locals 
of a North Dakota small 
town and an unwanted white supremacist 
who buys up property to create a commu-
nity center for his movement. (VL-5/16)

Oct. 21-26, 2017                Portland, Oregon

The 39th 
National Media 
Market & Conference  

The only conference dedicated to library 
media acquisitions and educational

technology. 
A unique opportunity for librarians
and media professionals to connect

directly with distributors and producers
of content.

Preview film and video collections from
the leading educational distributors, 

including award-winning documentary
and independent films, instructional video, 

animated content and feature films. 

   •  Highly interactive presentations,   
     workshops and discussions 
   •  Dynamic keynotes and peer speakers  
     with diverse expertise 
   •  Multiple opportunities for peer 
     engagement & relationship building
   •  Connect directly with a global network
     of distributors 
   •  Discover the latest in video streaming  
     platforms and educational technology
   •  Take advantage of exclusive discount  
     pricing for NMM attendees 
   •  Learn new strategies for programming  
     and marketing �lm to patrons 

“The Most Exciting Conference Around!
A Mind Blowing Experience!” 

- Natalie Haskins, Enoch Pratt Free Library

“An invaluable experience! The networking
provided by the conference  gave me many

resources and ideas that I took back to
my organization.” 

- Max Gonzales, Utah Education & Telehealth Network

“Generates vibrant conversation that shapes
the future of the profession -- I highly recommend

NMM to any library colleagues who work with
media collections.” 

- Meghann Matwichuk, University of Delaware Library

CALL FOR PROPOSALS

For More Information and  to Register
go to: WWW.NMM.NET 
MEREDITH@NMM.NET

561-870-1887

primer, part cautionary 
tale, part speculative ru-
mination, and all director 
Werner Herzog, this epi-
sodic documentary begin-
ning with the October 1969 
birth of the Internet looks 
at some of the ramifica-
tions of living in an interconnected world. 
(VL-11/16)

No Má s  B eb é s  ( No 
More Babies) (Good Docs 
[www.gooddocs.net], 79 
min., DVD: $99: public li-
braries; $349: colleges & 
universities, DRA). Renee 
Tajima-Peña’s PBS-aired 
documentary centers on a 
shameful racist chapter in California history 
during the 1960s and early ‘70s, when the Los 
Angeles County-USC Medical Center tricked 
and bullied Mexican immigrant women into 
signing documents authorizing tubal ligation 
surgery. (VL Online-5/16)

Norman Lear: Just An-
other Version of You (PBS, 
90 min., DVD: $24.99, Blu-
ray: $29.99 [$54.99 w/PPR 
from www.teacher.shop.
pbs.org]). Filmmakers Heidi 
Ewing and Rachel Grady’s 
career/life retrospective 
celebrates nonagenarian, taboo-breaking 
American TV writer-producer Norman Lear. 
(VL Online-11/16)

Radical Grace (Cinema 
Guild [www.cinemagu-
ild.com], 86 min., DVD: 
$99.95: public libraries; 
$350: colleges & universi-
ties, DRA). The Vatican’s 
negative attitude toward 
liberal women voices serves 
as backdrop for filmmaker Rebecca Parrish’s 
documentary portrait of three American 
nuns who were involved in social justice 
ministries through the Leadership Confer-
ence of Women Religious. (VL Online-10/16)

Requiem for the Amer-
ican Dream (FilmRise, 73 
min., DVD: $31.99, Blu-
ray: $37.99 [$249 w/PPR 
from Zeitgeist Films, www.
zeitgeistfilms.com, DRA]). 
Filmmaker Peter Hutchison, 
Kelly Nyks, and Jared P. 
Scott’s documentary centers on MIT linguis-
tics professor Noam Chomsky, who offers a 
compelling analysis of income inequality in 
the United States. (VL-11/16).

States of Grace (New Day Films [www.
newday.com], 74 min., DVD: $95, Blu-ray: 
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MOUNTAIN
90 minutes, color, $19.95, FRF 917223D
STREET DATE: JANUARY 31

In Yaelle Kayam’s debut feature, a young 
Orthodox Jewish woman who lives with her 
husband and children at the edge of the 
Jewish cemetery on Jerusalem’s Mount of 
Olives becomes involved with a nocturnal 
community of prostitutes and drug dealers.

“Brilliant clarity and rigorous ambiguity.”
-The New York Times

“This starkly original first feature about 
good and evil is a head-turner. Blessed 
with a riveting performance by newcomer 
Shani Klein in a role that keeps you guess-
ing what’s next.” -The Hollywood Reporter

MARINONI
THE FIRE IN THE FRAME
87 minutes, color, $19.95, FRF 036183D
STREET DATE: FEBRUARY 21

Giuseppe Marinoni found his calling when 
he transitioned from champion cyclist to 
master bike craftsman. But after years 
hunched over toxic fumes, his passion
almost killed him. Today, at age 75, 
Marinoni is back in top shape, ready to 
attempt the world hour record for his age 
group, all on a bike he built with his own 
hands almost 40 years ago.
“A rich meditation on the power of 
the human spirit.” -Criterion Cast

“A true crowd pleaser!” -POV Magazine

THE WATERMELON 
WOMAN
90 minutes, color, $19.95, FRF 917230D
STREET DATE: JANUARY 31

Re-released for its 20th anniversary in a 
pristine HD restoration, The Watermelon 
Woman is the story of Cheryl, a twenty-
something black lesbian struggling to make 
a documentary about Fae Richards, a 
beautiful and elusive 1930s black film 
actress. While uncovering the meaning of 
Fae Richards’ life, Cheryl experiences a 
total upheaval in her personal life.

“This audacious, joyous debut is funny 
and smart, full of astute observations 
about identity and history.” -Village Voice

SPEED SISTERS
80 minutes, color, $19.95, FRF 917247D
STREET DATE: FEBRUARY 21

The Speed Sisters are the first all-woman 
race car driving team in the Middle East. 
Grabbing headlines and turning heads at 
improvised tracks across the West Bank, 
these five women have sped their way 
into the heart of the gritty, male-domin-
ated Palestinian street car-racing scene. 

Weaving together their lives on and off 
the track, Speed Sisters is a surprisingly 
uplifting film that doesn’t lose sight of 
the bigger political picture.

“An eye-opening doc that shatters 
stereotypes.” -The Hollywood Reporter

WELCOME TO LEITH
86 minutes, color, $24.95, FRF 916837D
NOW AVAILABLE

Welcome to Leith chronicles the
attempted takeover of a small
town in North Dakota by notorious 
white supremacist Craig Cobb. As 
Cobb’s behavior becomes more 
threatening, tensions soar, and the 
residents desperately look for ways 
to expel their unwanted neighbor.

“A gripping you-are-there portrait 
of a community under siege 
against an extremist vision...
as engrossing as a fictional 
thriller.” -Variety

TOP SPIN
81 minutes, color, $24.95, FRF 916752D
NOW AVAILABLE

Inside a cramped gym, the clacking 
sounds of hollow plastic balls whirling 
at 80 mph are punctuated by
exclamations of victory and bitter
cries of defeat. Welcome to the hidden 
world of competitive ping pong.

In Top Spin, three fiercely committed 
teens battle their way through the world 
of elite table tennis, trading a normal 
teenage life for a chance to represent 
their country on the world’s biggest 
stage: the Olympics.

“Exhilarates!” -Los Angeles Times

MR. PIG
92 minutes, color, $19.95, FRF 917209D
STREET DATE: JANUARY 3

This Sundance World Premiere follows an 
old-school pig farmer from California 
named Ambrose Eubanks (Danny Glover), 
who, on the brink of losing his family farm,
sets off on a road trip to Mexico with his 
beloved and very large pig, Howie. His 
estranged daughter (Maya Rudolph), is 
forced to join them on their adventure.

“Danny Glover plays the part of Eubanks 
as if it’s the story of his life.” -Indiewire

“Their journey is colored by grace notes 
of direction and performance.” -Variety

BEST AND MOST 
BEAUTIFUL THINGS
90 minutes, color, $19.95, FRF 917216D
STREET DATE: JANUARY 3

A celebration of outcasts everywhere, this
acclaimed SXSW documentary follows a
precocious young blind woman who
disappears into quirky obsessions and
isolation. With humor and bold curiosity,
she chases love and freedom in a
surprising, sex-positive community.

“One of the year’s most touching docs...
a provocative and joyous coming of age
portrait.” -Huffington Post

“Wonderful...fascinating!” -Austin Chronicle
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Video Reviews

C H I L D R E N ’ S

Ordering information for the titles reviewed in 
this section can be found in the “Distributor  
Addresses” listings at the back of the magazine.

	 HHHH= Excellent

	 HHH= Good

	 HH= Fair

	 H= Poor

 PPR = Public Performance Rights

 DRA = Digital Rights Available

 Aud = Audience

 K = Preschool-Kindergarten

 E = Elementary (grades 1-3)

 I = Intermediate (grades 4-6)

 J = Jr. High (grades 7-8)

 H = High School (grades 9-12)

 C = Colleges & Universities

 P = Public Libraries

Grace for President HHH
(2016) 11 min. DVD: $59.95 (study guide 
included). Weston Woods Studios. PPR. Closed 
captioned. ISBN: 978-1-33809-022-2.

This animated adaptation of author Kelly 
DiPucchio and illustrator LeUyen Pham’s 
2012 picture book offers a timely look at a 
small-scale competition that mimes the re-
cent Presidential election. Exuberant ethnic 
elementary school student Grace is aghast 
at her teacher’s display of the nation’s past 
presidents, vehemently wondering “Where 
are the girls?!” Deciding that she wants to 
run herself, Grace invites another class from 
Woodrow Wilson Elementary to join a mock 
election. The program features a simple and 
clear explanation of the Electoral College: 
each student gets a state with their number 
of votes (based on that state’s population), 
they vote for who they like, and voilà: highest 
votes takes all. Grace’s opponent Thomas is 
a pretty slick operator who combats her slo-
gans, issues, and campaign promises (includ-
ing no more fish-stick tacos in the cafeteria) 
with his own brand of promotion (namely, 
doing his normal activities and not much 
hard work, scheming to get the boys on his 
side, and offering fish-stick tacos every week). 
Schmoozing with constituents, serving free 
cupcakes, and kissing a baby, Grace tries 
to mount her best campaign, but will it be 
enough? Narrated by actress Anika Noni Rose, 
this upbeat and patriotic educational tale 
features upbeat music by Scotty Huff, as well 

as a bonus read-along option. Recommended. 
Aud: K, E, P. (J. Williams-Wood)

Groovy Joe: Ice Cream & Dinosaurs 
HHH
(2016) 6 min. DVD: $59.95 (study guide included). 
Weston Woods Studios. PPR. Closed captioned. 
ISBN: 978-1-33809-028-4.

This animated adaptation of the 2016 
picture book by author Eric Litwin and il-
lustrator Tom Lichtenheld features bilingual 
options, with English narration and music 
by Litwin, and Spanish narration by Mi-
chael Levine. Amiable guitar-picking canine 
Groovy Joe—together with a sidekick squirrel 
wearing sunglasses—is totally excited about 
picking up some “Haagen Dogs” ice cream 
from a vendor, and he jauntily heads home 
to munch down. But his house is suddenly 
invaded by a dinosaur who looks mad but is 
really just hungry—armed with a spoon and 
a bib—which spurs the über-chill Groovy Joe 
to remind young viewers that “it’s awesome 
to share!” The catchy theme song—featuring 
real student singers—is repeated as two even 
bigger dinos show up, but what will Groovy 
do when the tub of dessert is empty? Serving 
up an enjoyably nonsensical, brightly-col-
ored, cartoon sing-and-dance along, this is 
recommended. Aud: K, P. (J. Williams-Wood)

Little Red Riding Hood HHH
(2016) 14 min. DVD: $38.99. Dreamscape Media. 
PPR. Closed captioned. ISBN: 978-1-52004-426-2.

Based on late illustrator Trina Schart 
Hyman’s 1983 Caldecott-honored picture 
book—a dramatic retelling of the Brothers 
Grimm fable about the titular girl in the red 
velvet cloak—this iconographic adaptation is 
narrated by Erin Yuen. Little Red Riding Hood 
uses jump cuts to heighten the sinister mood, 
backed with exaggerated music to match 
young Elisabeth’s blinking eyes and the wolf’s 
creepy curling tongue. When her mother 
sends Little Red with fresh bread, butter, and 
wine to take to her sick Granny, a sly wolf 
sidles up to the naïve girl, distracting her off 

the forest path with wildflowers and chirping 
birds. Of course, the wolf then speeds ahead, 
gobbles up Grandma, and goes through his 
transvestite charade to trick the girl and eat 
her too. Luckily, a nosy hunter who thinks 
“the old lady is snoring much too loudly” 
illegally enters the house, saves the girl 
and Gran, and drags away the villain’s pelt. 
Presented in pencil and acrylic paint, this 
interesting—and actually a bit scary—take 
on the age-old tale is recommended. Aud: K, 
E, P. (J. Williams-Wood)

Shopkins Chef Club HH1/2
(2016) 44 min. DVD: $14.98. Universal 
Pictures Home Entertainment (avail. from most 
distributors).

How many shades of Day-Glo pink, ma-
genta, and fuchsia are there? Loads, at least 
in this shallow, generic movie based on a toy 
franchise. Shopkins are quarter-sized collect-
ible figures based on food and home items, 
who have Shoppies human friends. The film 
kicks off with Bubbleisha calling the gang, 
super-excited (“O-m-double-g!”) about a new 
cooking academy. Various friends—including 
Lippy Lips, Kooky Cookie, and Jessicake—
break into teams as the shy new Shoppie 
Peppa Mint conducts a culinary competition. 
All is fun as the pals enjoy grocery store she-
nanigans and mishaps while putting together 
recipes, including a Chili Chocolate Leaning 
Tower of Licorice. But an attention-hungry 
Bubbleisha goes to disturbing lengths to win 
(including scaring the wares off a moody 
Gum-Gum Fruit tree, and creating an out-
of-control Upside Down Loopy Hoopy Soup 
that places one friend in danger). Totally 
superficial, but also packed with snappy pop 
songs and energetic characters, this is sure to 
be popular. A strong optional purchase. Aud: 
P. (J. Williams-Wood)

Stick and Stone HH1/2
(2016) 8 min. DVD: $59.95 (study guide included). 
Weston Woods Studios. PPR. Closed captioned. 
ISBN: 978-0-54593-814-3.

Narrated by Maxwell Glick, this animated 

Lots & Lots of Fitness Fun for Kids! HHH1/2
(2016) 30 min. DVD: $12.95 ($14.95 w/PPR). Marshall Publishing. ISBN: 
978-1-936134-25-0.

Targeted at youngsters (pre-K and K) and their caregivers, Lots & 
Lots of Fitness Fun for Kids! is designed to inspire fun and healthy 
outdoor play. Combining animation (a marching “red whistle” 
character) and live-action footage of happy kids seen enjoying 
an afternoon at a park, the program features activities including 
swinging, playing with different-colored balls, climbing on jungle 
gyms, tumbling (including the ever-popular partial somersaults 

and rolling sideways down gentle hills), chasing bubbles, playing peek-a-boo, and more. 
For some, this might also serve as their first introduction to organized sports such as 
basketball, soccer, and even golf—using kid-sized versions of the balls and clubs (using 
tiny basketballs, even half-pints have a chance to dunk the ball in a miniature plastic 
hoop set, and for golf, balls and clubs are made of forgiving plastic). An excellent title 
that encourages outdoor play, this is highly recommended. Aud: K, P. (C. Block)
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adaptation of author Beth Ferry and illus-
trator Tom Lichtenheld’s 2015 picture book 
features watercolor and pencil drawings 
with dot-eyed smiley faces. Stick and Stone 
kicks off with a stone sadly balancing only 
one side of a see-saw and a stick showing 
up to become pals (“Alone is no fun.”). A 
jerky Pinecone makes fun of Stone, while 
Stick, uh, sticks up for his new pal, and the 
two proceed to enjoy various playground 
activities and end up lazing by the shore. 
A dramatic hurricane separates the duo, 
but Stone’s day and night search (wearing 
a miner’s helmet that I have no idea how 
he puts on or operates, without arms) for 
his buddy results in a rescue and happy 
reunion. Featuring music by Jack Sundrud 
and Rusty Young, as well as a read-along 
option, this simple, innocuous buddy tale 
is a strong optional purchase. Aud: K, P. (J. 
Williams-Wood)

Valentine’s Day Is… HHH
(2015) 9 min. DVD: $38.99. Dreamscape Media. 
PPR. Closed captioned. ISBN: 978-1-68141-858-2.

Author and illustrator Gail Gibbons’s 
2006 watercolor picture book is adapted in 
this iconographic-animated short narrated 
by Qarie Marshall. Covering many facets of 
the titular holiday, Valentine’s Day Is… looks 
at the holiday’s origins in ancient Roman 
spring festival celebrations and the legend 
of Saint Valentine’s message to the former-
ly-blind daughter of his jailer, as well as 
the poems penned by the imprisoned Duke 
of Orleans (considered the oldest-known 
valentine). The historical background 
is presented at an age-appropriate level, 
while the bulk of the program is basic, 
touching on topics including hearts as a 
symbol of the day, Cupid, and an at-length 

Trombone Shorty HHHH
(2016) 14 min. DVD: $38.99. Dreamscape Media. PPR. Closed captioned. 
ISBN: 978-1-52001-454-8.

“Where y’at!”—a customary way to say “hello” in his beloved 
New Orleans neighborhood of Tremé—is how Grammy-nominated 
musician and (here) storyteller Troy “Trombone Shorty” Andrews 
addresses viewers in this iconographic-animated adaptation of his 
2015 picture book collaboration with Bill Taylor and illustrator 
Bryan Collier. A love letter to his hometown, the short chronicles 
Andrews’s early love of music, as he created makeshift instruments 
with friends, and cheered along brass band parades through the 
town. Seeing the boy’s dedication—and his refurbishing of a broken trombone twice 
his size that led his brother to produce the eponymous nickname—his mother took 
him to the New Orleans Jazz and Heritage Festival, where young Shorty’s playing 
along caught the ear of Bo Diddley, who stopped the music and had him join the band 
onstage. Touching on career accomplishments (covered more in-depth in an “Author’s 
Note” bonus segment that includes archival photos and mentions of artists he’s worked 
with, including U2 and Prince), Trombone Shortly is mainly a story of how a dream can 
pay off with hard work, presented with a heady mixture of realistic collage and paint, 
backed by a toe-tapping soundtrack that includes the tune “Orleans & Claiborne” by 
Andrews and his group Orleans Avenue. Highly recommended. Editor’s Choice. Aud: 
K, E, P. (J. Williams-Wood)

discussion of the varieties of cards, flowers, 
candy, and parties, as well as the overall 
theme of Valentine’s Day being a time of 
giving, friendship, and saying “I love you.” 
Also featuring a read-along option and a 
bonus segment on “How to Make a Valen-
tine,” this is recommended. Aud: K, E, P.  
(J. Williams-Wood)

We Bare Bears: Viral Video HHH
(2016) 132 min. DVD: $14.98. Warner Home 
Video (avail. from most distributors).

This hip, madcap compilation from the 
Cartoon Network original series includes 12 
episodes starring Bay Area anthropomorphic 
ursine brothers: the oldest, Grizz (aged 7 in 
bear years, around 45 in human), nervous 
Panda, and Ice Bear, who nearly always 
speaks in the third person (“Ice Bear’s tired 
of staring at this guy’s butt.”). The titular 
episode finds Grizz obsessing and dragging 
the others into his Internet fame aspirations, 
which end up at a “MemeCon” where he 
is treated shabbily by a cute koala (voiced 
by Patton Oswalt). “Food Truck” centers 
on the trio’s idea for “Cal-zones”—Italian 
sandwiches shaped like the state—and their 
bending of the “don’t feed the wildlife” rule; 
and “Chloe” introduces human university 
student Chloe (Charlene Yi), who befriends 
the bears with honey wasabi gummy bribes, 
only to see them become upset when they 
disagree with her research project find-
ings. Also including the awkward romance 
non-starter “Panda’s Date” (Panda falls for 
a woman who saves him from a nut allergic 
reaction), “Shush Ninja,” “Occupy Bears” 
(a construction crew threatens their cave 
home), and others, this snappy and often 
amusing series from creator Daniel Chong 
is recommended. Aud: P. (J. Williams-Wood)

Brain Games: Season 7 HHH1/2
(2016) 2 discs. 270 min. DVD: $29.98. Fox Home 
Entertainment (avail. from most distributors). SDH 
captioned.

This six-episode set marks the 2016 sev-
enth and final season of the National Geo-
graphic series centered around the human 
brain’s cognitive abilities and quirks. Being 
a Nat Geo property, Brain Games—hosted by 
Jason Silva—takes the form of globetrotting 
travelogues. A trip to England centers on 
human involuntary reflexes and the ability 
to memorize directions, testing the skills 
of a London cab driver—who is adept at 
memorizing the city’s wild street plan—in 
negotiating a historic estate’s hedge maze. 
New Orleans during Mardi Gras is an apt 
location to examine the psychological 
aspects of vice, particularly the “seven 
deadly sins” (with magician Jamy Ian Swiss 
demonstrating the seemingly pointless al-
lure of gambling). A jaunt to the New Jersey 
shore is used to illustrate that while some 
human senses fade over time, others need 
not. And served up in gee-whiz fashion is 
the trendy “transhumanist” notion that, 
given sufficient technological advances, 
human consciousness will be able to be 
downloaded into a synthetic matrix, thus 
enabling immortality. Serving up quite 
the head trip—with extras including be-
hind-the-scenes featurettes—this is highly 
recommended. Aud: P. (C. Cassady)

The (Dead Mothers) Club HHH
(2014) 75 min. DVD: $59.95 ($250 w/PPR from 
edu.passionriver.com). Passion River (avail. from 
most distributors).

Filmmakers Katie Green and Carlye 
Rubin’s HBO-aired documentary focuses 
on several girls and women—including 
a few celebrities—who lost their mothers 
at a young age and had to learn to cope 
with deep loss. Jane Fonda speaks tearfully 
about her mother’s suicide and having 
little knowledge about the surrounding 
facts beyond what she read in the tabloids. 
Molly Shannon discusses the terrible car ac-
cident that took the lives of half her family, 
including her mom, and how the latter’s 
death influenced Shannon’s fearlessness as 
a comic actress. Rosie O’Donnell says that 
her mother’s passing turned everything 
upside down but established an instant 
bond between her and others (including 
her friend Madonna) with similar expe-
riences. But most of the film focuses on 
non-famous individuals, including a young 
wife and mother from South America who 
shares the same genetic mutation that led 
to her mother’s fatal breast cancer; a suc-
cessful artist whose last interaction with her 
mother—just before the latter committed 
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Best and Most Beautiful Things HHH
(2016) 91 min. DVD: $19.95. First Run Features (avail. from most 
distributors). SDH captioned.

Like a cat tethered to a leash, Michelle Smith, the young 
woman at the center of filmmaker Garrett Zevgetis’s sometimes 
uncomfortable documentary, is not free to head off on her own 
as an independent adult. Legally blind and having Asperger’s 
syndrome, Michelle faces challenges that weigh on her ambi-
tions, keen intelligence, and artistic sensibility. Living with her 
divorced mother in Bangor, ME, viewers first meet Michelle 
during her teens and follow her triumphs and defeats over sev-
eral years, from her lengthy, boarding-school education at the Massachusetts-based 
Perkins School for the Blind (Helen Keller was once a student there) to a hopeful 
visit to Los Angeles and a relationship with a first boyfriend. Along the way, there 
are disappointments (she loses a job, largely due to her autism) but also moments to 
cheer (Michelle is a determined writer, even if she has to put one eye right up next 
to a computer screen to read anything). As Michelle grows older, she more and more 
takes to task others’ assumptions and becomes angry when told she isn’t ready for 
certain opportunities. An internship offer made to her by the L.A. production com-
pany behind television’s Rugrats comes to naught when her school counselor says she 
can’t live on her own. Independence arrives anyway when a low-key, sadomasochistic 
streak enters her romantic life. In the end, this portrait of a remarkable child-woman 
fighting a steep, uphill battle for the right to live life on her own terms is inspiring. 
Recommended. Aud: C, P. (T. Keogh)

suicide—was an argument; and two moth-
erless teen sisters who feel that maternal 
void while dealing with big decisions (such 
as choosing a college). Serving up stories 
that may be helpful to others who have 
lost a key figure in their lives, this is rec-
ommended. Aud: C, P. (T. Keogh)

Notes on Blindness HHH1/2
(2015) 82 min. DVD: $249 ($499 w/PPR). DRA. 
BOND/360 (avail. from bondeducator.com).

A most unusual documentary, Notes on 
Blindness centers on cassette tapes that were 
recorded over a period of years by academ-
ic John Hull. A 40-something Australian 
living with his family in England when he 
went blind in the 1980s, Hull kept a vocal 
journal about coping with his misfortune, 
slowly gaining a different understanding 
about himself and what was important: his 
wife, Marilyn, and their then-young chil-
dren; his relationship with his parents; his 
work at a university; his library and other 
intellectual resources; and his place in the 
world. Filmmakers Pete Middleton and 
James Spinney do something unexpected 
with the material, casting two excellent ac-
tors, Dan Renton Skinner and Simone Kirby, 
as John and Marilyn, and largely having 
them lip-synch their dialogue against old 
and new vocal recordings. This decision lets 
the film visually investigate the world in a 
variety of ways: as John recalls it or sees it 
in his mind; as he imagines it in dreams; 
and finally as it corresponds to his evolv-
ing, often poetic and mystical awareness 
of a new way to experience the physical 
world around him. Along the way, Hull’s 
determination and spirit—along with his 
gentle rebuffing of useless panaceas—offers 

a powerful testament to human resilience. 
Winning Best Documentary at the British 
Independent Film Awards, this is highly 
recommended. Aud: C, P. (T. Keogh)

Pursuing Happiness HHH
(2016) 79 min. DVD: $59.95 ($250 w/PPR from 
edu.passionriver.com). Passion River (avail. from 
most distributors).

Producer-director Adam Shell and co-pro-
ducer Nicholas Kraft hit the road in America 
to try to discover the secret of happiness. 
What makes people happy, and how do they 
stay that way? Traveling from city to city, 
they find answers that largely overlap. An 
array of experts in the mental health and 
self-help fields also offer their opinions on 
what promotes happiness: from altruism 
to welcoming the opportunities presented 
every day, from taking adversity and phys-
ical limits as reminders that our time on 
Earth is limited and should not be wasted, 
to believing that the emotional energy we 
spend will draw similar energy back. But the 
most interesting material here is from the 
regular folks the filmmakers meet: a likeable 
young lawyer dying of stage IV colon can-
cer; a Pittsburgh painter who converted an 
entire building (and the lot it sits on) into 
a dreamscape of color and playful artifacts; 
a couple of guys building little benches for 
tired pedestrians to sit on (with shelves for 
books to borrow); and a man with no hands 
raising his daughter alone. These people 
cherish what they have, and their focus on 
others gives them a reason to look forward 
and not be trapped by obstacles or grudging 
fantasies of what might have been. An up-
lifting documentary, this is recommended. 
Aud: C, P. (T. Keogh)

By War & By God HHH1/2
(2016) 40 min. DVD: $14.95. DRA. Vision Video 
(avail. from most distributors).

In Kent C. Williamson’s moving docu-
mentary, Vietnam veterans confront the 
ghosts of war and find reconciliation in two 
unlikely places: their hearts and “in country.” 
Many veterans have difficulty talking about 
their experiences—not just with family and 
friends, but even with each other. As one vet 
here says, “I left feeling that we destroyed 
a people and a country.” Many have fallen 
victim to PTSD, depression, substance abuse, 
and more, but one group of vets—who took 
the step of gathering together to talk and work 
through issues—now have a desire to go fur-
ther and close the loop on their past. Since the 
late 1980s, “Vets With a Mission,” comprised 
of Christian veterans, have regularly returned 
to Vietnam to minister both in traditional 
ways (supporting local churches) and broader 
actions, including holding health clinics to 
help thousands of patients—treating every-
thing from dental health and low vision to 
surgeries and AIDS prevention. Through 
their faith and willingness to face their past 
through the lens of the present, they have 
worked to help renew the country that they 
left in flames, making a difference in the 
lives of the Vietnamese people, while also 
healing themselves. Highly recommended. 
Aud: P. (C. Block)

Doing Jewish: A Story from Ghana 
HHH
(2016) 85 min. DVD: $59.95 ($300 w/PPR from 
edu.passionriver.com). Passion River (avail. from 
most distributors).

Filmmaker Gabrielle Zilkha decided to 
broaden her horizons by volunteering to 
work at a women’s center in Ghana, where 
Christians and Muslims successfully interact. 
But when the Rosh Hashanah came along, 
she realized that she was feeling alone with 
her own faith—at least until she discovered 
a small group of people performing tradi-
tional Jewish New Year rituals a mere few 
hours away in Sefwi Wiawso. Paying a visit, 
Zilkha met with the community, visited their 
makeshift synagogue, and befriended their 
leader, Alex Armah. Armah introduced her to 
various elders who explained that the Sefwi 
Jews were descendants of one of the lost tribes 
of Israel. He also described the challenges 
of trying to grow his community without 
any support or acknowledgment from Jews 
outside Ghana, leading Zilkha to embark on 
a quest across North America to find out what 
Jews in far-flung places have to do to be ac-
cepted into global Judaism. The answers carry 
consequences that result in cultural and lead-
ership struggles for the Sefwis. Thematically 
serious yet also lighthearted as it follows the 

R E L I G I O N  &  P H I L O S O P H Y
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free-spirited Zilkha’s odyssey, Doing Jewish 
is a thoughtful and entertaining film. Rec-
ommended. Aud: C, P. (T. Keogh)

Liahona HHH
(2015) 70 min. DVD: $320. DRA. Documentary 
Educational Resources. PPR.

Filmmaker Talena Sanders uses an off-
beat, non-narrative montage approach in 
this critique of the LDS faith and patri-
archy culture. Her 16mm high-contrast 
imagery of Utah’s striking terrain blends 
with vintage Latter Day Saints indoctri-
nation films and soundtracks, hymns, 
rituals, pioneer-journal readings, and 
religious material culled from Salt Lake 
City thrift stores, and some narration. The 
word-picture mosaic suggests that proph-
et-founder Joseph Smith, who supposedly 
“translated” the Book of Mormon directly 
from God, was the equivalent of some 
medicine-show cult charlatan, and that 
the ambitious Brigham Young shunned the 
mysticism to successfully build a doctrine 
that would be followed by heroic, albeit 
much persecuted, disciples and pioneers. 
Captions inform viewers that despite the 
emphasis on physical/spiritual purity, Salt 
Lake City is a capital of cosmetic surgery, 
antidepressants, and Internet porn. Near 
the end, Sanders inserts autobiographical 
audio fragments, explaining herself as a 
filmmaker/artist raised in the “Temple,” 
who left rather than accept her assigned 
fate as housewife and baby-maker. While 
Mormon defenders could easily argue that 
any religion with a heritage of audiovisual 
kitsch and domineering elders could sim-
ilarly be made to look unflatteringly daft, 
Liahona is an interesting experimental 
film with a bite. Recommended. Aud: C, P.  
(C. Cassady)

A Baptism of Fire HHH1/2
(2015) 52 min. DVD: $390. Icarus Films. PPR. 
Closed captioned.

Filmmaker Jérôme Clément-Wilz presents 
a harrowing portrait of the perils of news 
gathering in a volatile, violent world in this 
documentary focusing on Corentin Fohlen, a 
young French photojournalist who puts him-
self in danger by traveling to war-torn areas 
in order to cover raging conflicts first-hand. 
Fohlen is typical of a new breed of freelancers 
who take enormous risks as they rush into 
battle zones with their cameras—wearing hel-
mets, gas masks, and flak jackets that afford 
some protection as they aim for the iconic 
shot that will win them worldwide attention. 
Filming over several years, Clément-Wilz 
followed Fohlen and his colleagues from one 
hot spot to another, beginning with the 2011 
demonstrations in Cairo’s Tahrir Square that 
toppled Hosni Mubarak and continuing into 
other regions touched by the Arab Spring, 
including the final months of the Gaddafi 
regime in Libya. Gradually, however, the 
attitude of exuberant camaraderie deepens 
into a wider recognition of how dangerous 
is their work, particularly after a colleague is 
killed during the bombardment of Homs in 
the Syrian civil war in 2012. This leads Fohlen 
to reassess his priorities, and he eventually 
decides to ply his trade in less combustible 
regions—covering post-earthquake aid efforts 
in Haiti, for example. One has to admire 
Clément-Wilz for placing himself in jeopar-
dy alongside Fohlen in order to make such 
a hard-hitting film, and we should respect 
those who, regardless of reasons, are willing 
to put their lives on the line to show the rest 

A Man Named Martin, Part 2: The Moment	HHH1/2
(2016) 65 min. DVD: $14.95. DRA. Vision Video (avail. from most 
distributors).

This second part of the biographical documentary series A Man 
Named Martin (see review of A Man Named Martin, Part 1: The 
Man in VL-5/16) explores the theological and practical ramifica-
tions of Martin Luther’s key legacy: the Protestant Reformation. 
After a quick introduction that reviews Luther’s rejection of the 
late-medieval Catholic Church’s various forms of corruption 
(particularly the selling of dispensations) and its self-serving 
demands centered on strict and complicated rules concerning 
faithful practices, The Moment explains the origins of several areas of Catholic doctrine, 
including the existence of Purgatory, the exalted role of Mary, the “miracle” of transub-
stantiation, and the process of confession—all pillars of Catholicism that, viewers are 
told, have their roots in dubious developments that often contradict earlier doctrine 
or which are the result of willful distortions in translated language. This historical/
theological detour sets the stage for a deeper understanding of Luther’s view of the 
Gospels, which he believed reveal more about what God offers us instead of the other 
way around. Luther’s original take on the Gospels caught on with the public, but also 
made his ideas a huge danger to the Church’s need for absolute control. Drawing on 
comments from scholars and authors to present a compelling story of Luther’s journey 
as a religious reformist, this is highly recommended. Aud: H, C, P. (T. Keogh)

S O C I A L  &  P O L I T I C A L  I S S U E S of us living our comfortable lives what is 
really happening in places that are wracked 
by turmoil. Highly recommended. Aud: C, 
P. (F. Swietek)

The Best Democracy Money Can Buy 
HH1/2
(2016) 111 min. DVD: $19.95. Cinema Libre 
Studio (avail. from most distributors).

An important subject—voter suppression 
in U.S. elections—is explored in distracting 
style in this documentary by Greg Palast (in-
spired by his titular 2002 book), an investiga-
tive journalist whose work has been featured 
in publications including Rolling Stone and 
The Guardian, as well as reports for the BBC. 
Palast appears here in the guise of an old-style 
newshound tracking down the truth behind 
the Interstate Crosscheck system, purportedly 
designed to identify people who vote more 
than once but really meant to disenfranchise 
minority voters. The investigation leads him 
into the details of the Crosscheck operation 
led by Kansas Secretary of State Kris Kobach 
and his patrons—billionaires like the Koch 
brothers, who fund so-called think-tanks set 
up to promote government policies designed 
to enhance their oil businesses, and “vulture” 
capitalists such as John Paulson, who makes 
huge profits on home foreclosures, and Paul 
Singer, who realizes a windfall by feeding 
on third-world debt. The issues that Palast 
raises are real and troubling, but the fever-
ish presentation—with the reporter decked 
out like a film noir gumshoe tracking down 
suspects he will nail in “gotcha” interviews, 
accompanied by florid animated segments—
dulls the impact instead of making the 
accusations resonate, even as clips featuring 
Ice-T, Rosario Dawson, Richard Belzer, and 
Willie Nelson contribute to a less than seri-
ous tone. Extras include bonus segments on 
British Petroleum’s cover-up regarding the 
Deepwater Horizon disaster, and financial 
chicanery regarding the debts of Liberia and 
Congo, as well as interviews with Dawson 
and Ice-T. A strong optional purchase. Aud: 
C, P. (F. Swietek)

Circle of Poison HHH
(2016) 71 min. DVD: $59.95 ($125 w/PPR): public 
libraries; $295 w/PPR: colleges & universities. DRA. 
Collective Eye. Closed captioned.

Co-directors Evan Mascagni and Shannon 
Post took inspiration from journalist David 
Weir’s 1981 book The Circle of Poison for this 
documentary, which explores how substances 
banned in the United States find their way 
into foreign markets through companies 
more concerned with profits than environ-
mental effects. Twenty-three states currently 
produce pesticides intended for export only. 
The filmmakers start with endosulfan, which 
is illegal in the U.S., but has been used on In-
dian cashew farms for 30 years. At first, farm-
ers were happy, because it killed the snakes, 
but then usage led to the disappearance of 
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bees, the death of livestock, and severe birth 
defects (many of the children in Kasara-
god have cerebral palsy, hydrocephalus, 
and other conditions that developed after 
spraying in their area). Similar scenarios 
crop up in farming communities in Mexico 
and Argentina. Aside from the local harm 
that substances such as DDT can cause, they 
also seep into the groundwater and spread 
out into the wider world, even returning 
to the U.S. as residue on imported produce, 
which the FDA poorly regulates. Former 
President Jimmy Carter signed an executive 
order prohibiting the sale of contaminated 
substances abroad, but Ronald Reagan re-
voked it, and while Senator Patrick Leahy 
introduced bills in the 1990s to curtail the 
practice, it was to no avail. Carter believes 
that these companies and their lobbyists 
have only grown more powerful since then 
(the value of the pesticide market has also 
nearly doubled since 2011). Fortunately, the 
filmmakers find signs of hope in the rise 
of organic produce, and in communities 
like Paro, Bhutan, which has eliminated 
pesticides from their farming practices. An 
eye-opening documentary, this is recom-
mended. Aud: C, P. (K. Fennessy)

City of Trees	HHH1/2
(2015) 76 min. DVD: $99.95: public libraries & 
high schools; $350: colleges & universities. The 
Cinema Guild. PPR. ISBN: 0-7815-1538-6.

Filmmaker Brandon Kramer’s PBS-aired 
documentary focuses on the nonprofit 
group Washington Parks & People, which 
works to address socioeconomic issues with-
in troubled neighborhoods in Washington, 
D.C., by improving local parks. The group 
received a $2.7 million stimulus grant 
during the last recession for a job-training 
program to put long-term Washington 
residents back to work. Some of the par-
ticipants have been effectively blacklisted 
from gaining employment elsewhere due to 
criminal records, and they are grateful for 
the opportunity of a new chance. Howev-
er, the endeavor also has more than a few 
problems: the stimulus money is running 
low, the surrounding community is mostly 
skeptical of outsiders bringing in beauti-
fication projects, and both the program’s 
leaders and participants have personal 
difficulties they struggle to address. City 
of Trees offers an important consideration 
of urban environmental issues while also 
encouraging thinking outside of the prover-
bial box as a means of erasing some vestiges 
of urban poverty. The film’s Washington 
location is particularly ironic: Washington 
Parks & People’s cash-restricted effort of 
neighborhood revitalization is taking place 
a very short distance from the political cen-
ter where billions are generously spent on 
nation-building projects all over the world. 
A provocative and compelling film, this is 
highly recommended. Aud: C, P. (P. Hall)
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Dogtown Redemption HHH1/2
(2016) 94 min. DVD: $85: public libraries & high 
schools; $295: colleges & universities. TurningTime. 
PPR.

In their sobering documentary, co-direc-
tors Amir Soltani and Chihiro Wimbush pro-
file a community that has developed around a 
recycling center in West Oakland, comprised 
of the homeless who frequent Alliance Metals 
to exchange plastic bottles and aluminum 
cans for cash. Jason Witt, who has HIV and 
hepatitis C, collects 800 pounds (including 
glass) of recycling a day. Jason met his girl-
friend, former streetwalker Heather Holloway, 
at a methadone clinic. Their son lives with 
his parents, although Jason and Heather 
eventually collect enough money from Social 
Security to secure a small apartment. Hayok 
Kay recycles with Fred Griffing; he provides 
the transportation, while she collects the 
materials. The two met when she was the 
drummer for the punk-polka band Polkacide. 
After Fred passes away, Hayok forges ahead on 
her own, although she can’t get far on $13 
a day (especially when spending most of it 
on malt liquor). Fortunately, a social worker 
helps Hayok get a state ID in order to apply for 
public assistance. Landon Goodwin, who has 
been on the streets for years, blames his plight 
on crack. All of the recyclers are grateful for 
the money, but neighbors worry about theft 
and other crimes that have increased in the 
area. Bill Eason, a business owner, says that 
locals compare Alliance manager Jay Anast 
to a plantation owner. Others worry that the 
recyclers only make enough money to buy 
drugs. After Goodwin suffers a beating by a 
street gang, he moves in with a cousin who 

The Deportation of Innocence HHH
(2016) 48 min. DVD: $250. Relampago Films (avail. from www.
thedeportationofinnocence.com). PPR.

U.S. immigration policy continues to be one of the most divi-
sive political issues in America—even more so following Donald 
Trump’s election as president—making filmmaker Francisco 
Alarcon’s documentary a timely one. The Deportation of Innocence 
captures the effect of deportation procedures on families who are 
literally torn apart—children who witness parents being arrested 
and removed from their homes, and parents who are not only 
separated from their children but could also lose them to foster 
care and even adoption. Four immigrant families are the primary focus here, with kids 
and adults testifying to the impact that the experience has had on their lives. They act 
as witnesses to a system that might require children born in the U.S. to renounce their 
American citizenship and emigrate to Mexico to be reunited with deported parents 
(and then face the difficulty of integrating into an unfamiliar society), or make par-
ents go through complicated legal requirements in order to be reunited with children 
taken into custody by the U.S. government (a process that can take up to two years). 
The documentary also includes contextual background information from immigra-
tion experts such as Professor David Fitzgerald of the University of California at San 
Diego, as well as personal reflections from people who work with immigrant families, 
including social worker Mary Galvan; Father Patrick Murphy, who directs a migrant 
shelter in Tijuana; and lawyer Daniel Bribiesca, who tries to reunite affected families. 
Alarcon’s poignant film raises the question of how seriously we take the concept of 
family. Recommended. Aud: C, P. (F. Swietek)

finds him work, but Jason and Hayok have 
a harder time escaping the grip of poverty 
(Hayok was later beaten in 2015 and died after 
slipping into a coma). A powerful documen-
tary about people struggling to survive on 
the urban edge, this is highly recommended. 
Aud: C, P. (K. Fennessy)

Don’t Tell Anyone (No Le Digas a Nadie) 
HHH1/2
(2015) 74 min. In English or Spanish. DVD: $89: 
public libraries, $395: colleges & universities. 
Women Make Movies. PPR.

Don’t Tell Anyone examines the constant 
fear, isolation, and depression suffered by 
illegal or undocumented immigrants to the 
United States—and the growing movement 
towards openness and freedom—through the 
story of activist Angy Rivera. Rivera came to 
the U.S. at the age of three from Colombia 
with her mother Maria, who has worked and 
raised four children in New York City while 
living in constant fear of discovery and depor-
tation; she taught Angy and her younger sons 
and daughter, born in the U.S., to keep their 
mixed immigration status a secret. In her 20s, 
Angy joined the New York State Youth Leader-
ship Council, began an online advice column 
for undocumented youth, and “came out” as 
a visible face of New York’s undocumented 
youth rights movement. In interviews, Angy 
explains why she became more vocal after 
graduating high school, since she was unable 
to apply to college because without a Social 
Security number she could not receive federal 
financial aid. Angy’s legal status kept her from 
enjoying the future for which Maria had fled 
poverty, gang violence, drug culture, and 

trafficking in Colombia. Scenes from Angy’s 
home life are combined with animations of 
simple drawings she uses to tell the story of 
her emotional journey. Because Angy had 
been sexually abused as a child and her 
abuser was convicted, she was eventually 
able to obtain a U.S. visa under a provision 
for victims of crime. Angy expresses mixed 
emotions over the development: elation 
for being documented and having all the 
attendant freedoms, but knowing that it had 
nothing to do with her own merit. A poetic 
and emotional film with a strong message—
although Angy’s arguments are unlikely to 
sway the anti-immigration crowd—this is 
highly recommended. Aud: C, P. (M. Puff-
er-Rothenberg)

Equal Means Equal HH1/2
(2016) 95 min. DVD: $59.95 ($299 w/PPR from 
edu.passionriver.com). Passion River (avail. from 
most distributors). Closed captioned.

Director Kamala Lopez uses the U.S. Con-
stitution as a prism to examine how Ameri-
can women do not receive equal protection 
under the law. An actress, Lopez also serves 
here as narrator, beginning with a look at 
wage discrimination, which occurs in almost 
every field. Martha Burk, co-founder of the 
Center for the Advancement of Public Policy, 
believes that the United States is actually 
moving backwards, because the ratio hasn’t 
changed in a decade even as men’s wages 
have declined. Lopez cites Walmart as an 
example, where female workers weren’t paid 
at the same rate, and employee Betty Dukes 
filed a lawsuit that Gloria Steinem calls the 
“biggest sex discrimination suit in history.” 
As in similar cases, the plaintiff won in the 
lower courts, but lost at the Supreme Court 
level. Steinem and others believe that the 
problem lies with the Constitution itself, 
since it doesn’t take into account women 
(who wouldn’t be granted the right to vote 
until 1920). Despite support from the public 
and the executive branch in the 1970s and 
1980s, the landmark Equal Rights Act did 
not receive enough state support and still 
remains un-ratified. Lopez also looks at the 
issues of domestic violence and sexual assault 
(noting that many women do not receive the 
support they need in terms of prevention and 
medical care), pregnancy discrimination, and 
sex trafficking. While there is useful informa-
tion here, the alarmist tone and disturbing 
imagery are sometimes overwhelming, and 
some topics (such as women in poverty) fail 
to receive the attention they deserve. Still, 
this eye-opening documentary should be 
considered a strong optional purchase. Aud: 
C, P. (K. Fennessy)

Grumant: Island of Communism HHH
(2015) 54 min. DVD: $375. Grasshopper Film. 
PPR.

In 1920, an international treaty signed 
by 46 countries enabled free access to the 
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Arctic archipelago of Spitsbergen for com-
mercial and scientific activity. Today, only 
the Russians have maintained an active 
settlement called Grumant in this isolated 
territory. Ivan S. Tverdovskiy’s documen-
tary examines life in what is described as 
an “island of Communism”—this Russian 
enclave was established during the Soviet 
era and Lenin statues still remain, even 
though the old USSR is a distant memory. 
One would like to imagine that the Russians 
who work here in the mining operations 
are profiting from their grueling labor, but 
all purchases are deducted from workers’ 
salaries (and there is relatively little to buy 
in any case). The film attempts to show 
the emotional aspect of life in Grumant: 
the difficult separation of miners from 
their families, the toll of working in the 
Arctic cold (where it remains dark for most 
of the year), and the not always successful 
efforts to build a community among the 
Russian workers through amateur theater 
productions. Cinematically, Tverdovskiy 
faces a challenge—considering the visual 
monotony of Grumant surroundings—and 
the workers are not always articulate, let 
alone gregarious. Nonetheless, Grumant 
offers a unique view of a long forgotten 
segment of the Russian populace, people 
whose incredible perseverance deserves 
respect. Recommended. Aud: C, P. (P. Hall)

The Invisibles HHH
(2015) 78 min. DVD: $89: public libraries & high 
schools; $295: colleges & universities. DRA. The 
Video Project. PPR. Closed captioned.

The flood of migrants into Europe over 

Hear Me Now HHH1/2
(2015) 51 min. DVD: $89: public libraries & high schools; $195: colleges 
& universities. DRA. Green Planet Films. PPR. Closed captioned.

Some 13 million children are reportedly bullied in the U.S. 
each year, with nearly 300,000 experiencing an attack each 
month. Filmmaker Bill Cornelius’s documentary tells a handful 
of stories from the perspective of teens and some adults who 
have lived through physical and emotional abuse at the hands 
of others and come out stronger—even though bullying drove 
some to self-harm and the brink of suicide. The wide range of 
interviewees—students, teachers, counselors, musicians, and 
others—recount painful episodes of physical altercations and/or emotional attacks. 
To make things worse, many received no support (and, in some cases, the authority 
figures were doing the bullying themselves). Interestingly, the targets of bullying 
here are reticent about slinging pain back at their tormentors, recognizing that “no 
one wakes up in the morning thinking they are a bully” and trying to understand 
the underlying motivations. Former bullies are also interviewed—with some citing 
family and peer issues of their own—including one from a supportive loving family 
who would publicly make fun of others in order to seek laughing approval (when this 
individual changed schools and found himself being ridiculed, he began to realize the 
damaging impact of his earlier actions). In addition to exploring the issue of bullying, 
Hear Me Now spotlights avenues for support, including Stand for the Silent (created 
by the parents of a teen who committed suicide after bullying), the Girl Talk group, 
outreach from survivors of the Columbine High School massacre, and various artistic 
outlets. Offering a powerful examination of a perennial problem, this is highly rec-
ommended. Aud: J, H, C, P. (C. Block)

the past few years from Africa, the Middle 
East, and Central Asia has become the most 
notable movement since World War II. And 
while many are seeking political asylum, 
not everyone arriving in Europe is guaran-
teed a new home. Indeed, only one-quarter 
of asylum seekers in Germany are ultimate-
ly accepted for permanent residence. Ben-
jamin Kahlmeyer’s documentary focuses 
on four men—two from Kenya, one from 
Cameroon, and one from Syria—who are 
confined at the Eisenhüttenstadt registra-
tion center pending a review of their cases, 
a stay that stretches over three months as 
the men struggle with the burden of uncer-
tainty. The German government is clearly 
sympathetic to their plight—the men are 
treated well and are provided with attor-
neys and translators to help facilitate—but 
each application undergoes an incredibly 
detailed and time-consuming investigation. 
The Invisibles wrapped filming in 2014, prior 
to the massive influx of new migrants that 
led to socioeconomic tumult across Europe, 
so this is a record of German immigration 
procedures before the system’s recent 
near-overload conditions. Nonetheless, the 
film offers an interesting look at how one 
country carefully manages to maintain a 
fair immigration policy. Recommended. 
Aud: C, P. (P. Hall)

It’s a Rockabilly World HHH
(2016) 76 min. DVD: $19.99. Virgil Films (avail. 
from most distributors). Closed captioned.

Lots of people love rockabilly, the classic 
roots-music sound of early rock and roll that 
blended Western music with rhythm and 

blues. Some of those fans also appreciate 
the 1950s fashion and culture that sur-
rounded rockabilly in its heyday. And an 
even smaller subset of folks are currently 
living out a retro-lifestyle that borders on 
a manic fringe culture. These people are 
the subject of Brent Huff’s colorful doc-
umentary, which is less about nostalgic 
innocence than outlaw outliers. Much 
of the footage is shot at festivals, where 
heavily-tattooed women mix it up with 
Elvis Presley impersonators and rockabilly 
players and singers (who come from as far as 
Japan and England). Also part of the scene: 
cars, clothes, and wigs, signaling a deep and 
abiding devotion to this arrested moment 
in 20th-century popular fashion. But even 
as this impressionistic film whirls from one 
devotee to the next (while also speaking 
with outside observers), a disturbing sub-
text emerges. If you listen closely between 
the lines of what people are saying, you will 
hear a yearning for a conservative South-
ern era when the Confederate flag flew, 
women knew their place, and men believed 
themselves to be paragons of chivalry. A 
thought-provoking documentary, this is 
recommended. Aud: C, P. (T. Keogh)

Magna Carta Unlocked HHH
(2016) 2 discs. 250 min. DVD: $24.99. DRA. 
Vision Video (avail. from most distributors).

This densely-packed five-episode his-
torical overview looks at the centuries-old 
significance of the Magna Carta and its 
lasting effects on the relationship between 
individuals and the state. Moving rapidly 
through four centuries of Britain’s on-and-
off conflicts between royalty and the rebel 
barons who sought basic freedoms, the 
opening episode begins with a dramatiza-
tion of an unpopular King John showing 
up at Runnymeade, near Windsor, in 1215 
to sign the Magna Carta (“Great Charter”). 
This charter guaranteed protections (in the 
areas of church rights, swift justice, and 
the end of illegal imprisonment), limits on 
taxation, and the establishment of a council 
of barons to implement the changes. These 
reforms were quickly challenged or amend-
ed by John’s successors to the throne, but 
gained more and more traction over the 
years until the late 17th century, when a 
constitutional monarchy became the norm. 
Historical re-enactments are employed to 
underscore various key moments involving 
seminal figures such as Oliver Cromwell, as 
the documentary traces the evolution of 
freedom and due process into the political 
mainstream (although that early progres-
siveness was not for the common man but 
rather the aristocracy). It would take the 
U.S. Constitution to make possible a wider 
application of the core ideas of the Magna 
Carta, the continuing relevance of which 
is explored in the remaining episodes. Rec-
ommended. Aud: H, C, P. (T. Keogh)
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My Name is Water HH1/2
(2016) 94 min. DVD: $59.95 ($199 w/PPR from 
edu.passionriver.com). Passion River (avail. from 
most distributors).

In 2005, when filmmaker Justin Arana 
was a student at the University of Southern 
California, his grandfather Leo Jacobs—a 
Holocaust survivor—asked Justin if the latter 
died today would he feel he had lived a good 
life. This question led Arana to reconsider 
his priorities and then commit himself to 
the cause of Darfur, traveling to the refugee 
camps to help. The trip nearly cost him dearly, 
since he was arrested and jailed for taking 
photos of rape victims and was able to win his 
freedom only with difficulty. But the experi-
ence did not deter Arana from still wanting 
to make a difference, and he went on to travel 
around the world (including Tibet, where he 
learned that Jacobs had died) before winding 
up in Mozambique, where he discovered that 
impure water was a major health problem and 
also found his calling: building a well for the 
village, a task for which he also enlisted his 
younger brother Matthew (thereby deepening 
their relationship). Arana has since expanded 
his vision to other villages, and he was joined 
by actress Sharon Stone—who works as an 
activist against AIDS in Africa—as a partner 
in the making of this film. My Name Is Water 
consists of a long monologue in which Arana 
describes his spiritual journey from 2005 to 
2013, backed by footage he shot along the 
way, with the longest segment devoted to his 
work in Mozambique. Arana certainly comes 
across as totally committed to his cause, one 
that is clearly worthy of support. But the 
stream-of-consciousness style of his presen-
tation allows for considerable repetition and 
digression. Still, the inspiring subject matter 
alone makes this a strong optional purchase. 
Aud: C, P. (F. Swietek)

Oya: Something Happened on the Way to 
West Africa! HH
(2015) 30 min. DVD: $80: public libraries; $350: 
colleges & universities. DRA. Third World Newsreel. 
PPR.

Filmmaker Seyi Adebanjo self-identifies as 
a “queer gender-non-conforming Nigerian 
media artist.” Here, according to press notes, 
Adebanjo attempts “to connect with Òrìsà 
tradition, or African God/dess tradition, and 
the powerful legacy of the filmmaker’s great 
grandmother, Chief Moloran Ìyá Olóya.” 
Whether that goal is actually accomplished 
is difficult to determine, as this documentary 
is mostly a hodgepodge of observations on 
homophobia in contemporary Nigeria and a 
subjective consideration of a traditional Ni-
gerian culture that purportedly once looked 
beyond the rigidity of gender parameters. 
Adebanjo blames the current anti-LGBT social 
and political attitudes on the toxic influences 
of Western Christian philosophies (no men-
tion is made of the anti-LGBT attitudes in 

Nigerian’s Islamic population). Regarding the 
indigenous Yorùbá spirituality that shapes 
the filmmaker’s family history, the film offers 
an incomplete accounting of this aspect of 
Nigerian culture in general and its gender 
politics in particular. At times, it is hard to 
decipher just what is happening onscreen, 
as Adebanjo’s narration seems to be describ-
ing something different from what is being 
captured by the camera. A confusing docu-
mentary, this is not a necessary purchase. 
Aud: C, P. (P. Hall)

People and Events That Shaped the US 
Constitution HHH
(2016) 13 min. DVD: $49. Mazz Media. PPR.

This entry in the Exploring Our Nation series 
offers a short primer on the Age of Enlighten-
ment, an intellectual movement in the 17th 
and 18th centuries that extolled individual 
rights and the reduction of government pow-
er. Chief among the philosophers discussed 
here is Montesquieu, who categorized types 
of power as monarchical, despotic, and a 
republic, with the latter deriving authority 
from providing for the common good. Mon-
tesquieu advocated for a separation of powers 
in government, specifically three branches as 
we have in the United States, with a built-in 
system of checks and balances. The program 
also looks at different types of colonial gov-
ernments in early America, such as the royal 
government (in which the British monarch 
chose a governor), charter (where colonists 
elected their own governors), and proprietary 
(individuals or groups were licensed to run 
their own colonies). Finally, a key event is 
examined: Shays’ Rebellion in Massachusetts 

during 1786-87, a tragic uprising in which 
armed farmers marched on a court in protest 
of unfair taxation following the end of the 
Revolutionary War. Recommended. Aud: J, 
H, P. (T. Keogh)

When Two Worlds Collide HHH1/2
(2016) 103 min. In Spanish w/English subtitles. 
DVD: $19.95. First Run Features (avail. from most 
distributors).

A remarkable documentary that has the 
wisdom to portray moral and political ambi-
guity instead of taking an easier, black-and-
white, heroes-and-villains approach, When 
Two Worlds Collide tells the tragic story of a 
fight for the soul of the Peruvian Amazon 
rainforest. When Peru’s former president, 
Alan Garcia, became hell-bent on forming a 
free-trade deal with the U.S. during George 
W. Bush’s administration, he fast-tracked the 
exploitation of oil, natural gas, and other 
resources in the Amazon region, which left 
behind a trail of severe environmental wreck-
age and degradation. Filmmakers Mathew 
Orzel and Heidi Brandenburg capture what 
followed, as more than 1,300 communities 
of indigenous peoples living in the rainforest 
organize and begin fighting for what they 
claim are their constitutional rights to ban 
such development. Led by the soft-spoken, 
charismatic Alberto Pizango, the resistors 
block major roads leading into cities, causing 
shortages and fueling official and civilian 
anger. The protracted battle, which worsens 
after failed negotiations and brazen tricks by 
Garcia’s ruling party, becomes more horrible 
when showdowns between police and pro-
testors lead to multiple deaths and hostage 

Tomorrow We Disappear HHH1/2
(2014) 83 min. In Hindi w/English subtitles. DVD: $29.95. Kino Lorber 
(avail. from most distributors).

Filmmakers Jimmy Goldblum and Adam Weber’s Tomorrow 
We Disappear tells a sad chronicle of change and loss in New 
Delhi, when government forces decided it was time to raze a 
colorful warren of slum houses and streets that had been home 
for generations to street artists and performers. The mid-city 
colony, called Kathputli, is not much to look at in this revealing 
documentary, but what is captivating is the warm and apparently 
happy people within—puppeteers, acrobats, magicians—who 

are the soul of the place, men and women comfortable in their work, who have exotic 
traditions that they pass on to their children. Viewers will meet Puran Bhatt, whose 
enormous puppets are something to behold, both for their size and expressive possi-
bilities; Rahman Shah, who can make his young son vanish before a crowd’s eyes; and 
Maya Pawar, a bright-eyed teenage girl who can walk a tightrope and pick up needles 
with her eyelids. All are great fun to watch, but the world darkens over Kathpulti when 
the powers-that-be decide that the community must make way for a high-rise. Bhatt, 
Shah, and the others fight back and even fight among themselves over what to do, 
a tragic sight given the closeness of these artists. It’s no surprise that the offer made 
by officials to temporarily house everyone essentially amounts to a cruel, inhumane 
situation. In a sadly ironic scene, Bhatt attends a museum exhibit extolling the con-
tributions of street artists to Indian culture—not only has he lost his home, he has 
essentially become an artifact behind a rope. A powerful documentary, this is highly 
recommended. Aud: C, P. (T. Keogh)
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situations. Orzel and Brandenburg are there 
every step of the way, putting themselves at 
grave risk in order to remain objective even 
as they maintain the trust of Pizango and his 
followers. The result is a complex portrait of 
opposing sympathies and decisions on all 
sides that inevitably leads to violence. Is Pi-
zango or anyone else truly on the right side of 
history in this fight? When Two Worlds Collide 
provides startling testimony that there might 
not be a correct answer. Highly recommend-
ed. Aud: C, P. (T. Keogh)

Nature Play HHH1/2
(2016) 81 min. In English & Danish w/English 
subtitles. DVD: $350, Blu-ray: $375. DRA. Action! 
Library Media Service. PPR.

Is it true, in the parlance of the Industrial 
Age, that “only what can be counted” counts? 
In Nature Play, Danish filmmaker Daniel Still-
ing and U.S. writer-producer Aimie Stilling 
make the case that schools in America are 
missing the mark by emphasizing standard-
ized testing over letting kids learn the natural 
way—through outdoor play (some schools in 
the U.S. have even given up recess to allow 
for more classroom time for studies). Scandi-
navians take a much different approach to 
education. Here, teachers, child development 
experts, and (in a brief cameo) actor Matt 
Damon all stress the power of experiential 
learning through the Danish concept of 
“Friluftsliv”—which incorporates outdoor 
time (including running and climbing) as 
a pillar of the education process to support 
the belief that children in nature create 
strong learning environments. Sometimes 
called “Outdoor Schools,” this approach is 
not just about having a great time but also 
learning traditional topics such as biology 
and physics. As an example, one interviewee 
notes how scientific concepts tied to speed 
can be taught by simply placing an apple 
in a moving stream and measuring how far 
and fast it travels over a measurable distance. 
Even for older students, outdoor break time 
is mandated by the Danish government, 
allowing kids to enjoy fresh air and physi-
cal activity while also learning social skills 
and engaging in problem-solving through 
structured exercises. Exclusive to the Blu-ray 
release is a 52-minute abridged version of the 
film. A thought-provoking, award-winning 
documentary, this is highly recommended. 
Aud: C, P. (C. Block)

Paper Tigers HHH
(2016) 102 min. DVD: $75: public libraries & high 
schools; $350: colleges & universities. DRA. Tugg. 
PPR. Closed captioned.

James Redford’s documentary explores 
an innovative trauma-sensitive program of 
instruction and discipline at Lincoln Alter-

E D U C A T I O N

native High School in Walla Walla, WA, 
where the approach is based on studies that 
indicate a clear correlation between adverse 
childhood experiences, health problems, 
and the troubled behavior that typically 
lands students on alternative campuses. The 
studies also suggest that the intervention 
of a single stable adult figure can offset the 
risk factors, and the Lincoln model is based 
on that principle, encouraging teachers 
and administrators to respond to student 
misconduct by gently probing to find the 
underlying cause while also helping the 
offender work through the issue. Suspension 
and even expulsion remain possibilities, but 
visits to the newly-established healthcare 
center or the ISS (in-school suspension) 
room are more often the norm. Redford 
documents the success of the program with 
statistics that show impressive increases in 
grades and graduation rates and simultane-
ous declines in suspensions, but the film re-
ally concentrates on six students who bond 
with staff and, despite occasional setbacks, 
manage to overcome the odds. Following 
their progress—the quiet boy who comes 
out of his shell in drama class, the girl who 
succeeds despite suffering from cerebral 
palsy, another girl who overcomes the mem-
ory of sexual assault—is uplifting, and it is 
inspiring to watch dedicated teachers who 
refuse to give up on the kids, tracking them 
when they go missing and encouraging 
rather than punishing whenever they can. 
The kind of program developed at Lincoln 
demands much of the staff, but the results 
indicate that the effort is well worth it. 
Recommended. Aud: C, P. (F. Swietek)

Of Dogs and Men HHH
(2015) 77 min. DVD: $50 ($125 w/PPR): public 
libraries; $295 w/PPR: colleges & universities. DRA. 
Collective Eye. Closed captioned.

Domestic dogs who are judged “vicious”—
including Jack Russell Terriers and Chihua-
huas—are gunned down by officers in alarm-
ing numbers according to filmmaker Michael 
Ozias, despite the fact that not one recorded 
instance exists of a lawman being killed by 
any dog, anywhere. Of Dogs and Men inter-
views the bereaved families of slain animals, 
people who are heartbroken and bewildered 
at the use of deadly force against their pets. 
Some officers also speak on camera; one police 
chief seems particularly clueless when trying 
to justify the shootings. Blame is laid on poor 
police training, toothless animal-cruelty reg-
ulations, and the all-powerful police unions 
that prevent any disciplinary action being 
taken. A powerful documentary about law 
enforcement abuse of animals (viewers should 
be warned of uncensored videos of dogs being 
shot and dying), this is recommended. Aud: 
C, P. (C. Cassady)

The Opioids Epidemic: How I Became a 
Heroin Addict HHH
(2017) 22 min. DVD: $149.95 (teacher’s guide 
included). Human Relations Media. PPR. Closed 
captioned. ISBN: 978-1-62706-087-5.

Epidemic addiction to opioids (a relative-

L A W  &  C R I M E

Policing the Police HHH
(2016) 60 min. DVD: $24.99 ($54.99 w/PPR). PBS Video. Closed 
captioned. ISBN: 978-1-62789-771-6.

Police are both the frontline and the flashpoint between 
a community and the need for order. All too often in poorer 
communities, citizens feel that the police lack accountability, 
and that justice is rare. That is certainly the case in Newark, NJ, 
where police have been accused by the U.S. Justice Department of 
“rampant misconduct,” with a legacy of distrust that stretches back 
decades. Hosted by Jelani Cobb, filmmaker James Jacoby’s PBS-
aired Frontline documentary hits the streets on police ride-alongs 

to measure both the pace of reform and explore a history in which each side assumes 
the worst. Newark is infamous for its 1967 riots, which claimed nearly 30 lives. Some 
of the damaged buildings and communities never came back. A major point of conflict 
is the practice known as “field inquiries,” otherwise known as stop and frisk, which all 
too often lead to violent takedowns, arrests, or worse. Members of an underfunded and 
overstretched police department feel besieged on all sides in this era when cell-phone-
wielding residents record every encounter. Mayor Ras Baraka (whose father—well-known 
poet, playwright, and activist Amiri Baraka—was bloodied in the ‘67 riots) tries to build 
bridges between the community and police, but is hobbled by generations of fear, poverty, 
and unemployment. In the middle of reporter Cobb’s investigation, several members 
of the unit he was riding with are accused of corruption and using coercion to obtain 
sexual favors from suspects. There are no easy answers, but the goal is to change the 
culture and grow relationships, making everyone a stakeholder in the community while 
also encouraging transparency and civilian oversight. Despite the lack of major new 
insights, this documentary couldn’t be more timely. Recommended. Aud: C, P. (S. Rees)

T E E N  I S S U E S
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ly-new phenomenon, although the word 
“opioid” actually dates from the 1950s) is 
the subject of this cautionary guidance pro-
gram focusing on substances that attach to 
the opiate receptors of the brain, including 
heroin, oxycodone, Percocet, and Fentanyl 
(which is here stated to have killed rock star 
Prince). Combining illustrative graphics with 
expert commentary from Tom Janette of the 
Narcotic Enforcement Officers Association, 
clinical social worker Frank L. Greenagle Jr., 
and Michelle Lipinsky, director of Massa-
chusetts’s Northshore Recovery High School, 
much of the running time here is devoted to 
reminiscences by younger users in recovery, 
either speaking alone, in group settings, or 
with shadowed faces. Although hampered by 
some lame dramatic recreations (fake throw-
ing up?), these are heart-wrenching stories 
about initially getting hooked, the lengths 
that addicts went to stay high, and the sub-
sequent physical, financial, and relationship 
tolls they paid. Also featuring a PDF teacher’s 
guide, this honest look at a serious American 
epidemic is recommended. Aud: H, C, P.  
(J. Williams-Wood)

Building Star Trek HHH1/2
(2016) 92 min. DVD: $19.99. PBS Video. SDH 
captioned. ISBN: 978-1-62789-930-7.

Commemorating the 50th anniversary of 
Star Trek, filmmaker Mick Grogan’s Smithso-
nian Channel-aired documentary reexamines 
the Star Trek phenomenon via the restoration 
of rare 1960s TV-series props, costumes, and 
long-lost sets, using these as points of depar-
ture for interviewing real-life scientists who 
are working to Boldly Go Where No Man Has 
Gone Before: developing phaser-like weapons 
(Lockheed-Martin battlefield lasers), univer-
sal language translators (Google taking the 
lead there), tricorder-type medical diagnostic 
devices, and even tractor beams and trans-
porters (albeit on a miniscule/quantum scale). 
True, some of these advances bear only the 
mildest resemblance to the TV show (despite 
fandom among the scientists) and the issue 
of faster-than-light “warp” travel goes unad-
dressed. But there is an infectious, if also a bit 
nerdy, enthusiasm in cross-cutting back to the 
restoration of the aged, original 11-foot USS 
Enterprise for the Milestones of Flight Hall at 
the Smithsonian Institution. Meanwhile, a 
curator for the formerly named EMP Museum 
in Seattle amasses a priceless trove of original 
NBC-TV Trek gear for exhibition. Principle 
representatives interviewed from the orig-
inal series include actress Nichelle Nichols 
and scriptwriters/authors D.C. Fontana and 
David Gerrold (a few talents from the newer 
JJ Abrams theatrical features also show up). 
Nicely juggling showbiz and science, this 
should find favor with fans. Highly recom-
mended. Aud: H, C, P. (C. Cassady)

N A T U R E ,  M A T H  &  S C I E N C E

Maratus HHH
(2016) 30 min. DVD: $39: public libraries; $79: 
high schools; $150: colleges & universities. DRA. 
Green Planet Films. PPR. Closed captioned.

The subject of “citizen scientists” is at the 
core of Maratus, filmmaker Simon Cunich’s 
touching documentary about Australian 
street cleaner and amateur photographer 
Stuart Harris, who captures an image one day 
in the woods near Canberra of an unknown 
type of spider with a beautiful blue color 
beneath its exoskeleton. When Dr. Jurgen 
Otto, an entomologist, sees the image that 
Harris took, he encourages the latter to go 
back and find one of the creatures. Thus be-
gins Harris’s multi-year ordeal of returning to 
the scene of the original sighting again and 
again, and always coming up empty-handed. 
A man who feels that he never lived up to his 
potential, Harris takes his “failure” person-
ally, producing a sadness that is somewhat 
reinforced by Otto’s rather detached way of 
communicating with Harris. A story about 
an odd couple who embarked on a quixotic 
and ultimately revelatory mission, this is 
recommended. Aud: C, P. (T. Keogh)

The New Dietary Guidelines: The Top 9 
Things You Need to Know	HHH
(2017) 19 min. DVD: $149.95 (teacher’s guide 
included). Human Relations Media. PPR. Closed 
captioned. ISBN: 978-1-62706-088-2.

While much of the information presented 
here is basic common sense, this rehashing 
of the USDA dietary guidelines and MyPlate 
schema should be a solid refresher for the 
target audience of grades 7 through college. 
Covering the main points of the 2015-2020 
updated information, two hosts guide view-

The Hunt HHH1/2
(2015) 2 discs. 350 min. DVD: $39.99; Blu-ray: $49.99. BBC Worldwide 
Ltd. (avail. from most distributors).

Narrator David Attenborough once again teams up with the 
superb BBC nature crew for this seven-episode miniseries focusing 
on predators and their techniques for seizing prey in the wild. The 
Hunt does not wallow in severe animal gore and suffering; cute 
antelopes and even a cornered Cape buffalo generally escape the 
slavering leopards and lions who besiege them (which is the norm, 
according to the script). In one dazzling sequence, bioluminescent 
carnivorous beetle-larva in Africa lure light-sensitive insects into 

their jaws at night, making mounds of earth glitter like weird mini-cities. Aerial-drone 
shots capture suspenseful pursuits of Arctic hares by wolves and foxes. Other predators, 
both familiar and weird, include polar bears, chameleons, the honey badger (now an 
Internet-meme critter), the lone octopus that has evolved to move on land, an African 
wolf resembling a red fox, and the blue whale (which feasts on mass quantities of tiny 
shrimp). The finale brings mankind into the big picture, explaining how human beings 
are now—belatedly—attempting to accommodate and protect such formidable, fearsome, 
and endangered animals as the Bengal tiger and the harpy eagle. Extras include “mak-
ing-of” segments detailing how the cinematographers obtained their amazing material. 
Highly recommended. Aud: H, C, P. (C. Cassady)

H E A L T H  &  F I T N E S S

ers through topics including the health 
risks of poor diets (obesity, cholesterol, 
diabetes, heart disease, and bone, joint, 
teeth, and sleep problems), the importance 
of nutrient-dense foods as illustrated in the 
MyPlate graphic breakdown (the successor 
to the former food pyramid), and paying 
attention to limits on added sugars, sodium 
and salt, and saturated and trans fats. Also 
including sections on healthier fast food 
choices, making small shifts in habits to 
reach long-term goals, the importance of 
physical activity, and the use of the USDA’s 
SuperTracker tool to help people find the 
best plans to incorporate culture, taste, 
traditions, and budgetary concerns, this 
info-packed program features extras includ-
ing a PDF teacher’s guide with fact sheets 
and student activities. Recommended. Aud: 
J, H, C, P. (J. Williams-Wood)

The Exotic Dances of Bettie Page	
HH1/2
(2016) 60 min. DVD: $29.95. Cult Epics (avail. 
from most distributors).

How times have changed! In an age when 
explicit pornographic material is readily 
available on the Internet, it feels like en-
tering a time warp to encounter the work 
of Irving Klaw, a photographer who set up 
a mail-order business to distribute stills 
and 8mm films that he produced between 
the 1940s-‘50s featuring attractive women 
in titillating poses and routines. Betty (or 
Bettie) Page was his best-known model: she 
became a pin-up star of the ‘50s, appearing 
in a famous Playboy Christmas centerfold 
in 1955. Prior to that, she and Klaw made 
the black-and-white “specialty films” 

R E L A T I O N S H I P S  &  S E X U A L I T Y
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that are featured as the main program 
here: a collection of 12 exotic dances and 
striptease routines. Added as a bonus are 
four of Klaw’s “Kamera Club” films with 
Page wearing (and occasionally removing) 
lingerie in various poses. Accompanying 
these digitally restored archival items 
are a gallery of Klaw’s photos, and a 2016 
interview with Page’s nephew Ron Brem 
at a Page exhibition held at the Catalina 
Island Museum. Klaw’s films, which also 
included bondage sequences, might have 
been deemed shocking 60-plus years ago, 
but by contemporary standards they are 
absurdly tame; nevertheless, a series of U.S. 
Senate hearings headed by Estes Kefauver 
in 1957 deemed Klaw a degenerate por-
nographer, and he was banned from doing 
business in New York. At the same time, 
Page retired and converted to evangelical 
Christianity, eventually working for Billy 
Graham. A revealing curio from a far more 
innocent—or prudish—era in American 
history, this is a strong optional purchase. 
Aud: C, P. (F. Swietek)

Love and Marriage in Kabul HHH
(2015) 52 min. DVD: $375. DRA. Grasshopper 
Film. PPR.

In 2009, a film crew accompanied Af-
ghan-Australian Mahboba Rawi on her 
yearly visit to Afghanistan, where her 
foundation Mahboba’s Promise assists 
widows and orphaned refugees. Filmmaker 
Amin Palangi’s documentary captures the 
story of Abdul, an orphan who became 
a teacher (one of Rawi’s earliest charges), 
and Fatemah, the girl he wishes to marry. 

Coming Out HHH
(2016) 72 min. DVD: $26.95. Wolfe Video (avail. from most 
distributors). Closed captioned. ISBN: 978-1-942584-15-5.

New York filmmaker Alden Peters builds this first-person doc-
umentary around disclosures to friends and family concerning 
his sexual orientation. Alongside his own experience, Peters also 
includes crowd-sourced coming-out stories from other LGBT 
youth who uploaded their self-recorded videos to YouTube. Peters 
explains that his family wasn’t homophobic, but he pretended 
to be straight in order to fit in. He starts out by telling his older 
brother, Julian, who says, “I would have never guessed.” His 
friends ask if he’s joking, and one wonders if he might start acting flamboyant, even 
though that isn’t in his nature. They seem more confused than anything else, while 
his mother, Veda, is immediately accepting, although she asks him a personal ques-
tion about sex that he refuses to answer. During the holidays, Peters returns home to 
Seattle to tell his father, Rick, a firefighter. Rick, who lives in a cabin, likes to fix cars, 
and owns a gun collection, is neither surprised nor disappointed. Peters winds up by 
telling his younger siblings, Jacquelyn and Callahan, who have a hard time believing 
him—in part because of stereotypical ideas about how gay people look and act, which 
don’t fit their brother. After “coming out,” Peters isn’t sure what to do next, so he 
speaks to journalist Zach Stafford, author Janet Mock, developmental psychologist 
Ritch Savin-Williams, and other specialists to see what they recommend. By film’s 
end, he’s still trying to figure things out, but seems more hopeful about his future. 
Offering an intimate, personal look at a situation that many LGBT individuals struggle 
with, this is recommended. Aud: C, P. (K. Fennessy)

Fatemah’s widowed father, Nik-Moham-
mad, would not permit the marriage, which 
would leave him with no one to run his 
household or care for his younger sons. 
If Fatemah must marry, Nik-Mohammad 
wanted the money that a wealthier man 
might pay for her hand; alternatively, he 
would allow the wedding if Mahboba found 
someone to marry his eldest son. Love and 
Marriage in Kabul follows Mahboba as she 
negotiates on behalf of Abdul, who lacks 
the money to pay Fatemah’s dowry, so Mah-
boba’s only alternative is to find a young 
woman willing to marry into the family. 
The cameras follow in fly-on-the-wall style 
as arguments are made, plans are formed, 
deals are agreed and reneged upon, and 
tears are shed, as the star-crossed lovers 
move closer to marrying. Mahboba explains 
that arranged marriages are the norm in Af-
ghanistan and there is nothing wrong with 
canvassing the neighborhood for possible 
brides; nonetheless, her search for a girl to 
marry into Nik-Mohammad’s family plays 
a little oddly in light of her commitment 
to Abdul’s love match. Although presented 
as a story of victory and breakthrough over 
closed minds and ancient customs, it’s hard 
to say if this marriage represents a win for 
Fatemah. Isolated in her father’s house, she 
does not appear until midway through the 
film, says little on camera, and only seems 
to be truly happy when trying on elaborate 
glitter eyeshadow. An interesting portrait 
of the war between traditional ritual and 
contemporary aspirations in matrimonial 
matters in Afghanistan, this is recommend-
ed. Aud: C, P. (M. Puffer-Rothenberg)

Coffee: The Drink That Changed America 
HHHH
(2015) 60 min. DVD: $24.95. Pilot Film & 
Television Productions (avail. from www.
globetrekkertv.com). ISBN: 1-937103-40-8.

Aired on public television, this informative 
niche-topic travelogue, hosted (mainly) by 
the exuberant Dean Cycon as well as Judith 
Jones, takes viewers around the globe for a 
look at the history of coffee up through con-
temporary times. Exploring the roots of the 
Ethiopian fruit derivative that was first widely 
drank by Christian abbots and Muslim Sufis 
around the 10th century, Coffee pays tribute 
to the largest traded commodity in the world 
(after oil, of course), from Kaldi the goatherd’s 
legendary 8th-century discovery of the plant 
to the rise in popularity of the burned bean 
drink in the Middle East, as well as the growth 
in trading, and proliferation of coffeehouses 
when coffee arrived in New Amsterdam in 
1660. The Boston Tea Party (summed up in 
a local’s Wahlberg-esque take: “All I know is 
da Indiahns or somefin on a bowt and they 
were throwing tea bags ovah”) pushed coffee 
into the forefront as the drink of patriots, and 
coffee rations became popular, not only for 
Civil War fighters—sugar and coffee being 
equivalent to “happiness and mortal cour-
age”—but also to the frontier pioneers who 
were expanding West. Also covering instant 
coffee, the nickname “cup of Joe” (named after 
the G.I.s), the Gaggia first home-use espresso 
machine, diner coffee as an American institu-
tion, the Starbucks innovation and boom, and 
a nouveau “third wave” focusing on artisanal 
and specialty blends, this well-produced soup-
to-nuts overview is highly recommended. 
Editor’s Choice. [Note: also newly available 
is the four-disc series Coffee Trails, priced at 
$49.95.] Aud: P. (J. Williams-Wood)

A Farmer’s Road HHH
(2016) 75 min. DVD: $38.99. Dreamscape Media. 
PPR. Closed captioned.

Director John Murray profiles an Illinois 
couple who have built their lives around 
sustainable farming. Wes Jarrell and Les-
lie Cooperband run Prairie Fruits Farm & 
Creamery in Champaign-Urbana. Jarrell’s 
motivation stems from a desire to leave a 
better world for his grandchildren. He and 
Cooperband provide an alternative to con-
temporary agribusiness (which is character-
ized by automation, subsidies, and growth 
hormones). Jarrell grew up on a fruit farm in 
Oregon, while Cooperband was raised in New 
York City, although she studied biology and 
ecology in college. Jarrell and Cooperband 
met in Madison, WI, where they worked in 
academia. After securing the land, the pair 
started with fruit trees and berry plants. Since 

F O O D  &  S P I R I T S
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they love goat cheese, they added goats (ce-
lebrity chef Rick Bayless, their most famous 
cheese customer, appears here to praise their 
work). They also produce preserves, salsa, 
honey, and other canned items. During 
the film, they sell their wares at a farmer’s 
market, meet with a state senator to discuss 
concerns, and help a pregnant goat who is 
having trouble giving birth. On their farm, 
they employ five people, and they admit to 
carrying some debt (other issues include vari-
able weather conditions and health problems 
related to overexertion). With a grant, they 
were able to build a professional kitchen, 
allowing them to host themed dinners with 
guest chefs during which they can educate 
diners about their work. Effectively capturing 
the pleasures, perils, and benefits of a fully 
sustainable life, this is recommended. Aud: 
C, P. (K. Fennessy)

The Last Crop HHH
(2016) 69 min. DVD: $89: public libraries & high 
schools; $295: colleges & universities. BluePrint 
Productions. PPR. SDH captioned.

What is the real hope for family farms in 
the U.S., particularly those devoted to grow-
ing organic produce? That is the question 
posed by filmmaker Chuck Schultz in this 
profile of Jeff and Annie Main, who have not 
only worked their land in California’s Central 
Valley since 1976, but also been involved for a 
decade in spearheading efforts to ensure that 
small growers like themselves will be able to 
pass the tradition on to the next generation. 
The Last Crop shows the couple working in the 
fields, and preparing a newsletter that, Annie 
admits, may be as much a key to their success 
as the goods produced on the land. The film 
also documents their participation in the 
local Community Supported Agriculture 
system, which brings together producers and 
consumers in a joint economic enterprise. 
And it follows their efforts to raise funds for 
an affirmative agricultural easement that 
would place the land in a trust for similar 
small farmers that would extend sustainabil-
ity by protecting the territory from others 
in the case of economic forces that threaten 
to absorb it for other purposes. The issue is 
personal for the Mains, who have to talk to 
their children—a son who has taken a job as a 
fireman and a daughter who has left to study 
at an East Coast art school—about whether 
they will choose to continue their parents’ 
work on the farm. One can’t help but admire 
Jeff and Annie’s tenacity and dedication, 
while also pondering the future of small-scale 
American agriculture. Recommended. Aud: 
C, P. (F. Swietek)

Wastecooking	HHH1/2
(2015) 80 min. In Dutch, English, French & 
German w/English subtitles. DVD: $300. DRA. 
Film Platform (avail. from www.filmplatform.
net). PPR.

The United Nations’ Food and Agricul-

ture Organization estimates that one-third 
of all food produced globally is ultimately 
thrown away. Filmmaker Georg Misch’s 
Austrian documentary follows chef and au-
thor David Gross as he travels through five 
European countries to show how wasteful 
habits and reckless business decisions can 
be reversed in the pursuit of rescuing fresh 
food from disposal. Some of Gross’s efforts 
involve dumpster diving, and he seems to 
have extraordinary luck in finding whole 
food items—including many sealed in plastic 
wrapping—that are still fresh or ripe despite 
very minor bruising. Elsewhere, Gross speaks 
with agricultural activists who argue against 
the tradition of not using farm-grown fruits 

or vegetables with aesthetic imperfections. 
And for the carnivores, Gross is tutored by a 
chef who advocates using sections of animal 
anatomies that are routinely tossed away 
under the mistaken belief that they have no 
taste or nutritional value. Wastecooking also 
reminds viewers that it’s not just a question 
of dining choices—Gross motors about Eu-
rope in a vehicle fueled with used vegetable 
oil, while a European Parliament cafeteria 
manager explains how the waste from the 
building’s dining hall is transformed into 
bio-fuel. A fast-paced, entertaining, and 
thought-provoking film featuring a charm-
ing host (and subtle activist), this is highly 
recommended. Aud: C, P. (P. Hall)

P E T S

The Business of Disaster HHH
(2016) 60 min. DVD: $24.99 ($54.99 w/PPR). PBS 
Video. ISBN: 978-1-62789-748-8.

After Hurricane Sandy struck the New 
Jersey and New York coastlines in 2012, 
President Obama visited residents with as-
surances that bureaucratic red tape would be 
cut to make every effort to get people back 
in their homes. Yet almost four years later, 
many still live in rental units, and houses 
are either boarded up or gone altogether. 
Simultaneously, many insurance companies 

Chicken People HHH
(2016) 83 min. DVD: $14.99. Sony Pictures Home Entertainment (avail. 
from most distributors).

You think you’ve seen it all onscreen, but then a shot of 
somebody turning a hair dryer on a shampooed chicken forces 
a reevaluation. The bemused yet warmly human documentary 
Chicken People is like a real-life variation on Christopher Guest’s 
famous mockumentary, Best in Show, only this time the subject 
isn’t dogs and their hopeful owners but some gorgeous fowl and 
their vulnerable caretakers. Filmmaker Nicole Lucas Haimes 
trains her camera on several people who raise and pamper show 

chickens for competition, and derive various kinds of personal satisfaction from their 
obsession. If a viewer’s primary image of a chicken is a roasted bird on a platter, the 
beautiful, sometimes patterned plumage of the living creature can come as a delightful 
surprise. It’s exactly that aesthetic that human competitors strive for, often taking mul-
tiple generations of breeding to achieve perfection. And it’s not only about feathers: as 
viewers learn from the handful of chicken owners who dominate Haimes’s film, there is 
an exacting code (in a published guidebook for breeders) regarding tail lengths, wattles, 
and curls. Given the rigors of raising and competition, as well as the unpredictability 
of a particular judge’s biases, devotees of show chickens face daunting odds. But some 
folks have their reasons for plunging in: a New Hampshire engineer, who works long 
days at his job and long nights in his chicken pen, admits that he’s not a good candidate 
for a relationship and family; an Indiana mother of five says chickens help her with 
depression and anxiety; and a nightclub entertainer in Branson, MO, found relief in 
show chickens after years of being bullied. Everyone has an authentic story here that 
keeps the participants from becoming the butt of a joke, even as Haimes finds the 
humor in their passion. Recommended. Aud: C, P. (T. Keogh)

B U S I N E S S  &  E C O N O M I C S are making record profits. What happened? 
National Public Radio reporter Laura Sullivan 
hosts this PBS-aired Frontline documentary by 
Rick Young, which looks at the troubled web 
that exists involving insurance companies, 
flood insurance coverage, and government 
bureaucracy. Insurance companies have 
been traditionally wary of covering floods, 
but after big flood disasters in the 1960s 
and ‘70s, Congress stepped in with a large 
government-backed insurance program. But 
after Hurricane Katrina struck New Orleans 
in 2005, FEMA almost went bankrupt. Under 
pressure to keep payments down, companies 
denied claims or systematically underpaid, 
often claiming pre-existing conditions such 
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as “earth movement” cracks in house founda-
tions. The Business of Disaster illustrates how 
insurance contracts can be impenetrable col-
lections of loopholes and exclusions that are 
written in convoluted English. Many times 
it seems as if only lawyers and contractors 
get paid, not policyholders, as paperwork 
mysteriously vanishes, engineers’ findings are 
arbitrarily changed, and unqualified people 
are hired to perform inspections and prepare 
reports. In efforts to attain neighborhood “re-
siliency,” houses have been elevated, resulting 
in odd-looking ad hoc streets. As authorities 
fumble toward solutions, people remain out 
of their houses and insurance companies con-
tinue to profit from their misery. With climate 
change offering a harbinger of worse to come, 
this is a timely documentary. Recommended. 
Aud: C, P. (S. Rees)

Freightened: The Real Price of Shipping 
HHH
(2016) 52 min. DVD: $49: public libraries; $99: 
high schools; $225: colleges & universities. DRA. 
Green Planet Films. PPR. Closed captioned.

When a jacket’s label says “Made in 
China,” often that is only part of the story. 
It’s more likely that various elements of 
the jacket—material, buttons, metal for 
the zipper—come from different points 
on the globe, meaning that the item is 

well-traveled by the time it reaches a de-
partment store. Filmmaker Denis Delestrac’s 
Freightened looks at the environmental toll 
of all that transportation, focusing on the 
modern freighter system, in which enor-
mous ships carry vast amounts of enclosed 
containers filled with contents known only 
to corporations. The obvious ramifications 
for possible terrorism are touched upon 
here, while the transfer of drugs and illegal 
weapons is already an assumed given. Oil 
spills from freighters are a fact of life, but 
ships also inadvertently capture animal spe-
cies and transport them to different points 
on the planet, where they can become 
dangerous as non-natives. Another problem 
is that freighter companies can fly under 
multiple “flags of convenience,” meaning 
that a ship can technically and temporarily 
be tied to any country that is financially 
advantageous for the corporation—but may 
be unfair to workers. All of these facets rep-
resent a mostly hidden aspect of the costs 
of globalization. Recommended. Aud: H, 
C, P. (T. Keogh)

Meet the Renegades HH1/2
(2016) 2 discs. 295 min. DVD: $29.99 ($199 w/
PPR). Dreamscape Media. Closed captioned.

Ross Ashcroft is the co-founder of Rene-
gade Inc., a London-based media operation 

that publicizes the ideas of independent 
thinkers who buck mainstream thought, 
especially in the area of economics. In this 
interview series, Ashcroft talks with 10 
mavericks: Stanford University economist 
Anat Admati, Ian Gilbert of the Independent 
Thinking movement, activist and economist 
Christian Felber, economist and novelist 
John Lanchester, Financial Times columnist 
Martin Sandbu, artist Darren Coffield, “peo-
ple power” lecturer Eliane Glaser, Kingston 
University economist Steve Keen, self-styled 
anti-economist Andrew Walker, and peace 
mediator Donald Reeves. The theme that 
runs throughout is not merely being averse 
to generally-accepted neoclassical economic 
assumptions, but also exhibiting a desire to 
break down the walls of convention, and 
encourage innovation in business, education, 
and the arts through “self-learning.” The in-
terviewees are an interesting bunch who offer 
provocative observations and suggestions. But 
there is a tendency—encouraged by Ashcroft’s 
questioning (he advertises himself as, among 
other things, a standup comedian)—to incite 
guests to be somewhat outrageous in their 
pronouncements. A bare-bones talking heads 
series, Meet the Renegades offers economic 
points of view very different from the stan-
dard orthodoxies. A strong optional purchase. 
Aud: C, P. (F. Swietek)
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Go Against the Flow HHH1/2
(2016) 56 min. DVD: $59.95 ($199 w/PPR from edu.passionriver.com). 
Passion River (avail. from most distributors). Closed captioned.

Designed to inspire millennial women to start businesses 
of their own, filmmaker Charu Sharma’s Go Against the Flow 
offers insights and advice from 27 women who have founded 
or co-founded their own companies. Noting that women are 
culturally conditioned to nurture others rather than promote 
themselves—and that they earn an average $4,600 less than men 
in their first jobs—the documentary encourages young women 
to be “disagreeable” in pursuit of success, arguing that entrepre-
neurial ideas are necessarily untried and unfamiliar, so rejection and pushback are to 
be expected. Beyond developing the right attitude, working hard, and having a thick 
skin, the women here serve up some practical advice: talk up plans and get feedback; 
invest in a technological framework that will grow with your business; and realize that 
the people you initially hire may not always have a place in your expanding company. 
One CEO says she faces work/life conflicts in terms of what she’ll regret most down 
the line, missing time with her kids or a business event. Another says there is simply 
no division between her work and life, but acknowledges that as a business owner she 
controls more of her time. The interviews are punctuated with humorous set pieces and 
a dreamy animated sequence of a little girl morphing into a college graduate. Although 
most of the companies represented here are tech and/or web-based (i.e., Ning, Women 
2.0, Getaround, Cloudflare, HerCampus), the business advice shared is universal. From 
initial inspiration and motivation, to assessing ideas, pitching to potential investors, 
dealing with discrimination, and recovering from failure, the experiences and per-
spectives of these women will be useful to anyone thinking of starting a company. 
Highly recommended. Aud: C, P. (M. Puffer-Rothenberg)

The Secret Life of Your Clothes HHH1/2
(2014) 59 min. DVD: $295. Firecrest Films (dist. 
by Bullfrog Films). PPR. SDH captioned. ISBN: 
1-94154-551-3.

Genial host Ade Adepitan takes viewers on 
a journey to show what happens to clothing 
that is donated to charity shops in the U.K. 
in filmmaker Andy Wells’s documentary, part 
of the BBC-aired This World series. Adepitan 
seems genuinely surprised by the enormous 
wholesaler operation he sees, which ships the 
clothes overseas to Ghana, where a reported 
30,000 tons arrive annually in the capital 
city of Accra. Brokers sift through the pal-
lets filled with “obroni wawu” (“dead white 
men’s clothes”), come across name-brand 
finds, and organize items into 1st-3rd class 
categories (one man says he’s made up to 
£25,000 [roughly $30,000] in a day). The trail 
then passes down to the next level of sellers, 
where the hopeful will gamble on shipments 
and the atmosphere is tense if the pickings 
aren’t so good (“Old man, you’re lying!” 
“Sister, you’re hurting my arm!”). The film 
also explores the ways that entrepreneurs re-
furbish cheaper clothes (including re-fitting 
and dyeing), the disappearance of culture due 
to the shift from wearing traditional garb to 
embracing Western-style clothing, and the 
money to be made in this relatively-new 
profession (where even in the poorest regions 
items cost about 30 cents, and still people go 
into debt for obroni wawu). Easygoing Ade-
pitan—a Paralympian medalist who offers a 
bit of an atypical perspective squeezing his 
wheelchair into staggeringly crowded tight 

market spaces—effectively draws out his 
interview subjects in this thought-provoking 
documentary that looks at a lesser-known 
facet of globalization. Highly recommended. 
Aud: C, P. (J. Williams-Wood)

8 Bit Generation: The Commodore Wars 
HHH
(2016) 100 min. DVD: $149 ($349 w/PPR). DRA. 
BOND/360 (avail. from www.bondeducator.com).

Tomaso Walliser’s documentary is the first 
major release from the “Growing the 8 Bit 
Generation” project, an ambitious effort to 
depict the giddy early computer/information 
technology and video game industry during 
the 1970s and ‘80s. While this is hardly a 
new subject, conventional narratives have 
tended to focus on the mythic Steve Jobs/
Bill Gates rivalry between Apple and Micro-
soft. Here, the hero is Jack Tramiel, a Polish 
Holocaust survivor turned typewriter and 
calculator salesman who masterminded the 
Commodore computer. Commodore’s VIC-
20—which competed with the popular but 
pricey and complicated Apple II—is held up 
here as the first true home PC, one that lived 
up to Tramiel’s credo of data power “for the 
masses, not the classes.” Tramiel especially 
enjoyed destroying Texas Instruments, an old 
nemesis, when that company sought to enter 
the home PC field. But when the irascible 
Tramiel was ousted from the top by elderly 
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corporate hacks with no computer-culture 
sense, the Commodore company floundered 
(although there is no mention of the later 
Commodore Amiga PC and its breakthrough 
graphics). Also covered are the notorious, 
U.K.-originated Timex-Sinclair 1000—with 
its “membrane” keyboard—that broke the 
$100 price-tag barrier, and the Atari gaming 
line. For viewers who fancy exotic old chipsets 
and the creative use of minimal kilobytes, 
this will be gossipy business history and nerd-
core nostalgia rolled into one. Recommended. 
Aud: C, P. (C. Cassady)

Living in the Age of Airplanes HHH
(2016) 47 min. DVD: $24.95, Blu-ray: $29.95. The 
Invisible Highway (avail. from most distributors). 
SDH captioned.

Narrated by Harrison Ford, this IMAX 
travelogue produced by National Geographic 
and directed by Brian J. Terwilliger tackles 
the not-exactly-groundbreaking topic of 
aviation—not with typical history timelines 
or lovingly-shot hardware, but rather by 
illustrating how different the world would 
be…without aircraft. Graphics and journeys 
to all seven continents make the point that 
air travel has given modern society easy 
access to places that, just a few generations 
ago, were more or less inaccessible. Air-cou-
rier-based trade is symbolized by an extrav-
agant sequence of flowers picked in Kenya 
arriving, still fresh, at a table in a house in 
Alaska. And seaplanes are practically the only 
practical way of connecting the island-chain 
nation of the Maldives. Extras include deleted 
scenes and behind-the-scenes featurettes, in-
cluding—for plane-spotters disappointed by 
the relative lack of tech imagery in the main 
feature—a number of “partner video” promos 
provided by collaborators Airbus, FedEx, and 
GE. Although a bit lite on the subject matter 
side, this IMAX film does boast character-
istically excellent visuals. Recommended, 
overall. Aud: P. (C. Cassady)

Gored: A Love Story HHH
(2015) 75 min. DVD: $19.99, Blu-ray: $37.99. 
FilmRise (avail. from most distributors). Closed 
captioned.

Filmmaker Ido Mizrahy profiles handsome 
toreador Antonio Barrera, known in the an-
nals as the “most gored bullfighter in history.” 
The son of a bullfighter who groomed Barrera 
(praising Antonio’s “cold heart”) from an ear-
ly age to perform in the ring, the bullfighter 
professes to “love” the dangerous bulls he kills 
and the mythic rituals of the spectacle. But 
since he has married a rancher’s daughter and 
now has children, fears of mortality—former-
ly not an issue—now accompany him into the 
bullring, along with his finery, bravado, and 
frequent injuries, forcing him to contemplate 
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a peaceful retirement that he somewhat 
dreads. Viewers who consider bullfighting 
a barbarous example of animal cruelty will 
not find a great defense of their opinion here, 
although public opposition to the oddly 
elegant dance of death is acknowledged. Bull-
ring scenes (often grainy and from a distance) 
indeed show bulls dying and Barrera being 
hurt, though the bloodletting is not overly 
graphic, and some will certainly appreciate 
the transfixing pageantry of bullfighting that 
has mesmerized artists from Hemingway to 
Welles to Madonna. Recommended. Aud: C, 
P. (C. Cassady)

The Hollywood Shorties HHH1/2
(2016) 85 min. DVD: $16.95. BRINKvision (avail. 
from most distributors).

Filmmaker Ryan Steven Green’s documen-
tary presents an enchanting believe-it-or-not 
sports/showbiz empowerment true story. 
A spin-off of the Little People of America 
association co-founded by legendary actor 
Billy Barty, the Hollywood Shorties were a 
team of dwarf and midget performers (mostly 
but not entirely drawn from Hollywood 
acting and stuntpeople) that began in the 
1950s with novelty softball matches. The 
team’s focus expanded—with a brilliant 
sense of showmanship—into basketball for 
Harlem Globetrotter-esque semi-scripted 
charity games that were mostly played in 
the Southern California area. The Shorties 
were an athletic outlet for marginalized 
individuals to show off their hoops prowess, 
including actors Tony Cox (Bad Santa) and 
Jimmy Briscoe. But during the 1990s, with 
the rise of the Dwarf Olympics games, the 
troupe felt bittersweet pressure to leave the 
politically incorrect gags behind. A highlight 

Free to Run HHH1/2
(2015) 104 min. DVD: $24.98. MPI Home Video (avail. from most 
distributors).

Filmmaker Pierre Morath’s documentary traces how long-dis-
tance running in the 1960s began to take on a new sociopolitical 
importance that shaped both the sports world and the wider 
society. Much of the focus is aimed at the role that running 
played in encouraging the wider participation of women in 
sports—particularly in the Boston Marathon, which initially 
banned women participants. In 1967, Kathrine Switzer entered 
the race without providing her full name, and her presence was 
not known until the competition was underway, after which race director Jock Semple 
tracked her down and attempted to physically eject her from the course. Photographs 
of Semple tearing at Switzer gave the race the worst imaginable publicity, although 
the Boston Marathon would not allow women to run until 1972. The film also details 
efforts to bring a women’s marathon to the Olympics, with Joan Benoit winning the 
first gold in 1984. Free to Run provides near-equal attention to notable male athletes as 
well, such as Steve Prefontaine and Jim Fixx, as it recounts a chronological history that 
includes the 2012 debate on whether to hold the New York City Marathon one week 
after Superstorm Sandy, with detractors arguing against diverting funds and police 
presence (away from the recovery efforts) for the race (which was ultimately cancelled 
amidst controversy). An interesting documentary that subtly mixes sociology with 
athletic history, this is highly recommended. Aud: C, P. (P. Hall)

here is a sequence of movie/TV clips showing 
Christmas elves, McDonaldland denizens, 
and Sid & Marty Kroft creatures all played 
by uncredited little-person talents. Extras 
include audio commentary by the director, 
deleted scenes, archival game footage, a SXSW 
Festival Q&A, a vintage Shorties fan letter, 
and a photo gallery. Highly recommended. 
Aud: P. (C. Cassady)

T-Rex HHH
(2016) 90 min. DVD: $59.95 ($299 w/PPR from 
edu.passionriver.com). Passion River (avail. from 
most distributors).

The first American to win back-to-back 
gold medals in boxing (in the 2012 and 2016 
Olympics), amateur fighter Claressa Shields is 
the subject of this touching documentary that 
covers her early years of training up through 
her 2012 victory (the year the Olympics first 
included the sport for women athletes). Film-
makers Drea Cooper and Zackary Canepari’s 
T-Rex follows Shields’s personal trials and 
her determination during adolescence to 
overcome a hard life in Flint, MI. In addi-
tion to economic distress, there are strong 
suggestions of problems at home (at one 
point, Shields’s miserable sister loudly calls 
their mother’s live-in boyfriend a “pervert” 
to his face). But troubles are shoved to the 
side whenever Shields, a fast and aggressive 
middleweight, is working in a gym with her 
coach, Jason Crutchfield. Crutchfield insists 
that his fighters take on a “business” mental-
ity, letting go of disappointment and defeat 
and putting personal matters on indefinite 
hold. When Shields becomes involved with a 
boy who happens to be her sparring partner, 
Crutchfield sternly forbids it. Shields goes to 
China for a pre-Olympics qualifying tourna-

ment, and then on to London for the Olym-
pics, but it’s the aftermath of the gold medal 
win that proves most compelling. Shields 
discovers that being an African-American 
female boxer with some swagger does not 
draw endorsements. And tensions flare be-
tween her and an increasingly authoritarian 
Crutchfield. T-Rex—Shields’s nickname—is 
ultimately about a remarkable and likeable 
young woman who finds herself amidst 
pressure from all sides. Recommended. Aud: 
C, P. (T. Keogh)

An Art That Nature Makes HHH1/2
(2016) 74 min. DVD: $149 ($349 w/PPR). 
BOND/360 (avail. from http://bondeducator.com).

Filmmaker Molly Bernstein’s remarkable 
documentary about Rosamond Purcell—a 
celebrated photographer specializing in cre-
ating images of natural artifacts, junk, and 
found objects—is wonderfully stimulating, 
even if the pictures of anomalies and detritus 
are a little creepy. Purcell herself comes across 
as a sunny, sensitive, intellectually curious 
artist who patiently persists at gaining access 
to her preferred subjects—usually taxonomy 
collections at natural history museums or 
found objects in junkyards. An Art That 
Nature Makes, which combines a generous 
sampling of Purcell’s images together with 
insightful commentary from admiring 
filmmaker Errol Morris and others, explores 
how Purcell is able to find strange beauty 
and secondary purpose in everything from 
extinct animals to human molars, from 
shells to the skeletons of conjoined twins. 
Viewers will also see numerous examples of 
Purcell’s Polaroid shots of oddly juxtaposed 
materials—torn book pages, the shadows of 
animal skins, insects—that are both mesmer-
izing and poetically dreamlike. A revelatory 
portrait of an artist who presents the daily 
artifacts that surround us in a whole new 
way, this is highly recommended. Aud: C, 
P. (T. Keogh)

Kings of the Pages HHH
(2015) 24 min. DVD: $24.99 ($199 w/PPR). 
Dreamscape Media. Closed captioned.

Taking on the formidable coffee-table-book 
topic of the golden age of American newspa-
per comic strips, filmmaker Robert Lemieux 
uses a minimalist approach—examining 
three representative strips to symbolize the 
many that dominated the “color supplement” 
funny pages and affected popular culture. 
The choices are: the gag domestic sitcom 
Blondie (Blondie and Dagwood have an intri-
cate backstory, barely recalled these days), the 
cop serial Dick Tracy (despite its caricatures, 
creator Chester Gould’s strip was a milestone 
in the depiction of violence and death in 
comics), and the pioneering space adventure 
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Buck Rogers in the 25th Century (Flash Gordon 
fans might feel snubbed, but Buck’s strip 
arrived in 1929, five years before Flash’s). 
Rationing during WWII meant a downsizing 
of the comics supplements, ending this great 
era. Oddly, no mention is made of how news-
paper color pages evolved into what would 
become comic books. Combining illustrative 
examples with comments from interviewees 
including graphic novelist Mark Wheatley, 
publisher Daniel Herman, and author-artist 
Denis Kitchen, this is an interesting look at 
the heyday of classic comics featured in the 
Sunday newspaper. Recommended. Aud: C, 
P. (C. Cassady)

Landscape Through Time with David 
Dunlop: Season Two HHH
(2016) 2 discs. 216 min. DVD: $99.95. DRA. 
SimmonsArt. PPR. Closed captioned.

Aired on public television, this 2016 
eight-episode second season continues to 
follow classically trained artist, teacher, 
and lecturer David Dunlop as he explores a 
variety of locales made famous by some of 
the world’s best painters. As in the previous 
season (VL-5/09), Dunlop visits locations tied 
to certain artists, where he talks about their 
history, careers, and geographical ties—with 
notated art and archival materials—while 
working on his own canvasses and offering 
tips on capturing the same colors, lighting, 
and nuances of the masters. Here, Dunlop 
spends the bulk of the season in Venice, 
Italy, with an emphasis on J.M.W. Turner, 
Francesco Guardi, John Singer Sargent, and 
two episodes devoted to James Abbott McNeil 
Whistler. The American stops here include 
two segments spotlighting Winslow Homer’s 
work from Prouts Neck, ME (where Homer 
spent much of his time, but still produced 
art inspired by his travels to places such as 
Cuba, Quebec, and the Adirondacks), as well 
as “The Woodland Streams of the Hudson 
River Painters,” where Dunlop demonstrates 
backlighting perspective while standing in 
rushing water in the Stonebridge Preserve 
in the Saugatuck River. A well-produced 
addition to this series aimed at budding 
artists and art history aficionados, this is rec-
ommended. Aud: H, C, P. (J. Williams-Wood)

Like Air HH
(2016) 76 min. DVD: $59.95 ($299 w/PPR from 
edu.passionriver.com). Passion River (avail. from 
most distributors).

While filmmaker Jake Viramontez’s doc-
umentary wants to tell a story that has a 
universal and timeless theme—centering 
on winners and losers in competitive per-
formance—it will likely have little appeal 
to anyone other than teen girls who dance 
or supporters of same. An often dull and 
redundant film, Like Air follows several ad-
olescent girls in different parts of the U.S. 
who are vying for one of several top slots in 
regional dance competitions. The winners 

will move up to a national contest—the film’s 
big climax—with predictable tears and cheers 
as competitors dance their hearts out only 
to fall prey to judges’ subjective perceptions. 
Between these showcases, we spend a lot of 
time with the individual girls, attending 
dance classes, and watching them work with 
talented choreographers and motivational 
studio trainers. Unfortunately, by the time 
the victor is chosen here, the kids—along 
with their goals and aspirations—have all 
somewhat blurred together. Optional. Aud: 
C, P. (T. Keogh)

Morphine: Journey of Dreams HHH
(2016) 93 min. DVD: $19.95. Music Video 
Distributors (avail. from most distributors).

Filmmaker Mark Shuman, a former Austin 
club owner, recounts the career of Boston 
jazz-rock outfit Morphine in this documenta-
ry that is both appreciative and melancholy. 
Saxophone player Dana Colley first became 
associated with singer and bassist Mark Sand-
man as a guitar tech for Treat Her Right, a 
blues-rock group that featured drummer Billy 
Conway. Sandman formed Morphine, play-
ing a two-string slide bass, as a side project 
with Colley and drummer Jerome Deupree. 
After Treat Her Right broke up, Morphine be-
came their main project. Conway started out 
as a fan, but would fill in whenever Deupree’s 
arthritis flared up. Eventually, Deupree quit, 
and Conway stepped in full-time (Deupree 
would return part-time during the making of 
2000’s The Night). Unable to secure a record 
deal, Morphine self-released their 1992 debut, 
Good. Sabine Hrechdakian, a graduate student 
at the time, remembers Sandman pursuing 
her as relentlessly as his music career, and a 
relationship ensued. The band followed up 
by recording their classic Cure for Pain (1993), 

and went on tour, selling out venues across 
the U.S. and Europe as word got out (and 
radio airplay and record reviews proliferated). 
Colley, who kept a journal during that time, 
reads passages about their experiences on the 
road, which included high-profile TV appear-
ances. After releasing 1995’s Yes, the band 
signed to DreamWorks where the pressure 
to sell records threatened to tear them apart, 
but they continued to record and tour until 
a fateful show in Italy from which Sandman 
would not recover. To Shuman’s credit, he 
recognizes the bandleader’s gifts, but doesn’t 
paper over Sandman’s relentlessness, which 
could leave hurt feelings in its wake. A solid 
music profile, this is recommended. Aud: P. 
(K. Fennessy)

Sin HH1/2
(2016) 30 min. Blu-ray/DVD Combo: $34.95. Cult 
Epics (avail. from most distributors).

Nico Bruinsma, owner of Cult Epics, is 
also the filmmaker who calls himself Nico 
B., best known for the 1998 underground 
horror short Pig, an exercise in sadism that 
still retains its ability to shock. His most 
recent effort, made between 2005 and 2008, 
falls into the other major area of Bruinsma’s 
distribution operation—erotica. Sin consists 
of three shorts shot in the style of black-
and-white silent films, accompanied only by 
snippets of piano music by Claude Debussy. 
The first segment, featuring Angelita Franco, 
centers on an exotic dancer from the Middle 
East who is kidnapped and taken to the West, 
where she becomes a popular stage attraction. 
The second, with Caroline Pierce, contrasts 
the life of a nude model with that of a nun 
who orally services her confessor (in the most 
explicit sequence of the trilogy, although 
another scene—involving self-gratification 

Talent Has Hunger	HHH1/2
(2015) 83 min. DVD: $24.95. First Run Features (avail. from most 
distributors).

What is the best way to develop an artist? That is a question 
posed by cellist Paul Katz, who for decades has been both a teacher 
and performer. Filmmaker Josh Aronson’s documentary follows a 
seven-year journey taken by Katz and some of his students. Katz 
believes that “perfection is not a goal... there will be mistakes.” 
He is looking for “elegance,” helping each student find a variety 
of sounds while “making color.” It’s always a battle between 
mastering the various elements of emotion, mood, and technical 

aspects. Katz must find a balance between his teaching and performing, but he feels 
that the former has helped enrich his performances. His students have varying goals: 
one wants to teach music to inner city students; another would like to perform for less 
classically inclined audiences; and a third feels that music, while always remaining a 
part of his life, may not become his career. With humor and compassion, Katz helps 
students prepare for competitions and deal with stage fright, advising them that the 
“brain can often get in your way.” He also recalls other father figures who were mentors 
for him, citing a lineage and obligation stretching from teacher to student over the 
decades. With its insights into the nature of teaching, Talent Has Hunger will appeal 
to more than just those with an interest in music. Extras include an interview with 
the director, a cello lessons segment, and student updates. An inspiring tribute, this is 
highly recommended. Aud: C, P. (S. Rees)
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Available exclusively from

www.ActionLibraryMedia.com

Highly Recommended
~Video Librarian

Lincoln’s Greatest Speech

From Best-Selling Lincoln biographer 
Ronald C. White and Emmy-winning 

director Ken Kebow comes

with a crucifi x—is certainly more blasphe-
mous). The last episode, bookended by shots 
that suggest it represents a male fever dream, 
has to do with a legless man and his well-en-
dowed maid, played by Dahlia Dark. All 
three episodes refl ect the tone of turn-of-the-
century erotic literature, and from a purely 
visual perspective each boasts some effective 
moments. Extras include a collection of the 
director’s 8mm shorts made between 1990 
and 2015, nude outtakes, teaser clips, and 
a booklet with storyboards for the fi lms in 
Sin. Due to the explicit content, this is an 
optional purchase for more adventurous 
collections specializing in erotica. Aud: C, 
P. (F. Swietek)

A Space Program HH1/2
(2015) 72 min. DVD: $249. DRA. Zeitgeist Films. 
PPR.

In 2012, artist Tom Sachs—a proponent 
of bricolage (creating items from whatever 
materials are at hand)—staged what was 
essentially a performance art piece at the 
Park Avenue Armory in New York, where 
Sachs and his associates cobbled together 
the elements of a simulated mission to Mars. 
Filmmaker Van Neistat’s A Space Program 
captures this event—narrated in the deadpan 
style of a NASA announcer—beginning by 
describing with mock seriousness what the 
ships and spacesuits are made of (plywood, 
for instance) before proceeding to cover the 
fl ight itself (the astronauts are both women, 
in honor of Shaker founder Mother Ann 
Lee, who is here credited with inventing the 
circular saw—one of the instruments used in 
the mission). Sachs himself acts as the mis-
sion director, issuing orders about how the 
fl ight is to proceed while situated before an 

impressive bank of video monitors, some of 
which display video game footage. The latter 
is characteristic of the quirky humor suffus-
ing the fi lm (the space capsule is equipped 
with a vodka bar, and a recording glitch in 
the command console is resolved by simply 
replacing a tangled cassette in an antiquated 
tape deck). Unfortunately, the joke wears 
thin, and the few moments in which the tone 
turns nasty or horrific are merely jarring. 
Still, this will likely interest fans of Sachs or 
contemporary art in general, although the 
oddball and often rather juvenile quality of 
the subject will limit wider appeal. A strong 
optional purchase. Aud: C, P. (F. Swietek)

Afghanistan 1979: The War That 
Changed the World HHH1/2
(2014) 52 min. DVD: $348. Icarus Films. PPR. 
Closed captioned.

Filmmaker Gulya Mirzoeva’s fascinating 
documentary about the initial seed that 
spawned the current conflict engulfing 
the modern Middle East explores how the 
Soviet Union’s blundering policy in Af-
ghanistan—coupled with an equally inept 
American response—ignited the fuse that 
led to the explosion across the entire region. 
Sobering but also at times brutally funny, 
the fi lm draws from Soviet-era fi les, archival 
footage, and interviews with participants 
(Russian military men and political fi gures, 
including Mikhail Gorbachev) to tell a story 
that very few know. It begins prior to 1979, 
when the Soviets enjoyed a good relationship 
with the Afghan government—a situation 

Yarn HHH1/2
(2016) 76 min. In English & Icelandic w/English subtitles. DVD: $29.95. 
Kino Lorber (avail. from most distributors).

Yarn examines the exuberant work of four modern fi ber artists. 
Icelandic Tinna Þórudóttir Þorvaldar is a “yarn-bomber” and 
graffi ti artist who creates street art, covering objects in public 
spaces with hand-knitted and crocheted collages. Olek left Poland 
to fi nd artistic freedom in New York; in her large abstract pieces 
she uses crocheted motifs the way a painter uses paint, or sews 
people into brightly-colored bodystockings and then leads them 
into the streets to engage passersby. Canadian Toshiko Horiuchi 
MacAdam, born in Japan and once renowned for her gallery pieces, now fashions large, 
sturdy nets with valleys so that people—children in particular—can literally climb 
into her work. Tilde Björfors of the Cirkus Cirkör designs stage sets and equipment—
involving acrobats and trapeze artists—that feature thick white netting, oversized 
cords, and giant-sized faux balls of yarn. The four artists are shown at work and in the 
environments that have inspired them—for Þórudóttir Þorvaldar in Iceland, herding 
sheep in the cold; for Olek, the streets of New York City; and for MacAdam, scenes of 
Japanese children at play. The artists also talk about women’s long history of knitting, 
crocheting, and weaving in the home, and what those skills mean both domestically 
and as fi ne art. The comments are thoughtful while the work displayed here is playful, 
challenging, and sometimes truly stunning. Highly recommended. [Note: this is also 
available with public performance rights for $349 from Bond Educator, www.bonded-
ucator.com.] Aud: C, P. (M. Puffer-Rothenberg)

H I S T O R Y  &  C U R R E N T  E V E N T S

that was shattered when an “unauthorized” 
Communist coup wound up creating a cha-
os that led the highest Politburo leadership 
to intervene directly in 1979, after which 
the Carter administration supported the 
religiously-inspired resistance, turning the 
war into a quagmire for the Russians that 
was similar to what the U.S. experienced in 
Vietnam. And thus began the Islamic jihad-
ist movement that now dominates much of 
the region. While one might quibble with a 
few things here—Gorbachev’s recollections, 
while historically valuable, have a self-serving 
quality that goes unchallenged (he places 
blame for the decision to invade entirely 
on the largely incapacitated Leonid Brezh-
nev, KGB head Yuri Andropov, and Foreign 
Minister Andrei Gromyko), and American 
commentators single out Carter NSA Advisor 
Zbigniew Brzezinski, a rabid anti-Commu-
nist, for particular criticism—overall this is 
an enlightening documentary examining the 
roots of today’s international turmoil. Highly 
recommended. Aud: C, P. (F. Swietek)

Burden of Peace HHH1/2
(2015) 54 min. In Spanish w/English subtitles. 
DVD: $295. DRA. Alexander Street Press. PPR.

Dutch fi lmmakers Joey Boink and Sander 
Wirken’s documentary examines the efforts 
of Guatemalan Attorney General Claudia 
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Paz y Paz to bring justice to her country 
during her 2010-14 term. Some of the prob-
lems she faced were cultural—Guatemalan 
prosecutors were traditionally unenthusiastic 
about challenging narco-crime gangs, notori-
ous human rights abuses, and even domestic 
violence cases—while others were the result of 
plain error, most notably the proliferation of 
misspellings in the national crime database. 
Facing hostile opposition from right-wing 
elements in the government and from media 
factions that attempted to portray her as a 
Marxist, Paz y Paz nevertheless began to make 
significant progress in the cause of establish-
ing justice. Her greatest accomplishment was 
bringing former military dictator Efrain Rios 
Montt to trial for genocide against the indige-
nous population during the Guatemalan civil 
war. Despite blatant contempt for the court 
from the defendant and his attorneys, Montt 
was convicted and sentenced to 80 years in 
prison, although a higher court voided the 
conviction on a technicality and then forced 
Paz y Paz from her job before her term ex-
pired. Paz y Paz’s life story is kept somewhat 
sketchy—her husband is not mentioned 
until late in the film—but this documentary 
effectively shines a spotlight on the social and 
political upheaval in a long overlooked corner 
of Central America. Highly recommended. 
Aud: C, P. (P. Hall)

Hot Type: 150 Years of The Nation 
HHH
(2015) 93 min. DVD: $24.95. First Run Features 
(avail. from most distributors).

Any magazine that has published con-
tinuously for a century and a half deserves 
to be celebrated. Oscar-winning director 
Barbara Kopple’s documentary gives The 
Nation due recognition, presenting an 
“authorized” biography of the publication, 
starting with a montage of covers from 1865 
onwards and tracing its evolution from a 
mouthpiece for Republican abolitionists to 
a periodical that embraced the New Deal 
and has ever since supported liberal causes. 
Extensive interviews with past and present 
staff (including long-time editor Katrina 
vanden Heuvel and emeritus editor Victor 
Navasky) are coupled with comments from 
fans such as Bill Moyers and Rachel Mad-
dow, along with amusing footage addressing 
the difficulty of financing a magazine that 
eschews advertising revenue (including 
an archival clip in which Paul Newman 
complains about how Navasky cajoled him 
into becoming a regular source of funds). 
One of the points repeatedly made is how 
the magazine’s editorial practices allow for 
long-term and intensive coverage of stories, 
with examples cited here including the 
recall election of Wisconsin governor Scott 
Walker, and an investigation of post-earth-
quake aid efforts in Haiti. Viewers will also 
witness a lot of behind-the-scenes footage of 
editorial meetings and debates about head-

lines and layout, as well as conversations 
with devoted and enthusiastic interns. Hot 
Type carries not a hint of criticism of The 
Nation—except for a comic put-down by 
Stephen Colbert—but this is a justifiably 
admiring portrait of a venerable journal 
of reporting and opinion. Extras include 
deleted scenes. Recommended. Aud: C, P. 
(F. Swietek)

Okinawa: The Afterburn HHH1/2
(2016) 121 min. In English & Japanese w/English 
subtitles. DVD: $24.95. First Run Features (avail. 
from most distributors).

Filmmaker John Junkerman, who gar-
nered an Oscar nomination for his 1986 
documentary feature Hellfire: A Journey from 
Hiroshima, provides a fascinating consider-
ation of the long-simmering controversy 
regarding the presence of the U.S. military 
on Okinawa. The Americans first came to 
the island in April 1945 during the Battle of 
Okinawa, and surviving soldiers from both 
sides of the conflict, along with Okinawan 
civilians, recall what transpired during 
that violent campaign, which resulted in 
the deaths of approximately 240,000. But 
while the U.S. ended its occupation of the 
Japanese mainland in 1952, it retained 
control of Okinawa until 1972, and despite 
the return of Japanese sovereignty, the 
U.S. kept its military bases and personnel 
on Okinawa. As years went by, tensions 
between the Okinawan population and 
U.S. servicemen began to intensify, and 
an increasing number of reported sexual 
assaults against Okinawan women began 
to receive international news attention. 
Protests by the Okinawans over the con-
struction of a new U.S. base at Henoko 
have only intensified the frayed relations 
between the Americans and the island’s in-
habitants. Junkerman does a wonderful job 
in dovetailing the turbulence of the World 
War II era with the metastasizing problems 

that have grown since the end of the war. 
Offering a balanced and accurate report 
on an extraordinary situation, Okinawa: 
The Afterburn provides invaluable insights 
on the state of U.S.-Japanese relations. 
Extras include extended scenes and bonus 
interviews. Highly recommended. Aud: C, 
P. (P. Hall)

Rockaway: Before and After HHH
(2016) 110 min. DVD: $29.95 (avail. from most 
distributors), $349 w/PPR (avail. from www.
kinolorberedu.com). DRA. Kino Lorber. Closed 
captioned.

A compilation of two documentaries by 
Jennifer Callahan, Rockaway: Before and After 
serves up a history of Rockaway, the only 
oceanfront community in New York City. The 
Bungalows of Rockaway (2010) examines the 
area’s growth in the early 20th century as a 
summer resort for working-class New Yorkers, 
thanks to the proliferation of low-cost bunga-
low communities that provided a long-term 
rental alternative to hotels. The beachfront 
setting offered a fresh air alternative to the 
oppressive stagnation of New York’s urban 
setting, and many who came here on va-
cation wound up living in Rockaway year-
round, albeit in communities divided along 
ethnic and racial lines. The film features 
a wealth of rare photographs and archival 
footage, including home movies of Groucho 
and Chico Marx frolicking on the beach 
(nearly unrecognizable without their trade-
mark makeup and costumes). Everything is 
Different Now: Rockaway After the Storm (2016) 
looks at the damage that Superstorm Sandy 
caused in Rockaway in October 2012, as well 
as the challenges that were faced during the 
expensive restoration process. Serving up a 
solid history while also offering a testament 
to the indefatigable spirit of the New Yorkers 
who refused to let the worst of nature evict 
them from their beloved neighborhood, this 
is recommended. Aud: C, P. (P. Hall)

Three Days in Auschwitz HHH
(2015) 55 min. DVD: $14.95. DRA. Vision Films (avail. from most 
distributors).

Artist-filmmaker Philippe Mora embarks on a long and in-
tensely personal journey to try to understand the horrors of 
the Auschwitz death camp, a major extermination center where 
European Jews were put to death by Nazis during the Holocaust. 
Mora, born several years after the end of WWII, has strong 
reasons for his interest, including a still-living mother who 
barely escaped being sent to Auschwitz from another camp, a 
late father who fought bravely for the French Resistance, and 

eight extended family members who died during Hitler’s “Final Solution.” While the 
film is full of memories and Mora’s sincere efforts to express something so difficult 
to comprehend, Three Days in Auschwitz can be sometimes a little opaque (although 
how can you offer an ultimate definition of the horrors of Auschwitz?). Still, Mora’s 
images of the Auschwitz camp—now a memorial overrun with tourists—are sometimes 
startling and his detailed historical knowledge is impressive, while his own paintings 
and chalk drawings capture the evil of both the camp itself and the Third Reich in 
general. Recommended. Aud: C, P. (T. Keogh)
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Finding Babel HHH
(2015) 88 min. DVD: $89: public libraries & high 
schools; $295: colleges & universities. DRA. The 
Video Project. PPR. Closed captioned.

David Novack’s documentary sketches 
the life and work of Isaac Babel, the Rus-
sian-Ukrainian short story writer who, 
despite service in the Soviet army in the 
1920s and considerable literary renown, was 
arrested in 1939 and executed after a forced 
confession. Finding Babel follows the writer’s 
grandson, Andrei Malaev-Babel, as he travels 
to the important places in his grandfather’s 
life—his home city of Odessa, Paris (where 
Babel visited his fi rst wife in the mid-1930s), 
and Moscow—to research his ancestor’s past 
and explore Babel’s posthumous legacy, in-
terviewing acquaintances, peers, and experts 
who comment knowledgeably on his writing, 
including aged poet Yevgeny Yevtushenko. 
Novack also intersperses fi lmed refl ections 
by Babel’s second wife Antonina, an engineer 
forced to witness her husband’s arrest, who 
emigrated to the U.S. following the collapse 
of the U.S.S.R., and he incorporates excerpts 

from Babel’s major works—The Odessa Tales 
(1931) and Red Cavalry (1926)—read by 
Liev Schreiber. Finding Babel proceeds to a 
sequence in which Malaev-Babel is accosted 
by security guards as he approaches the site 
where his grandfather was arrested, after 
which he speaks with a researcher who notes 
the incompleteness of Babel’s prison fi le and 
discusses the probable fate of the author’s lost 
writings, which were seized along with the 
writer. Babel was fi nally exonerated in 1954 
and a statue of him was erected in Odessa in 
2011, but Novack’s impassioned fi lm clearly 
suggests the inadequacy of such tributes to 
an artist who was crushed by Stalin’s totali-
tarian regime. Extras include a featurette on 
Babel’s semi-autobiographical account of the 
1905 Odessa pogrom, and deleted scenes. 
Recommended. Aud: C, P. (F. Swietek)

Go Far: The Christopher Rush Story 
HHH
(2016) 81 min. DVD: $59.95 ($199 w/PPR from 
edu.passionriver.com). Passion River (avail. from 
most distributors). Closed captioned.

Mark Hamill provides the posthumous 
voice of Christopher Rush, a remarkable 
young man whose physical burdens—
brought on by a form of muscular dystro-

T R A V E L  &  G E O G R A P H Y

B I O G R A P H Y

The Wild West HHH
(2016) 60 min. DVD: $24.95. Globe Trekker (www.globetrekkerstore.
com). PPR. ISBN: 1-937103-99-6.

Spectacular wide open spaces, along with colorful history 
and legendary characters, continue to draw millions of visitors 
from around the world to America’s “Wild West.” This Globe 
Trekker special (featuring several hosts) travels to well-known 
historic sites such as the Alamo, as well as markers along the 
Lewis and Clark trail, plus obscure ghost towns and saloons 
where prospectors would hit it big on mineral strikes during 
the day (only to lose it all gambling that night). Viewers will 
learn that riders on the Pony Express (which only operated for 19 months) were 
issued a pistol and a Bible, and that early builders of railroads would be shadowed 
by “tent towns” that provided dubious services to the men, including alcohol, gam-
bling, and women (leading to the coining of the term “hell on wheels”). Of course, 
some settlements became permanent, notably the large Mormon community at 
Salt Lake City, and religious freedom itself was a motive to move West, along with 
greed—the latter well-evidenced in the California and Yukon gold rushes, which 
attracted many, although few struck it rich. The Wild West doesn’t gloss over the 
shameful treatment of Native Americans, and notes that while 60 million buffalo 
once roamed the prairies, the herds were almost wiped out within a few short 
decades—shot for food, sport, or spite. The battle of Little Big Horn marked a rare 
victory for the Indians, but tribes would later pay a dear price for their triumph over 
General Custer. In addition to history, the West also offers modern diversions, such 
as rodeos, re-creations of roundups, and stagecoach rides. Viewers can also savor 
the tributes to characters like Wild Bill Hickok, who was ambushed while playing 
cards in a saloon, holding what forever became known as a “dead man’s hand.” Like 
most Globe Trekker titles, this one aims for a hipper and at times cornier vibe than 
most historical travelogues. Likely to appeal to armchair travelers with an interest 
in Americana, this is recommended. Aud: P. (S. Rees)
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phy—did not dent his large personality 
or his will to achieve what many thought 
impossible. Perhaps best remembered as a 
bright-eyed, confident boy who became the 
Muscular Dystrophy Association’s poster 
child in the 1980s and appeared on television 
with the likes of Jerry Lewis, Tony Orlando, 
and David Hasselhoff during annual tele-
thons, Rush impressed everyone who knew 
him as a positive, can-do kid who faced 
adversity with humor and grace. Drawing on 
an abundance of archival material, including 
home videos, photos, and TV footage, along 
with interviews of family, friends, and Rush 
himself (who died in 2007 at the age of 30), 
filmmaker Zack Arnold’s Go Far delivers a rich 
history of Rush’s life, which was often lived in 
the public eye. Rush defied all odds by living 
long enough to graduate from high school 
and attend law school, while also becoming 
the first paraplegic in America to be a licensed 
scuba diver. Hamill’s involvement here is no 
accident: Star Wars and its core philosophy of 
embracing a force stronger than ourselves was 
a big part of what kept Rush (a big fan) going. 
An inspiring portrait, this is recommended. 
Aud: C, P. (T. Keogh)

Iverson	HHH
(2015) 88 min. DVD: $29.95. Kino Lorber (avail. 
from most distributors). Closed captioned.

Sporting a cornrow hairdo and numerous 
tattoos, Allen Iverson was a controversial 
figure in professional basketball during the 
1990s. Filmmaker Zatella Beatty uses Iverson’s 
own words here to describe his ascent from 
the projects in Newport News, VA, up to the 

pinnacle of success with the Philadelphia 
76ers. A natural athlete, Iverson played both 
high school football and basketball, quickly 
becoming a media hero. His father, in and 
out of jail, was never a presence in his life, 
but at key points coaches stepped in as father 
figures, and Iverson always stayed one step 
away from trouble, until he was involved 
in a bowling alley brawl that landed him in 
jail. Many felt that Iverson’s punishment was 
racially based and unduly harsh, and he was 
released after several months. Iverson secured 
a berth on Georgetown University’s esteemed 
basketball team, where he played for a couple 
of seasons, before being drafted by the 76ers. 
Former team president Pat Croce calls Iverson 
a “warrior,“ who quickly became a Philadel-
phia favorite due to his hard-working “lunch 
box mentality.” But controversy continued 
to dog Iverson, over missed practices, a drug 
charge, claims of domestic abuse, and outrage 
spurred by the often obscene lyrics of a rap 
album that he made. Iverson eventually left 
the 76ers, kicked around the league, and even 
played a short while in Turkey before finally 
ending his career back in Philly. Here, Iverson 
talks about dealing with newfound wealth, 
his sometimes misguided loyalty to friends, 
and his hopes for a legacy. Friends and fans 
call him “a fighter and a survivor.” A solid 
profile of a notorious sports figure, this is 
recommended. Aud: P. (S. Rees)

Look at Us Now, Mother! HHH
(2015) 84 min. DVD: $24.99. Virgil Films (avail. 
Feb. 7 from most distributors). Closed captioned.

Filmmaker Gayle Kirschenbaum profiles 

Peggy Guggenheim: Art Addict HHH
(2015) 95 min. DVD: $29.95. Music Box Films (avail. from most 
distributors).

Peggy Guggenheim did not found the famous New York mu-
seum that bears her family’s name—that was her philanthropist 
uncle Solomon—but she amassed a collection of modern art 
that rivaled the world’s best and fostered the careers of many 
of the foremost artists of her time, including Jackson Pollock, 
Mark Rothko, and Robert Motherwell. As Lisa Immordino 
Vreeland’s biographical documentary emphasizes, Guggenheim 
also led a very eventful and often sad life. Following the death 
of her father on the Titanic, Guggenheim left for Paris, where she hobnobbed with 
many of the cultural luminaries of the 1930s (sharing beds with some, according to 
rumor), and opened a gallery to showcase their art, mostly acquired at modest cost 
(which she was able to later bring to New York in 1941). After the war, Guggenheim 
decamped to Venice, where she would eventually establish the Peggy Guggenheim 
Collection, one of Europe’s premier museums of modern art. Vreeland structures 
her profile around excerpts from long-lost interviews with Guggenheim conducted 
by her biographer Jacqueline Bograd Weld in 1978-79, to which Weld adds her own 
observations, along with those from a variety of acquaintances and art experts (as 
well as Robert De Niro, whose parents were among the many artists Guggenheim 
assisted). As the title indicates, the interviewees sometimes succumb to armchair 
psychoanalysis about Guggenheim’s motives and needs, but Vreeland’s film provides 
a fascinating portrait of a woman who, whatever the nature of her obsessions, was 
able to put them to good use. Extras include extended interviews, and a Q&A with 
Vreeland. Recommended. Aud: C, P. (F. Swietek)

her hypercritical mother, Mildred, in this 
alternately amusing and discomforting doc-
umentary. In an opening intertitle, Kirschen-
baum explains that she made the film in order 
to better understand Mildred, describing it 
as “a film about forgiveness.” Although they 
grew up in New York, Kirschenbaum’s mother 
now lives in a Boca Raton senior center or, 
as she terms it, an “adult sleep-away camp.” 
Kirschenbaum’s use of a jaunty, Seinfeld-es-
que score emphasizes Mildred’s similarity to 
George’s Florida-based parents on the NBC 
sitcom. Mildred is funny, but can also be 
cruel. A friend describes her as “outspoken, 
smart, and politically incorrect.” In her voice-
over, Kirschenbaum says that her mother, 
who had already had two boys, was expecting 
another, so a girl came as a disappointment. 
From day one, Kirschenbaum was never able 
to please Mildred, who criticized her nose, 
hair, and figure. Although the Emmy-win-
ning director has built a comfortable life for 
herself, her mother only seems to care that she 
isn’t married. During the course of filming, 
the pair visit a plastic surgeon, a counselor, 
a therapist, and a film festival in France. 
Mildred tells the counselor that her daughter 
was a “bitchy little girl,” failing to recognize 
that they share a certain headstrong quality. 
Kirschenbaum recounts her parents’ marriage 
through amorous letters they wrote to each 
other during World War II, and even though 
the couple argued throughout much of her 
childhood, Mildred takes her spouse’s death 
hard. Afterward, Mildred and her daughter 
spend more time together. Exploring her 
mother’s life has helped Kirschenbaum learn 
to forgive—and to establish a stronger bond 
with her mother. A powerful family profile, 
this is recommended. [Note: this is also 
available with public performance rights on 
DVD or Blu-ray for $75 for public libraries 
and $350 for colleges & universities from 
Tugg, www.eduhome.tugg.com.] Aud: C, P. 
(K. Fennessy)

Love & Solidarity HHH1/2
(2016) 38 min. DVD: $225. Bullfrog Films. PPR. 
SDH captioned. ISBN: 1-941545-59-9.

Rev. James Lawson’s name might not 
resonate as widely as that of other leaders of 
the Civil Rights movement, but during the 
1950s and ‘60s he was a trusted adviser and 
confidante to Dr. Martin Luther King Jr., and 
was with the great leader when he was assassi-
nated in Memphis in 1968. Michael Honey’s 
documentary provides an invaluable consid-
eration of Lawson’s career during the crucial 
years when African Americans struggled to 
achieve social and political equality, and it 
also looks at Lawson’s work in Los Angeles 
during the 1970s when he led a campaign 
of nonviolence to help the city’s labor move-
ment in their efforts to gain economic justice. 
Lawson is presented as a voice of wisdom 
and moderation in the face of challenging 
and often heinous environments, and his 
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Series UpdateThe Seasons in Quincy: Four Portraits of John Berger 
HHH
(2015) 90 min. DVD: $29.95 ($398 w/PPR from www.icarusfilms.com). 
Icarus Films Home Video (available from most distributors). Closed 
captioned.

A documentary about novelist, poet, painter, art critic, 
and political theorist John Berger, The Seasons in Quincy is an 
impressionistic portrait, serving up a quartet of short films 
mirroring the changes of season in Quincy, the rural French 
town where Berger has lived for more than a decade. The first 
segment, “Ways of Listening,” filmed in the winter of 2010 by 
Colin MacCabe, centers on a conversation between Berger and a longtime friend, 
actress Tilda Swinton, with the two reminiscing about childhood memories of 
their fathers, who were both veterans of wartime service. The second, Christopher 
Roth’s “Spring,” focuses on Berger’s interest in the relationship between humans 
and animals. The black-and-white “A Song for Politics,” co-directed by MacCabe 
and Bartek Dziadosz, is a short talk-show style discussion with Berger (who iden-
tifies himself as a humanist Marxist), MacCabe, and three other artists about the 
future of capitalism and possible alternatives in the Information Age. The final 
segment, “Harvest,” directed by Swinton, features a meeting between her teenage 
children Xavier and Honor and Berger’s son Yves, with the latter genially showing 
the former his father’s home and the surrounding fields. The Seasons in Quincy is an 
engaging and even cinematically inventive tribute to a man whose life as a public 
intellectual—without a university education, as Berger is quick to point out—has 
been long and productive. Also featuring a booklet with essays and art by and 
about Berger, this is recommended. Aud: C, P. (F. Swietek)

serenity as an observer while dealing with 
the worst of human emotions is matched by 
his brilliance as a political organizer and me-
dia-savvy activist. Throughout his adult life, 
Lawson has consistently shied away from the 
spotlight, preferring to cede public attention 
to the more electrifying personalities of the 
Civil Rights era (most notably, Dr. King and 
Cesar Chavez) while working privately to 
motivate people through a combination of 
theology and old-fashioned grit. Paying wel-
come tribute to the now-octogenarian Law-
son’s long-unheralded achievements, this 
is highly recommended. Aud: C, P. (P. Hall)

Paul Findley: Courage to Speak Out 
HHH1/2
(2014) 53 min. DVD: $14.95. Gales Creek Films 
(avail. from www.amazon.com). PPR.

Filmmaker Stewart Nestor presents a 
portrait of an unsung American hero: Paul 
Findley, a moderate Republican congress-
man from Illinois who played a major role 
in some of the most significant legislation 
and advocacy of the late 20th century. After 
formative experiences—including denounc-
ing a minstrel show while still a teen, and 
being an eyewitness to the devastation in 
Nagasaki following the nuclear blast in 
1945—Findley ran for Congress in the early 
1960s, energized by John F. Kennedy’s pres-
idential campaign. A supporter of Lyndon 
Johnson’s Great Society programs but a dove 
on Vietnam (he worked at rescinding the 
Gulf of Tonkin Resolution), Findley inserted 
the names of all American servicemen and 
servicewomen killed in Vietnam into the 

Congressional Record, making the point 
that real lives were being lost. Findley also 
bucked prevailing wisdom by championing 
the Civil Rights movement and Voting Rights 
Act, and was also responsible for the burial of 
Martin Luther King Jr. at Arlington cemetery 
and for selecting the first African-American 
page in Congress. Findley wrote the Famine 
Prevention Act and co-wrote a bill, signed by 
Jimmy Carter, prohibiting age discrimination 
in the workplace. He also had a hand in a 
nuclear non-proliferation treaty in South 
America, and called for diplomatic relations 
with China, leading to a thaw. Perhaps most 
impressively, Findley put his ideals on the 
line to support Palestinian rights, drawing 
rebukes and causing lasting damage to his 
political career. Featuring interviews with 
Findley and a number of past colleagues from 
both major parties, this political profile of 
courage offers a timely history lesson. Highly 
recommended. Aud: C, P. (T. Keogh)

The following titles are new additions 
to series that were previously recom-
mended. Titles are available from most 
distributors unless otherwise noted.

The Legend of Kor-
ra: The Complete Se-
ries (1,210 min., DVD: 
8 discs, $39.98; Blu-ray: 
8 discs, $49.98). Avatar 
Aang is reincarnated 
as a girl named Korra 
who must put her skills 
to work to protect Re-
public City in this complete collection 
of the 2012-14 Nickelodeon series. See 
review of The Legend of Korra—Book One: 
Air in VL-9/13.

Blowing Smoke…Vaping Teens (20 
min., DVD: $64.95) is the newest addi-
tion to TMW Media Group’s Real Life 
Teens series, designed for grades 8-12, 
which includes a teacher’s guide. See 
review of Real Life Teens: Social Media 
Addiction in VL-9/15. Available from: 
TMW Media Group, 2321 Abbot Kinney 
Blvd., Venice, CA 90291; tel: 310-577-
8581; web: tmwmedia.com.

Universal Pictures Home Entertain-
ment is releasing Barbie & Her Sisters in 
A Puppy Chase (76 min., DVD: $19.98, 
Blu-ray/DVD Combo: $26.98), the latest 
entry in the computer-animated series 
featuring Barbie and the girls, who 
travel to the islands for Chelsea’s dance 
contest, but must find their missing 
puppies. See review of Barbie & Her Sisters 
in The Great Puppy Adventure in VL-1/16.

Shout! Factory has just released 
Pound Puppies: Puppy Party (154 
min., DVD: $12.99), the newest addition 
to the animated animal series, with ep-
isodes featuring the dogs of Shelter 17 
as they help other animals find homes. 
See review of Pound Puppies—Mission: 
Adoption in VL-7/13.

Hosted by Claire 
Danes, Art21—Art in 
the Twenty-First Cen-
tury: Season 8 (240 
min., DVD: $24.99) 
compiles the 2016 
eighth season of PBS 
Home Video’s Peabody 
Award-winning doc-
umentary series on contemporary 
artists. See review of Art: 21—Art in the 
Twenty-First Century, Seasons One & Two 
in VL Online-3/04.

Visit Video Librarian Online (www.
videolibrarian.com) for more reviews 
during January and February, including: 
The Agreement, Bombing Hitler’s Supergun, 
Desert Migration, Fausto Also, Federal Su-
premacy and Selective Incorporation, Fish, 
From Iran: A Separation, Koko: The Gorilla 
Who Talks, Life and Death at Preah Vihear, 
One Day Since Yesterday: Peter Bogdanovich 
and the Lost American Film, Pink Boy, and 
much more!
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Japanese  Anime
Aoharu x Machinegun: 
Complete Collection	
HHH
(2015) 325 min. DVD: 3 
discs, $59.98; Blu-ray: 2 discs, 
$69.98. Sentai Filmworks 
(avail. from most distributors).

This may be a problem-
atic title for all but NRA households, being 
a Japanese sports-action-dramedy series (de-
rived from comics) that unapologetically idol-
izes guns and gunfights. The sport is Japan’s 
“survival games,” a variant on paintball that 
uses startlingly realistic airsoft plastic-pellet 
guns (some here are truly pain-inflicting, 
repeat-fire weapons). Student Hotaru Tachi-
bana is shanghaied into joining “Team Toy 
GunGun,” an airsoft-survival squad led by 
cocky cad Masamune, with whom Hotaru 
has a love-hate relationship. But Hotaru, in a 
genre cliché, is really a girl masquerading as 
a boy. And the team has a male gun culture, 
explicitly excluding females following a bad 
incident in the past. A third member is misfit 
classmate Toru, who has a secret career as a 
manga artist/writer specializing in S&M. The 
trio compete against bullying, unscrupulous 
rival teams, while Hotaru matures from 
gun-novice to combat teammate. Instead of 
the expected Hollywood (or even Japanima-
tion) showdown finale against enemies, the 
12-episode story arc refreshingly ends with 
an internal debate over comradeship and 
inclusion (a 13th OVA episode is a just-for-fun 
bonus with the trio fighting a gun battle in 
cosplay drag). With only minor racy under-
tones and raw language, this is a well-done 
series, albeit one that glorifies playing with 
firearms. Compiling all 13 episodes from 2015 
in separate dual-language DVD and Blu-ray 
editions, rated TV-14, this is recommended 
with reservations. (C. Cassady)

Mobile Suit V Gundam: 
Collection 1 HHH
(1993) 650 min. In Japanese 
w/English subtitles. DVD: 5 
discs, $59.99; Blu-ray: 3 discs, 
$74.99. Right Stuf (avail. 
from most distributors). ISBN: 
1-57032-639-4 (dvd), 1-57032-
640-0 (blu-ray).

This set of 1993 TV episodes from the pop-
ular Gundam Japanese sci-fi combat franchise 
represents the fourth iteration of the series 
that helped define the “mecha” anime genre 
(with giant robot power suits acting as tank-
like extensions of pilots, rather than being 
intelligent, sentient machines). Centuries in 
the future, after Earth has been ravaged by 
pollution, Zanscare—a heavily militarized 
empire of human space colonists prone to 
public guillotining—use their Gundam 
weapons to capture portions of the planet 
that are currently dominated by a weak Fed-
eration and non-allied corporations. Earth 
adolescent Üso, part of a freedom-fighter 
resistance movement, happens to be a prodigy 

at piloting a white-colored Gundam fighter 
named Victory, and he engages in crucial 
battles against Zanscare while also learning 
bitter lessons about codes of combat, sacrifice, 
and the casualties of war (and then, rather 
redundantly, re-learning those lessons when 
the fight moves to deep space). It’s a fan fa-
vorite—despite less than stellar animation—
that features fairly thoughtful and morally 
conflicted characters, some of whom do not 
survive the saga (although children, dogs, 
and cute little robots are spared). Compiling 
the first 26 episodes of the series in separate 
DVD and Blu-ray editions, rated TV-14, and 
presented in Japanese with English subtitles, 
this is recommended. [Note: Mobile Suit V 
Gundam: Collection 2 is also newly available.] 
(C. Cassady)

Psychic School Wars 
HH
(2012) 106 min. Blu-ray/DVD 
Combo: $29.98. Funimation 
(avail. from most distributors).

In this oddball 2012 an-
ime feature film, charismatic 
teen Ryoichi is a time-traveling psychic from 
the future posing as a new transfer student. 
He actually hails from an era in which Earth’s 
survivors are living on the Moon, and he is 
here for mysterious reasons. Accompanied by 
a familiar (a talking cat), Ryoichi soon makes 
the acquaintance of several kids involved in 
a love triangle-plus. Kenji, a graceless boy 
with a tendency to leave his fly open, has 
a big crush on the beautiful Kahori, who is 
captivated by handsome Ryoichi. Meanwhile, 
Natsuki (Mayu Watanabe) is enamored with 
Kenji but has too much pride to let him know 
other than by taunting him. The romantic 
entanglements at the center of the tale are 
periodically interrupted by Ryoichi pulling 
some mystical stunts (stopping time and 
putting on huge light shows), often while in 
the act of helping someone caught up in an 
emotional problem. Despite the wild visuals 
(impressive painterly scenes of sunsets and 
other outdoor images), Psychic School Wars 
feels bogged down until a story twist changes 
viewers’ ideas about these characters and their 
destiny. But it’s a case of too little, too late. 
Presented in a dual-language Blu-ray/DVD 
Combo set, rated TV-PG, this is an optional 
purchase. (T. Keogh)

Sailor Moon Crystal, 1 
HHH
(2014) 2 discs. 320 min. DVD: 
$44.98, Blu-ray/DVD Combo: 
$69.99. Viz Media (avail. from 
most distributors).

Launched in 2014 in com-
memoration of the 20th 
anniversary of the Sailor Moon shojo (girls) an-
ime franchise—a megahit in manga comics, 
TV shows, video games, and knickknacks—
Sailor Moon Crystal retells the origin story of 

the iconic magical-schoolgirl team. Typical 
14-year-old student Usagi idolizes a mythic 
superheroine named Sailor V (mild spoiler 
alert: Sailor V turns out to be a multimedia 
hoax to lure the genuine superheroines out 
of obscurity). Usagi meets a talking cat who 
teaches her a spell that turns Usagi herself 
into a “Sailor Moon” guardian against evil. 
Soon four other classmates are similarly 
transformed—into Sailor Mercury, Sailor 
Venus, Sailor Mars, and Sailor Jupiter—to 
battle against evil (often mothers, or persons 
of authority corrupted by nefarious forces). 
The team learns that they are reincarnations 
of ancient, Moon-based mystical figures 
who were originally intended to protect 
and guide human evolution. Longstanding 
series characters make appearances, such as 
boy adventurer Tuxedo Mask (aka Tuxedo 
Kamen, aka Mamo), who is Sailor Moon’s 
great love, and frequent villain Queen 
Beryl. The CGI-assisted animation is slick 
and occasionally striking, and it’s worth 
noting that this iteration premiered as a 
made-for-Internet streaming presentation, 
not a TV show or direct-to-video release. 
Presenting the first 14 episodes in separate 
dual-language Blu-ray/DVD Combo and 
DVD sets, rated TV-14, this is recommended. 
(C. Cassady)

Sword of the Stranger 
HHH
(2007) 103 min. Blu-ray/DVD 
Combo: $34.98. Funimation 
(avail. from most distributors).

There’s plenty of samurai 
sizzle in this dynamic an-
ime feature film from longtime filmmaker 
Masahiro Ando (Ghost in the Shell). Sword 
of the Stranger tells the story of a dissolute 
ronin (a samurai with no lord or master) who 
stumbles through the Japanese countryside 
defending a mouthy young boy and his dog 
from a mysterious band of Chinese warriors 
bent on capturing the child. Riddles abound 
in this bloody 2007 epic, beginning with the 
haunted past of the Clint Eastwood-like hero, 
Nanashi (No Name), and the question of why 
bossy kid Kotaro is so important to the foreign 
killers. The answers are certainly weird, but 
it’s the action that is truly satisfying (Nanashi 
refuses to draw his sword throughout the sto-
ry until he absolutely must), while the bond 
between Nanashi and Kotaro grows as the 
danger to both deepens. An interesting twist 
finds the ultimate bad guy in this tale to be 
a cold-eyed, European mercenary hooked on 
death—an adversary worthy of a final battle. 
Ando’s artwork is splendid, highlighted by 
nature scenes that are particularly dazzling at 
night. Presented in a dual-language Blu-ray/
DVD Combo set, rated TV-MA, extras include 
a behind-the-scenes featurette, a cast inter-
view, a behind-the-scenes featurette, a pilot 
short, and a battle animatic. Recommended. 
(T. Keogh)
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Music Dance
Aida	HHH
(2015) 148 min. In Italian 
w/English subtitles. Blu-ray: 
$39.99. C Major/Unitel (dist. by 
Naxos of America).

One might expect an op-
era staged by the man who 
made the 1973 horror movie 
classic The Exorcist to be unusual, even out-
rageous, but this 2015 Turin revival of film 
director William Friedkin’s 2005 take on 
Verdi’s popular 1871 warhorse about the clash 
between love and politics in ancient Egypt 
proves to be ultra-traditional—even staid. The 
singers are firmly planted while delivering 
their arias, and they move about with grand 
gestures as troupes of acrobats and dancers 
enter for the orchestral interludes. Nor are the 
sets and costumes innovative, scrupulously 
reflecting holdings from the city’s recent-
ly-reopened Museo Egizio, which boasts the 
largest relevant collection outside of Cairo. 
The result, while often visually evocative, 
is still a trifle enervating, and the musical 
elements are variable. Gianandrea Noseda 
conducts the company orchestra and chorus 
in a reading that emphasizes refinement over 
excitement, and the only singer to stand out 
is Anita Rachvelishvili as Amneris, the Egyp-
tian princess whose jealousy over the love 
between general Radamès and the Ethiopian 
slave Aida leads to their doom. As her rival 
for Radamès’s affection, Kristin Lewis proves 
to be a vocally sweet but slightly pallid Aida, 
while Marco Berti makes a beefy Radamès, 
both physically and vocally. The rest of the 
supporting players are at best adequate, with 
Mark Doss particularly gravelly-voiced as 
Aida’s father Amonasro. While this staging 
offers no special insight into the opera and is 
hobbled by some vocal flaws, it does present 
a reading of Verdi’s monumental work that 
should appeal to traditionalists. Presented 
in DTS 5.1 (DTS-HD 5.1 on the Blu-ray re-
lease) and PCM stereo, this is recommended.  
(F. Swietek)

Alvin Ailey American 
Dance Theater: Chroma, 
Grace, Takademe, 
Revelations HHH1/2
(2015) 94 min. DVD: $24.99, 
Blu-ray: $34.99. C Major (dist. 
by Naxos of America).

This entry from the Lin-
coln Center at the Movies series celebrates one 
of the nation’s premier modern dance com-
panies: Alvin Ailey American Dance Theater, 
which was formed in New York by Ailey 
in 1958 and showcases African-American 
performers. Serving up a quartet of pieces 
that demonstrate both the troupe’s variety 
in programming and the extraordinary skill 
of its corps, this performance kicks off with 
“Chroma” (2006), an explosion of ensemble 
riffs by British choreographer Wayne McGre-
gor, set to music by the White Stripes and Joby 

Talbot. Next up is Ronald K. Brown’s “Grace” 
(1999), a succession of solos and ensembles 
mixing modern and West African dance 
moves while depicting a march of pilgrims 
to heavenly glory, backed by an eclectic 
score by Duke Ellington, Roy Davis, and 
Fela Kuti. The third item is the brief “Tak-
ademe” (1999) by the company’s current 
artistic director, Robert Battle, featuring a 
brilliantly exuberant solo by Jamar Roberts 
that is based on the Kathak rhythms of In-
dian classical dance and set to syncopated 
vocals by Sheila Chandra. The presentation 
ends with the company’s signature piece, Ai-
ley’s “Revelations” (1960), which serves up a 
series of scenes tied to the African-American 
religious and spiritual experience, all set to 
a selection of spirituals, gospel songs, and 
blues. Presented in DTS 5.0 (DTS-HD 5.0 
on the Blu-ray release) and PCM stereo, ex-
tras include a behind-the-scenes featurette. 
Highly recommended. (F. Swietek)

The Beach Boys: Pet 
Sounds HHH
(2016) 94 min. DVD: $15.98, 
Blu-ray: $21.98. Eagle Rock 
Entertainment (avail. from 
most distributors).

Beach Boy Mike Love apt-
ly notes in filmmaker Mar-
tin R. Smith’s BBC Four-aired documentary 
that the legendary album Pet Sounds “took 20 
years…to go platinum.” By the mid-1960s, 
the Beach Boys had racked up enough hits 
that Capitol Records was willing to bankroll 
something different. First, composer Brian 
Wilson decided that he no longer wanted to 
tour, so with the rest of the band in Japan, 
he got started on the new record by roping 
in songwriter Tony Asher and the session 
musicians of the Wrecking Crew, including 
drummer Hal Blaine and bassist Carol Kaye. 
Wilson also chose to use his own studio, 
instead of Capitol’s facilities. According to 
music writer David Wild, Wilson’s “instru-
ment” was the recording studio, where he 
combined an orchestra, multi-tracking, and 
samples (such as barking by his dogs). Upon 
their return to the States, the group contrib-
uted lyrics, vocals, and ideas, including Al 
Jardine’s suggestion that they cover the Kings-
ton Trio’s “Sloop John B.” The end result was 
a critical hit that failed to live up to Capitol’s 
expectations, even though it drew praise from 
Beatles John Lennon and Paul McCartney. 
Jardine says, “They just didn’t understand 
it,” so they didn’t know how to promote it. In 
retrospect, the band has no regrets since the 
material has passed the test of time. All of the 
surviving members offer their thoughts here, 
while Brian’s late brothers, Dennis and Carl 
Wilson, appear in archival footage. Presented 
in DTS 5.1, Dolby Digital 5.1 and stereo on 
DVD, and DTS-HD 5.1 and LPCM stereo on 
Blu-ray, extras include additional interviews. 
Recommended. (K. Fennessy)

Bryan Adams: Wembley 
1996 HH1/2
(1996) 143 min. DVD: $15.98. 
Eagle Rock Entertainment 
(avail. from most distributors).

Bryan Adams filled Lon-
don’s massive Wembley Stadium for this 
July 1996 concert featuring a 23-song set 
that favors the singer-songwriter’s bombastic 
and often trite tunes about staying forever 
young, forever true, forever heartbroken, 
and forever rockin’. The good news is that 
late in the set a few other colors are added to 
the otherwise bland musical palette, offering 
a glimpse of a genuine rock and roll heart 
inside the perennially boyish guitarist. The 
monotonous stuff includes the muddy blues 
of “The Only Thing That Looks Good on You 
Is Me,” the dreary shuffle of “Do to You,” the 
disappointing “Kids Wanna Rock” (which 
starts like it might have been a minor Little 
Richard hit, but soon fizzles), and, of course, 
the FM standard “Summer of ’69.” A welcome 
change arrives with “Have You Ever Really 
Loved a Woman?”, a flamenco-tinged song 
that Adams wrote for the Johnny Depp hit 
movie Don Juan DeMarco. Better still is the 
Springsteen-ish anthem “There Will Never 
Be Another Tonight,” plus a serviceable cover 
of the Troggs’ “Wild Thing,” and a muscular 
take on Moon Mullican’s 1956 rockabilly 
staple “Seven Nights to Rock.” Technically 
unimpressive—presented in a standard 4:3 
aspect ratio in Dolby Digital stereo—this 
hit-filled concert will nevertheless appeal to 
Adams’s fans. A strong optional purchase. 
(T. Keogh)

Candide HHH
(2004) 116 min. Blu-ray: 
$24.99. Shout! Factory (avail. 
from most distributors).

Leonard Bernste in’s 
comic operetta based on 
Voltaire’s satirical 18th-cen-
tury novel was a flop on 
Broadway in 1956, but over the years nu-
merous attempts have been made to salvage 
the marvelous music by replacing Lillian 
Hellman’s problematic book that details the 
comic journey of the titular innocent. This 
2004 semi-staged concert performance by the 
New York Philharmonic includes virtually 
all of the music (although with some altered 
lyrics), but the spoken dialogue reflects the 
reworked libretto by Hugh Wheeler that was 
commissioned by Hal Prince for his 1974 
revival, along with further alterations taken 
from versions fabricated for various opera 
companies. Director Lonny Price also adds 
several low-comedy bits to the mix, such 
as having the Inquisitor who condemns 
poor Candide to the auto da fé made up to 
look like Donald Trump, who yells, “You’re 
fired!” And when Candide is packing his 
prize possessions, one turns out to be an LP 
recording of the West Side Story soundtrack. 
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The performance is enjoyable, with a vigorous 
reading by conductor Marin Alsop, along with 
excellent vocalism from a mixture of operatic 
veterans (Paul Groves as Candide and Thomas 
Allen as Pangloss) and Broadway luminaries 
(Patti LuPone as the Old Lady and Kristin 
Chenoweth as Cunegonde, the latter deliv-
ering a show-stopping rendition of the florid 
“Glitter and Be Gay”). Sterling work from the 
orchestra, supporting cast, and Westminster 
Symphonic Choir all add to this fine produc-
tion that was originally recorded for broadcast 
on PBS. Presented in DTS-HD stereo, this is 
recommended. (F. Swietek)

Cavalleria Rusticana/
Pagliacci HHH1/2
(2016) 2 discs. 153 min. DVD: 
$29.99, Blu-ray: $39.99. 
Opus Arte (dist. by Naxos of 
America).

The durable double bill of 
the titular verismo one-act 
operas by Mascagni and Leoncavallo receives 
stellar treatment in this 2016 production 
from the Royal Opera House in Covent Gar-
den. Director Damiano Michieletto situates 
both operas as contemporary tales occurring 
simultaneously in a rural Italian village, 
using the intermezzos in each to add clever 
references to the events of the companion 
piece, and Paolo Fantin’s revolving set offers 
a naturalistic view of the main street, along 
with the interiors of a bakery for Cavalleria 
Rusticana (with plenty of dough-kneading) 
and a community center where Pagliacci is 
performed. Conductor Antonio Pappano is 
entirely at home with the scores, and he se-
cures impassioned playing from the orchestra 
and equally vivid singing from the chorus. 
Appearing in both works is the commanding 
tenor Aleksandrs Antonenko, who in Cavalle-
ria Rusticana plays Turiddu, a lascivious fellow 
whose dalliance with two women, Santuzza 
and Lola, leads to his death at the hands of 
Lola’s husband Alfio, and in Pagliacci is Canio, 
leader of an acting troupe, who as Pagliacci 
kills his unfaithful wife Nedda and her lover 
Silvio onstage. Antonenko is well matched 
by the other vocalists—Eva-Maria Westbroek 
(Santuzza), Martina Belli (Lola), Dimitri Pla-
tanias (Alfio), Carmen Giannattasio (Nedda), 
and Dionysios Sourbis (Silvio)—as well as 
Elena Zilio, who movingly conveys the pain 
of Turiddu’s mother, Mamma Lucia. Presented 
in DTS 5.1 and Dolby Digital stereo on DVD, 
and Dolby Atmos, DTS-HD 5.1, and LPCM 
stereo on Blu-ray, extras include an interview 
with Pappano, introductions to the operas, 
and cast galleries. Highly recommended.  
(F. Swietek)

Die Entführung aus dem Serail HHH1/2
(2015) 168 min. In German w/English subtitles. 
DVD: $29.99, Blu-ray: $39.99. Opus Arte (dist. by 
Naxos of America).

Mozart’s first great success on the Vien-

nese stage was this 1782 
“singspiel,” which is by defi-
nition a piece that alter-
nates musical numbers with 
spoken dialogue. Modern 
productions generally pare 
the latter to a minimum, 
although that is not the 
case with David McVicar’s 
2015 Glyndebourne mounting, which—like 
Christof Loy’s 2010 staging from Barcelona 
(VL-7/12)—retains everything, making for 
a long and more serious performance, trans-
forming what is ordinarily a sprightly comedy 
into a larger drama of love and forgiveness. 
Robin Ticciati leads the period-instrument 
Orchestra of the Age of Enlightenment in a 
reading of the score that emphasizes its darker 
elements without becoming lugubrious, and 
the vocalism is excellent, with Sally Mat-
thews’s silvery soprano shining in the role 
of Konstanze—a young woman romanced 
by her Turkish captor, Pasha Selim (Franck 
Saurel, imposing in a non-singing role)—and 
Edgaras Montvidas exhibiting a solid if some-
what nasal tenor as Belmonte, the Spanish 
nobleman who comes to rescue her. Brenden 
Gunnell and Mari Eriksmoen are also engag-
ing as the comic servants who become the 
couple’s confederates, but the outstanding 
turn here comes from Tobias Kehrer, who not 
only manages the very low notes that Mozart 
assigned to the Pasha’s overseer Osmin, but 
also makes the usually buffoonish character 
into a genuinely menacing figure. Boasting 
striking sets and costumes designed by Vicki 
Mortimer, this is an assured and elegant 
production that also incorporates well-cho-
sen excerpts from other works by Mozart as 
background music in a few dramatic scenes. 
Presented in DTS 5.1 and Dolby Digital stereo 
on DVD, and DTS-HD 5.1 and LPCM stereo 
on Blu-ray, extras include a behind-the-scenes 
featurette and a cast gallery. Highly recom-
mended. (F. Swietek)

Don McLean: Starry 
Starry Night HHH1/2
(1999) 75 min. DVD: $19.95. 
Music Video Distributors (avail. 
from most distributors).

Singer-songwriter-gui-
tarist Don McLean—best 
known for the perennial 
radio favorite “American Pie”—is captured 
live in this 1999 concert from the Paramount 
Theatre in Austin, TX, backed by a nimble 
band and a small but sumptuous-sounding 
string section for a 15-song set that shows 
off the many colors of McLean’s repertoire. 
McLean kicks things off with the early favor-
ite “Castles In the Air,” featuring a jangling, 
folkie feel and idealistic lyrics that reject 
middle-class conformity. “Jerusalem” is a 
well-meaning if awkward appeal for peace, 
while “Crossroads” is a touching nod to des-
tinies that cannot be denied. An interview 

snippet with McLean talking about how he 
came to write the smash hit “Vincent (Starry, 
Starry Night)”—about the suicidal genius 
Vincent Van Gogh—precedes a beautiful 
rendition of that tune. “You’re My Little 
Darlin’,” written for McLean’s then-9-year-
old daughter, is a golden daddy song right 
up there with Springsteen’s “Pony Boy.” The 
concert ends with “American Pie,” which 
sounds great, even if you’ve already heard it 
15,000 times. One of the highlights of this set 
is McLean’s expressive covers of other song-
writers’ material, including Marty Robbins’s 
brutally honest “You Gave Me a Mountain,” 
Roy Orbison’s magnificent “Crying,” and—
unexpectedly—“It Was a Very Good Year,” 
an autumnal hit for Frank Sinatra. McLean is 
also joined by then-rising star Nanci Griffith 
for stellar duets on Buddy Holly’s “Raining In 
My Heart” and his own “And I Love You So.” 
Presented in stereo, extras include additional 
concert footage from the 1970s-1990s, and 
backstage clips from a 1975 Hyde Park con-
cert. Highly recommended. (T. Keogh)

Einstein on the Beach 
HHH1/2
(2014) 2 discs. 264 min. DVD 
or Blu-ray: $39.99. Opus Arte 
(dist. by Naxos of America).

Although considered 
Philip Glass’s first opera, 
this mammoth 1976 work—
clocking in at over four hours in this revival 
filmed at the Théâtre du Chátelet in Paris in 
2014—is actually a huge piece of collaborative 
avant-garde performance art by the compos-
er, the director-designer Robert Wilson, and 
dancer-choreographer Lucinda Childs. The 
series of nine tableaux, divided into four 
acts and connected by intermezzos called 
“knee plays,” contain occasional references to 
Einstein and atomic power (“On the Beach” 
recalls the title of Nevil Shute’s novel about 
the aftermath of a nuclear war), but the seg-
ments are basically slowly-moving live-action 
“paintings” by Wilson accompanied by typi-
cally propulsive, repetitive numbers by Glass, 
complete with vocal interjections consisting 
of nonsense syllables, numerical recitations, 
and short snatches of disconnected verse. 
Meaning may be beside the point, but the 
joint effect of the dazzling visuals and en-
ergetic music is hypnotic. This set preserves 
the 2012 remounting that toured for several 
years across five continents, including the 
Paris stop. Overseen by Glass, Wilson, and 
Childs, the performance can be considered 
definitive, and the stamina and precision of 
the company—which includes the Lucinda 
Childs Dance Company and the Philip Glass 
Ensemble along with soloists, all under the 
baton of conductor Michael Riesman—are 
nothing short of staggering. An excellent 
staging of a cutting-edge work of art from 
the ‘70s, Einstein on the Beach is presented in 
DTS 5.1 (DTS-HD 5.1 on the Blu-ray release) 
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and LPCM stereo. Highly recommended.  
(F. Swietek)

The Everly Brothers: 
Harmonies from Heaven 
HHH
(2016) 138 min. DVD: 2 
discs, $15.98; Blu-ray/DVD 
Combo: $21.98. Eagle Rock 
Entertainment (avail. from 
most distributors).

The unique career of the Everly Brothers is 
covered in filmmaker George Scott’s informa-
tive BBC Four-aired documentary. Since his 
brother Phil passed away in 2014, Don Everly 
speaks for the duo, who grew up in a coal 
mining town in Kentucky with a father who 
taught them to play guitar. After moving to 
Iowa, Everly senior formed the Everly Family, 
who performed on the radio daily, bringing 
the boys to the attention of guitarist Chet 
Atkins (the lads also took inspiration from 
the rhythmic playing of Bo Diddley). With 
Atkins’s help, the Everly Brothers found a 
niche in Nashville working with songwrit-
ers Boudleaux and Felice Bryant, scoring a 
hit with the Bryants’ “Bye Bye Love,” after 
which they were off and running. As Keith 
Richards puts it, “They were the country 
side of rock and roll.” The pair continued to 
rack up hits as they moved from Cadence 
Records to Warner Brothers. A minor con-
troversy arose with the Boston ban of “Wake 
Up Little Susie,” even though Felice, in a 1998 
interview, explains that she softened the 
original lyrics (composer Tim Rice calls the 
song “daft, but brilliant”). And then Don and 
Phil served in the Marines, fell out with their 
publishing company, and proved no match 
for the British Invasion. The duo broke up in 
1973, went their separate ways, and reunited 
in 1983. Don admits that he and Phil never 
got along, but also says that he misses him. 
Other speakers include Graham Nash and Art 
Garfunkel. A bonus DVD adds a 14-song Aus-
tralian set from 1968 that proves the Everlys 
could rock as hard as anyone, even if their 
star had dimmed a bit by then. Presented 
in DTS 5.1, Dolby Digital 5.1 and stereo on 
DVD, and DTS-HD 5.1 and LPCM stereo on 
Blu-ray, extras include additional interviews 
and Jake Bugg performing “Cathy’s Clown” 
and “Cryin’ in the Rain.” Recommended. 
(K. Fennessy)

Fall Out Boy: The Boys 
of Zummer Tour, Live In 
Chicago HH1/2
(2015) 80 min. DVD: $14.98, 
Blu-ray: $19.98. Eagle Rock 
Entertainment (avail. from most distributors).

Chicago band Fall Out Boy performs a 
17-song set in this 2015 hometown concert, 
drawing from several albums. The punk-pop 
band largely leans on the same tiresome 
formula of tunelessness, propulsion, and 
yelping vocals, although the hardcore punk 

influence isn’t especially compelling. Still, 
the musicians—vocalist-guitarist Patrick 
Stump, bassist Pete Wentz, guitarist Joe 
Trohman, and drummer Andy Hurley—bring 
an infectious energy to the stage, bounding 
around in front of an impressive video wall 
that serves up colorful sensory overload. 
“Irresistible” features dark lyrics backed by 
a monotonous roar and Stumps’s sputtering 
vocals, while “A Little Less Sixteen Candles, 
a Little More ‘Touch Me’” fails to live up to 
its clever title. The semi-acoustic “Immortals” 
briefly softens things a bit, while the novelty 
tune “Uma Thurman” offers temporary dis-
traction with its nifty chorus and repeated 
sample from the theme for TV’s The Munsters, 
and “Saturday” is a halfway decent rocker. 
Presented in DTS 5.1, Dolby Digital 5.1 and 
stereo on DVD, and DTS-HD 5.1 and LPCM 
stereo on Blu-ray, this will mainly appeal to 
fans. A strong optional purchase. (T. Keogh)

Gregory Porter: Live in 
Berlin HHH1/2
(2016) 128 min. DVD: $29.98 
(2 audio CDs included), 
Blu-ray: $34.98 (2 audio 
CDs included). Eagle Rock 
Entertainment (avail. from most distributors).

Singer-songwriter Gregory Porter, winner 
of the 2014 Grammy Award for Best Jazz Vocal 
Album (Liquid Spirit), performs with his excit-
ing quartet before an appreciative audience 
in Berlin in this May 2016 concert featuring 
a 16-song set that mixes R&B, soul, and jazz. 
Porter begins with the urgent yet sweet gospel 
sound of “Holding On,” then quickly segues 
into the bluesy “On My Way to Harlem,” a 
subtle protest song about the gentrification of 
the classic African-American neighborhood. 
Some delicious scat-singing and a rich sax-
ophone solo deepen the experience, which 
ends with a nod to Marvin Gaye’s “What’s 
Going On.” The remarkable “Take Me to the 
Alley” is a beautiful and melodically complex 
song about the redemptive value of people 
helping others, and the Gaye influence on 
Porter’s style returns with the heartbreaker 
“Hey Laura.” One can hear, too, the spirit of 
doo-wop and soul masters The Impressions in 
a couple of Porter’s songs, especially “Conse-
quence of Love” and the Curtis Mayfield-like 
“Free.” Other highlights include a hat tip to 
the Temptations (“Papa Was a Rolling Stone”) 
and the delicate, reflective “Water Under 
Bridges.” Presented in DTS 5.1, Dolby Digi-
tal 5.1 and stereo on DVD, and DTS-HD 5.1 
and LPCM stereo on Blu-ray, extras include 
a behind-the-scenes featurette, and a pair of 
bonus audio CDs featuring all of the songs. 
Highly recommended. (T. Keogh)

Gypsy HHH
(2015) 142 min. DVD: $22.98, Blu-ray: $29.99. 
Shout! Factory (avail. from most distributors).

Celebrated as one of the best Broadway mu-
sicals of all time, the 1959 tale of Rose—the 

ultimate stage mother who 
pushed her daughters June 
and Louise onto the vaude-
ville circuit (and eventually 
saw Louise transformed 
into stripper Gypsy Rose 
Lee)—has attracted many 
of the grandest dames of 
Broadway. Ethel Merman originated the role, 
and it was later famously assumed by Angela 
Lansbury, Bernadette Peters, Betty Buckley, 
and Patti LuPone, among others. At the 
suggestion of Stephen Sondheim, who wrote 
the lyrics for Jule Styne’s unforgettable score 
(Arthur Laurents penned the book), British 
actress Imelda Staunton signed on for this 
2015 revival from London’s West End. The 
competition on disc is not especially strong—
the 1962 movie starring Rosalind Russell is 
lugubrious, and the 1993 telefilm with Bette 
Midler is at best a valiant effort. This version 
is hardly flawless—the staging looks a little 
tacky, the orchestra is a mite tinny, and 
the supporting cast is merely adequate. But 
Staunton performs with such intensity that 
she sets the screen afire, although some might 
find her Rose so abrasive that it is nearly im-
possible to believe that other characters could 
have much affection for her. Still, you cannot 
take your eyes off Staunton, who makes this a 
truly memorable revival of a great Broadway 
musical. Presented in DTS-HD stereo, this is 
recommended. (F. Swietek)

I Capuleti e I Montecchi 
HHH
(2015) 139 min. DVD: $24.99, 
Blu-ray: $39.99. Accentus 
Music (avail. from most 
distributors).

Joyce DiDonato triumphs 
for a second time in the 
trousers role of Romeo in Vincenzo Bellini’s 
1830 opera based not on Shakespeare’s trage-
dy of doomed young love, but on earlier Ital-
ian sources. The superstar American soprano 
was the glory of the earlier 2014 production 
from San Francisco (VL-1/15), and she is 
equally impressive in this 2015 mounting by 
the Zürich Opera, accompanied by a strong 
Giulietta (Olga Kulchynska). Christof Loy’s 
staging wittily treats the story in the style of 
The Godfather: the Capulets, mostly costumed 
in dark suits, look like a gathering of Mafiosi, 
with their leader Capellio (Alexei Botnarciuc) 
made up to resemble Marlon Brando’s Don 
Corleone. There are some unconvincing 
touches: a younger version of Giulietta ap-
pears at the beginning and close, apparently 
to emphasize how her psyche was formed by 
growing up in such a bloodthirsty family, and 
the lovers are shadowed by a silent spectral 
figure (Gieorgij Puchalski) who seems to 
represent approaching death. But these quirks 
do not seriously undermine what is overall a 
fine presentation of an undervalued opera. 
Conductor Fabio Luisi treats the score with 
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passion and sensitivity, and both the chorus 
and the supporting singers (Botnarciuc; Ro-
berto Lorenzi as Lorenzo, the Capulet family 
doctor who administers the sleeping potion 
to Giulietta; and Benjamin Bernheim as 
Tebaldo, to whom Giuletta is betrothed) pro-
vide stirring vocalism. Presented in DTS 5.1, 
Dolby Digital 5.1, and PCM stereo on DVD, 
and DTS-HD 5.1 and PCM stereo on Blu-ray, 
this offers viewers another chance to enjoy 
DiDonato in what is becoming a signature 
role for her. Recommended. (F. Swietek)

Jennifer Lopez: Dance 
Again HHH
(2014) 84 min. DVD: $19.98. 
Anchor Bay Entertainment 
(avail. from most distributors). 
SDH captioned.

This 2014 documentary 
follows singer-actress Jen-
nifer Lopez over a half-year period on her 
first world concert tour. As Lopez makes 
clear in the film’s opening moments, this 
project is a particular challenge, given her 
age at the time (mid-40s), hardships of full-
out choreography over a number of shows, 
traveling with her two small children (as well 
as her parents and other family members), 
and career uncertainty in other areas of her 
life. Still, she dives right in, demanding per-
fection from herself and her many onstage 
and offstage collaborators, and is met with 
adoring audiences wherever she performs. 
Viewers need not be familiar with Lopez’s 
music to appreciate this fast-moving profile 
that balances the personal with a look at the 
mystique of stardom. Director Ted Kenney 
invites numerous comments from Lopez’s 
parents about their daughter’s driven nature, 
and he captures Lopez’s tender admission that 
she is living out the dream that eluded her 
mother. Lopez’s hard break with her gig on 
TV’s American Idol adds some drama, as does 
her discussions about former husband Marc 
Anthony, who briefly reunites with her at a 
triumphant concert in Puerto Rico (where 
Lopez sang years before in her first concert). 
Perhaps most memorable, however, is the 
sight of Lopez putting on a full show in pour-
ing rain at an outdoor concert—proving that 
not every moment of her life is glamorous. 
Also featuring renditions of some of Lopez’s 
greatest hits—including “Get Right,” “Love 
Don’t Cost a Thing,” “I’m Into You,” “All 
I Have,” and the title track—Jennifer Lopez: 
Dance Again is a solid behind-the-scenes mu-
sic documentary. Presented in Dolby Digital 
5.1, this is recommended. (T. Keogh)

Justin Hayward: Live in Concert at the 
Capitol Theatre HHH1/2
(2014) 110 min. DVD: $19.95. Music Video 
Distributors (avail. from most distributors).

Justin Hayward, lead singer and songwriter 
for the legendary Moody Blues—and a fine 
solo artist—performs a wide selection of songs 

from multiple phases of his 
career in this intimate 2014 
concert filmed at the Cap-
itol Theatre in Clearwater, 
FL. Backed only by key-
boardist-percussionist-back-
up vocalist Julie Ragins and 
lead guitarist Mike Dawes, 
a relaxed and courtly Hayward kicks off this 
16-song set with what must be the Moodies’ 
most-ubiquitous tune on classic rock radio, 
“Tuesday Afternoon.” Still in fine voice, 
Hayward evokes the old dreamy, romantic 
feeling of Moody Blues chestnuts (others 
here include “Nights in White Satin” and 
“Question”), while also delving deep into his 
own songbook with the likes of the gorgeous, 
dusky “In Your Blue Eyes,” and the delicate 
memory piece “The Western Sky.” “You Can 
Never Go Home Again” is one of several 
wintry, mournful works from the old canon, 
along with what might be the most stirring 
piece in this set, a hushed performance of 
“December Snow,” which improves upon the 
studio recording. Presented in Dolby Digital 
5.1 and stereo, extras include bonus perfor-
mances of “Blue Guitar” and “Who Are You 
Now,” as well as a music video for “The Wind 
of Heaven.” Highly recommended. (T. Keogh)

KISS Rocks Vegas HHH
(2014) 114 min. DVD: $21.98 
(audio CD included), Blu-ray: 
$26.98 (audio CD included). 
Eagle Rock Entertainment 
(avail. from most distributors).

KISS chose to celebrate their 40-year an-
niversary with a nine-show run—complete 
with flash pots and laser lights—at Las Vegas’s 
Hard Rock Hotel in 2014, the year the band 
was also inducted into the Rock and Roll Hall 
of Fame. Since Kabuki makeup and samu-
rai-inspired costumes have always been part 
of the act, the two original members—64-
year-old singer-guitarist Paul Stanley and 
67-year-old bassist Gene Simmons—could 
pass for years younger, a fringe benefit they 
probably didn’t anticipate when the band 
formed in the 1970s. While Peter Criss and 
Ace Frehley showed up for the induction 
ceremony, they are not part of the current 
lineup, although guitarist Tommy Thayer 
and drummer Eric Singer pick up the reins 
just fine. The band opens and closes the 
16-song set with the anthem-like numbers 
“Detroit Rock City” and “Rock and Roll All 
Nite,” while saving the more reflective mate-
rial, such as the Rod Stewart-inspired “Hard 
Luck Woman” and the hit ballad “Beth,” 
for a bonus acoustic section in which they 
perform MTV Unplugged-style (seated, sans 
makeup). Throughout the main show, Stanley 
communes with the fans at the front of the 
stage, Simmons unfurls his tongue whenever 
a camera moves in for a close-up, and Singer 
and his drum kit float up in the air on a 
riser towards the end of the set. Between the 
concert and the acoustic set, every key KISS 

track is included (with the exception of “Cold 
Gin”). Bundled with an audio CD (of the main 
concert), this is presented in DTS 5.1, Dolby 
Digital 5.1 and stereo on DVD, and Dolby 
Atmos, DTS-HD 5.1, and LPCM stereo on 
Blu-ray. Recommended. (K. Fennessy)

La Traviata HH
(2015) 139 min. In Italian w/
English subtitles. DVD: $29.99, 
Blu-ray: $34.99. C Major/Unitel 
(dist. by Naxos of America).

Oddball productions of 
famous operas proliferate 
nowadays, but few have 
been more wrongheaded than Rolando 
Villazón’s 2015 Baden-Baden Festival stag-
ing of Verdi’s ever-popular 1853 tale of the 
courtesan Violetta’s self-sacrificial rejection 
of her lover Alfredo at the urging of his 
pragmatic father Germont. For some reason 
Villazón has chosen to set the action inside 
a circus tent, with the secondary characters 
costumed as clowns and such, while Violetta 
is followed about by a sort of blonde double 
who is apparently a trapeze artist. Is Violetta’s 
consumption to be compared to a possible 
fall from a high wire? Hard to fathom, even if 
this approach does allow for some spectacular 
images. In any case, the musical side is not 
strong enough to compensate for the visual 
peculiarity. The only remarkable element 
is Olga Peretyatko’s Violetta; her voice does 
not fit the role perfectly—being more sharp 
than seductive—but her vocalism is powerful, 
and while her acting skills are perfunctory, 
she at least brings intensity to the doomed 
character. The remaining singers—including 
Atalla Ayan as Alfredo—are more serviceable 
than inspired, and it is hard to gauge the 
performance of Simone Piazzola as Germont 
when the poor man is made up all in gray, 
looking like the statue of the Commenda-
tore in Don Giovanni. The playing of the 
Balthazar-Neumann-Ensemble under Pablo 
Heras-Casado is energetic, but this misguided 
version of Verdi’s perennial warhorse cannot 
be preferred to the many other fine versions 
already available, including the recent 2014 
Glyndebourne staging (VL-11/15). Presented 
in DTS 5.1 (DTS-HD 5.1 on the Blu-ray release) 
and PCM stereo, this is not a necessary pur-
chase. (F. Swietek)

L’histoire de Manon 
HHH1/2
(2015) 125 min. DVD: $29.99, 
Blu-ray: $39.99. Bel Air 
Classiques (dist. by Naxos of 
America).

Several operas—by Auber, 
Massenet, and Puccini—
have been based on L’Abbé Prévost’s 1731 nov-
el L’Histoire du Chevalier Des Grieux et de Manon 
Lescaut, centering on a beautiful young 
French woman named Manon who becomes 
an object of desire for both the handsome 
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Chevalier Des Grieux and a wealthy, elderly 
man (here called Monsieur De Morfontaine), 
with Manon’s brother Lescaut urging the 
latter to court his sister for his own selfish 
reasons. But this is a 2015 performance of 
British choreographer Kenneth MacMillan’s 
ballet—which he adapted from the book in 
1974—staged by the Paris Opera Ballet, where 
the work entered the repertoire in 1990, and it 
also serves to showcase the final performance 
of Aurélie Dupont with the company. Mac-
Millan set the story to pieces by Massenet, 
drawing from various compositions rather 
than his opera Manon, and Martin Yates, who 
re-orchestrated the whole score in 2011, con-
ducts authoritatively here, bringing out the 
full richness of the music. This is an opulent 
mounting, with elegant sets and sumptuous 
costumes, and the dancing is first-rate, with 
Roberto Bolle (Des Grieux), Stéphane Bullion 
(Lescaut), and Benjamin Pech (Morfontaine) 
all accompanying Dupont with aplomb. She, 
however, is clearly the star, and the prolonged 
standing ovation she receives during the cur-
tain calls is evidence of the audience’s deep 
affection. Presented in Dolby Digital 5.1 and 
PCM stereo on DVD, and DTS-HD 5.1 and 
PCM stereo on Blu-ray, extras include an in-
terview with Dupont. Highly recommended. 
(F. Swietek)

Mötley Crüe: The End—
Live in Los Angeles 
HH1/2
(2015) 153 min. DVD: $21.98 
(audio CD included), Blu-
ray: $26.98 (audio CD included). Eagle Rock 
Entertainment (avail. from most distributors).

The 1980s semi-heavy-metal band and 
MTV darlings Mötley Crüe purportedly 
brought their touring days to an end on 
New Year’s Eve of 2015 in this often emo-
tional concert filmed at the Staples Center 
in Los Angeles. The performance is captured 
here in vintage music video fashion, with 
rapid cuts and various effects hyping the 
show’s energy, with nods to the middle-age 
musicians’ rock god stature. The music is 
the same party-hardy stuff the band always 
peddled, although the rapid-fire technique of 
spooky-looking guitarist Mick Mars coupled 
with the muscular rhythm section of bassist 
Nikki Sixx and ebullient drummer Tommy 
Lee suggests, as it always did, that these guys 
were fit for something better all these decades. 
Singer Vince Neil still has his voice but can 
only run around the stage so long before 
catching his breath (one reason why a pair 
of scantily-clad backup singers are on hand 
to keep the energy going). While there aren’t 
any real musical highlights here—the band 
plows through the hits “Kickstart My Heart,” 
“Girls, Girls, Girls,” and “Dr. Feelgood,” as 
well as the cover of Brownsville Station’s 
“Smokin’ in the Boys Room” on this 15-song 
set—“Saints of Los Angeles” is a better song 
that borders on Guns N’ Roses territory. This 

is ultimately more of a visual phenomenon, 
including a flamethrower attached to Sixx’s 
bass that shoots flames 30 feet, and a wild 
ride as Lee and his drum stand travel along 
a roller coaster that extends over the crowd 
and briefly strands the drummer—upside 
down—near the Staples’ ceiling. Bundled 
with an audio CD, this is presented in DTS 
5.1, Dolby Digital 5.1 and stereo on DVD, and 
DTS-HD 5.1 and LPCM stereo on the Blu-ray 
release, with extras including behind-the-
scenes segments and interviews. A strong 
optional purchase. (T. Keogh)

Parsifal HHH1/2
(2016) 252 min. DVD: 2 discs, 
$39.99; Blu-ray: $39.99. Bel 
Air Classiques (dist. by Naxos 
of America).

In this 2016 production 
from the Berlin Staatsoper, 
Dmitri Tcherniakov offers 
a striking staging of Richard Wagner’s final 
opera, about the knights who guard the 
Holy Grail and the lance which pierced the 
crucified Christ. The knights are in disarray: 
their leader Amfortas was seduced by Kundry 
and wounded by the evil magician Klingsor, 
and only a “Pure Fool Made Wise by Compas-
sion” can recover the spear and use it to cure 
Amfortas. That savior is the titular wanderer, 
who resists Kundry’s temptation and takes the 
lance back to the knights, destroying Kling-
sor’s domain in the process. Tcherniakov 
situates the action in the present, portraying 
the knights as scruffy woodsmen, Parsifal as 
a backpacker, and Klingsor as a leering old 
man whose “flower maidens”—usually shown 
as temptresses—are instead a bevy of young, 
pigtailed girls in pastel-colored dresses who 
play with dolls. Parsifal, moreover, resists 
Kundry’s advances because they remind him 
of how his mother walked in on his first ro-
mantic encounter with a girl and jealously ex-
coriated him. The unmistakable suggestions 
of pedophilia and incest will put off some 
viewers, as will the fact that the religious and 
mystical aspects of the opera are underplayed. 
Still, conductor Daniel Barenboim brings 
extraordinary intensity to his very slow 
reading of the score, and the orchestra and 
chorus respond with absolute commitment. 
And the vocalists shine, including Andreas 
Schager (Parsifal), Anja Kampe (Kundry), 
Tómas Tómasson (Klingsor), Wolfgang Koch 
(Amfortas) and René Pape as Gurnemanz, the 
senior knight who here uses a slideshow to 
teach his colleagues about the history of their 
order. Although obviously untraditional, this 
is surprisingly effective overall. Presented in 
Dolby Digital 5.1 and PCM stereo on DVD, 
and DTS-HD 5.1 and LPCM stereo on Blu-ray, 
this is highly recommended. (F. Swietek)

The Passion Live HHH
(2016) 65 min. DVD: $14.99. Shout! Factory 
(avail. from most distributors). Closed captioned.

Hosted by Tyler Perry, this 2016 Fox-aired 

live production centering 
on the last hours of Jesus 
Christ was filmed in Perry’s 
hometown of New Orleans, 
LA, where the performers 
alternate between various 
locations and an outdoor 
stage (the singers use wire-
less mics). Behind the stage, 
choir members and musicians provide accom-
paniment as Perry narrates, and songs are 
presented that combine originals with covers 
from Tina Turner, Tears for Fears, and other 
pop artists. After an introductory number by 
Yolanda Adams, the scene moves to a train 
where Jesus (Jencarlos Canela) sings—with 
backup from the disciples—before going on 
to meet up with Judas (American Idol finalist 
Chris Daughtry). Throughout, Mary Mag-
dalene (country singer Trisha Yearwood in 
a pop register) sings from the stage. Loaves 
and fishes come into play when Jesus stops 
by a food cart to pick up supper for his crew, 
cautioning that one of them will betray him, 
which leads to a power ballad from Judas and 
a duet with Jesus (the apostle Peter, played 
by Prince Royce, also sings a few songs). By 
the time of his fateful encounter with Pon-
tius Pilate (Seal), Jesus has changed into an 
orange jumpsuit. If Seal brings gravitas to 
the proceedings, the trial veers towards the 
cheesy when the choir sings “We Don’t Need 
Another Hero.” Instead of portraying the 
Crucifixion, Perry offers description while 
Yearwood sings beside a large illuminated 
cross. Upon his Resurrection, Jesus reappears 
atop a tall building to perform a final number 
as the rest of the cast joins Perry on stage. 
Presented in Dolby Digital 5.1 and stereo, 
this is somewhat uneven, but given the key 
involvement by Perry and the presence of 
Yearwood and Seal, it is also likely to be pop-
ular. Recommended. (K. Fennessy)

Peter Gabriel: Growing 
Up Live + Still Growing 
Up Live & Unwrapped 
HHH
(2004) 402 min. Blu-ray/DVD 
Combo: $34.98. Eagle Rock Entertainment (avail. 
from most distributors).

This somewhat confusing Blu-ray/DVD 
compilation of overlapping Peter Gabriel 
concerts from the early 2000s includes 2003’s 
Growing Up Live on Blu-ray and 2004’s Still 
Growing Up Live on DVD. Filmed in Milan, 
the 17-song Growing Up Live is a relatively 
large-scale theatrical experience, with Ga-
briel at one point controlling a video camera 
(during the song “The Barry Williams Show”) 
and flashing images of the audience onto a 
pillar-like screen. In the song “Growing Up,” 
Gabriel is swallowed whole by a crystal-like 
sphere and kind of walk-rolls it over his 
in-the-round stage (a novelty that wears off 
quickly). More sedate but musically compel-
ling performances include a funky, playful 
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“Sledgehammer” and a fantastic reading of 
“In Your Eyes,” during which the singer-song-
writer revives the old feeling of onstage com-
munity that he so gracefully created back in 
the 1980s. The 13-song Still Growing Up Live, 
filmed in venues across Europe, is a less-suc-
cessful sequel, featuring many repeat entries 
without the earlier stage gimmicks. While 
Gabriel and his band are more contained 
here and the accent is decidedly more on the 
music, the video direction is distracting and 
even ugly, full of weird camera angles, rapid 
cutting, and extreme close-ups of half-faces. 
The intent seems to be to make the concert 
look like anything but a concert, even as 
Gabriel pulls out high-drama classics such 
as “Red Rain” and “Biko,” and finds mes-
merizing rhythms in “White Ashes.” Extras 
spread across this release include the behind-
the-scenes film Still Growing Up Unwrapped 
by Anna Gabriel—Peter’s daughter—as well 
as behind the scenes featurettes, interviews, 
and bonus performances. The separate DVD 
set Still Growing Up Live & Unwrapped (without 
Growing Up Live) is also available for $29.98. 
Presented in DTS-HD 5.1 and LPCM stereo 
on the Growing Up Live Blu-ray disc, and DTS 
5.1, Dolby Digital 5.1 and stereo on the DVD 
disc, this is recommended, overall. (T. Keogh)

Rhapsody/The Two 
Pigeons HHH1/2
(2016) 104 min. DVD: $29.99, 
Blu-ray: $39.99. Opus Arte 
(dist. by Naxos of America).

The amazingly varied 
work of Frederick Ashton—
longtime choreographer 
and artistic director of the Royal Ballet at 
Covent Garden—is revisited by the com-
pany in this delicious 2016 double bill that 
resoundingly demonstrates why he remains 
so revered. The Two Pigeons (1961) is a re-
working of a 19th-century ballet by French 
composer André Messager, based on a tale 
by the 17th-century fabulist Jean de La Fon-
taine. In this version, a painter abandons his 
lover—also his model—to follow a beautiful 
woman in a passing gypsy troupe. Although 
he competes with other men for her attention, 
he is ultimately shunned as an interloper and 
returns home. Two live pigeons appear at the 
start to represent the original couple, and 
reappear at the close to signify their reunion. 
Danced exquisitely by Lauren Cuthbertson 
and Vadim Muntagirov (with Fumi Kaneko 
as the smoldering gypsy girl), this is both a 
charming and rather profound rumination 
on the vagaries of human romance. Rhap-
sody (1980), set to Rachmaninoff’s Paganini 
Variations for piano and orchestra, was 
created as a birthday tribute to the Queen 
Mother and designed as a vehicle for Mikhail 
Baryshnikov. As such it makes extraordinary 
demands on the male soloist, which are met 
with resounding success by Steven McRae, 
who is joined by Natalia Osipova in the ach-

ingly beautiful pas de deux set to the famous 
andante 18th variation. The only drawback 
is the sometimes ragged orchestral playing 
under Barry Wordsworth (the Rachmaninoff 
Rhapsody can certainly be heard to better 
advantage elsewhere), but the choreography 
and dancing in both pieces are exemplary. 
Presented in DTS 5.1 (DTS-HD 5.1 on the Blu-
ray release) and LPCM stereo, extras include 
introductions to both ballets, and a featurette 
on the choreography of The Two Pigeons. 
Highly recommended. (F. Swietek)

Ritchie Blackmore’s 
Rainbow: Memories in 
Rock—Live in Germany 
HH1/2
(2016) 139 min. DVD: $29.98 
(2 audio CDs included), Blu-ray: $34.98 (2 audio 
CDs included). Eagle Rock Entertainment (avail. 
from most distributors).

Legendary Deep Purple and Rainbow 
guitarist Ritchie Blackmore fronts his latter 
band before happy audiences of pop-metal-
heads at outdoor German venues in Loreley 
and Bietigheim in June 2016. The 14-song 
set offers a mix of dullness and moments of 
inspired nostalgia. Aided by his front man 
vocalist Ronnie Romero—a reliable conjurer 
of yesteryear’s prog-rock glory—Blackmore 
opens with the Deep Purple classic “Highway 
Star,” which captures a whisper of that long-
gone group’s mystique. The elongated blues 
of “Mistreated” features a roaring guitar solo, 
while “16th Century Greensleeves” snakes 
along in more sinister tones. The largely ex-
pressionless Blackmore leads the way in the 
pleasingly pop-ish “Since You’ve Been Gone” 
(with its “Sweet Jane”-like chord structure), 
which is followed by the unfortunately empty 
“Man on the Silver Mountain.” Much better 
is a cover of Deep Purple’s “Perfect Strangers” 
that is slow, mysterious, pulsing, and bruising. 
A far-too-long “Child in Time” finally gives 
way to “Woman from Tokyo,” but everything 
ends satisfactorily with FM radio catnip 
“Smoke on the Water.” Bundled with a pair 
of audio CDs featuring all of the songs plus 
four alternative bonus tracks, this is presented 
in DTS 5.1, Dolby Digital 5.1 and stereo on 
DVD, and DTS-HD 5.1 and LPCM stereo on 
Blu-ray. A strong optional purchase. (T. Keogh)

The Rolling Stones: 
Havana Moon HHH1/2
(2016) 110 min. DVD: $29.98 
(2 audio CDs included), 
Blu-ray: $34.98 (2 audio 
CDs included). Eagle Rock 
Entertainment (avail. from most distributors).

Although not quite as musically strong as 
The Rolling Stones: Sweet Summer Sun—Hyde 
Park Live (VL-1/14), this 13-song 2016 perfor-
mance filmed in Havana, Cuba, where the 
Rolling Stones made their first-ever appear-
ance, is certainly historic and was deeply 
appreciated by the open-air evening crowd 

(estimated to be some 500,000 strong). Now 
in their sixth decade, the original bad boys of 
rock ‘n’ roll—playing before towering video 
projection screens on a massive stage with 
a long runway—kick off the set with Keith 
Richards’s signature guitar riff on “Jumpin’ 
Jack Flash,” as indefatigable septuagenarian 
front man Mick Jagger launches into his 
trademark hyperkinetic act (I’ve no doubt 
that Jagger easily met his daily Fitbit goal 
here), backed by drummer Charlie Watts 
and guitarist Ronnie Wood. The backup 
band includes decades-long Stones musicians 
Darryl Jones on bass and Chuck Leavell 
on keyboards, with Karl Denson and Tim 
Ries replacing the late, great Bobby Keys 
on sax, and Sasha Allen stepping in for Lisa 
Fischer on vocals. The string of hits includes 
“Honky Tonk Women,” “Paint It Black,” 
“Gimme Shelter” (featuring Allen),” “Ang-
ie,” and “Sympathy for the Devil,” as well 
as a 15-minute-plus rendition of “Midnight 
Rambler” and a characteristically beautiful, 
chorus-backed rendition of “You Can’t Al-
ways Get What You Want,” before the classic 
closer “(I Can’t Get No) Satisfaction.” Oddly, 
five songs (including “Tumbling Dice,” “Miss 
You,” and “Start Me Up”) were cut from the 
main concert and are presented here as bonus 
tracks, along with two audio CDs featuring 
all of the songs. Presented in DTS 5.1, Dolby 
Digital 5.1 and stereo on DVD, and DTS-HD 
5.1 and LPCM stereo on Blu-ray, this is highly 
recommended. (R. Pitman)

Santana IV: Live at the 
House of Blues, Las 
Vegas HHHH
(2016) 151 min. DVD: $29.98 
(audio CD included), Blu-
ray: $34.98 (audio CD included). Eagle Rock 
Entertainment (avail. from most distributors).

Many may find it hard to believe that 
the original, classic lineup of Santana only 
released three albums before the band’s 
members went their separate ways in the early 
1970s. Captured live at Las Vegas’s House of 
Blues a few weeks before the rock/jazz/African 
rhythms/Latin/blues group released Santana 
IV in 2016, this 24-song performance is an-
chored by namesake guitarist Carlos Santana, 
who is backed by Neal Schon on guitar, key-
boardist/lead vocalist Gregg Rolie, drummer 
Michael Shrieve, and Michael Carabello on 
congas and percussion. Mixing old and new 
material, the band sizzles from the get-go with 
an opening salvo of the famed instrumental 
“Soul Sacrifice,” which somehow sounds 
fresh despite carrying decades of classic rock 
dust. “Jingo” begins with a long rumble be-
fore eventually breaking into a soaring cry 
from Carlos’s battered, battle-scarred guitar; 
“Anywhere You Want to Go” seems an appro-
priate title for a tune that is a simple riff with 
plenty of room for individual solos; and the 
John Coltrane influence on oldie “No One to 
Depend On” has never been clearer. But it’s 
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Santana’s greatest-hits material—including 
“Black Magic Woman” and “Oye Como 
Va”—that demonstrate just how much the 
music benefits from some added years of 
maturity. Bundled with two audio CDs, this 
is presented in DTS 5.1, Dolby Digital 5.1 and 
stereo on DVD, and DTS-HD 5.1 and LPCM 
stereo on Blu-ray. Highly recommended. 
Editor’s Choice. (T. Keogh)

Scorpions: Live in 
Munich 2012 HHH
(2012) 109 min. DVD: $15.98, 
Blu-ray: $21.98. Eagle Rock 
Entertainment (avail. from 
most distributors).

Four-decades-plus into the Scorpions ca-
reer (while the band formed in 1965, vocalist 
Klaus Meine didn’t join until 1970), the 
group is in fine form for this 2012 concert 
from Munich’s Olympiahalle. The 20-song 
set starts with the hard stuff before segueing 
to power ballads, starting with the anthe-
mic “The Best Is Yet to Come,” which has 
surely brightened up a senior prom or two. 
Meine, who sports his signature newsboy 
cap, keeps the stage patter to a minimum, 
concentrating on his vocals, which remain 
as distinctive as ever (lightly accented 
English with a touch of vibrato). When he 
isn’t singing, he’s encouraging the audi-
ence to clap along during “Make It Real” or 
whistling the opening melody to “Wind of 
Change.” His band mates include guitarist 
and founding member Rudolf Schenker, 
lead guitarist Matthias Jabs, bassist Paweł 
Maciwoda, and drummer James Kottak. 
For “Send Me an Angel,” they all assemble 
at the front of the stage to play acoustic 
instruments and add harmony vocals, even 
Kottak, who trades his drum kit for a set of 
shakers and a music case (or amplifier) on 
which he taps out a beat. Near the end, the 
band serves up their biggest hit, “Rock You 
Like a Hurricane,” with the audience singing 
along as flash pots blaze away. Presented in 
DTS 5.1, Dolby Digital 5.1 and stereo on 
DVD, and DTS-HD 5.1 and LPCM stereo on 
Blu-ray, this is recommended. (K. Fennessy)

Sweeney Todd HHH1/2
(2001) 145 min. Blu-ray: 
$29.99. Shout! Factory (avail. 
from most distributors).

Arguably Stephen Sond-
heim’s greatest achieve-
ment, Sweeney Todd is the 
operatic tale of the “demon 
barber of Fleet Street,” who seeks revenge 
against the lustful judge who ruined his 
life and stole his daughter. Pie-maker Mrs. 
Lovett helps Todd ply his bloody trade (and 
dispose of the remains in her tasty confec-
tions). Tim Burton’s big screen adaptation 
(VL Online-4/08) is quite good, and a 1982 
taping (VL-7/04) that largely recreated Hal 
Prince’s imaginative 1979 Broadway produc-

tion, starring Angela Lansbury (the original 
Lovett) and George Hearn, remains super-
lative. This Blu-ray release of a semi-staged 
2001 concert version by the San Francisco 
Symphony is also first-class. Hearn is again 
masterful in the title role, and is ably sec-
onded by Patti LuPone as Lovett, while Neil 
Patrick Harris as Lovett’s helper Tobias Ragg 
is part of the fine supporting cast. Rob Fisher 
draws inspired playing from the orchestra, 
while Lonny Price’s expert ramp-based 
staging keeps the action flowing smoothly. 
Presented in DTS-HD stereo, extras include 
a behind-the-scenes featurette. An excellent 
rendering of Sondheim’s dark, brooding 
tale of madness and mayhem, this is highly 
recommended. (F. Swietek)

T.A.M.I. Show/The Big 
T.N.T. Show HHH1/2
(2016) 2 discs. 205 min. Blu-
ray: $29.99. Shout! Factory 
(avail. from most distributors).

Bowing on Blu-ray, this 
compilation of two early 
classic rock ’n’ roll concert films illustrates 
just how much America was starting to 
change between 1964 and 1965. Filmed 
before a live audience of teens in Los An-
geles, 1964’s The T.A.M.I. Show, hosted by 
surf music duo Jan and Dean, features a 
stellar lineup of rock, soul, and pop talent 
performing nearly 50 songs. Chuck Berry 
kicks off with one of the earliest rock ‘n’ roll 
hits, “Johnny B. Goode,” while subsequent 
highlights include Smokey Robinson and 
the Miracles’ “Mickey’s Monkey,” Marvin 
Gaye’s “Can I Get a Witness?,” Lesley Gore’s 
“It’s My Party” and “You Don’t Own Me,” 
the Beach Boys’ “Surfer Girl,” the Supremes’ 
“Baby Love,” James Brown’s “Please, Please, 
Please” (the hyper-physical Brown is a one-
man Zumba class), and the Rolling Stones’ 
“Time Is on My Side.” Backed by a house 
band and surrounded by male and female 
go-go dancers (remember the days of sweat-
ers and bikini bottoms?), the only downside 
of this light and fluffy ball of musical fun is 
that the screaming teens often drown out 
the music early on. This landmark concert 
film was added to the Library of Congress’s 
National Film Registry in 2006. The Big 
T.N.T. Show from 1965 displays a notable 
change in look and mood. Hosted by The 
Man from U.N.C.L.E.’s David McCallum and 
produced by “Wall of Sound” maestro Phil 
Spector, the show certainly boasts a number 
of effervescent numbers, including Petula 
Clark’s “Downtown,” the Lovin’ Spoonful’s 
“Do You Believe in Magic?,” Ray Charles’s 
“Let the Good Times Roll,” Roger Miller’s 
“Dang Me,” and Ike & Tina Turner’s “A Fool 
in Love,” but the dress is darker and more 
casual than beach-side, and some of the 
30-plus tunes—Joan Baez’s “500 Miles,” The 
Byrds’ “Turn! Turn! Turn!,” and Donovan’s 
“Universal Soldier”—reflect the societal 

winds of change as America’s involvement 
in the Vietnam War began to escalate. Nice-
ly remastered and presented with a DTS-HD 
2.0 soundtrack, extras include audio com-
mentary by director Steve Binder (for the 
T.A.M.I. Show), new interviews with Petula 
Clark and others, and a booklet. Highly 
recommended. (R. Pitman)

The Tubes: The 
Musikladen Concert 
1981 HHH
(1981) 91 min. DVD: $15.98. 
Sireena Records (avail. from 
most distributors).

At the time of this Ger-
man TV-aired 1981 concert, 
the Tubes were on tour in support of their 
latest release The Completion Backward 
Principle. On that album, the San Francisco 
art-rock outfit took on the corporate culture 
of the era complete with red and blue outfits 
matching the band logo behind them. This 
performance begins with an overture full of 
burbling synths and prog-rock guitars, be-
fore three figures wearing headlamps enter 
the stage. Shortly thereafter, the tall one 
in the center unzips his jumpsuit to reveal 
front man Fee Waybill, a bundle of energy 
who launches into “A Matter of Pride.” “TV 
Is King,” the next song in the 17-track set 
list, finds Waybill jumping on top of a TV 
set before leaping off the stage. While they 
applaud after each song, the audience also 
seems surprisingly muted, giving the group 
little energy to play off, although the band 
makes the best of it. When Waybill com-
plains about “German tailoring” because 
his pants won’t stay buttoned, someone 
yells, “Too much beer!” For “Sports Fans,” 
Waybill changes into a baseball outfit and 
romps with cheerleaders before switching 
to a straightjacket to embody the troubled 
loner of “Mr. Hate.” After that he dons a 
business suit for “Attack of the Fifty Foot 
Woman,” but takes the opposite tack for 
“Mondo Bondage” and the closer “Let’s 
Make Some Noise,” stripping down to a 
thong. Also included here is the reflective 
Bill Spooner-sung ballad “Don’t Want to 
Wait Anymore,” a highlight of the Tubes’ 
diverse repertoire. Presented in PCM stereo, 
this is recommended. (K. Fennessy)

New to Blu-ray

Joni Mitchell’s The Fid-
dle and the Drum (C Major, 
Blu-ray: $34.99). Debuting 
on Blu-ray with exclusive 
bonus features, this 2007 
multimedia ballet (VL-5/09) 
showcases the music and 
artwork of Canadian sing-
er-songwriter Joni Mitchell, backed by the 
Alberta Ballet.
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GEMS AND MINERALS. 
A BIG BAD MOUSE.

FOR YOUNG LEARNERS
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Best Docs
2016: it was the best of times, it was the 

worst of times. On the plus side, there were 
a number of wonderful documentaries. 
Now in our 12th year of sifting through 
mountains (or, at least, foothills) of films for 
months on end, Video Librarian adds 25 more 
titles to our annual “Best Documentaries” list 
(see page 53), bringing the current total to 
300 (all are featured in annotated lists online 
in the “Resources” section of Video Librarian 
Plus!, www.videolibrarian.com).

Every year sees a mix of higher-profile 
documentaries (past entries have included 
Blackfish, Citizenfour, The Cove, Grizzly Man, 
An Inconvenient Truth, Inside Job, The Jinx, Man 
on Wire, March of the Penguins, Murderball, No 
End in Sight, Project Nim, Searching for Sugar-
man, Sicko, Taxi to the Dark Side, The Unknown 
Known, and Waiting for Superman) and less 
well-known titles (such as 51 Birch Street, 
112 Weddings, Best Kept Secret, Big Enough, Big 
Men, The City Dark, Dear Zachary, Four Seasons 
Lodge, The House I Live In, The Learning, A Life 
Without Pain, Menstrual Man, Monster Camp, 
Nursery University, The Revisionaries, Sister 
Helen, Somm, and Sunset Story).

Once again, this year’s selections cover a 

wide spectrum of personal stories, timely is-
sues, and just plain fun and/or bizarre topics.

On the personal story side, just as we 
were beginning to make our final selections, 
the news broke of the FBI’s investigation of 
Anthony Weiner’s laptop with evidence of 
an online relationship with an underage 
girl and possible emails related to presiden-
tial candidate Hillary Clinton, leading to 
a week of handwringing speculation that 
might have ultimately cost Clinton the 
election. We were torn over whether to keep 
Josh Kriegman and Elyse Steinberg’s Wein-
er—the story of the disgraced former New 
York congressman’s 2013 failed mayoral 
bid, which was marred by new damaging 
sexting revelations—on our list, but finally 
decided that the fresh controversy did not 
make Weiner any less of a fascinating, funny, 
and thought-provoking film (it has also been 
longlisted for the Oscars).

Many of the documentaries dealt with 
issues that featured prominently in the news 
in 2016, including Michael Beach Nichols 
and Christopher K. Walker’s Welcome to 
Leith, which follows the battle between 
locals of a small North Dakota town and 
a group of white supremacists; filmmakers 
Peter Hutchison, Kelly Nyks, and Jared P. 
Scott’s Requiem for the American Dream, with 

Noam Chomsky offering 
a compelling analysis of 
income inequality in the 
United States; and Yael 
Melamede’s very timely 
(Dis)Honesty: The Truth About Lies, a fascinat-
ing inquiry into public cheating and dishon-
esty that also serves up eye-opening stories 
of several individuals who were caught lying.

And on the weirdly fun side, no docu-
mentary registered higher than Billie Mintz 
and Julian T. Pinder’s Jesus Town, USA, which 
centers on the turmoil that results after a 
retiring actor playing Jesus in a long-running 
outdoor Passion Play pageant in Oklahoma is 
replaced with a somewhat overweight man-
child who may actually be a Buddhist. Also 
entertaining: Louise Osmond’s Dark Horse, 
an inspiring tale of a middle-aged South 
Wales barmaid who joins with locals to breed 
a steeplechase racehorse.

As I write this just before the holiday 
break, Video Librarian staff are already 
starting to watch some of the exciting 
new documentaries reviewed in this issue, 
looking for the richest, most rewarding, 
and thought-provoking documentaries for 
next year.

Happy viewing to all in 2017!
Randy Pitman
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